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ABSTRACT

contracted study for the Office of Libraries and
Research, and
Office. of Educational
Technology,
Improvement, U. S. Department of Education, examined thb-current
in library netwOrk dUivery 'of consumer
of the art
s..-ate
information services and developed an assessment model'for the
effectiveness of network delivery of cttizens' informatioh, with
The first phase of this
an emphasis on the role of libraries1
-atudy, which involved a:comprehensive survey of 620 library
networks, developed typologies for both library and non-library
networks providing consumer information services.
Th is

Le'arning

1

I.
1

Ath tht assistance 'of an Advisory Group consisting of
a
expetts. ,in ooth libraTy and non-library network activities,
including thirteen areas of consideration in
conceptua l.
model,
developing criteria-of e'rfectiveness of information networks in
For each
'providing consumer information services, was developed.
An
of the thirteen areas, research questions were formulated.
the
Ihterview Guide was developed for testing and refining'
conceptual model.
on' the network typology developed py the research
'nine
networks (five larary and four non-library.netwoits)
team,
providing consumer information services were selected for in-r.
Case analyses, which were derived froth the
depth case alialyseS.
reflected
the history, present status, as_wells
interv.i-ew Guide,
andlong-term
concerns (DJ. ;Ietwork staff pn the
as the short-term
Even iiith the
,provision, of consumer information, services.
'major, similarities and
of nine case analyses.,
limitation
dissimilarities among.the networkswere evident.. The findings of
the
these case analyses enabled the researchersrto re-.4xamine
the
contains
as
well,
This final repoiE;
research questions'.
findings of the individual intervews.upon which the \assessment
-model was examined and finally motlified.
Based
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CHAPTER 1

.

INTRODUCTION

.

Library networks, b th formal and inforMal, have recelved
extensive coveragein t-e literature of library and information
science;'however, writings dealing with ehe effectiveness .of
these hetworks have addressed the issue only from an operational
standpoint (such as cost effectiveness and document delivery
capabilities) focusing on computerizatiori and telecommunications.
Consequently, it is.not surprising that the everyday needs of
coniumers have received Iittle.attention in the literaiture on
However, the public frequently needs consumer infornetworking.
mation and would benefit frompthe advantages of networking. ()

our recently completed stud? of tke information seeking
patterns of New England residents, we discovered that the largest
percentage of non-woric situations (22.27.), described by the 2,400
In order to make a
respondents, related to consumer issuei.
decition,
solve a problem Or understahd a situation, responderits
(e.g.,
relied keavily on interpersonal information' ...providers
infrequently
consulted
and
only
friends
and colleagues)
Furthermore, they expressed satisfaction with the
libraries.
With
providers used, even those'labep.1ed as "least helgul." (1)
the
the demand for accountability from public institutions,
demand for a greater return in servilpe for each tax dollar spent,
as well as,consumers' tendency td shun libreries while seeking
information, it is imperative that a more complete understanding
of the rolge libraries play in proyiding consumer information (to
This understanding
be defined in the.next section) be achieved..
mighe be gained from studies of the use of library collections
interlibrary loan
libraries'
and referepce source.publishing,
capabilities, referral processes, or (as, this investigation will
treat) the role Of'library networking.
In

4

Networks which deal. 'with constmer information issues May
solely of libraries, may exist completely outside the
rary- struccure, or may involve libraries with non-library
This,report, and the contracted research'project,
organizations.
deals with all three types of networks.
Ckgsist

.

1

of

Ching.-chih Chen and Peter Hernon, A Regional Investigation
Information Needs in New England:
ticecutive Summary

Citizencs

Ri QH-TPFEject No. 475 AH707177 -U7S. Department bf Education,
1981.
See also:
ice of,Librariei and Learning Technology,
Information Seejcing: Assessing
Ching-chih Chen and.Peter Hernon,
New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers,
and Anticipating User Needs.
1972.

1.
14

0

,- 2-

,

DEFINITIONS

Before proceeding,
it
networks,
three major terms:
education.

,
,

,

the
.define
to
information, and consumer

Ilenefidial.

is

consumer

,
.

.

J

Netwprks coniist of two or more independent libfaries ,or,
other information providing orginizationi joining together in a
Since there must be bothcommon pattern of information sharing.
regular sharing and a contractual arrangement, networking is a
a
coordinated effort to solve a common problem.
':

4

,

,

.

II

II-,

.

Consumer'ineormation is that personal; 'financial and other
information mteded .by -the general pUblio to resolve prOblems
are.
Non-work- eituatibns
within the famtly or household.
emphasized since the person is,not paid to getthe information.
osist them with
It
is
the information which people seek to
everyday- problems, including thoge relating to moneY matters,
health;housing, or energy.
Consumer education
which it encompasses:

acbivities

can be defined by describing
.

.

.

,

il
.1!

11

il

As

.

informing people about consumer issues 410 that they can
improve,their bwn situation and make more effective use
of the network
motivating people to reform current practices :
selffor
helping
people learn skills necessary
t improvement
.enhancing the teaching and communication skills of those
f.
engaged in educating consumers
increasing knowledge "through research and eValuation
concerning,the mosteffective ways of achieving these
objectives.
(2)
,

.

,

,

,

provides
consumer education is a process that
to
people
that, enables
professional training and, research,
improve themselves, and that fapilitates environmental reforms in
order to achieve this goal. (3)
In

,

1

short,

IL

'REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFPY NO. 80-76
This study was contracted to us as a-direct resukt of our
It was directed to investigate
80-76.
response to the RFP No.
consumer
objectives related to network provision of
four
information:
2

Adopted from definition of consumer health education given
sumer Education and Netibnal Policy,
Promoting Health
edited by Anne R. Somers. Germantown:, MD: ;11-Eped Systems, Corp.,

)

in

p. xv.

1976.

.

ft

3

Ibid.

111

.

.

,
.

11

5

3

2.Wk.

-develop "an evaluation methoallogy which can be utilized
in determining the optimum idesign and ?performance of
library Information networkS that provide --citizens'_
consumer informatioW!
"furnish inforTapion that will enable State and local
governments to design and conduct library information
netwOrks serving consumers with a maximum benefit/cost
ratio"
on library inform ation-.
"respond to the , resolutions
networking recommended by the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services (November 1979)"
an awareness in the library and information
."increase
- science community .of the. correlation between quality
standaras for library information networks.and the maxi.*
mization of benefits,to cost."
Ih this jregardl , the researchers developed an assessment
and nonmodel
(see Ch4pter 2) and investigated nine library
in order -to view
library' netwbrks, * stipulated in the RFP,
Chapters 4 and 5 compare
in p oper context.
these variables
findings among the nine networks and identtfy the range of
also identify
T1.457
criteria affecting neework performance.
points of similarity among the networks in an effort to aid
library networks wanting to expand their rold as providers of
consumer informaeion.

ADVISORY GROUP

consisting ormembers who are..actively
An Advisory Group,
involved in different aspects of networking, was formed to aid in
accurate definition of terms, to provide a more Complete state of
the published
the art assessment than could be gathered from
to supply critical feedback on ehe research design,
literatui-e,
and to anticipate potential problem areas. Such a ./-oup fills an
indispensable role for'exploratory research on a subject whose
full dimensions cannot be completely understood from the reported
literature.
The Advisory Group consists of five experts': Dr. Neal Kaske,
Dii-ector of Research and-Development for OCLC4 Inc.; Mrs. Barbara
Markuson,
Executive Director of the Indiana Cooperative Library
Services Authority; JoSeph McDonough, Esq., pepuey Director of
Palmour,
the _City of Boston Consumer -Council; Mr. Velknott E.
Consultant from Reston; Virginia; and Mr. Ward Shaw, Executiove
Director of the Colorado Alliance of,Research Libraries.' These
national leaders bring to the prOject broadly-based-knowledge of
networking, consumer.information services both within and outSide
the library field, resdarch dedign, and evaluation techniques.
The first meeting of the Advisory Group, togeeher with the
U.S. Department qf Education project officei and,Simmons research
team, was held at Simmons College on February 23 and 24, ,1981, to
discuss the research*design and other aspects sp'eRified in. RFP
Extensive attention was paid to the'ddfinition of'
No.
80-76.
consumer%information and to the role of neeworks in the provision

k

16

,

//

*

The consensus of kpth the Advisory Group
of suph inforrdation.
and the research team was that the topic was nebulous, lacking at
literature
this time a sufficient research base in the exititg
for th formulation of an appropriate, 4eneral conceptual model.
As wa1 prevOusly mentioned, individual ne;works ari experiencing
probl ms iflidevising modelt aid evaluative mechanisms for their
therefore, a, meaningful general model is difficult
own purposes;
The Advisory_Gro4p recommended that, prior
tip devise and test.
to addressing the specifics of the contract, there be a determispecifically library
nation of the number and tYpes of networks,
rdlated, _providing consumer information. In order to make the
referral
survey manageable,
it should exclude information and
services provided by p'ublic libraries (4) and agencies of the

\

11,

II

II

i

Federal Govertment. 5f Support for the validity of the Group's
recommenddlion is evident from the following distussion of ,thl
existing literature and the accompanytng repovt on the completed
survey. Chapter 3.reports on the results of the survey of library
related networks and the typology developed for, non-library
networks.

II

II
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.
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LITERATURE SEARCHES

a

MANUAL'SEARCH

,

.

4

.

11.

611

;

sources contained in Table 1.1 as well as directories
'such as
those isstled by the Association Of Specialized and
for
were initially surveyed
Cooperative Libiary Agencies,
At this time,
we were in
relevaht information and references.
search not only of "consumer inBormation" .but -also for -all
The initial
network and consortia oriented subject headftgs.
search also' took us through the Simmons College card' catalog,
The

-

Once itrdual titles were identified, their bibliographies were
Great pains were taken to eliminate materials that
scruti
d.
(manuals and reports on well-known information
_were technical
networks such as OCLCInc;) or out-of-:.date materials. The names
of authors in the field were compiled so that all their published

11

works could be identified..

.

Once the search was narrowed to include only consumer
ihformation networks (see Table 1.2 for some of the subject terms
checked), 'the literature of coniumer affairs was also examined.
Back and current issuer of such serials as the Journal of
along with directorie7
Consumer Research were "'Scrutinized,
dealAg wiTtli-ZT)Hsumer use and prepared by various government
Here the problem was
dePartments as well as private agencies.
4

,

Thomas Childers, Public Library Information and Referral
U.S.
(Project No. 4/5Afl7U120)
Project:_
Phase I,
Survey.Office 'of
Education,
and Welfare,
Department -Of--Heirth,
Ed dation, Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, 1979.
_

5

,;t

InformatiOn

.

-

and Referral for Peoele Needing Human

Complex System

congress

that ShourTbe

improved.

TelT5Ft

I

Servite*s 1
to

the

by the Comptr61ie-CiFirir, ot the United St;tes,' March

1978.

..

5
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Table 1.1. Bibirogiaphic Sources initially Searched
t

,

The ALA Yearbook (thicaio: ALA)
Bouks in Print (New York: Bowker)

The Bowker AnnUal bf Library and Book Trade

'

:

BowkeFr

Biasiness Periodicals index (New york: Wilson)
48-

4.

Cumulative Book Index (New York:'Wilson)
Encyclopedia of Library and Informatfot Ssience.
(New York: DeRker)
Forthcoming Books.(New York: Bpwker)
*Index to Legar-Piriodicals (New York: Wilspn)
.

Library Litefature (New York:- Wilson)
.

)

Public Affairs' Information Service.
(New York: PAIS)
'

Bulletin,'

.Publisheis' Weekly (New York: Bowker)
,

Readers' 1/4f.kii.de- to
(New York: WilsoriT

Periodical

Literature

Social Science Index (New York: Wilso
Table 12. Sample Subject Headings.Searchad

r

Citizen.Information

Intellectual Cooperation

College Libraries

.Library Cooperation

Community Control

,Library Information Networks

Commity Information

Network

Community Research

Public Libraries
-

,

Consumer Education

Social- Service Agencies

Consumer Information

Social Surveys

Consumer Studies

Use Studies - Networks

Consumers

Use Studies - Public Library

Information Network

,

4

`6 -

1

It was relatively easy_ tos
specificallY.
identifying networks,
obtain names of individual agencies, but difficul to ascertain
whether these were involved in networking arrangemeqts; it is
significant to-note, too, that lists of organizations which might
publications were not exhaustiliely
appear
not
Air
checked.

ONLINE DATA BASE SEARCHING

-

As depicted in_Ta6le 43, numerous "indexes and alistracts were
searched online with the technological facilities. at Simmons
Since search terms Could be conlbined, the researchers
College.
Given the time lag
examined these printed sources exhaustively.
the printed
bases,
for the entry of new citations into some data
the
opiate
bases
"Of
all
issues for 1981 weresalso searched.
most
the
fileS/and
Magazine
Index
yielded
the ERIC
sedrched,
their
this
fact-,--ERi
majority
of
Despeite
useful references.
rectly relevant to the study objectives.
citations were not
Tabke 1.3. Data Bases Searched.On-line

Comprehensive Dissertatiqp Abstracts

ERIe(Educatioallesources Information Service)
4

7agazine Index

is

'

Monthly Catalog of United States Government
Publications
sl.

National Newspaper Index'

...

,
1

,

r
I

PAIS (Public Affairs Information Service)
International

.

NTIS (National Technical Information Service)
Sociological, Abstracts

i I

:

N.

).
I

,

I
THE

LITERATURE ON L'IBRARY AND

NON-LIBRARY

CONSUMER INFORMATION NETWORKS
OVERVIEW

.

(and one that
A point of confusion in the literature
definition of_
s
to
dhq
study)
rela
the
persisted throughout
-.might
refer
to
any intormaTo
some,consumer information.
while
far
others it
foreVeryday
prbble&
oLving,
_tion needed
consumer
problems
of
relates to information needed to help.solve
.For
example,
a
need
for.information
issues in the market place.
on, the _purchase of services or produstts would be a consumer

it

- 7

information problem.
The definition Usedin this study has
already been given; however, it should be recognized that there
is not aigeneral .qonsensus about a definition.
,

Existing literature of potential interest to our research,
obtained through our searches; focusses on numtrous areas:

progra* in operation
characftristics of a ,"goo0

information -.
consiumer
system
Of
,s the ,information needs and seeking patterns
consumers
why people-lieed access to high qu'ality;consumer
information
profiles of.information seekers
4
recent developments in the field (e.g., thoseassociated with health care programs)
consumer protection legislation
the resoldtion of consumer complaints
publica:en of appropriate aids (e..g., buying 'guides)
rating
rvitires
product quality
the valuA of consumer education
.1 the rolA of libraries in infoqmaion pro vision
the reqe of information centers (e.g., th4se operated
-by noel, State, and Federal governMent)
,

Writings ,described such seiViced as information and 404-lines,
coMmunity information and referral services, document delivery'
the
In spite of
services and special education programs.
must
the reported literature
s representedi
diversity of tq
tij as sparse.. Furthermore, the bulk of these
still be characté
writings were.only, *directly related to the library and its role
see
information prdmider. For thecomplete literature sources,
as
'the Bibliography at the end of this Chapter.
additional information on the provision of
Conceivably,
consumer ,informatiOn service might be found in library apd nonnews releases,
pamphlets,, annual reports,
library newsletters,
To get at %ome of this "unpublished"
and mimeographed reports.
literature,
researchers would have to contact the multitude .of
Such an
libraries and non-library organizations individually.
extensive nationwide undertaking, well beyond the scope and
purpose of this investigation, may not even be necessary given
the active involvement of such important information networks as
in
located
(CERN)
the Consumer Education Resource Network
and the National Health Information
'Rosslyn, 'Virginia, (6)
CERN
Clearinghouse (NHIC) also located in Rosslyn, Virginia.
serves as A clearinghouse for consumer information and education,
idistributing annotated bibliographies, providing access to data
6

CERN Ls located at 1555 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 600,
The telephone number is (703) 522-4616; the
Rosslyn, VA 22209.
toll free information exchange is (800) 336-0223.

,

tf.t:

20
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4

bases-related.to consumer information, and dissemina ng both a
NHIC,is a project of the
newsl4tter and an informational packet.
Health Promotion and Physical
of Health Information,
Offf.ce
Fitness and Sports Medicine in the Department of Health and Human
Established in 1979, it seeks to improve public access
Services.
In addition to daintaining an inquiry and
to healEh information.
the clearinghouse also produces reference aids
referral service,
on various subjects in the .health field. (7)
DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC WRITINGS

_Information should "aid and foster a self-reliant, selfactualrzing consumer who,can make thesmost of decisions and playd
an equal role with sellers in.the maiket places" (8)
Higher
quality information', therefore,
is
"the.key to such consumer
emanci2pation." (9)

Communtty information centers, such as those discussed by
?Clive Hopkins, enable residents of a community to receive answers
education,
etc.,
from the
to questions about health, ,welfate,
The staff of .the center provide infbrmation
local govevnment.
and refetral service, participate in problem solving,,and collect
'information about community attitudes toward local government and
In the long run, the effectiveness of the centers
its services.
wOuld be' increased through.the emOloyment of telecommunications'
and 'information mar4gement, technology. (10)
Libraries
must cooperate *with' agencies "through local
publicity,
shared
premises,
jaint
,coordinating committees,
Sopre
referral and t4 shatirig of professional expartise." (11)
consumer information agencies,would be fit from professional
Advice on the organization of their c lections of data and
publications,
7

Joanne G. Angle, "Consumer access to health information At
national level," paper presented at the Medical Library
The theme of the
Association, Montreal, Canada, June 1981.
session was "Consumer Health Information."
.

the

8

Hans B. Thorelli and Jack L. Engledow, "Information seekers
information systems: a policy perspective," Journal- of
Marketing,44: 9 (Spring 1980).
and

9

Ibid.

10---Community Information and.Service Centers:
Clive Hopkins,
U.S. DeparniRFEI
Washington, D.C.:
Concepts for Activation.

Commerce,T776.
11'.

Jennifer ROwley, David Butcher, and Christopher Turner,
"Consumer information and advice:
the role of public libraries,",
ASLIB Proceedings 32: 417 (November/December 1980).

.c

21.
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°

"particularly on si;tematic subject indexing. Professional
Librarians
can also assist in the training of advice
workers, both in the development pf their informationhandling skills and in creating awareness of.the resources
that libraries and other external information Sources can
offer.
Libraries can help to publicize the existence Jof
the information and advice agencies and make members of
public aware of the kinds of service offered through
the
joint publicity." (12)
.

'..

Information can be provided in a variety of ways: for,pcample, in
printed form for users to interpret; or in already$ interpreted
form.
the organization (or the network)
If the latter is done,
may take on an advocacy role;
one that many libraries may be
unwilling to undertake. This is one important differenceibetween
libraries and non-library organizations such as local commissions
extent
and coUnpils.
A pertinent question asks to what
(-11)
work
inlibraries eishouid ."become direcLy involved in advice
Libraries 'can
and in other areas?" (14)
the
coddlimer field

pvide. cosimex &ivice by

.-

.

f
,

,Ca

iàzng

"an active advIca service in 'cooperation
er agencies
consumer advice into a-library-operated
iit it_
ng
progr=
acNiice
genctii
community information and
0.),
consumer
specialist advice serviiceJ for
Po' ofge ng
'a
01,
pro b emsreonly
reor enting the basic functions of libr'ary- services to
o
give 'nformation and advice as appropriate in the. normal
course of work.
(15)
u

',

=

.

.

I

!,.

,

1

1

some point; more libraries might want "to participate in
As
negotiations or advocacy as well as in advice work." (16)
Joseph C. Donohue suggests, where.information of a factual nature
is needed and where it could be obtained from published sources,
libraries could direct uses to the appropriate source. "If what
was needed was substantive help," libraries could refer patrons
organization, government department or
"to the social agency,
At

12.
Ibid., p. 423.

.4 4

13

councils
and
Massachusetts
consumer
For
example,
commissions are listed in Consumers' Council, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, You Can Get Results: A Manual for Resolvin.g,
Consumer Complaints, Tnimmonwealth ot MassaEFILiTias7-T97J).
.

.

'

14

Rowley,.0p. cit, p. 424.
15

Ibid.

4,0

16

Ibid.

22

,

By acting as
individual able to provide that help." (17)
the resourceSbetween
people
with
information
needs
and
broker
networking
fiIl.these
needs,
libraries
and
their
:necessary to
Lois
Byrum, 'however',
capability can perform a Vital-function.
cautions. that- detWorks could not provide such a service for
rehabilitation, a topic on whichmany libraries do not at present
It-is possible .t,hat networks in
have
good collectiots.,.
combination with a clearinghouse in the field could improve
access to docpments. (18)
c.

Siebert, writing in RQ, find
Trudy A. . Gardner and Judy A.
hospital and medical libraaes now
that more public, academic,
want to meet. the health related information needs of their
Chhracteristic of the trendwis the establishment of
cliettele.
the Center for Medical Consumers and Health Care.Information in
(19)
This New York based Center attempt§ "to develop
1976.
the
various ways of getting health and medical information to
public in an easily understood objectiVe format." In addition to
the c'reation of a library devoted entirely to health information

for the general public, they find thaC "more and more suggestions
in the literature for the development of a
are, appearing
One
calection of materials for the health-conscious public."
is TEL-MED, created by the San Bernadino
innovation,
they note,
Medical Society and consisting of a collection of
(California)
Libraries such as
audiotapes on frequently requested subjects.
the Public Library of Columbus and Franklin County, Ohio, use the
system.as well.
needs,
"that for many consumer information
Believing
sources
Guide
or
Magazine
Index
wilL)point
to
relevant
Readers'
libraries," they
that are, generally availabIT-FH most public
They
conducted a two-month Pilot project at one public litorary.
to
effort
monitored healtk or illness-related questiots in an
sources
determine if references could be located in one or b9th
The major finding was that they
that would answer the question.
could locate pertinent references; public libraries therefore may
not need to augment their own resources by engaging in referral
17

"Some experiments fail: the public
Joseph C. Donohue,
information center project at the Enoch-Pratt Free Library," it
Social Responsibilities and Libraries by Patricia Glass Schuman.
pp. 161-163.
-VW-YOrk: Bowker,, 1976,
18

views
on
"A state agency librarian's
Byrum,
Lois_
rehabilitation 'information problems," in Proceedings of the
Arne --19777
RehaOilitation
Information Network Conference,
Washington, D.C.: the CatholirniTiirsity of America, 1979; pp.
20-25.
19

"Consumer Health
Trudy A. Gardner and Judy A. Siebert,
20
Information Needs and Access through Existing Indexes," ER,
366-372 (Summer 1981)-

23

1

and networking. (20)

.1

Our literature search reveals some inte)r,psting discussions\
A
'of ltbrary networks in the provision of consumer information.
survey of hoursover 300 public.library users in Illinois sought
health information indicates that more than 75 percent of thei
wanted additional information readily ayailable on the subject.
Government has many
It might be'noted that the Federal
(21)
resources aimed spedifically at providing consumer informatiop;
such
76
the Department of Health and HumaniServices alone has
"Since the mid-1970s, theaeMphasis on specific
(22)
resources.
categories, has led to a' proliferation of Federal
disease
resources to respond to the consumer demands for' informatibn.
the
Prominent under these are the'Office on'Smoking and Health,
Office of Cancer CommUnication, and the,National Clearinghouse
Since government' agencies
for Alcoholic Information." (23)
health,
encourage disease prevention and the promotion of
consumers often approach them for health information dealing with
nutrition, stres's, and how to stay healthy. (24)

Health information networks might be predicated on the
assumption that libraries, as public information centers, need to
care team. members, health
be active co-partners with health
and
consumers.
(25)
Consumer
health education would be
agencies,
a
logical extension of the current services offered by public
In fact,
libraries.
"The best and most viable service that a health sciences
library and a publi,c library may perform is working
together toward a common goal, that is the provision of
However, the path
accurate, current health information.
own
vary according to its
will
for
each library
institutional policiei and its clientele." (26)
ZO

Ibid.
21

"Consumer health information project:
Michele A: Johns.,
coopei-ation between the heart of Illinois Library Consortium and
the Illinois Valley Library gYstem,",a presentation at the
Medical Library Association, Montreal, Canada, June 1981.
22

Angle, Op. cit.
23

Ibid.

,,-

24

bid.
25.

Eleanor Y. 'Goodchild, Judith A. Furman, Betty L. Addison,
,and Harold N. Umbarqer, "The CHIPS project: a health information
network to serve the consumer," Bulletin of the Medical Library
Association 66:. 433 (October 1978)7-----26
Ibid.

.

24
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It. is important to note that.many health agencies
"had, not
thought of libraries as 'sourees for CHE (consumer
health
education)
materials and they welcome. the opportunity
to
disseminate their materials via the libraries." (27)

The Community Health Information Network (CHIN) represents a
cooperative effort between the Health Sciences Library of .Mount
Auburn -Hospital and the public.libraries of six Massachusetts
towns.
Begun .in 1974, the goals of this service are
.

to make health information literature easily accessible
to health providers and consumers in communities where
they live and work,.
-to- provide current information on available health,
resources in the community
to produce programs oh health topics
in the public
libraries and other'community settings,
to
train public librarians to assist their 'libraries'
users In finding information in the health science
literature.
(28)

Further,
the
"...Working policy is that librarians
must
communicate that they are librarians and not health
care
providers and that they are,giving (1) informatipn from published,
materials and/or (2) referral to recognized service agencies and
organizations." (29)
In this regard, CHIN provides telephone
reference service, on-demand bibliographies and referrals from
the public 14braries, which are also aided in the development of
health information collections.
Networks such as CHIN serve a
useful purpose:

"We quickly become aware that most health care facilities
providers never think of sending their clients to the
public library for information. CHIN's first step in
attempting to change this attitude was to send a copy of
our network brochure to more than 5,000 health providers
in our six communities.
In addition to this, we will be
presenting programs on health.in most of the member
libraries.
Stich programs have been developed by the
and

.

27

Iid.
28

Community Health Information Network (CHIN): Fact Sheet.
Cambridge, MA: moua-Kaurn Hospital,-MiErTaffiETRiiIth-rdrication,
p.l.
The Consumer Health Information Project
(located in
Cambridge, MA) provides a list of recommended reference books for
purchase by public libraries,
a ,bibliography of additional
informational sources, a resource fild of local voluntary health
organizations,
and
workshopS to aid public libraries
in
collection development and in improving their reference services.
Johns 222. cit.

49
,

Ibid., p. 2.t
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.

network staff with the'assistance of the libraries apd'.
":
various community Agencies." (30).
21

,

,

Network librarians received in-service training from professional
health gelience

-#

a
Consumer Health Information Program and,Services (CHIPS),
is a
bilingual consumer health information and referral service,
program between the Los Angeles_ County Carson
.cogperative
Regional Library and the Los Angeles County Harbor General
Hospital Regional Medical Library.
CHIP's goals dnd objectives
may be summarized as follows:9

"The project's goal is to assist in the national effort
of health improvement of the American people by providing
health information services to the general public within
the respective geographical boundaries of both libraries.
The project's proposal recognized both the uniqueness of
each library jurisdiction and the distinctive yet similar
needs of each user group. Foremoseamong the project's'
endeavors is the.coordination and sharing of activities
and findings to achieve the,.CHIPS goal of a health
information network."

I.

"Five objectives were developed to achieve the CHIPS goal.
-For the first objective, the project was to determine and
meet the consumer health information needs of-target area
residents.at a higher percentage than preprojett levels
ibf'service....The second objective of the project was to
iden fy and eitablish contact with forty health-related
age= es arid organizations and to develop a mechanism for
-the exchange of inforMational resources.'..4,The third
objective is to provide staff delidlopment tn the area of
health information,,services and materialos....The fourth
objective is to gile the public greater accewitiility to
health information materialS....The project'sfifth
objective.is to share fixidings and-Specially produced
materials with other libraries, library,systems, health.
professionals,national and local health organizations
and the general public.(public library,clients and'. hospital patients)." T31)

II

.,

.

'

II

'

II

1972,
IIIn
librarians in Santa Clara County,', California,
agreed upon a Cooperative Information Network (CIN),., whereby the
information needs of citizens, government and businesses could be
'ff

II

31)

3.

1

31----For another discussion of
Goodchild,
gt.
al.,
Op... cit.
CHIPS Afid CHIN see Ellen Gartenfeld dud Eleanor
Projects
Goodchildi "Consumer health information: a view from'two coasts,"
a paper presented at the Medical Library Association, Montreal,
Canada, June 1981.
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in times of financial
Resource sharing is essqtial immediate access to ,a
offer consumers

adOressed.
.stress if librarigs-are to
As was noted by Ronnie Markoe,
of
library
resources.
promoting- awareness of
'wide range
(1)
problems:
there are two -major
methods for evaluating
networks, and (2)
the
and
librarris
work effectiveness. 432)
for
Information NetworIc
the
Resource
In December 1980,
1
California ta provide the
in. Torrance,
with
(RINC)
was
begun
families
'Cancer
,patients and their
cancer
and
materials'
and
_general public
informational
to
current
patient
and
,'ctntralized- access
related to cancer prevention
ed*cation programs,RINC is linked tb other agencies, centers,
with
eddcation." (33)
(for example, it cooperates
and
clearinghouses
hospitals,
Project-CHIPS).
Observations central tq -the4
takes
two
on
.RINC
The 15aper
provision of consumer
Library networks and the
of
lot roles do libraries
discussion
it asks "what role
rst,
The authors
information.
health promotion?
prevention
and
Secondly, if.
'have .in disea
defined.
to be
erole
has
yet
how
tfters,
believe that
the infortation needs of their
As
are
tó
Triteet
.libraries
in-regard to consumer health information?
financial
successful are,they
re in a period of
libraries
services'
note,
ntw
authors
adopt
the
hey should
auggesting
that
partner
can
insecurity, and
However, if each
people.
and
all
can,
less,we feel,
"may frighteh.off many.
the
costs
are
role,,
asume part of the
(34)
learn from each other."
health
consumer
providing
libraries
they must
is evident,
As
it alone,
that they cannot go
associatione, 'and
information..realize
agencies,
libraries,
other
Rrofessionals,
_cooperate' with
own clieqtele (health,
their
that
fully
served.. Thesq
groups
public) c1.1 be more
and the general
maintain a.role-of
patients,
resource sharing aria
also
engage
in
libraries
better serve their
libraries
help other
They
want
to
leadership.
publia has accurate information
own,clientele sp tHat the general for a better understanding of
making and
necessary for decision
health related issues.
established a
in June- -1977,
Library,
-works
The Denver. Public
Information Center, which
EnergY/Environment
and
environmen-Regional
agencies ,to thake eonsumer
closely with iovernment
,

A
information network:
cooperative
Ronny Markoe, '"The
35 16-21.(July 1974).
report," California Ltbrarian
Berliner,
33
Sherrill Sorrentino, Mary Ann
for
Eleanor-Goodchild,
A resource information network
the
Cullen,
"RINC:,
at
'and Joseph J.
network," a presentation Canada,
center-ltbrary
Montreal,
cancer, ,cancer
Association Annual Meeting,
Medical Library
Jdne 1981:.
34

.

,

40
--

.**
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tal
information available for the-ten state
Serving as a centralized clearinghouse,
region.

Rocky

Mountain

'the center answers questions, makes reerrals, and
provides materials which are available. The staff
utilizes the specialized materials-of the Conservation
Library, the DOE RECON data base; and Other commercial'
data bases for which'charges are issested, and frequently, the staff relies upon .the comprehentive'information resources in-other departments in Denver's.
Central Library. This supports the case for locating
Federal information centers or other information
services within the public libtary."'(35)

411.

interesting to note that indifidual libraries may
It is
compile information on consumer issues and,community events into
centralized data base fot efficient use by residents and ],ocal
a
The Chicago Public Library has launched Dial-Pet,
organizatiOns.
an information service "designed to answer many of the 'questions
feeding, and training of pets ()fall
people have about the care;
The service consists of a-collection of tapes, written
kinds."
which are narrate& by
by veterinarians and'300 animal experts,
television personalities. (36). Kenneth E. DoWlin notes that the
Pikes Peak Library District, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
."Currently provides access to the complete inventory
file of books and seri4s. In addition the-club,file, the
adult education and recreation index, the community
events-calendar, the daycare directoryr, the Colorado
*Occupation-and Career Information file, and the carpooling system for'the metrópolitan-area are online in.
,

the Pikes Peak Library's computer."..(37)

For.example, the Colorado Career Information SysteM (COCIS)
e

4is a computerized information retrieval-systcm which
to
access
with instantaneous
provides
individuals
aCcurate, Current, localized information about occupations,
training prOgraMs, employers, job search skills, and women's
career' resources information. A descrIptIon of any of 260
,oc-cupations gives information on speciality .and related work
areas, aptitudes,: work settings, hiring requirements and
.the current Colorado employment level, wage range, and

Si

35

-:

"An uncommonccoperative venture," Library
-Colleen Cayton,
Journal 106: 21-25 (January 1, 1981r.
36

"Dial-Pet.information service launched by,Chicago Pgblic,"
Library Journal 106: 928 (May,1,.1981).
%
.
37 t,,
Kenneth E. Dowlin, "The electronic eclectic library,"
..
Also see "Maggie's
Library Jouinal 105: 2268 (Novegankr 1, 1980).
Place:
ram:En statement," unpublished paper on Pikes Peak
.Library District, February /, 1981.
.
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You can get a list of employers ,
outlook.
futuie
throughout Colorado for any of the occupations or a
profile of any employer listed. The employer list is only.
II
The program gives
for the major employers in Cdlorado.
on job search skills. (writing résumés),...,
informatIgn
,
working-women; and programs of study for occupations, and
'You can also get
a bibliography for further information.
information about skills and licensing requirements for
'occupations.
This program is supplied and maintained by
COCIS,
Incorporated,
Boulder, Colorado and provides
extensive.coverage of higher education in Colorado."1(38)
On the other hand,
11

"The DAY CARE file is a list of all the..day care centers
in'the Colorado Springs area. The tnformation included is
the phone number,
the name of the center, the,address,
the
closest
elementary
the direCtor's name and training,
list the
will
It
school and criteria for selection.
number of children accepted, the number of vacanpies left;
the times and the days of the' week.
the ages they accept,
if any,
they ,are open and the number of complaints,
Whether they
that are on file for each day care center.
accept handicapped, abused; or neglected children and if
The file
they provide'transportation is also included.
name of
can be .searched.by closest elementary school,
center or by a specific need of the client." (39)
/

Conceivably, such community information is accessible in main and
branch libraries, and other lócatiOns such asanarea supermarket.
(40)
Apparently, the terminal located in the supermarket "is.
proving to be quite popUlar with the community." It "is in use
the
At present,
almost all of the time that the store is open.
public canS acceso the Community-Events Calendar, the inventory of
the,10rary's books,- the file of adult edutation and recreat on
courses,--and the file df human services agencies.'' (41)
According to DoWlin, The Pikes Peak Library District does
providing ,consumer
not maintain an online computer program,
The computer program, however,
information ytô its patrons.
"contains information, on free or inexpensive social and human
services to the public..""-

I!

11'

II
,

38.

"Maggie's Place:'Function statement," p.7.
39

Ibid., p. 5-6.

-48Kenneth

11

(

E.

Dowlin,

"The electronic eclectic library," p.

2269.

II
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41

Letter to Ching-chihfChen from Kenneth E.

D. owlin, May 27,

1981.
,"-

II

-1.7"Named CALL, this program cobtaini consumer advocacy
special4consumer programs of
organizations in the area,
the local Better 'Business" Bureau or ehe Chamber Pf
and -the responsible consumer division of the
Commerce,
Our information .specialists
Attorney General's Office.
and reference librarians i-egularly use the CALL program,
to answer
alongside the more teadieional reference tools,
consumer-related question."

Which
"Another related online, program is COURES,
and
education
information
on
all adult
provides
recreat onal courses, including instruction on consumer
matters in the region. This program is-made available to
patrons,
using terminals located in public areas in the
Libratr, and to-our home computer users who can access the
file directly from their-homes." (42)
that reference questions can be monitored 'so
can locate subject areas in greatest demand
Olowing weaknesses.in the reference collection to be noted and
Corrected. As he points out,Dowlin

'emphasized

librarians

th.at

search-related
"We keep track of all reference. ot
queitions we-receive and the number which we are able to
provrde answers to in a special computer program designed
store, 'retrieve, and manipulate statistics, cAlled
to
The program, as it is now designed, permits
Datatrieve.
ui to learn the number of questions, answered in 'any
the percent change over the saw month
particular month,
and the.total number of questions
in the preceding year,
A modification to the
answered, that year to date.
program
would
permit
us
to specifically tally
Datattieve
we
only po:nsumet-related,questions or any other questions
were particularly interested in."
P

"From August

'

through December 1980our Information

,Services'' Division kept a manual tally of questions
received:
These questions were analyzed by subject
categories to determine: .a) the subject of the question',
b) whether or not we were able to answer the question,' and
in' cases where the question was, Oswered,' --what
c1
e.g., reference sources, circulating
materials were used,
or community
other divisions of the library)
materials,

agencies.
"Of 1,613 questions recorded, 85 were consumer-related.,
Of those 85, 41 conCvned automobiles, 21 concerned other
consumer products, '13"boncerned business 6 legal counsel,

and 4 medical services.
"According to our calculations (and iudgement),

we were

42

Letter
24, 1981.

to Ching-chih Chen from ienneth E.

Dowlin,

ipril
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4
,

'

to successfully answei 85 percent of the
able
86 percent orho-cOnsumer product -questions,
'qu stions,
percent of ,the bqg ess consumer questions, and 50
.percent of both the leg/ and mediCal consumer questions.
We intend to use this data to identify weaknesses in our

.

'

II

automotive

reference and informatton resources and to reinforce those
We-are just.peginning another six-month period of
areas.
.statistics collection for further analysis."
.

'

11

II

.

-,

"In general, we-have found that tKe publi8 responds well
usina a computer terminal to obtain information, and
to
that oue community resources files are regarded as an
..
important informattfn resource by the community." (43) ,
.

EVALUATION

+

II

,

e

Various ' studies have examined criteria- appropriate for
some of which deal with recall, product knowledge,
evaluation,
for
This last area would cover,
and consumer perceptions.

.

II

example, the extent to which the information presented was useful
in making choices and the consumer's willingness to incorporate
One study in the
(44)
information- into decision Taking.
the
for
health field developed and tested a prototype system
facilitating the widespread dissemination of health information
in a community. The effectiveness of the prototype network would
"(1) use of information, formerly
be
judged in relation to:
referral
available mainly through informal channels, and (2)
linkages not predicated.on the establishment of a new information
----facility." (45)

I
411

II
.

'II
_.---,

,

,

now
are
as
mentioned earlier,
networks,
Individual
supporting, efforts to study their own cost/effectiveness and
and
If- a 'generally useful
document delivery capability.
micro
it
musCapply
at
the
enlightening model can be devised,
As already noted, an overriding problem is that so 1.itt1
.level.
t
t4o
oy this project is'confined
+Network evaluation
Thus,
"studies.
services.
nforma
ion
provision of consumer
evaluating general netw rk effectiveness, specifically in terNs
of cost/benefits, sys ems capability, and operational efficiency
studies presen ed by Rouse and Rouse - see the end oE the.
(e.g.,
Bibliography of this C apter) are not discussed in this section.

43

)

Ibid.

44

II

I
I

s'

consumers
"Issues In designing
Bettman,
R.
James
information environment," Journal of Consumer Research 2: 175-176
(December 1975).
--

I

.

45

.

.

,

'

and Michael J: McGill,
Genova,
"Development and .evaluation of a health informatibn sharing
network," Proceedings of-the American 856-ciety for Information
Science 13: 102L:104 (1978).
M.

L:

Dosa,

BiSsy L.

31
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114,
4*.

1

II,

consumer
about 'the existing networks providing
Known
Prior to the formatron Of a model,
information services.
descriptive research muit categorize the types of netwdrks and
Such research must also
focus on individual characteristics.
identify similarities and differences among the various networks.
(see Chapter 3 for further discussion on this topic.)
is

SUMMAROF THE EXISTING LITERATURE
Existing literature helps us understand the extent to which
Consumer information is provided by library networks only in ,the
It would seem,'
context of information and referral services.
though, from the-existing literature that library networks do
very little in providing consumer information and that activities
involving consumer informatiion are not well publicized on a
c.ltional level.

Libraries located in sparsely populated areas- often lack the
By participating in a
resources to answer cOnsumer questions.
network they gain access tda wide range of referenée materials
which enable the public to cope with daily informational needs
Networks, specifically
without having to travel long.distances.
oriented to consumer issues, might aim at the general population
non-English
as'
..the
stich
target
groups
specific
or
and
institutionalized,
those who have been
speaking/reading,
in
some
cases,
Further,
those who.are disabled or handicapped.
consumers deal directly with networks: in others, libraries serve,
_
as the intermediary between networks and users.

we'bannot know
Given tnt inadequacy of existing literature,
which networks provide what types of consumer services to what
soap of clientele,.without 'performing surveys of library and nonli!Wary nevorks out-selves. These Studies were completed and the
the
With these results,
are presented in Chapter 3.result's
researchers are able to determine the nature- and types of
consumer information services provided by the existing networks,
and thus are better equipped to select the nine library and nonlibrary netwOrks for further extensive study (reports on these
networks are inclUded in Part II of this Report.)

-

.

0

Formation of the Electfonic Library Association in 1981 is,
evidence that libraries are beginning to,examine the implications
remote information delivery, ,in an effort "to ensure.' that..
ofelectronic delivery of-information remains, accessible to ehe
general public" and "to promote leadership in this area by public
_libraries and nther non-profit organizations." (46)

In its CHANNEL 2000 experiment, the Online .Computer Library
Center, Inc, (OCLC) tested the electronic delivery of information
The
following
selected households in Columbus, Ohio.
to
200
television sets
to
types
of computer data bases'were linked
46

'Electronic
Move' 'to create within ALA an
Association," Library Journal 106: 927 (May 1, 1981).
11
1 i
..

II

^.
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Library,

s.

the'catalog pf the local Columbus Purbic
through telephones:
text
of the'Academic American Encyclopedia;
ful.1
the
Librdry;
locally generated datadealing with such subjects as employment,
directory of local
a
and taxes;
sports,
the environment,
of interest;
and'points
events,
education and entertainment
College of
the
reading
services
developed
by
mathematics and
Some
tegt
participants
also
Education, Ohio State University.
It
seems
that
those
most
willfng
received home banking services,
pay for the various services "tend Co be heavy.library users
to
well educated, And affluent." These people want
who are young,
ptoducts that will save time. (47)

.

test participants were .most
Of the six service's offered,
ttie
of information from
retrieval
for
the
'willing to pay
A.majority of the
.encyclopedia and card catalog of the library.
favpred the spending of tax dollars for suCh
(82%)
respondents
those intervfewed emphasized
services as CHANNEL 200-0; however,
but the libraries
use,
individuals.
should
pay
for
home
that
Also 41 percent
use.
of
in-house
costs
the
should absorb

believed that "thelr knowledge of library,servicep.increased as a
result of the CHANNEL 2000 test, and 16 percent said they spent,
more time reading books after the experiment than,before." (48)
resurt of the experiment, OCLC has codaSded- that,
a
As
"transaction services such as bill paying and dAtaldg- shopping
foundation of -successful viewdata businesses.
be
the
will
will-not replace books and other print
"vj.ewdata
Fufther,
materiati;.- which will continue to. serve archival purposes.
HoweVer,' prin* will play a diminishing rore in providing day-today, changing information." Libraries should, according to OCLC,
viewdata's
"take_ a leadership role in determining
change,
is
world
The' reality -of today's
future...
increasingly rapid change. -As patrons eccelerate into the
The alternative is
libraries Must as" well.
fuclare,
irrelevance, and irrelevant institutions disappear." (49)
Undoubtedly, library information networks must undertake an
expanded role as publitc servant in the coming decade. This'study
may serve as a.catalyst td encourage libraries to further deVelop
RaLph Nader, who personifies the potential
consumer services.
urges librarieS 'to reach. out msre" in,the
eoCster of tnformation,
Of
'information
asa means to survival in, a
prbVision
actiVe
47

"dHANiEL 20Q0 viewdata 'test shows promise for libraries,"
Also see CHANNEL 2000:
American Libraries 12: 204 (June 1981).
Inc.;' Research Department,
OCLC-,
OH:
/aro ect Report. Dublin,
April 1981.
e
48

Ibid., p. 305.
49
Ibid.
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Libraries
(50)
power struggle environment:
insecure,
and.
assist
can certainly aid in publicizing consumer services
the
competentreferrals,
by'supplying
consumer organizations
and the construction
collection of appropriate source materials,
which
services,
of Selective.Dissemination of Information (SDI)
new
reviewing
for
systeth
a
of
the
tstanishment
involve
pu6lications and information relating.to the needs of specific

fiscal4

clientele and the dissemination of this data through newsletters,
etg

As'library networks accelerate toward a philosophy of public
evaluation
service tailored.to the public's information needs,
and
be,concerned
must take on less of a value neutral orientation
with such down-to-earth coniiderations as how much money they can
they can. more easily
In this way,
save their cfientele.
their
utiPity
as
a
crucial
link
in _the informêtion
demonstratv
library
may
want
to
move
audaciously into the
The
environment.
consumer information arena,.and stake its claim.to a share of the
Donohue, people who can
territory. .As noted by Joseph C.
survival
seeking
with. confidence -in
libraries
approach
information will be more receptive to the role of libraries as
educatkonal institutionp. (51) There may be.logic, therefore, in
and
building consumer information services into the facilities
Such4is the belief of -staff at
resources of public libraries.
networks actively engaged in the provision of consumer
t.nose
information. (52)

I

6

50

.

.

'Ralh Nader,""Remars" in Information,for the 19$0s: Final,,
Report of.the White House Cdnference on Library arid ,Intormation
Servites,' 1g797---Wa-EHTFI.iton;
pp. 40-220.
1980.

be:

,Government PPIriting

OfQ.,ce,
44.1

51

Joseph C. Donohue, Op. Cit.; p. 170:
52

.

4

,..

selected networks
The interview reports of the nine
included in Pait II of this Report substamtiate this belief.
.

)
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CHAPTER

-

ASSESSMENT NODE'',

.

As_ was noted in the RFP No, 80r-76, public libraries have
placed increasing emphasis upon_the provision of information and
referral services to citizeni. -These library based information
and refei-ril hservices hove evolved from a desire ,to .promote
public, aCceSs to consumer information and to provide-a- service
To this
with politically visible, 4tilfty to a neW constituency:
has
commitment
Ior
information
and
referral
kervices
increasing
sal...0.
improved
offers
networking
that
been added. the ,concept
information delivery system. While improved inforMation services
network
and networking rank :high on any library's agenda,
effectiveness has been evaluated customarily.on the basis of cost
This' is
effectiveness and document delivery': capabilities.
not
were
part,
most
for
the
library
networks,
because
Most
_developed speciff.cally to meet_consumer information needs.
networks have been initiated for resources sharing
..i. library
In other woects, in the face of financial difficulties,
'purposes.
PrOvide network, ,,. i ri fbrm a tion
networks have been, formed io
the
a t
to
Maximum
informatiortz
sources
user s- -access
members.network.
to,
A:individual
'possibla
ost
liswest
'With this in
effe.tiveness coVews-other factors as well.
,Yet,
thi ,chapter Presents an assessment model that can be used
mind,
- in. exaMining library and'other information netwoi*s that provide
-,
citizens with tonsumef information.
,

,

.,

.

.

-Pivrrell conceptualizes-the assessment model, which examines
information
the effectiveness of-networks in meeting consumers'
The- purpose of this model is to identify cons,iderations
needs.
failure'in
that' may contributk.-to .a -network's success or
.Once-the various considerameeting consumer.,;inf9r1ati.on needs;
.

.

they iwere tested operationally ..in_, an,
tions Were.i.4etitifled
or relined.
- attempt to see If factors could-'be added, deleted,
Chapter 5 will examine'the varioui codsiderations identifiedtand
or unsuccesiful in creating an
explain which weie successful
_
-effective inforMation 'environment.

.,

.

-

.

DEFINITION OF CONSUMER INFORMATION

..

,

.

.,,-.

.

Chapter 1 has 'provided a brief' definitiOn' of. "consumer
information"; ',,Ii iseems essential to,further ?define th4A tern
.prior to the ,.development of an asSessment model.'=,,
.

.
.

,...4.

COnsUmer information is that information needed bY the general
public to resolve problems 'within the family or, 'household.
People seek the information to Assist thet with everyday problems
matterso health-,
including, -among others, those related to m
situations'
4here the
energy:,
,The
emphasis
is
o
housing,- .and
-The
'following
information.
not
paid-to
gather
'the
is
persdn
examples represent tOp.kes that fall outside this definition of
.,.,

s

,sconsumerr information:

.:

,.

.'

t
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Figure2.1. Effectiveness of NettiOrks in Meeting Consumer
A Conceptual Mo el
Information'Needs
for Research

Ps,

I.
The shaded area indicates
an approXimation of that
part of the topic to be
investigated.

VI"

Student getting informatfbn for an academic purpose
(e.g.-, term paper)

Small businessmen wanting to know how to tharket their
products or what therr rights are in relationship to
another firm
People wanting toi clarify their relationship with
,
government agencies. Users of government services
will not bed. regarded as consumers of that service
(e.g., the person' not receiving the social security
igheck)
Student wishing to sue the'university for misuse of
their records.
.

,

as ihpwn in Chapter 4, did uncover a variety
The study,
found,
IE
was
of conspmer information.
of definitions
survey
the
telephone
cOnducting
course of
during the
that the respondents may not 'have paid
of
library networks,
.
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definition of consuhler information
the
to
careful' attention
when it wat offered during the phone conversations. Perhaps they
wanted to place their networks in the best"light and.to appear
information
actively engaged in the- provision of consumer
services.
the
As to the case studies of the nine sethçted networks,
of..these
with
memers
upon
interviews
based
ate
results
network sta E presented their
--During the Interviews,
networks.
based
upon
their own memory and/or
experiences
and
opinions
The
resea'rchers
neither
attempted to verify
written documents.
of
the.responses
nor
to
test
the
ability of each
accuracy
the

individual network to provide consumer-information. The investigators were more interested in identifying:factors for considers:in
tion in Ahe development of 'the assessment 'model than
developing' fellable and valid test criteria. It should be noted
that some of the network staff members"would -have been less
candid in their replies and comments ifthey believed that the
,researchers illtended to go beyond the respondentsf oral statements as well as those contained in the selected internal
documents.
.

1

OVERVIEW
Table 2.1 depicti the areas for consideration in developing
of effectivoimess of networks in meeting consumer
criteria
The thirteen areas were derived frOm an
information needs.
analysis of the existing literature, extensive discussions at the
the exPeriences of the Group members
Advisory -Group meetings,
as well as the findings of a previous
with present neplorks,
**
(1)
conducted by the researchers.
st130y

A PHILOSOPNY'OF SERVICE'
potentially
service
of a philosophy of
Articulation
category
This
comprises an important area for consideration.
For
of.
services,
pfovided.
encompassess the type 1-1(1 extent
of
libtaries
merely
point
patrons
in
the
direction
do
example,
more
while
non-library
networks
are
relevant source' material,
to
likely to assist patrons in problem-solving,. gaining access
or
interpreting
and
the most recent and accurate information,
enhancing,the understandlbility of the information found?

1

These

examples suggest that service can be classified

into

1

1

Ching-chih Chen and Petet Hernon, Information Seeking:
Neal-Schuman
New York:
Assessing and Anticipating Uset Needs.
See aria-Chirig=Ehih Chen and Peter Hernon, A
1982.
rublishers,
Regional InvestigatiOn of Citizens Information Needs in NO
(Reseal-7H
Executive gummary RTEFE-gno Final Report.,
Engrand:
prdject supported by the Oftice of -LIEFaries and Learning
Department of Education, Project No. 475-AH-.
Technology, U.S.
MA: Graduate School ol Library and Information
90031).
Boston,
Science, Simmons College, 1981>._
44.
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Criteria of
Table2.1. Areas of Consideration in Developing
Information
Networks
in Meeting
Effectiveness of
ConsUmer Information Needs

Definition ot consumer information
providing
Types of consumer information that networks are
(clearly formulated goals and Objectives)
services to consumers. (Are
Availability of'information
directly
to users or to
'the services available
libraries?)
Sources and levels of current and forthcoming fundings
SEaffing-tnumber'of staff, change in staffing, morale,role

1.
2...
..

.

3.

.

.

,

4.
5.

.

.

6.

7..

8.9.

of aCtivists, etc.)
administration- )
Degree of support from member libraries and
of service, cost Of
Service (artiCulation of a philosophy
etc.)
service, involvement in referral practices,
Relationship to other,networks
network
Priority of consumer information services among
What
else
activities. (Are they the only activities? need for the
'does the network do? Is there a perceived
in the
services? Does the.library play an active role
provision of such-services?)
Activities engaged in
information acquisition and organization
information disseMinaticin
information.referral
dOcument delivery
information interpretation/advice
consumer education
advocacy.
lobbying
problem-solving
providing information:*
Relative importance of criteria in
t in money
c
cos in time
ac
uracy
7it
up-to-dateness
understaneibility
.

.

10.

/

-

,

-11.
,

,

12.

Publicityand marketing

13.. Determination of user satisfaction
(Implementation of formal evaluation component)
-

into the information
*While conducting the investigation
#1), the information
needs of New England residents (see Footnote
especially,those labeled as-most and least
providers consulted,
for use and non-use of
helpful, were examined, .and the reasons
Generally speaking, accuracy
librkles were specifically probed%
of the information
of the responee (27.9%) and understandability
Costsin money and
were regarded as the most important.
(23.67.)
The up(17.17.) respectively.
time were third (18.97.) and fourth
by
residents
to
supplied was perceived
to-dateness,of-inforfiation
the
situations,
Often in
be a minor consideration (6.6%).
subtle.
betweeh
any
two
criteria
can be blurred and
distinctions
cpne
would
comprise
it was decided that the five criteria
Thus,
consraeration of the assessment model.

.r,

,
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In
or*liberal.. (2)
conservative, moderate,
',three categories:
some instances, personnel -might merely show users how to find

they might point out
In other'cases,
answers for themselves.
which -reference source might be useful but would only actively
In these
assist users when further assistance was requested.
cases,
referral service would definitely not be viewed as
These
necessary or as an integral part of regerence services.
examples illustrate conservative ghd moderate type of services. -On the
other. hand, riberal service involves staff members consistently
the answer or the soulkes rom which the answer can bel.)
finding
ling and eager to asiist
obtained.
Personnel are both
even if this inyolves drawing upon external resources.
patrons,,
Piesumably specialized networks devoted to one topical area most
closeloy attempt to implement the liberal approach.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
110

Tables2.1 displays the areas essential to the formulation °fan
Each of theseareas form the basis around ,-assessment model.
Some of these questions
which research questions can be raned.
are listed in the folloWing:
,

DEFINITION OF CONSUMER INFORMATION

1.

Will the networks.have articulated a clear definition?'
the networks hold a similar definition of consunier
Will
information?

TYPES OF CONSUMER INFORMATION THAT NETWORKS'ARE PROVIDING

2.

Will the networks have articaated clearly defined goals
andobjectives acceptable to all member libraries?
Will the neiworks have "institutionalized" their consumer
information.programs?
Will the networks have implemented consumer Information
services on a selective basis?
Will the networks have:developed services of great demand,
which appeal o a broad audience?
Will the networks have determined target populations and
actively wbfk with them?

ftt

.

.

.

.

.,

,

3.

AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION SERVICES TO CONSUMERS
Will the networks limit their,seivices only to libraries?
Will the ilqworks' services be available directly to,useis
as well?
7,,

2

For a more complete discussion of the categoriesr see James
IL:
American Library
(Chicago,
Reference Work.
and
garTiel
Rothstein,
"Reference
service: The
Association, 1930)
new dimension in librarians," College & Research Libraries 22:
11-18 (January 1961).
I.

Wyer,

-.32-

4.

SOURCES AND LEVELS OF FUNDING
*-

Will the networks be dependent on funding, in particular,
from the Federal Government, for the initiation and
-contintiatiop:of consumer information services?Will the networks be dependent on outside funding for
their survival?
-5.

.STAFFING

Will the success of the netwOrks be linked to the number
of staff?
-Will the staff believe that they are performing a vital
role?

twOrks curren
Will th
staff nd s rvices?
-Will the networks have
relate _o staff morale?
6.

be expanding the number4of
no

apparas

readily

problems

DEGREE OF SUPPORT FROM MEMBER LIBRARIES AND ADMINISTRATIONS

Will the networks have the full support (financial nd
other) from member libraries and their administrations to
continue their consumer information services?
7.

SERVICES

Will the networks have articulated a philosophy

of

service?

Will the networks provide consumer information ser4ices
-gratis?
Will the networkssperceive the provision of referral
services as an essential aspect of their activities?
Will the networks be able to provide personal and
aggressixe raference services?

11

.

8.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER NETWORKS
41.- Will the neeworks have identified other networks providing consumer information services and attempted to
work with these other networks?

NETWORKS'-PRIORITY ON CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES

Will the networks focus largely or exclusively on consumer information services?
Will the networks have responded to perceived needs for
consumer information services?
Will the network* filen to expand their consumer information.services ove'r the next several years?.

.

7

11

111

Will the networks-play an active role in the provision
of-consumer information services?
,
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1

1

.

ACTIVITIES:-ENGAGED IN

Will the networks be* actively engageck in information
interpretation arid advice?
Will the networks be in agreethent concerning the activities which libearie$ should engage in?
Will the networks view information interpretation/adyice.

ancLproblem-solving as Crucial areas forlibraries to
develop their consumer-information:services?
---'

11. RELATIVE,IMPORTANCE- OF CRTTERIA IN PROVIDING INFORMATION

Will the networks be in agreement conceining the relitive
importance of the five criteria?
12. PUBLICITy AND MARKETING

Will the networks exploit a vaciety of publicity techniques?
,

13. DEWMINATION Ot USER SATISFACTION
Will the networks.have undertaken a formal needs assessment and have gathered data on user satisfaction?
Will the networks be in qgreement concerning Ole methods

-

1

I.

for determing user sett's-faction?

TYPOLOGY OF NETWORKS
(s
Ont such list identifies
,There are many list of networks.
(3)
and Federal Government _networks:.
local,
cooperati,xe,
Although not ç.efnprehensive, the listing, does suggest that
can be examined and that networks earl be
,service functi ns
State
2)
classified -guch as by: 1) public ltbrary consoreia,
agencies, 3) more than one type of library,.4) types of resources
that they provide (e.g., government publications), and-5) diverse
(See Figure 2.2).
subject areas.

With this list as well as other available lists of library
the researchers decided to make heavy utilization of
networks,
Cooperative -Library
Directory of Library Networks &
the
Organizations. (47- This Directory II-bothkcurrent and extensive.
It provides sufficient information on each library network, which

I.

I
1

3

"Cooperatives and networks," in Networks for
Brenda White,
edited
by
Barbara E. Markuson and Blanche Poolrit
Networkers,
pp. 320-334, 345-368
New York: Neal=Schuman PubIisher$, 1980.
4
National Center for Educ Department of Education:
U.S.
IDirectory of Library Networks & Cooperative
tion Statistics.
Government Printing
DC:
WaShington,
Library Orpnizations.
Office, 1960.

.

Figufe 2.2.

Examples of Networks Grouped by Service FunCtione Library Type, and Level
LIBRARY TYPE
4lational

S.

Regional
.State

Local

SERVICE FUNCTION

Circulation

Inter-library Loan

Document/Information
Delivery

Reference/Bibliographic
Searching; Information Retrieval
Cummunications/
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Will enable the researchers to classify the library networks by
service function if necessary.
Furthermore, with the background
Information available in this source, the researchers can reduce
sharply the required timeinecessary to gather the data on library
networks..
Since the total number of library networks
providing
consumer information services had not been previously documented,
it was decided,
in
consultation with the Advisory Group,
that ehe researchers
first
identify,
from the 620 library
networks, as listed in the above mentioned directory, the number
of existing library networks actually providing consumer information services.
Once the number had been identified,
then the
researchers could categorize the networks by type.
Thus,- a
survey of the existing library networks had to be undertaken as a
preliminary step to this contracted project (see Chapter 3 for
more detailed discussion).
Only after completing this survey,
could
the typology of library networks relevant to thiS" project
be determined.
.

*

in -addition to library networks,
it is also essential to
includenon-library networks in this study,
since many ,networks
og' this nature are actively involved in very exciting activities
providing consumer information. .services.
in
Thus,
it
is
necessary, as well, to elaborate on the typology of non-library
networks as another fteliminary step prior to the beginning of
this project. This categorization -was
completed on the basis'
of the information gatheted from the literature search a's well as
aonsultation' with such people as Mr. Joseph McDonough of the
Advisory Group and Mr. Henry Drennan, then the Project Officer
for the Office of Libraries and Learning Technology, U.S.
Department of Educatfon (also see Chapter 3).
Once the typology of both library and non-library networks
has been clearly defined, the nine networks, called for in the
RFP,
can then be Selected. The' process of selection and the
criteria used for the selection of these nine networks are again
elaborated in Chapter 3.
1

METHODOLOGY

After having formulatedtthe areas for possible-incfusion in
assessment model,
and having identified the range of
pertinent library and non-library networks,
the researchers
selected the stipulated nine networks in order to accomplish the
following purposes:
*
the

L) verify that the tentative areas displayed in Table 2:1
seem to be reasonable
to gather data on the research questions fisted earlier
to determine if other areas could be added to the
assessment mdtel.
An
examine

Interview Guide was developed to zather data in order to
research questions in the contexts of the nine

the

49
;
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A complete copy of this Guide is included as
selected networks.
Appendix I. The Guide consists of the following sections:\
.

th e organizational structure of the network
network goals and objectives
-goals for the consumer information services
the consumer information services curtently provided
and those in the planning stage (e.g., target audience
and how and why the services.began)
relationship to other networks.0
fund allocation
,o. staffing.

network activities
publicity of consumer services
types of sources used in providing consumer information
services
the fivecriteria in providing consumer .information
services (e.g., cost in money and tima)
information transfer and new technology
clientele and needs assessment
user satitfaction
future role of libraries in ptoviding consumer information services
background information on the network:v
Chapter 4 provides a general summary of the major points
For
discovered 'during the course of the on-site interviewing.
reports
greater detail, readers are encouraged to consult the
concerning individual case studies (see Part II of this Report.
Chapter 5 then focuses the discussion on networking and the
research questions posted earlier in this chapter.

LIMITATIONS OF THE ASSESSMENT MODEL
Interview Guide was intended to provide an overview of
each of the nine selected networks and its consumer information
It cannot be regarded as an instrument for a precise
sefvices.
Some items in the
evaluation of a network's effectiveness.
particular case.
not
be
appropriate
in'a
may
Interview Guide
Variations as to each network's target audiences, definition of
consumer information services, etc., all inhibit generalization
and affect the precision of developing a comprehensive assessment
answers to questions pertaining eo the
For example,
model.
faced by a network 'may reflect
situation
current financial
uncertainty due to the present funding 'situation under the
Reagan Administration or Proposiiion 2-1/2 in Massachusetts or 13
in California.
The

,

The .assessment model cannot really deal with the costbenefit impact of single libraries (membemof a network) directly
on citizens or measure such benefits on the networks themselves.
they may
Networks do not always benefit citizens directly;
One
would
have to
benefit libraries which in turn benefit users.
do
lilprary
engages
in
that
separate the activities -that a member
are
that
activities
tho
e
not depend on the network from

50
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dependent on the network.
This separation of activities would
have to be performed on formal library networks as opposed to the
informal information and referral (I&R) networks of libraries and
however, is beyond the
social service agencies.
Such research,
sc'ope of this present,exploratory study.
.

should be remembered that the study -only examines
consumer information services piovided in
a
network context
rather than focusing on the range of services that individual
libraries may provide as part of their own information and
referral services.
Perhaps many libraries find that they ,-can
meet the consumer information needs of their clientele without
resorting to networking.
The testing of such an assumption is
beyond the scope of this study. Yet, the study does seem to show
that in certain contexts, networking is beneficial for meeting
consumer information needs.
It

Furthermore,
library'and non-library networks operate with
widely divergent definitions of consumer information. In order to
approach the telephone and on-site interviewing in a consistent
manner, the definition of consumer information, noted earliet in
this chapter, was provided. However, the problem of a Lack of
consensus concerning a definition still exists.

there are limitations to the study in terms of the
Finally,
The project
selection of only nine networks for in-depth study.
to
resort
to
individual
case
studies
which
(as
shown
in Pare
had
II
of this Report) did not permit a precise determination of
This point will be
effectiveness or statistical comparison.

further discussed in Chapter 3.

,

,

,CHAPTER 3

,

LIBRARY & NON-LIBRARY NETWORKS
PROViDING-CONSUMLR INFURMATION-SERVICES
In response to recommendations, made at 'the first Advisory
Group meeting described earlier in Chapter 1-, the researCh team
felt the necessity to determine the range and extent of consumer
they made
To.de this,
information services currently provided.
an extensive investigation of library networks (conducted by
telephone interviews), and a selective study of existing- nonlibrary consuter information networks."
..

SURVEY OF,LIBRARY-NETWORES
the research team surveyed the
From February to May 1981,
library networks ide tified in the Directory for Libra
Networks 'and Cooperative ibrar Organizations (publIgSed y t e
see Appendi II
NiETERIT Center of Educati n tatistics, 1980);
as
The
purpose
of
the surve'
for a copy of the question aire.
relating
offer consumer information
to determine which networ
Aft° money matters or issues such as health, housing, or energy.
The assumption was that even those networks identified in the
Directory were more than likely engaged in information referral
rather than in the provision of the
or document delivery,
information themselves.
620

II

YA

II

II

For the purpose of analysis, responses were grouped by 4
'
state, regions and other geographic subdiviSions used by the U.S.
in
As
-depicted
Census
in
reporting
its
data.
the
Bureau of
Figure 3.1, theUnited States is first divided into four divisions:
North Central, South,and West (which includes
the Northeast,
Each division-is then subdivided into two or
Alaska and Hawaii
The Northst, for example, consists of the
three regions.
Atlantic S ates and Nevi England.

11

II

.

I

The research team interviewed staff members from 578,(93.2%)
The 42 networks
ofthe 620 networks listed in the directory.
that could not be reached had become defunct, did not answei the
telephone, calls, or did not have verifiable telephone numbers.
Individual state libraries were even contacted in an effort to
locatg t4lephone numbers and to verify the existence of-these 42
networks.

'II

II

IILIBRARY NETWORKS PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES
or 22.1 percent, of the 578
responding networks claim that they currently offer information
The percentages for
to help people' with their daily problems.
networks providing such information are similar for the Northeast
and South (26.77.), but significantly lower in the .West
(27.07.)
It should be noted that- the
(20.97.) and North Central (16.8%).
Table 3.1. indicates that 1.28,

II

I

.,

-

';"
V

Figure 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Library Networks and the Provision of,Consumer
Information, by Geographical Divisions,end Regions
Number
'providing

,DivisionRegion

f

NORTHEAST
New England

Midle Atlantic
44.

SOUTH

South'Atlantic
.East South Central
West-Sobth Central

NORTH CENTRAL

Eait North Centrl
West North Central'',

WEST

ot
total

Number Not Total-Number.
Providing of Networks

37

27.0

100

137

11
26

20.4
31.3

43
57

54
83

36

26.7

99

135--

21

29.t

51

72

9
6

33.3
16.7

18
30

27

37

16.8

183

220

30

96

7

23.8
7.4

126
94

18.

20.9

68 .

36

87,

86
_

1

.

6

20.7

12

21.0'

23
45

29
57

128

22.1

450

578

Mountain
Pacific

TOTAL

,

largest number of networks are,located in this last 'division,
Greater variacovering such states as Illinois and,Michigan.
tions in percentages can be found when the networks are examined
on a regional basis:- The following represents a ranking of
regions by percentage: . ,

.

,

..

qv
.

.

East South Central
Middle At/anttc .South Atlantic
East North Central
Pacific
Mountain
New England
,
West South Central
West North Central

.

-

II

.

.
II

.

.

(33.3)
(31.3)
(29.2)
123.8)
(21.0)
(20:7)
(20.4)
(16.7)
t 7.4)

Networks providing consumer 'information seem to cluster
In New,England, nine of the eleven networks
within a few states.
Table
3.1
are from the states of Connecticut and
in
displayed
11
11

'

.

,

54

t

q10

41

II

MassachUsetts. .New York has twice as many naworks providing
such information than do any of the other Middle.Atlantic states.
of -the
Maryland alone accounts for more than one third (387.)
those
of
All but one
networks in the South Atlantic region.
Alabama
located in the East South Central'-region Can be found in
and Tennessee, white in the East North Central, .Michigan and
The West 'North Central
Illinois aldneaccounted for two-thirds.
has -only seven such networks, three of which were in Kansas. The
networks in the Qest South'Central were almost evenly distributed
among three states: Texas had bne more than either Arkansas ahd
Louisiana *(there were none in Oklahoma). % Two-thirds of ;he
All networks
networks in the Pacific region are in:California.
located
in
either
Colorado
or Idaho.
in the. Mountain-region are
of the
or
57.8
percent,
states
account
for
74,
Overall, nine
networks-offering information to help people with their everyday
Listed in order of the number of networks held, these
problems.
-nine.states are:

-.

II

II

II

II

,

11

.

New York,
Michigan

411

*

.Illinois

.1

Maryland
.

California.
Pennsylvania
Condecticut
New-JerseyWisconsin .

1

(16 or 12.57.)

(10
(10
8
8
7
(
(
(

or
or
or
or
or

7.87.)

11

.

-7;.87.)

6.2%),-

,

%
6.2)
II'

5:5%)

45 or *3.97.)
i (
(

5 or
5 or

3.97.)
3.97.)

.

II

further analyiineeffrquestionnaire responses fromnetworks offering but not providing consumer related informa.,
broad chai-acteristics of the 578 responding networks
the
tion,
Statistically significant differences, did not
were examined.
emerge for the date ,that the_networks became ,operational, whether
or not they are computerized', the number of staff, library type
and the annual 'budget. (1)
(e.g., multi-type library network),
effect, for these characteristics, networks providing and not
.In
Incidentally,
providing such information are indeed similar.
multi-typelibraAspondents
wsre
rLu
or
51.67.)
of
the
half (298
ry networks.The majority of networks offering consumer information
have.been in existence since 1960 (115 or 907.), were computerized
(84 or
or 687.), with no more than fifteen staff members
(87
65.67.), and budgets under $300,090 (88 or 68.77.).
P Before

111

.

,

11

Regardless of geographic division and region, the networks,
training and educawere most likely to be engaged in reference,
reference was
Overall,
circulatioh,or interlibrary loans.
tion,
interlibrary
loanwas the
the most frequently Mentioned activity;
-.>

,

-

1

*

National Center .for
U.S. .Depaitment of Education,
Directory,of
Library
Networks
and CobperaEducation Statistics,
.Government
Printing
tive Librar Orpnizations. Washington
information
on
individual.
Office 198u, which provides background
'
networks.
'See
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:
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,
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least.
/*This frequency ranking liaried soinewhat from division to
division:
reference was most often mentioned in the South and
West;
both reference, and training and-education were`suggested
equally by respondents in the North Central; , circulation,
training and education placed first in the Northegst..

When those networks offering Consumer information service;
described their services, they emphasized the provision of information and referral (54 or 42.27), the servicing of' member
libraries (e:g., hospitals) (31 or 24.27.), parvices related 'only
to specific issues ie.g., healthY (21 or 16.4%) the maintenance
of community information files (18 or 14.17,),
servicing spe6ific
client groups (e.g., government officials,
members of,the armed
services,
the elderly, and hotpital patients for information on
their illnesses and treatments) (21 or 16.47.), .provision of online -bibliographic searching (18 or 14.17.) and other (10 or,
7.87.).
(2)
Regardless of individual geographic division, information and referral was the single most frequently mentioned
service.
There were variations awing the subsequent rankings:.
application of a non-parametric test,
the,Spearman Rank Order,
however, did not indicate significant differences% On a ;egionar
basis,
with the exceptio% of the Middle Atlanticrand East North
Central, information and referral was most frequently,mentionedIn these two Cases, document delivery ranked first, with informa4tion and referral second.
As already noted,
some of the library networks -surveyed
provide informational and, recreational sources for
special
groups.
For eicample,
the elderly and the blind who have .been
institutionalized,
for whatever reason, might receive cassettes
and large print,
braille or talking books.
For the'non-English
sReaking, inLormation is available in, their own language, and for
the illiterate, non-rprint materials are provided.
Resources for
these groups, as well as other segments of the population, might

be provyed through such means as the maintenance'of information,
agency, and human resource files; cooperative collection development intluding resource sharing and.interlibrary loan; job information centers;
toll-free numbers for consumer hotlines;
career
counselling services;
consultant ,perv .es
(such as network
sions, assisting in the
peTsonnel providing staff training
pr paFation of bibliographic aids, and evaluating member libraries colrections);
and availability of.lectures and seminars on,
such,topics gs inflation fighting.
CA.central:objective for many
of tHese library networks is to assist persons
in search of
information to find what,they seek, whether it is in the collection of ,the library or fhether ,it inliolves referral
to
another
information provider.
.Toward this end,
library networks may
develop location files and directorie§ Of, agencies;
organize.6ions, and collections to facilitate their referval capabilities.
,>

-

At this point,

it might be useful to mention four

specifiC

2

Respondents
appropriate.

could

suggest

as

many ategorieS

as

were

,
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-43-_library networks and their programs.
The Illinois Library and
InforMation Network (ILLINET) is a statewide network composed of
.library systems,
research and reference centers, and public,
academic,
special and school libraries. The Great River Library
System, one part'of ILLINET, will assist legal researchers, upon
request from special or public libraries, in locating information
contained in the law collections of the University of Illinois
Library and 'the Illinois State Library.
The. Monroe County
Library System, Rochester, New York, operates a job information
center which provides guidance and information on the employment
outlook. and how to apply tor jobs.
The Cmmunity Information
Service of the New-York Public Library,- supportedoby funds, from
the- Libtary Service§, and ConstructionAct MSC& and by the
branch. libraries of'the New York Public Library., maintains a
directory-of community services and a special resource Collection
Which
provides, access to information concerning
essential

services inthe immediate area.
The Southern Tier Library System of, _Corning,
New York;
operates Library Line.
Through a toll4free telephone numbers
librarians and patrons from,a multi-county basis receive antwers
to a wide range of referente questions. Such a service is advantageous ea _communities that lack the :benefits of full-Ome
library services ahd that want an after-hours extension of local
librarycservice. ,The objective of Library Line can be summarized
-as -follows:

to'demonstrate high quality telephone reference service
by referring
patrohs to the nearest public library
ta test an area-wide telephone reference serVice as a
prelude to state-wide service
..to
overcome the cost barriers through utilization ,of
telephone reference service in rural areas by providing
a toll-free operation
to test the methods of advertisinetuch a service.

- to'link.the service to'local institutions

o-

,

"

Ali four of these networks support the basic premise
of
networking in general:
that the library must expand its services
and functions through any means pássible in,order to meet
the
needs of the information-seeking public,
When the 128 networks
providing consumer, services were asked if consumer services, were
provided directly to users,
72 (56.27.) of.them indicated that
they did, whereas 46 did not:
Application of ihe Sptarman rho
indicated moderate. agreement
rho..63).
Networks providing

services,dtredtly ta users were. ore likely to maintaip community
information files and to provid on-linetibliographic searching
directly to users.
As shown in. Table 3.2, the networks were most likely to
provide document delivery and the provision of information ,for
problem-solying, with certain divisional variations.
For the
South
and West,
information referral was suggested 'most
but doEument delivery rated a close second.
Concei_frequently;
vably the research team andstaff members from the networks did

.57

Table3.2., Attributes of Network Service

North North,
East Central

Network
pervice

West

South

RowTotal

Number of Network
.

.

14

Provision-of information for problem-solving

9

77

Information referral

27

27

26

.16

57

Document delivery

29

34

23

14

100

Online bibliographic
sdarching

1

-

1

2

4

Other.(e.g., conducting workshops)

5

1

...

1

7

.

not look on the category of provision of info ation tn a similar
This category could be interprete in different ways.
manner.
that-they fit this
For example, some respondents might ass
category by merely holding appropriate soç&ce materials, while
The
dynamic light.
others saw the category in a more active
questionnaire administered in the brief telephone interview
relied on self-reporting of the responding administrator; in some
casks, respondents might have tried to represent their network in
a certain way.
inThe services are provided primarily by three meant:
person to requestors (69.or 95,87. of 72 cases), .by telephone (66
In a few cases ,(less
(3)
or by,mail (50tor 66.77.).
or 91.77.)
and
than 27.) the networks used such techniques as bookmobiles,
In the 46 networks in_which the^services were not
deltvery vans.
provided directly to users, the services were offered primarily
through member libraries.

displaying the primary user gtoups receiving
shows that the general public is by far the
consumer services,
This pattern holds ,regardless -of geographic
largest group.
If
the
various groups comprising the category "special
division.
population" are merged, this category is second in overall impor-Variations in category ranking, however, occur on the
tance.
basis of geographic division, Collapsing the statistics for single- and muiti-type libraries into one catego2,57 can better reflect
libraries' 'use of the networks'-consumer serfices.
Table 3.3-

3
.

.

.

Respondents
appropriate.

.

could

suggest a. s many options as they

58
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Table 3.3. Primary Users of the Networks' Cpnsumer Services*

I.

,

North
East

Network
User Group

North
Central

South

West

Row
Total

Number of Networks

Academic community

2

4

1

7

-

\

.

Client groups (e.g.,
patients)

2

1

2

1

6

Displaced homedakers

1

-

1

-

2

17

18

18

7

60

Libraries: multi-type

3

3

2

3

11-

Libraries: single-type

3

7

2

-

12

Professionals (e.g.,
health professionals)

3

5

5

1

14

-

3

1

-

4

-

i
1

General public

imipecial populations:
Blind and deaf

. Correctional
institutionalized
Elderly
Handicapped
$Minorities
Other
Students

Total

Respondents
appropriate.

3

-

1.

3
3

1

-

1

1

-

4

8

4

4

7

2

4

3

45

41

49

17

as

many

groups

.

3

1

4
-

4

mentioned

I.

as

13

152*

they

felt

Before concluding the discussion of the survey responses, an
analysis of those networks not providing consumer information, is
in order. Over three-fourths of the responding *networks (450 or
77.9% - see Table 1) do not presently offer such information.
NETWORKS NOT PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES
Once it.was ascertained which networks ,did not offer inforthe research
mation to help people with their everyday problems,
percent,
1.3
or
Only
6,
team queried whether they ever had.
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All of these were located in
responded in the(...affirmative.
either the North Central or South divisions. They had terminated
the service since 1978 primarily due to insufficient funding and
a lack of publicity.
The next question probed whether or not the network planned
-.Ito provide a consumer service: Only 21, or 4.7 percent, had such
plans.
Yet, this per.centage is misleading. Officials from four
networks actually specified a year (1982, 1983, di- 1984), whereas
the rest were more vague in their responses:
they mentioned in
'the near future or when funds-became available.
As is evident,
leit than 1 percent (0.9 or 4 networks) actually specified plans
for offering 'information to help peoplef\with their everyday
problems.
These were adding the service beaause they saw a need
for it,
they had received a grant for developing it,
and/or
because member libraries requested it.
As one network official
noted, "the trend in the medical library field is to provide such
a
service." Networks associated with health issues and patient
education were most likely to be planning such a service.
Table 3.4 reflects, the reasons why the networks are not
planning to provide consumer information.
A large percentage
(30.87.)
di0 not specify a reason for not providing such a
however,
was given,
it was
consumer service.
When a reason,
usually either that the network was not meant to serve the
general public or that such a service was not one of the netsecondary
work's objectives.
The lack of funding was a
consideration.
Only in the case of the Mountain region was
insufficient funding mentioned morç than the fact that such a
service was not a network objective.

only
First,
A few concluding observations are in order.
22.1 percent of the responding networks currently provide
the
even this percentage mhy be an
type of information under study;
over representation.
The research team relied on the selfreporting of the network official on-hand to answer the survey.
AS previously noted,
this process transmits only the institutio-,
nal self-perceptions.
It is possible that an official might
present a service he or she believes the network, adequately
provides, even if it does not.
Altern4tively,
he or she might
have believed that the collection and loaning of books, -pamphlets, and other adsorted printed materials, as well as the
development and maintenance of community information files,'satisto
help
fied the requirement for the provision of information
people with their everyday problems.
Audiovisual networks,
for
example, met the requirements of the survey if they loaned films
which dealt with consumer issues.
These
underscore
problems
the difficultiek associated with conducting a valid and reliable
telephone survey on the nebulous topic of consumer information
services.

Analysis of the networks not providing the consumer services
indicates that the vast majority of library networks do not see a
specific priority in this area.
Apparently member libraries are
not demanding network involvement and do not perceive a need for

u

Table 3.4. Those Library Networks Not Planning to Provide a Consumer

Information Service and Their Reasons for Not Doing So

Geographical Area

Another
Network
Does It

Not Meant
to Serve
General
Public

Lack of ResoUrces
Personnel

Funding

Unspecified

.

'25

96

3.

13

41

2

3

12,

55

26

2

4

34

95

17

8

1

2

18

49.

1

2

8

GNP

2

5

18

lama

6

10

1

IMO

.1

28

10

47

58

4

52

173

East North Central

2

31

Lt 26

2

3

25

89

West North Central

8

16

32

lama

1

27

84

1

21

14

2

6

21

65

1

8

3

1

5

3

21

13

11

1

1

18*

44

24

17

8

.1=1,

11

11

16

4

25

South Atlantic

3

East South Central

West South Central

11

,New England

Middle Atlantic
SOUTH,

NORTH CENTRAL

WEST

Mountain
Vacific

429

TOTAL

marim ow um --- as am mai
61

Total

6

28

NORTHEAST

-

Not Related to
Network
Objective

.*Two of these are now defunct.
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- 48network assistance. If more libraries begin tO perceive a need,
they might want to expand the priorities of existing, library
to create new library networks, or
-affiliate
networks,
to
so that they
networks of a non-library nature,
with
other
can further develop their Teferral capaiDilities and serve as
general mediators of the information environment. This study
attempts to examine and contrast both.library and non-library
In
networks so as to place library networks in proper context.
the research team can explore ways to generate greater
this way,
cooperation between the two and determine the ultimate impact of
library and non-library networks upon information-consumers.

NON-LIBRARY NETWORKS
tonsumer issues comprises an area of increasing public
citizens want prompt resolutions of information needs
and the opportunity to voice their opinions.
A number of consuand an increasing
mer groups are active at the local level,
number of national and state clearinghouses are emerging, to
provide information and resources.
There is a proliferation of
toll-free telephone numbers for the provision of information on
for examsuch diverse subjects as lawn and dental care: Crest,
maintains a number for questions and comments on its toothple,
paste,
while Sco_tts answers .telephone queries about lawn care.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield maintains a free telephone health library
the public can receive taped messages dealing with
by which
health matters.
concern:

Though not all of these services and organizations comprise
they often. encompass either a formal or informal
networks,
channel of communication, or informational umbrella designed to
effort.
share
information apd to minimize duplication of
Networking applies to those instances in which the Federal
Government fflters resources to local government agencies and
organizations in an attempt to make citizens better informed
Those outside the library field often label their
consumers.
activities_ as networking though they often use the term in a
Networking is sometimes,
different context than librarians do.
dependent on such factors as contracted agreebut not always,
ments,
computerization, and resource sharing - factors commonly
associated with library network's.

Clearinghouses and
A general observation is in order.
the Consumer Education Resource Network
networks, such 'as
(CERN), provide services and information similar to thOse offered
engage.in referral
They maintain resource files,
by libraries.
and compile bibliographies and other reference aids.
'activities,
Given the impact that CERN has had in the field during its
on the
relatively short existence, and the,fact that citizens,
whole, infrequently turn to libraries when they need information,
it seems clear that clearinghouses and other non-library networks
The testing of this
are more heavily used than are libraries.
study;
is beyond the scope of the present contracted
hypothesis
however, this topic merits further investigation.
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On the basis of the literature search, the research team_was
able to produce a typology of consumer related services, which
was subsequently inspected by experts 1ln the consumer field,
Nonincludrtg Mr. Joseph McDonough_of the AdviSory Group.

library'networks can be loosely categorized by types; these types
In some cases,
do not necessarily comprise distinct categories.
Further,
individual networks are linked to more than one type.
formalizatfon
may
be
established
on
an-informal
basis;
networks
the following network typology
Nonetheless,
may come later.
seems appropriate:
1) Coalition

Coalitions minimize duplication of effort, foster cooperation, and continue to add members so that they can speak with
greater force on certain matters. Often an individual network or
an interest group (e.g., American Association of Retired People)
may be a member of several different coalitions. Coalitions most
Still, examples can be
often exist at the grass, roots level.
Examples of
and national basis.
found on a state, regidnal,
coalitions include Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group,
Consumer
MassacHUsetts Fair Share, Acorn, and the Massachusetts
and
groups
Other coalitions may comprise interest
Coalition.
and
prisoner
kfpcus on such subjects as education, welfare,
-

-Vialcon's rights, and health matters.

The Massachusetts Consumer Coalition is made up of state,
local, private and non-profit agencies meeting to focus on legisThey share information (a means for current awareness)
lation.
Massachusetts Fair Share (MFS), which
and engage in advocacy.
enables homeowners, renters,
focuses on community organizing,
taxpayers nd people on limited or fixed incomes to
consumers,
have a greater say in the economic decisions that effect their
MFS, 'which became a statewide organization in 1975, has
lives.
Backed by a
to over-40,000 family and individual members.
legal, and organizing staff, its members
professional research,
work on such matters as energy costs, and utility rates and
Members also testify at government hearings and
regulations.
work on community issues such as improved publrc transportation
and added police protection.

2) -Clearinghouses
These collect and disseminate information and resourcel,
They provide a means for
gid are often government Supported.
and to monitor nevi
in
the
field
up-to-date
people to keep
in
such
fields as public
exist
Clearinghouses
developments.
the
Consumer
Education
Resource
Perhaps
and
nutrition.
health
Network.(CERN) is the most important one in the general field of
Apparently consumer organizations rely heavily
consumer issues.
In addition, they might also contact the
upon this network.
Association'
of
Consumer Agency Administrators and/or
National
-universities active.in the field.

- 50 41.

3)

Agencies

Largely governmental, they educate consumer and.other
They might supply information and
groups about specific issues.
The Boston
publicize the substance and intent of legislation.
is
Consumer Council (directed by a member of the Advisory Board)
It is also affiliated with various
one of the agency networks.
coalition: networks-and can tap into clearinghouses when netesOther examples of agency networks include' 4ea Agency on
sary.
Aging (AAA); which focuses on health issues, and Legal Services,
which is government funded and involves legal-cases.
Local, State,
and Federal government may operate citizen
These centers provide
information lines and information. centers.
information and referral on consumer issues, but they address a
In the.case of Massachusetts,
variety of other issues as well.
both the Office of the Sedretary of the State- and the U.S.
General Services Administration maintain information centers.
Given their political basis and the present funding-climate, this
-type of network will not be investigated by the research team.
4)

County Extension Service

Under the .land grant program, State universities operate
The network structure consists of the
county extension services.
Department of Agriculture and:within each State, the State
U.S.
university and county extension service. More important ifi rural
than in urban areas, the service promotes consumer education, but
The county
largely from the vantage point of home economics.
extension service, as well, supports the 4-H program and disseminates Federal information to the general public.
.

5)

Better Business Bureau-

Funded by businesses the Bureau does consumer education aolis
perhaps most successful in those cases in which there is no'
rarely takes'
alternative resolution of consumer complaints.
It
strong positions in situations involving advocacy, and is consequently most effective'in areas not demanding an advocacy role.
the Bureau sends a Letter to business
When there is a complaint,
businesses in rural areas are very
In general,
in question.
own reputaconcerned about.word-of-mouth advertising and thei
They will'respond to the letter and will of en resolve the
tion.
matter.
e Bureau
might be noted that lgcal consumer groups
It
be in
have their own communication channeLs. They might not ev
communication with each other.
6)

United Wax of America

some
This is an umbrella group for many social service agencies,
Through the distributipa,
of which provide consumer information.
the United Way of America tries to minimize the dupliof money,
cation of efforts among the agencies and to encourage a better
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The United Way, for exampre,
sharing of resources among them.
funds the Boy's Club of Boston, ighich maintains a cOnsumer education program.

..

sources intended ,to
The United Way- of America produces
strengthen the quality of information and referral across the
For example; Challenge to United 4742 InformatiOn and
nation.
Referral,(1978) ,discusSes the issues, definitrans, basic program
types of information and referral organizations, and
e ements,
It also provides examples of information
the network coggept,
and referral sdEVices..

BOSTON CONSUMER'S COUNCIL, A SAMPLE NON-LIBRARY'NETWORK
Highlighting the Boston Consumer's Council is done for two
It is involved in at least two networks (,coalition and
reasons.
government agency) and embodies elements essential for the
construction and testing of the Interview Guide, for both library
Two of these elements are publicity
apd non-library networks.
Figure3.2 reproduces the complaint
and criteria of success.
It shows
record that Council staff cOmplete in every Interview.
that the Council tries to determine how consumers became aware of
its services and to monitor, the entire complaint process makipg a
,determination as to the actual amount of money saved.

"Criteria for success look at the practical effect in the
Basically,
marketplace and are less concerned with abstractions.
(providing
characterized as -long-range
the criteria may be
consumers with knowledge necessary for avoiding the situation in
(consumers getting their money
future) and short-range
'the
refund0). In either case, people are informed as to their basic
The central question for the short-range goal is whether
rights.
Council staff
saved can be accurately measured?
the money
members talk to consumers and mediate with businesses and
they obtain the
By bringing both sides together,
agencies.
yardstick for measurement.
Another criteria is the willingness of people to return to
Council when another consumer problem arises in the future.
Agencies such as the Consumer,Product and Safety Commission,
which focusses on the health and safety of the general public,
try to ban unsafe products from the marketplace., Criteria become
time frame in
the degree of the Commission's success and the
which decisions are rendered, and products recalled.
the

A variety of techniques are used to promote the Council's
services, including newspaper articles, seminars, public service
and
announcements on radio and television, word -of-mouth,
referrals from other agencies and community action programs. Car

cards, which were placed on local public'transportation, notified
the
Council
riders about the handling of consumer complaints;
must rely on free publicity but receive a discount on the cards.
Of these techniques, newspaper articles which discuss problems
and encoufage people to.. cOntact the Council for assistance
The reputation and past
generate the most consumer camplainta.
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Figure 3.2.

bostoo consumers' council

DATESFILED

complaint record

INTERVIEWER

RESPONDENT
BUSINESS

I CONSUMER
NAME

CONTACT

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

ZIP

CITY
ABour BCC

TEL:

RESPONSE

COMPLAINT:
4

1.

What business.is Involved?
located?

where

1.

-

2.

3.

What item was pukchased? oi what
service was contracted? Be:specific;
get brand names, account numberiv
car models, etc.

2.

ipeak to the appropriate person--servis
manager, owner, etc. Get his/her name
Get/the date.
Ask if they are familiar with the persc
and the problem.

3,

Are they aware of lawt governing the
transactidn? Inform them.

When did the transaction take place?

4.. How much money was involved?
paid? credit involved?

A.

hew

5.

What is the problem involved?

6.

With whom has the consumer spoken?

7.

ZIP

CITY

OTHER

TEL: DAYS
111 40FEARD

$$ $AVED leave_blank

5.

Suggest a means of settling the probler
or ask what they see as a
be prepared to present sOme options.
'Record the respondent'i offer of resbli
acdurately and fully -- what they will
do and when.

what does the consumer want done to .
resolve problem?

WARNING LETTER SENT,ON
EXPECT RESPONSE PN

OVIOLATION OF 93A
OAUT0,-CHECKLIS ATTACIED
OK SENT
OSMALL CLAIMS

DATE OF TRANSACTION

-CO'ST

CONSUMER WANTS

WHAT HAS CONSUMER., DONE TO RESOLVE

COMPLAINT RESOLVED BY

I.

CONSUMER SATISFIED: YES

AS FOLLOWS: DISPUTE SETTLED

BCC

REFUND RECEIVED

NO

0
0

COMPIAINT W/DRAWN 0

IF NO, REASON:

REF.TO SM.CLA1MS f

SEE ABOVE
SEE ATTACHED

411

67
IIDATE COMPLETED

REFERRED TO OTHER AGENCY

I
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consumer complainti
'successes of the Council in the resolution of it
does not see its
aid publicity.efforts'f- Unlike libraries,thd necessiry informaonce:_people .receive
function ending
be
staff
members will interpret information and_
Council
tion.
monitorigr
the
By
involved in -the entire mediation process.
which techniques
publicity campaign, the Council can determine
topiCs
to
newspapers which
are most Successful and can suggest
.--dight interest their readership.
;
_\
White,
the
city
of Boston
Founded in 1968 by Mayor Kevin H.
'.
consumer
broad range of
Consumets' Council is responsible for
It conducts studies and inveitigations on
protection activities.
sponsors educational
matters pertaining to consumer'interests, seminar programs, -a
programs for informing,consumers- (e.g.,
best buys
,
weekly,- twenty-four hour recording of consumer tips, legislation'',
of consumer
and
enSures
enforoement
warnings),
and
_.
assi'sts
(e.g:, responds to consumer complaints and when.necessary advises
The Council
complainants in small claims litigation).
le'
it may aIso Attempt
ristimers Of their rights and their options;
community. .and_
to negotiaee, settlements between the business
,

a

...,

.

.:.,,

_

.,

consumers.

PThe first step in the mediation 'process involves a
careful hearing.of the consumer's claim, followed,
apparent
_by the mediator's efforts to ascertain the
not'the-consumei
validity of that- claim,'and whether or
to settle the
has done-everything in his/her power
approacti-to
consumer
problem. Advice on the self-help
considered
an
important
complaints reiolution is
It
educational functidh perforffied by the mediator."the
consumer.thus
guided
through
isJioped that the
become.a
steps of settling his/her own problem will
susceptible
and
one
less
more.knowledgeable consumer
to future abuse.,'.'
self-help
"If it is ascertained that all options.of
other
have been exhausted, and that referral to any
the
complaints
agency is not a satisfactory solution,
behalf
mediator will-begin case work (intervention) on

.

,

,

.

II'

:

_of the consumer. ' (4)
.

year.
The Council handles over 30,000 consumer -complaints every

Table 3.5 depicts the consumer complaints received:during
The data .are based on quarterly statistical
'calendar yeir 1980.
caseltad
Weekly
of fifteen staff investigators'
averaging
for the
The -table provides a breakdown Of.the figures
'reports.
1980,
31,
1980 through 'December
sampling period from October 1,
4

(Boston, Massachusetts)
,Paul D. .Berg, Complaints Manager,
"Mayor White
Affairs
and
Licensing,
Mayor's Office of Consumer
money
in wake of
toughens conSumer protection in aity -- saves
December
8,
1980,
p. 2.
Proposition 2-1/2." (mimeographed sheet)
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Table 3,5. Breaktown Of Consumer -Complaints for 1980

oto
4TH. QUARTER STATISTICS

ANNUAL ,PERcENTAGES

985

HOME 04PROvEmENT

to:44E IMPROVEMENT

1,803

ItEPAMS

/412%

,13.04%

Rint REPAIRS
AUTO SALES OtewlusIHR

AUTO SALES trfewluom$1

234

CLOTH/NG SHOES

302'

DEBT COLLECTION/CREDIT

442

DE;ECTIVE,MERCHANDISE

-

.

1.69%

DEliT COLLECTION/CREDIT

2,19%
3.'20%
1.43%
1.95%

DEFECTIVE MERCHANDISE
DRY CLEANERSILAUNDRIES

230

FALSE AbVERTISING

FURNITURE. FLOORCOVERING. DECOR

662

FURNITURE. FLOORCOkITING. DECOR

APPUANCES Isoniemsams1

599

APPLIANCES (wHifNules)

9

FALSE ADVERTISING

258

INSURANCE

129
291
659"

MEDICAL
PUBLIC UTIL.

ENctile
T.I.otorm

IRAINOMV OutrvicelsaWE

203'

Ga4

165

tptal,

,

MIMIC UTIL

.

TOTAL

630
2 , 271

RENTAL HOUSH.4 (Lancnotd-Tonantl

261'

MOMAMAMEMGAMMAin

243

TRANSPINITATION

,

,

2,192'

opituNaL mcumNsAmxceuAnow 1100KM /

,

4.76%

3.60i

'' AANOTV Owviv01000
.

R E F U N DS , RrIURNS. CANCELLATION POLICY

TOTAL CASELOAD FICUREN 1y)

.94%,

MEDICAL

-

mIsau.ANEmmlust)

4.79%
4.33%
'1.87%

INSURANCE
.

8.59%

CLOTHING l'INOES

197

DRT CLEANERSILAUNDRIES

0

;

4.56%
16. 42%

-e...

fleNTAL HOUSING (Lindlord.TonaRG

1. 89%
1. 76%

; VA/RMAia1141,10CEIMES
TRANSPORTATION

1,5 . 85%'

MISCEU.ANEOUS (AI)

13,829.

as well as the annual percentages. As the table indicates, the
twO most important categories of consumer complaints are rental
housing and auto repairs..
.

October 29; 1980, Mayor White established The Mayor's
Office of ConSunter Affairs, and Licensing;'k; which combined the
Boston Consumers' Council with the 238 ,literising. and 'registration
and permit , functions maintained, by nurfierous dity departments.
The pl.kqose 'was to
9,- ,
"rnaxitnize the efficiency and economy of theSe functions
On

and, at the same time, assure that all city TicenseS
adhere to the laWs and iegulations 'which exist to
ublic' i the marketpl4e.
protect the c nsumi

.Furtherrnore,, "he consoli ,a on o gunctions coupled

With a, long overdue 'restructuri g Of the permit fee
structure are eXpicted to reap ubstantial budget
savings-loy eliminating duplication of effort, and
increased _revenues, by increasing license and oerrnit
!

ft.

fees to a level 'related to the actual cost of issuance,
.inspection, and monitoring." (5)

coNcLusImi
Survey respondents,were asked if they'were aware of 'any
other networks,
library or non-library, providing information to
help people-with everyday problems.
It is encouraging to, note
that the non-library networks mentioned fit into our typology and
that only a. feF library networks (24) were even
suggested.
Some
10, or 41.8 peivent, of these are from the North Central division
whereas anotper 6, or 25 percent,
are located in the Northeast.
.Four belong in the West; all'of these are located in California.
The remaining four were scattered among the states comprising'theSouth.
New York,. California, and Minnesota alone accounted for
11,
or 45.8 percent,of the networks suggested.
This p#tterdis
similat tothat,found in the library survey.
The largest number
of networks fall into, the North Central division, ;with New York
adcounting for the bulk of these.

SELECTION OF. THE NINE NETWORKS FOR CASE STUDY PRESENTATIONS
The initial survey of library networks and the categorization of non-library networks have been completed;
information on
the current state of the art of the library networks
for' thç
provision of consumer information .has been gatherod and reported.
in
the preceding section.
The nine information networks,
discussed in the following section,
have,
as
a result,
been
specified for more in-depth investigation in order to appraise
the
effectiveness of the library and non-library information
netWorks in providing consumertinformation.

With the advice of the Advisory Group,
it was decided that
five library networks'and four non-library networks
should, be
selected.
The five library networks wete'selected, from among

ones,listed in the Directory fOr Library Networks and Coopel-ative
library Organizations. All ZHise networks providia- interesting
cOmments during the course of the telephone survey of 'library
networks.
Other Criteria for selection included coverage of the
network in the existing literature, researchers' or Advisory
Group's awareness of that network, the geographical spread of the
network,, or the initiation of a potentially useful progfam or
serviod.
The four nonc-library networks Were selected
to
represent the network typology with further consideration given
to. factors suCh as the coverage of'the network in the existing
sliterature,
Advisory Group's awareness of that network, and the
travel conveniende for*,the researchers.
Mr. Joseph McDonough of
the Advisory Gioup provided extensive guidance in the development
of, the typology of non-library networks sand the selection of the
four networks.
5

.Ibid

.

1.

.

LIBRARY NETWORKS SELECTED
CommunitY Health Information Network (CHIN), Cambridge, MA
This network is noted in the literature review section of
It represents a cooperative effort between a hospital
Chapter 1.
and six public libraries in the field of consumer health information.
Although Project CHIPS, which was previously discussed
Chapter 1, was the first such typegof information network i tiated in the consumer health information field, Project CHIN is
larger in scope and closer in proximiy to ,the research t am.
One of the network'public libraries,
theWatertown Free Public
Library was also selected tor an interview.

The Nassau Library System, Uniondale, New York
This network represents one of several networks in the State
of New,York, and offers career counieling whereby counselors meet
people in the library on an appointment basis.
OCLC/CHANNEL 2000, Columbus

Ohio

In' addition to its noted bibliographic knetworkOCLC,

as

noted in the literature review section of ChaPter 1, has become
increasingly active in efforts to enable people to tap electronic
CHANNEL 2000 is as noted
information
from their -homes.
In
experimental home delivery project, utilizing hew technology.
addition to CHANNEL 2400, the Public Library of Columbus and
Franklin County was aLita selected,for interview due.to its active
participation in the library catalog compOnenloof CHANNEL 2000. ,
fi

(

^

The Free Library of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA
.

.

.

.

This Library i§ listed in ehe Directory Of Library Networks
and Cooperative Library Orpnizations as a naTiaarktv -The library
system has been actively involved in consuirier information for a
number of years.
It offers some of the same programs as those of
the
Nassau Library System, but lacks the staff and resourCes ta
pursue them as forcibly.
The researchers and members of ,the
Advisory Group wanted to inclu* this library systtem .for its
corktvast to the Nassau Library Ustem.
,

.,

.

The Regional Energy/Environment Center,
ver, CO
,

,

.

Denver, ,Public Library,
,
,

network is also described in the literature review section
1.
It represents a cboperative program between a
public library and government agencies.

Thts

of,Chapter

NON-LIBRARY NETWORKS SELECTED
Each
of the following four networks was
selected
represent one specific type of consumer information network,
discus.sed earlier under the non-library network typOlogy:

71
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II.

The Better Business Bureau of Western Massachusetts, Springfield,
MA

.This was selected becauseit serves rural and
well as metropolitan areas.

suburban,

II

as

-

Consumer Education Resource Network (CERN), Rosslyn, VA
This clearinghouse was'selected due tto its prominence in the,
field of consumer information. CERN also provides "library-like"
such as the compilation and. distribution -of bibliograservices,
phies, and online data base searching.
The Massachusetts Executive Offrice of Consumer

Affairs,

Boston;

Ffr"

EL-

This Office was selected because of its role as part of
It engages in problem solving and consumer
a.coalition network.
Representing
the "agency" type of network, it also,
education.
seice
for Zhe aniwering of reference
rV
a,
telephon
e
maintains
questions.

The Middlesex.County Extension Service

11.

Concord, MA

This a county extension service, which functions in both.
this Service
urban and rural settings; thus, the itiFlusion of
snould'enab;e us to dxamine its operation in both modes.
-

the researchers
Once the nine networks had been selected,
"Interview
Guide"
to
elicit
information
relating to
developed an
the
goals
of the
structure
of
the
network,
the organizational
its
service,
the
infpcmation
service,...the
nature
of
consumer
the
number
and
futdallocation,
relationship to other networks,
policy priorities, publicity qf
backgr4und of staff members,
consumer services,, the types of information sources used in
developing consumer services., a:comparison of filit criteria
cpmmon to information sources, information ,transfer and( new
technology, users of the network, user satisfaction and methods
of evaluation and the role of librariesvin providing 'consumer
information ser4ces. It a)so4includes a request from each network
The Interview Guide was
for. relevant supporting documentation.
pretested ,on members of the AcNiisory :Group and modified as'.
This effort resulted in an Interview Guide as
necessary.
This'Interview Guide was used as the
included in Appendix I.
survey instrument4pring each network interview. Part II of this
In
Final Report include the detailed.results 13f each interview.
researvironment Cedter,' the
the case of the Regional Ener y
after
followp.interview four months
a
conducted
chers
they met with the
Fur, er,
comfileting the original interview.
director of a state agency with whom thé Center had a contract.
In addition to interviewing a staff member the network headquarters,o Project CHIN, the research team also met with staff from
The interview in Columbus, Ohio,
one of the member-libraries.
heldwith a projeqt staff of CHANNEL 2000 at OCLC and ,the
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- 58Director of the Public Library of Columbus and Franklin Country.
interviews were limited to members of the
With these exceptions,
network headquarters.
Chapter 2 has already discussed the draft assessment model
shown
h.as
It
stipulated in the Fe eral Government,00ntract.
those elements that net rks will want to address when developing
and refining their con4u.er information services.
amines similarities and dissimilarities
then
Chapter 4,
interviewed; while Part II of this Final
among the nine netwdr
results of each intetview and therefore
Report presents th
In this respect, Chapter 4 pulls
supplements the Chapter.
together' the information gathered from all the interviews,
alerts readers as to factors to take into consideration if they
It also reinforces the view
want to develop consumer services.
of the librarians interviewed that public libraries should pursue
The initiation of'
consumer services actively and aggressively.
themselves
integrate
such
services
enables libraries to
therefore,
begin to
Residents,
effectively into the community.
needs.
associatelibraries with a variety of information
informa0.on
the library is perceived as an important
Further,
among
other
-- one which serves as a mediator
provider
Otheteproviders,
as
well,
realize
that
institutional providers.
organization,
in
the
libraries have a crucial role'to play
acquisition, and,dissemination of informationLIMITATIONS
NETWORKS

OF

THE STUDY RELATED TQ-THE SELECTION OF

THE

NINE

The researchers were limited to the selection of nine
networks, each of whith represented a different type of network,
therefore; had to resort to individual case studies which
and,
did not permit a precise determination of effectiveness or
statistical comparisons. As a result, individual networks cannot
use the data collected in order-to compare their, situation to
they can identify factors
However,
that of similar networks.
that have made some networks either successful or unsucCessful in
It is possible, however, for us
'providing consumer information.
to
to call attehtion to the provisPon of consuMer information,
identify some major networks providing such information services,
funding
and possibly to encourage-other networks and various
sources to become involVed.

pt

-

the researchers selected'hami mong tile more
Qn the whole,
These may or may, not be typical of
visible and active networks.
informathe entire spectrum of networks engaged in meeting the
In spite of the existence of .tkle
tion needs of cohsumers.
Directory for Library Networks and Cooperative Librar9 Orpnizadons ,whicE-ierved as the bagis-175r the telephone interviewing,
TE-Eli.be questioned in retrospect if all those listed are indeed
For
unetWorks" as defined by the researchers of this project.
is
P,hiladelphia
the inclusion of the Free/Library of
example,
time
at
the
it
comprises
a
library
systeffi;
questionable since
the
networks,
it was selected as one of the nine dh-site
that

73
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- 59 that it,
researchers and members of the Advisory Group believed
the Directory.)
was a network (after all, it was included in
that were
programs
specific
to
offer
seemed
it
Further,
public.
innovative and responsive to the needs of the general
of
question
the
aired
interview
the actual ,on-site
Only
Nevertheless,
appropriateness, for inclusion in this study.
the
problems
in
identifying
inclusion of this library underscores
providing
consumer
services.
the range of networks

SUMMARY

t

reports the results of the survey of the
620 library networks concerning the provision of
eXisting
It also categories the nonconsumer information services.
With this essential
library consumer information networks.
information, this Chapter presents the rationale for the selection of the five networks from among those in the library field,
four from among those outside this particular field.
and- the
Sufficp it to say here, the nine were selected for one or more of
the following reasons:

II

coverage in the literature
the
specific programs mentioned during the course of
telephone network survey
known to one or more of the researehers and the members
8f the Advisory Group
fit into the typology of non-ibrary networks
r
geographical location of the network
offered unique characteristics to identify test factors
for the assessment model.

II

Thie,Chapter

II

II

.

II

,

II

%

types,
different
selected --represent
networks
and
degrees
of
sophisti:
involvements with consumer information,
These networks are as follows:
cation.

The

II

nine

LIBRARY NETWORKS

Community Health Information Network (CHIN)
& the Watertown Free Public Library
The Nassau Library System
OCLC/CHANNEL 2000
& ehe Public Library of Columbu's and Franklin County
The Free Library of Philadelphia
The Regional Energy/Environment Center, Denver Public

II

.

.

,

.

.Library.

11
.1

1

,

c

NON-LIBRARY NETWORKS

Better Busiriess Burea:u of Western Massactiusetts

Consumer Education Resource Network (CERN)
Massachusetts Executtwe Office of Consurder Affairs
Middlesex County:Extension Service
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COMPARATIVE FINDINGS FROM THE NINE NETWORKS SELECTED
The purpose of this chapter is to compare findings among the
nine networks interviewed and to identify criteria of effectiveThe points of similarity,
ness necessary for refining a model.
however, may be of value to library networks wanting to expand
Although an
theig role as providers of consumer information.
itself to
lend
not
does
examination of nine case studies
and
trends
note
investigators
can
the
statistical analyS'is,
public
more
that
of
survey
respondents
reiterate the belief
libraries might be able to attack some of the problems relating
if they will
to financial retrenchment that they are now facing,
previous
the
in
described
such
as
those
prokrams
initiate
may
not
require
networking.
however,
programs,
these
chapter;
the Plainedge Public Library, which is a member of
For example,
is situated in a blue collar area,_
Nassau
Library
gYstem,
the
similar to those, described in library literature as often
Yet, through its programming,
unsupportive of library programs.
this public library has the support of its community and is
meeting the informational and survival" needs of community
residents. The library alerts community.residents about corisumer
information.through its newsletter and has initiated an unemployin which a newsletter of job seekers is compiled
ment service,
and circulated to over 2,400 employers.
FUNDING
Federal support provided the impetus by which the Denver
the
Project CHIN, the Nassau,Library Systeri,
Ppblic Library,
Philadelphia Free Library, and CERN initiated special programming
The Massachusetts Executive
relating to consumer services.
as well as the Middlesex County
Office of Consumer Affairs
Extension Service received government funding. Only CHANNEL 2000
and the Better Business Bureau did not,receive similar funding;
the Bureau could draw upon the national association and
however,
contributions'from the business community. CHANNEL 2000 operated
This experimental project was
by OCLC stands in sharp contrast.
developed to test the technological feasibilitTof developing a
viewdata system for the delivery of information, much of Khich
The project was
would be characterized as consumer information.
with
approximately
one-fifth
of the
mainly supported by OCLC,
Bank One
$500,000 coming from.the Bank One of Columbus, Ohio.
by
was- interested in demonstrating banking services in the home
using viewtex technology.

Government seed money helped certain networks start their
The withdrawal of 'government monies has
consumer services.
such
If
networks to seek alternative funding.
forced these
might be
some consumer services
funding is not forthcoming,
in spite of the fact that they are
forced out of existence,
d have developed specific clientele.
meeting information needs
Regional Energy/Enlironment Center
The Denver Public Library
,

- 61 and
having to cut back on staff
are
of
example,
and CERN, for budget of the Massachusetts ExecutiveOfficeStaff
The
has been alt.
services.
which was never large,
level of programming,
Attains,
Consumer
out the present
trying
to
carry
relationship
members are
the Office's cooperative
to
expand
while seeking
providers%
with other information
Library
Philadelphia Free is
of
the
not
consumers services
lite
outside support
when
has
had
happen
what can
with severe budget cuts
illustrate
library
faced
staff.
The
The
support
professional
and
forthcoming.
number of
momentum and respond,
to release a large
operate by their own
libraries.
services
now
consumer
needs of the various branch
provision
is
to
the
information
to a large extent,
approach
to
consumer
The
library
In this regard, the neither active,
nor aggressive.
and
it
is
bibliographiet that
lists
and
limited;
update reading
Even if outside support
merely tries to
needs.
community
use the newly
pertain to significant
library would probably
on the
the
to reduce the work load
-were forthcoming, rehire staff,
acquired money to
maintain essential.services.
present staff, and to
some networks are
situation,
will
financial
so that they
With the present
consumer programs The
Library
Nassau
trying to "institutionalize"
regarded as "frills."
of new
terminated
or
the
initiation
not be
anticipate
does
not
experimental
System,. for'example, it wants to get existing,
by member
Rather,
programs.
themselves to be regarded
"soft"
have
proven
programs that required programs, ones not dependent upon
Member lihas happened.
libraries as
of Project CHIN this
Limitations, want to
In
the'case
money.
....sewlre financial
One
do their fair share.
braries, e'Ven thme....facing
network
and
to
network's
as'part of the
the
continue
therefore becomes
ahd to
effectiveness
libraries
for
criterion
of member
support
member
the
gain
-to
acceptable to all
ability
objectives
goals and
articulate
institutions.
regard
is that libraries may not Further
this
study
A key finding of
services as a high priority.
fact that only
of
consumer
the provision
be gained from the
cohclusion
can
surveyed in
support for this
library networks
It
the
578
of
(128)
information, services.
22.1 percent
provide
consumer
regarded.as
consumer,services are often
Chapter 3 currently
Other
therefore
that
institionalized.
wodld seem
effectively,
have not been
the goals and objectives
"frills" and regarded
have
as more central to
library networks
services are
Still,
library networks.
networks in an effort to
of individual
non-library
reached out to
Staff members of
services.
often not
referral
and
develop their reference
fact that the library ,community,
in
lamented
the
did not engage
for example,
CERN,
services,
and
its
of CERN
even when aware
referral.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
in
decided to become involved and
networks
At the time that the information,
they formulated goals
of
consumer
the provision
-

a
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The formulation of these goals and objectives,
objectives.
(1)
however, might have resulted from a desire to seek Federal
the precise
With the. withdrawal of outside funding,
funding.
staff members had
Still,
goals might then become clouded.
identified the directions that they wanted to pursue.

Table 4.1 summarizes the exeent to which network goals have
target,
been articulated to its members as well as the intended
The Free Library
The figure reflects some variation.
audience.
is dealing with libraries within
for example,
of Philadelphia,
Operates on the
on the other hand,
system, while CERN,
the
national level and aims at seven broad target groups.
there is substantial variation among
As- one would expect,
target groups as to their awareness of the network and its
the
Further, when a network Provides either direct or ingoals.
.direct services to end users, these users maybe unaware that network
may also be more aware of some
resources had been used. They
services, primarily those dealing with information dissemination.
therefore, must take into account the visibility of
Awareness,
avail
service and the receptivity of user groups to
the
Regional
The
'offered.
services
the
of
themselves
Energy/Environment Center, for example, finds that government
officials are aware of its services, but are often unwilling to
Staff members from the Middlesex County
referrals.
make
Service
noted
that the achievement of specific goals
Extension
availability
of adequate staff and financial
might depend on
Further,
they
questioned
how much can be accomplished,
support.
information providers,. ones
they
must
compete
with
other
when
offering at times.more specialized services. As one staff member
trying to accomplish too much?" It might
"are we
questioned,
responses
to questions about goals and
that
be
noted
also
based
more
on
personal
opinion rather than on
were
objectives
evaluation.
ACTIVITIES

Staff.members intervie4ed were all enthusiastic about their
They believed that their
its goals and programs.
network,
With the
network was innovative and a leader in the field.
they were searching for alternative
present budgetary situation,
The Regional Energy/Environment Center and
sources of funding.
Project CHIN, for example, were turning.toward the private sector
considering the
The Denver Public Library is
for support.
establishment of a fee based information service aimed at
businesses and organizations.
and
as
as dedicated
members view themselves
Staff
have
been
under administrators who
activists,
servirm
supportive to different degrees. Table 4.2 shows the, activities
Two
which the staffs believe are essential to their'operation.
-

goals and objectives are described, in
Specific
individual network Interview reports in Part II.

7

the

ArtiCulation & Effectiveness of,Network Goals*

Table 4.1.

Extent to which Goals provide.a
Network deveworkable framework loped plans to
end users of
network aware networ were
- for daily operameet goals
of goals
aware of goals tion of network
,

'Members of

Network

Communi4 Health Imfdrma-tion Network (CHIN)
- Waterfown Free-Public
Library

2

.2

1

The Free Library of
Philadelphia

1

1

3

2

1

1

.

The Nassau Library System

3

4

3

2

OCLC/CHANNEL 2000
- The Public Library of
Columbus & Franklim
County-(PLdFC)

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

The Regional Energy/Environment Center, Denver
Public Library

3

3

4

Better Business Bureau of
Western Massachusetts

3

2

2

5

2

1

2

2

Consumer Education Resource
Network (CERN)

3

Massachusetts Executive
Office of Consumer Affairs
Middlesex County Extension
Service

1

3

.

3

cr%

.

.

3

*This table summarizes the'responses of those interviewed to questions from the Intervievi Guide concerning network goals. They were responding to a five-1,point scale, with,"1"
as the most important and "5" as the least important.
"/9
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The Importance of Various Activities to Specific

Table 4.2.

etworks*

1

,

Information
Network Name

Acquisition &

Information

Organization

Dissemination

,

Information

Document

Interpreta-

Consumer

Referral

Delivery

tion & Adice

Education

Advocacy

.

3

3

3

5

5

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

2

4

2

1

1

2

4

The Free Library of Philadelphia

1

1

1

the Nassau Library System

1

1

OCLC/CHANNEL 2000

1

1

1

(CHIN)

-

'

Solving

: 2 %.

1..

Watertown-Free Public Library

Mblem-

.

Cdtmunity He.lth Information Network

-

Lobbying

3

3

1

5

5

1

4

5

5

The Publ-lc Library of-Columbus

& Franklin County (PLCFC)

.

3

"

0

The Regional Energy/Environment

Center, Denverjublic Library
State Energy Extension'Service

1

2

5

3 .

5

1

2

4

1

1

1

2

5

4

1.

1

-

-

2

-

-

1

1

4

2

5

5

5

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

2,

1

,

Consumer Education Resource NetwOrk
(CERN)

Massachusitts Executive Office of
Consumer Affairs
'Middlesex County Extension Service

1

.

1

0

'

,

1

1
,

1

1

1

,

'1'Survey

respondentS were asked to rate each activities on a

fIvi-point scale,

with "1" ,as the ost.important one, .and "5" as

tht least impOrtant.

30

,

co%
4:,
i

1

Better Business Bureau of Wistern
'Massachusetts

'

,

.

.

.

Information

81

Lobbying' can call
networks view lobbying as a major activity.
attention to the,,financial plight faced by librar4es while at the
demonstrating that they deserve- greater financial
same- time
provide
After arl, it is 'reasoned that libraries
support.
regarded*
be
should
which
and services
information
essential to-the survival and deverbpment of a community.
Other networks did not-view lobbying as s)Uch ah important
They quevioned whether lobbying was a legitithate
consideration.
were
activity when it was directed toward .projects whidh
Seeing a potentihl conflict of
-dependent upon Federal funding.
they preferred to demonstrate the value of their
interest,
Can. be'
Lobbying, as was noted,
services through other means.
the
word'has
a
To some people,
interpreted in.different ways.
government
In the case of the State
negative connotation.
they preferred to see their actions in
officials interviewed,
making fin.
+terms 'of fostering the public,good and*of directly
impact on the legal rights of consumers.
the Massachusettp ExecUtive Office of
s
NetwOrks su
Western
Consumer Affairs4h22 the Better Business Bureau of
offered
by
the
aher
networks
Massachusetts . provide services not
examined. _TheY may serve as mediators and encourage'aubitration.
In the case of the Executive Office, it can prepare regislation
It can also
and bring to bear the powers-;of State government.
of' the
and
the
office
to regulatory agencies
provide referral
Service
The
Middlesex
C
ntyExtension
.State attorney general.
.Budget
'limitaindividualized
servi
e.
provides personalized,
farms,
tions restrict the ability of'staff membe s to 'visit
For
the
type.
of
make
recommendations.
observe problems, and
Without
it,
essential
component.
services provided, travel is an
the target audience may become less dependent on the service's and
search out an alternative provider.
the FtVee Library of
In the case of five networks (CERN,
the
of,Consumer
Affairs,
the Massachusetts Office
Philadelphia,
Energy/EnviService,
%and
the
Regional
Middlesex County Extension

ronment Center of the Denver Public Library), there are numerous
The networks are attempting to maintain
staffing changes.
essential services with personnel changes and, in some cases, the
Staff reductions, however, are affecting
shifting of staff.
morale 4nd the ability of networks to achieve stated goals and
If the necessary funds are
objectiv s in the short term.
attracted, changes can be attempted and service priorities
Library of Philadelphia
the Free
Perhaps,
reestablished.
Any additional funding would be
represents the only exception.
hours of:
used to maintain existing services and' to expand
services.

USER GROUPS
.

//

,

networks had identified,their target audiences.and have
developed services to meet'the'information needs of these grouPs.
Yet, 'users may be frequently unaware that they are consulting a
they consult a single library or agency
network. : Most often,
The

,
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without realizing that.this.information provider can supplemeAt
The referral
its resources.by consUlting a network or networks.
.process -may- even be equated with consulting the- personnel of 4
another information provider but not the formal resources of that
the emphasis, is on interp'ersonal
in other words,
'pr.vider;
Compricating matters .
c II. unication ancl.not on printed resburceS.
the.fact that somenetworkssexist solely or largely to seryeis
libraries je.g., 'the Philadelphia Free Library or the ,Nassau
,Library S)istem,) and that consumers may have little br.no ..:Contact'
Enetgy/
In pther cases (e.g.., the Regional
with the network.
Environment Center of the Denver Public Libtary),, the network
however, accepts requests
CERN,
deals directly with consumers.
Such
from .consumer educators but not contumers themselves.
In
individuars might.be referred to their local public libraty;
the case of the Watertown Public Library (Project CHtN)'end the
'Nassau Library System,' -the staff workea closely with the
Librarians frequently
community and Other infbrmaticin providers.
served'on local committees, Uentified information needs that the
and encouraged community iesidents to assolibrary would meet,
Developing similar working-.
ciate the library. with thei'r needs.
relation"ps is essential as public libraries expand their
servites\ahd become an integral part of the tommunity. .However,
the -dialogue may not, focus on the network;- insteacl, it, might
.focus on aTatticulat. member library.

,

,

'
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,

.
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irDiFrNITION OF CON UMER-INFORMATION

.

nbted' ih Chapter 1, çhe literature- define§ consumer
As
information In various wayS; so too did the networks interviewed.
The definitions teflect the'..mistion Of the. neNork and its target
Natsau Llbraiy System and the Free Libriry of.
'The
audiences.
Phi1adelp4a, for example, equate consumer inforMation with
comMUnit, service programs, while CERN regards it as -cOsumer
educatiorC, 7= "educatioft,about what the markgtprace is, how- to
'funéltion -ih,.it, 'and how to affect change'in'the 'marketplace."-'
CHIN views consumer information in a specialized' cOntext; 4
r
The
become§ -the provision Of health afid disease Information.
of definitions in use complicates comparative analyses\,,,.
,..,. variety
that consumer information, .can be:N.,
illtistrates
it
Nonetheless,
,
ner§1,or.more specialized cgritext.
'viewed within a
.

.

,Il

.

I

.

,

.

.

.

,

u

,

J

.

,

3

ces in.Clefinftion should be taken intd account
'The* dikf
ermine' tbe pumber 'Of networks'engaged-in the
when trying ,to
The *various definitions
provision- pf consumer information.
should also.be taken into consideraBion when deweloping. suitable
Attempts .to examine and compare various
.evalpation: criteria.
aspects of .the topi.e. of consuMer, information will have tp,
categorize and:compare the li.arioud, definitions.
r
..
AVAILA$LE.RESOURCES.
.j,

/4'1-',

11

:/.

,,.

.

A

1

..

'1
.
,

.

,
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.
.

Iiullp torie
The. netWorki qrgage in reference services that
than actess to pripteck tources, .,Thff.may. develop resourciffi/e§
and contacts with.00her information proliiders,' be they intgrperIn the case ofthe Better
mass media,- 9r institutiopal.
', spnal,
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it can tap community
usiness Bureau of Western Massachusetts,
resources and the Council. The-Massachusetts Executive Office of
Consumer Affairs has developed a working relationship with the
mass media, consumers, and various organizations and groups.

networks such as the CERN and".the Miadlesex
Service have printed sources available, they
They realize that people
encourage Interpersonal communication.
It'was qciesprefer the interaction and petsonalized- service.
tioned whether networks which are mord formal and lest personal
may be less effective in dealing with'the public. When it aomes
to information sources themselves (see Table 4.3),the acculricy and
understandab4lity of the answer, as well as the up-to-dateness of
The amount of time it took
the information, are all important.
if it is viewed in terms of the time it too
less important,
is
network staff to find the information. However, if viewed in th
context of the time it took consumers to get the right answer
then time becomes much more important. Cost in terms of moneris
It
important when it is the consumer's money that is considered,.
less important when one considers the network's money. The
is
,networks themselves have to be careful about.their expenditures.
the five c.riteria can be viewed from different
As is evident,
vantage points.
'Even though
County Egtension

111

the most
chnological project;
a
For CHANNEL 2000,
important factor was the "relia lity of the syitem," followed by
the "ease o4 use of the system." 4ll five of,the factors probed
in the Figur% were considered to be of equal importance, but they
.ranked behind the other two.
.,

The Energy Extension Service maintains a contract with the
Regional Energy/Environment Center in order to reduce the bulk of
information received and examined; minimkze the duplicated,
trivial, and supersede information that-it recelved; have access
receive informationC fully
to current and accurate nformation;
and disseminate
value
and
audience;
annotated as to contents,
The success of
information to field officet ,in a timely Manner.
this bontract suggests a service that libraries can perform 4.t
long as the necessary funds are available.

.

II

II

Access to a WATS or FTS line enhances reference service and
the.ability* network staff to engage in . referral. Weehdrawal of
sucha serviceviill hmmt ma-impact on the network and staff members'
perceived ability to.peet the information needs of their clienUndoubtedly consumers representing their own persAal
.tele.
Oterests, rather, than those of the groups for which they work
(e.g., government agencies, business, or organizations), ere more
likely to avail themselves of toll-free telephone numbers and to
prefer. that network staff' make Long distance elephone calls on'
their behalf. Another Advantage of consumer servicts provided by
et..2, is that the
Service,
CERW the Middlesex Courity
;tgeptions to this Imuld be the
services, ire normal,ly free.
CERN staff salso
charge for' online searching Ind Soil tetts..
4r1fy the accuracy and up-to-dateness of information before they
,distrih.ge it. t.,This "ensures that the information receiVed .1)y
c,Extension

11
.

I
11'
,

.

.
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'ghe Importance of the Five Factors to Individual Netorks*

TablA 4.3.

.

NeLwork Name

Uptodateness

Accuracy

Understandabi

The Time

of 'Information

of Answer

lity of Answer

It Took

Money

5

5

4

5

1

OomMunity -Health InfOrmation Network
.

(DUN) '
4

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

,1

1

1

1,

1

-3

3

3

3,

.1

-1

.

Cost in

'-

'

Watertown Free Public Library

'

:

ThOree Library of Philadelphia
.

,

The Nassau Libr,ary Systee

'f

OM/CHAANEL 2000

,

1

'

3

TheLPublic Ltbrary of Columbus
& Franklin County (PLCFC)

)

The Regional Energy/Environment
Center, Oenver Public.Library

4

State Energy Extension Service'

4.4, 4

1

1
1

1
1

1
2

5

r

5

:

-

5
4

Better Bdsiness Bureau of Western
Massachusetts

1

,

,

..'"2

.

2

Consumer Education Resource Network
(CERN)

-2

1

1

1

4-

2

5

:

Massachusetts Executive OfficeOt
Consumer Affairs

1

L

.i

Middlesex-County E,xtension"Serviie

5

r
.
1

,
4,

.

-

.

,

:*Those surveyed were asked to 'rank the factors atcorang 'to
their perceived ispor,tance on a .five.:point scale, with nu, as the
,

most important one and "5" a's the !east important.'
"

I.
r

5

'

q9

consumer 'educators is the latest and-most appropriate%

.

The networks outside the.ltbrary field may have a distinct
They can ,devote themselves full-time
advantage over libraries.
to 'the provision of consumer*services ancleo learning where to
As,one stafl member from CERN.noted, "a life-.
gain information:
time can be spent in learnihg where to go . for information.'!
Libraries,
on the other hand, regard consumer services as just
In some cases, it, may even be
one area of their responsibility.
It is evident that public libraries
a secondary responsibility.
muse decide the importance of consumer.services to.their mission,
If they cannot play aslarge a role as
goals and objectives.
they need to identify other pertinent informathey might like,
This
tion providers and develop-a cooperative *relationship.
study has found'that other providers ate willing to cooperate,
but that the 'first contact may have to.odthe .froth libraries.
Oeher- providers 'may hot have thought of libraries is having A.
Furtfier,. both
potential role or as interested in cooperating.
about the,
other
networks
may
have
misperceptions
library' and
other -- misperceptions that Should be identified and addressed.

=

.

.1

I

-PUBLICITY
The consumer programs are highly visible and are subject to'
For example, saf from the Nassau
some Atreative publicity.
The.
Liberty System *placed posteri on the local railroad.
Regional. Energy/Environment Center, CERN; as- well as other
were.
which
had initiated newsletter@,
networks. studied,
CERN had
circulaeed'to'clientele and advertised their services,
placed acivertigements in national makazinds.
.also

individual reports of Library and non-library networks
Part II of this Report) reflece the'.6ce that a variety- of
publicity efforts have.been undertaken.
Some of the more effective' efforts; however,
include the-initiation of newsletters,
brochures and flyers, coverage in local newspapers, end word of
The

(see

A

II

-mouth.

1-

Retworks such as CERN have idantified target audiences and,
developed what its,staff-Considers to be.effec!ive and.efficient
marketing strategies 'to ,meet the Ileeas of these target grout's.
Qbvi6usly,...ftbraries and ,library ntworks should not
attempt
to meet
all information needs b t should decide .on
which
ones td focus.
They should also develop staff expertise
in
mreferral and spec*alized services as well as ascertain the
non- library
networks.
sprvice potential lof
Non-lib ary
educational
members
with
networks may have itaff
ackand
infO
tion.
library
rounds which supplement -that of

86
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It
might be noted that ,non-library networks, in
science.
explain the background and
contrast to some library networks,
expertise ..of staff members to users so that communit
residents
realize that they are receiving "professional" assist nce.

USER SATISFACTION
Not all of the.networks have developed m Lhods precisely
it might have
If they h d,
determining user satisfaction.
been as,part of a,goyernment contract, or in .he case of CHANNEL
Some of the rethOds as that .the
2000 -an experimental project.
networks Used include.the following:
for

.
.

a
.eopre
attending
Identifying the number_ of
particular program or request g a service
Monitoring the number of repeat-users
Seeing that member libraries or agencies want to
continue ,the service
Seeing that the number of reference questions
received has,increased over time
Monitoring the number of refertals to' the 'network
and its service'programs
Soli'citing responses to a questionnaire. concerning
the satisfaction of information needs
Receiving unsolicited Praise (telephone calls or
'letters of support)
Preparing legislation to meet the problems identified
from an analySis -of questions receivdd
,

.

The- Better Business Rureau of Western Massachusetts, Ior
follow-up questionnaireto.consumers, in an
.attempt to determine if the complaint has been resolved and what
Such a form.might also identify the numberof
was
the.ovecoMe.
repeat users and attempt to determine the amount of money ,that
Project CHIP is an example,of a
the service saved the consumerl.
network which. deals with both member libraries and, end. ubers.
Member libraries can see the imp'4ct of the netwOrk on eheir own
collection development and upon,the abilitY of staff members' to
The public might be unaware
,handle gedical rel.ted questions.
they can tell
However,
that -they. are dealing w,ith a network.
that'their informdtion needs have been met, and library,staff 'can
recognize the benefit of 5etworking.
example,. sends .4.-a

-

The County Extension Service, offices within $ ate governand local Better Business Bureaus have a fo mal network
ment,
mhich they can tap if locafl resources Pro.re insufficient. In the
they can move from the provision of beformation to the
process,
Library networks cannot provide the
mediation of a complaint.However, they cad.engage in referral
same degree of assistance.
and build a cooperative eelationship with other information providers. ,In this regard, readers dight,want-to'Teview the individual network feports and the comments made by network staff
members who.during the course of the interview commented on the,
fUture role olibraries tn ehe provision of consumer information.

87
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Some of the networks staff interviewed find that they can no
longer justify their services, and very existence, by basing user
satisfaction solely on letters of appreciation and informal data4
Instead, they want to show the economic impact
gathering sheets.
for
The Middlesex County Extension Service,
of their services.
departments and
in competition with.other county
is
example,
To become a more effective 'competitor,
agencies for funding.
according to some of its staff, it might haye to demonstrate the
savings in dollars of having county residents avail themselves of
As one staff member explained,"this is much
services .provided.
than simply reporting basic
and
perhaps
more
effective,
better,
statistics reflecting how much,everybody likes us."
when some people go to i library or another
than
institutional provider, they want personal contact, rather
skills
develop
can
Librarians
to printed sources.
referral
interpersonal carounicationEnd.need to publieize the
to
relating
Combining . this with
their service.
'personal'!. nature of
accurate,- understandable, and up-to-date information,. libraries
At the
might expand.their,role.as disseminators of information-.
same time, they can. further develop their referral capability and
information
other
a
cooperative relationship with
build
.The puipose is to provide better service to existing
providers.
user groups so that they become repeat users, while at the same
time reaching out to potential user 'groups.

"-

Finally,,, even

'CONCLUSION

11

11
.

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the nine

case

while Chapter 5 will examine the case studies in
studies,
relation to the assessment, model and the research questions
The individual reports (see Part II) show
- listed in Chapter 2,
criteria essential for a library network to consider when
it must offer_a service
First,
developing consumer programs.
that is needed, not filled elsewhere, and recognized outiide the'The network must be part of an active
library as important.
-inatitution, one willing .to experiment and to recruit thigh

quality, innovative staff members,, who are committed to-servicing
Some of these information needs
a variety of information needs.
might even be met by service,programs not cOmmonly implemented by
the Unemployment services operated out of the
(e.g.,
libraries
The 'network
Nassau Library System).
.-Plainedie Public Library,
funds and
non-government
and
government
attract
might even
Regional
one
the
as
the
services'
suchContracted
Energy/Environment Center performs for State government.

Once the prograM has proved successful, every attempt should
made
to institutionalize it and not to regard it as a luxury to
be
Such programs, as
be impIementedonlyduring times of prosperity.
and-.
the
support
of
the
library
administration
well,
must have
political,
'
of
-Staff
members
must
be
aware
boards of trustees.
consequences and tie able to demonstrate the value of thq programs
to the,community.
addition to.understanding the inf6rmatisn needa of the
library
the
comMunity and being able to implement-new programs,
and
providers
institütional
network. _must' 'reach out.to other
In

/
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- 72deverop a cooperative relationship.
Table 4.4 summarizes the views of those interviewed about-therole of libraries
in
the provision of consumer information
With the exception of the Springfield..Better Business
services.
the most important functions of libraries
becomes the
Bureau,
informaticin,
information
acquisition
and
organization of
dissemination,
and information referral.
Differenes of opinion
emerged concerning the role of libraries.in delivering needed
documentation and in consumer education.
Both of these were
rated as important functions but'not as important as the ones
already discussed.
The Nassau Library System rated information
interpretation/advice,
and
problem-solving
as
important
Network Staff members attempt' to "help peopld
functions.
negotiate
the maze of red tape" and may, interpret rules and
regulations if other information providers refuse to do so and
the user requires
such assistance. .HOwever, -"they do not

advocate a person's cause."
'Lobbying, which implies both a political activity and public
representatiOn, was viewed.a necessary activity if public libraries
Since
expect to receive extensive community and funding support.
libraries are in competition with other information-providers for
"sell
themselves
more
available
funds,
they
shouLt
they might well want to consider
effectively."
In this' regard,
lobbyists
serving as lobbyists for users (advocacy) as well as
for the library And its services.
It is interesting to note from Table,4.4 that only the Nassau
Library System and CHANNEL 2000 rated information interpretation .
important.
The
and advice,
and problem-solving as most
Springfield Better Business Bureau rated problem-solving as a
viewed
information.
most
important
consideration
but
interpretation and advice as less important. Apparently networks
active in the provision of consumer information, both those of a
library and non-library nature, do not view these two factors as
necessary for the development of a successful library consumer
Instead,
libraries should develop their
information program'.
capacity to engage in information acquisition and organization,
and information referral. They might
information dissemination,
also provide consumer education and document delivery.
9

S.

Library networks must formulate a marketing plan to market
the, library and its programs as a product which has resources
essential for the community in meeting 'specific information
needs.
These information needs might relate to the survival of
the cdmmunity and the well-being of the residents.
Once
the marketing pAan has been implemented, elle network
staff members are very conscious about the quality of service
They 'also
provided and the image that they are portraying.
through
actively and aggressimeiry publicize the service (e.g.,
newsletters developed by the Nassau Library SySem and, Regional
The objective is to-meet specific
Energy/Environment Center).
information needi,
to
encourage target audiences, 'to avail
'

-

.

Table 4.4.

,

Network Nare

1

Activities for Libraries*
The Perceived Importance of Various

Jnfermation
Acquisition &
Organization

Community Health Information Network
(CHIN)

Watertown free Public Library
The Free Library of Philadelphia
The Nassau Library Syftem

OCLC/CHANNEL 2000
The Public Library of Columbus
-

Information

.

Information

Information Document

Interpreta-

Dissemination Referral

Advocacy Lobbying ProblemSolving
Education

Consumer

Delivery

tion & Adice

4
4

2
3

1

2

5

3

3
5

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2

1

5

3

5

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

5

1

1

4

5

1

,

t

1

1

J
(4

.

& Franklin County (PLCFC)

1

1

4

1

1

3

2

2

2

5

1

2

1

5

1

4

1

3

2,

1

1

1

3

3

1.

5

5

1

2

1

.4

1

5

5

5

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

3

3

1

..

The Regional Energy/Environment .
Center, Denver Public Library
State Eitergy Extension Service
-

Better. Businesi Bureau of Western

Massachusetts
Consumer Education Resource Network
(CERN)

Massachusetts Executive Office of
Consumer Affairs
Middlesex County Eitension Service

"Survey

1

1

respondents were asked to rate each activities

,

On a

nve as
the most important one,'and
five-point scale, tab "1" as

Pi

the.least isporUti.

1111111,

1111.1
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-- NM MI
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or ow on N.

am

and to publicize the
themselves of the service in the future,
In this regard, CERN may be
network service by. word- f-mouth.
It pr vides library-like servNes (e.g.,- the
most effective.
compilation of bibliographies and the maintenance of a human
Yet, members of its target audience may not think
resource file.
of libraries in the Context of their information need).
.

It is the researchers' belief that a

most important finding

of
this study may be that some library and non-library networks
have been creative in their approaches to meeting information
needs. They have developed innovative programs such as career
counseling and job centers, and effective means of publicity,
including newsletters and the placement of articles in local
newspapers.
The accompanying interview reports provide more

detailed information about the creative approaches adope#d.
4P

as well as some of the
Awareness of these approaches,
initiated, may be of assistance to.mtpublic
service programs
libraries in dealing with some of the problems they cM*rently
may be that the success of networks such as Projecti
face.
It
CERN,
and the Regional Energy/Environment Center 'in
CHIN,
offsetting the Loss of government support will have implications
They may show the path to other funding,
for other networks.
especialLy if the Denver Public Library is able to establish a
fee-based information service supported by the private sector;
see the Addendum to the report of this network in part II.

CHAPTER 5

'

ANALYSIS OF ASSESSMENT MODEL
revious :chapter made general comparisons among the
nformation services provided by the nine networks.
By
this
the research questions listed in Chapter 2,
chapter more sharply focuses on the assessment model and criteria
successful consumer
that potentially lead to the operation of
information servicet.
The
cons
r
examini

,

Before d6tssing the research questions, however, it mtght
be beneficial to make several observatiors based upon the on-site
interviewing.
First,
the consumer Anformation services operate
The networks must typically select
within a specialized Context.
They do not
specific areas in which to develop their services.
instead, they select
attempt to be "all things to all people;"
those areas in which they believe that they can be most effective
Second, depending upon the scope'
staffing,
etc.
given funding,
consumer information
and extent of the services provided,
They may requiregrederal
services can be expensive to operate.
funding or other outside support; such support may be decessary
for not only the initiation of the services-/-but also their
outside funding or "soft" money
Clearly,
continuing operation.
has played an important.role in the development of consumer
One criterion for success will relate to
information services.
degree to klhich networks can get their member libraries to
the
absorb the co ts of the services once the outside money has
roject CHIN and the Nassau Library System ,have
ceased.
Both
Member libraries realizer 51 i
been successful in this regard.value of the consumer information services currently offered,And
are willing to provide financial and staff support to the b'st of
their ability.
//7"'

Further research might profitably probe "the costs associatea
consume,
Of
specific
4/serv1ces.
with the operatioh
Undoubtedly the Regional Energy/Environment Centertrd CERN are
more expensive to operate than are the consumer relftted services'
CHIN.
One
provided by the Nassau Library System and
criterion for judging the success of a consumey/related network
may be related to the abilit of the netw rks/to survive once the
The vial?). ity of some networks may'
initial funding has cease
evident from the'eff rts to seek and find other sources 0
be
Apparently
i overriding goal for networks dependent
funding.
solely upon the provi ion of specialized consumer information,
theRégional Energy/Environment Oenter and CERN)
services (e.g.,
may become self-preservation.
.0' 1
'

.

,

provided
the value Aof consumer information services
Third,
ObviouslY, many of the
in a netwd,rk context can be questioned.
,..7ere
staff
members interviewed believed that the services
essential if public libraries are to meet basic information rieeds
If the libraries do not provide such
of their constituents.

93
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#ta

Yeti Library
might.
'otner instieutional providers
with
-the same
admiftistrations may not view consumer-services
conaumer
It may be that somelibraries can proVide
4priority.

I

When they do resort to
services without engaging in-networking.
it cat be of varying degreet o# sophistication,
networking,
ranging from traditional inteilibrary loan to the establishment
Of referral centers and a Regional Energy/Environment' Center.
Perhaps many Libraries believe that they can meet most of their,
'clients'. consumer information needs without resorting to formal
technolbgy.
new
'the Application 'of
involving
networking
interestingly, most of the networkS studied did not make use of
si
information needs, except bynew technology to meet.corblor
f, bibliographic databases; such
conducting Online searche
'servicesoften'involved user fees.

II

,

services,,

4,

4onsumer information needs must be placed in the Context bf
library goals and objectives, and therefore compete with other
of infpitation needs, some of which may be perceived as'
types
Consumer,information networks Clear/y see the
tmportant.
,more
to
link
consumers
to the appropriate information providers
need
dialoguesamong
information providers so that the
and increase
The process of linking could,
referral process can be improved.
be enhanced by new technology; however, t4ose interviewed often
viewed technology AS theoretically beneficial. Practically, they
questioned whether thp necessary funds were available and whether
libraries would employ 4chnology solely for meeting consumer
it was more likely that libraries
,Instead,
information needs.
would employ technology to meet a wide diversity of' needs,
including those pertaining to consuMer information.
oLibraries are installing microcomputers for 'public Use,
creating programming to cable televisios and storing documents on
They are also serving as electronic fhformation
videodiscs.
colleges and universities,
'centers linking government agencies,
libraries are
additipon,
/II
community groups and citizens.
beaming signals, to satellites and tracking down delinquent
'As consumers begin to
4 borrowers with electronic vigilance.
or
develop, their own home information Centers with cable
computer, they can query libraries and obtain information on
eheir television screens.

11/

11

I/

11
.

,

Some libraries are installing coin-op rated microcomputers
whereby their users can-select from among c mputer programs suc
as, drawing up household budgets.' Other 1 braries may use cabl
hav
channels 'to dittribute community infor a t on and may
which describe
installed' computer-assisted, vocational serVi es,
At the Pike's Peak
the availability of jobs in the local area:
computer
for ,exaMOle,
Cat)orado Springs,
Library DiStrict,
libraries provide adcess' to community
in branch
terminal's
contumer
colleges,
information - course offerings of area
and
information,
day-care
schedules,
train
inform tion,
Community restdentv,with
info atiOn about local,car pools.
own microcomputers can use public-telephone lines to tap
thei
into he community information network. ,Against this backgroUnd,
it mig t be suggested thakt

1

1

77"information retrieval is expected to be the top home
alid business use.of teletext systems through the end of
the century, but that transaction services such as
banking and ticketing will replace information retrieval
as the most popular application foi two-way videotext
Information retrieval
in the home by the year 2000.
will remain the top videotext application for the
business community." (1)
-

-As this brief discussion has indicated, public librarfes are
public
service
to use new technology to meet
loesinning
they are addressing the-, information
BY so.doing,
objectives.
It may be that many of theselAbraries
needi of local residents.
However,
need "not engage in networking with other libraries.
other
networking
with,
can develop their
capabilitythey
serve
community
thereby
be,tte-r
providers
and
information
what
to
-The major'questions then become,
information needs.
their
extent do libraries develop'their networking capabilities,
and.their capability
ability to deet consUmer information needs,
.

,

to 'apply new technology?'
Instead,
This chapter will not _fully address such issues.
2,
it focuses on the research questions identified in Chapter
while Chapter 6 offerraddirtional comments about the role of new
technology in the provisioti of.consumer information services.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
DEFINITION OF CONSUMER INFORMATION
the networks have articulated a clear definition?

Wil

The networks have determLned which areas un er the broad
In the
rubic of consumer information that they want to A resS.
the ne work staff in
case of the Nassau Library System,
cooperation with member libraries have articulate the areas that
Member librari Absuch-aS the
would receive priority attention.
ich are, then
Plainedge Public, Library tight develop services
marketed to the entire network.
4,1

Will

the

networks

hold

a_ similar_ definition

consumer

rfircirmarrUn?

in the
the answer is
As has already been explained,
Table
negative; widely divergent definitions were,encountered.
5.1, which focuses on these.definitions, shows that some networks
equate consumer information With.community services, While others
adopt more restrictive definitions - health information, consumei,
of' consumer _rights. - The network situated 'in the
.education,
limits itself to enbrgy/enfor example,
Denver VubIic Library,
vironmental-information.
,

0

1

Videptext'may change your\life," tibrary'DAily
"NSF Study:
July 10, 1982. p. 11,
1

,

5
Is

.

'

Table 5.1. Selected Definitions of Consumer Information
From Some Networks Interviewed

Definition

NetwOrk.

Consumecinformation and e4ucation fo-

.Better Business.

Bureau of Western
Massachusetts-

cuses on truth in'advertising, 0,r01110.6

ting public confidence in business, -,
and business self-regula"tion through
voluntary cooperaeion.* It focuses on
consumer complaints and.inquiries and

seeks toprotect ghe publiq.from fraudulent and deceptive trade prkctices.
Consum
education is "education about
what t
tharketplace is, how to function
in tt, and how to affect change in it."

Consumer Education.
Resource Network
(CERN."

0

Consumer information is defined in terms
health information: "materials for both
health dare proyiders and consumers,' in,
'print and other formats (audio tapes,
videotapes.,
films,
etc:), '.which 4ealwith maintenance, preservation, and re-,
stdration of phystdal, mental, or 610tional well-being, including those items
dealing with personal and publig health,'
disease, medicine, therapeutics, surgery
and ,other branches of sPecialized medidine."

COmmunity Health,
Ihformation Network,(CH/N)

Massachusetts Execu.tive Office of
,ConsuMer Affairs

Consumer information is defined in terms,
of consuMer rights, e.g., the handling
of'consumer complaints.

Middlesex County
,Extension Service

People can Improve, their livesjg information resulting ftom research-is,made
available through publications, local %
media, workshopt, programs, or indivi,.
dual consultations. The'focus is on
ConsuMer education.

,

,

,

0

-Nassau Library. ,SysteM

& The Free Library oik
Philadelphia

Consumer infdrmation is equateckwith
community iervices.

7

0

.
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TYPES OF CONSUMER INFORMATION THAT NETWORKS ARE PROVIDING
Will tRe networks have rticulated clearly defined
-65,737ctiVis TEEeTaTle to all member.institutiOEFT--7-

goals

and.

The research question.wasdiscussed in Chapte;: 4, under the'
section "Goals and ObjectOves." The formulation of goals and
objectives, as was noted there,may have resulted from a desire to
With the withdrawal of outside funding,
seek Federal funding.
staff
Still,
become clouded.
the precise goals might have
members had identified the directions Olat they wanted to pursue.
and,.;
There are substantial variation's among target audiences
The
and_national.
theft- geographical-ases - local, regional,
broader the geographical dispersion the more difficult it becomes
to work with the target audiences and to inform them fully of the
In the case of the Constimer
extent ,and type of.network services.
Education Resource Network (CERN), the target audience is most
likely aware of the network's dissemlnation of information rolg.
of the full
range of services pr vided. varies
Awareness
substantially,among,the seven targeegroups and wh ther training
programs have been develoPed for a particular targ t group.

Member libraries may be more aware of the ne work than ire
this should come as.no surp se: Networks
However,
the users.
such'as the Free Library of Philadelphia and the V ssau Library

System are oriented toward serving the needs of mem er and branch
Citizens deal with libraries rather th n the'network
libraries.

I.

per se.

,

networks -have
TRYOrmation programs?
Will

the

"institutionalized"

theLr

consumer

The answer to this question would be "to varyi g degree
Given the present funding situation,' qhey may be
succesS,"
meMber
programs and gaining acceptance from
consolidating
libraries that have experimental programS. ,Those programs which
be
on-gOi g and not
success ul shod
cOuld be regarded as
In t e ca e of th -Regio al Energy/.
dependent up soft" money.
the nee rks ar fighti g for their
Evironment Center and CERN,
those infotmation
at eve
This illustrat
veiy survival.
publicized and meet
consumer networks that are "successful" (c.,
numrous information request's) are not-well institutionalized:
Support tor their.continued survival is not automatic; consumer(
information services may not be viewed by library administrations
other
a priority as some
and funding sources as having as high
The Project CHIN is.perhaps the major exception
service areas.
Member libraries view their commitment
to this generalization.
these
in spite of financia l. retrenchment,
to -CHIN' as solid;
librarres are attempting to maintain support for the netwcirk to
even thiS network must
Nonetheless,
the best of their ability.
to a pertain degree, upon outside funding; in this case,
depend,
c::

the funding iscurrently coming,from the private sector.

97.

Will the networks hive implemeAed consumer information services
(
on a sTricfrT/i-Bilii7--'

II

-

As already indicated with the researchAuestions relating to
the networks condern
definitiOn of consumer information,
t he
full
themSelves with aspects of consumer information' and not-the
gven the networks defining copntumer
dimehsions
of
this.subject.
,
those'
information in'-terms of community service have initi4ed
programs with which they believe they can be. most effective given
For
and resource allocations.
their present staf#, fundl4pg,
mmunfty_Serwices
Department
of
the
Free
Library
example, the Co
consumer
those
reSpOnsibilitie*, beyond
has
Philadelphia
department
The
provides.
it
information services which
engaged in a variety of aCtivities,tncluding a,fileand speaking
There are no plans to expand the cOnsumer information
program.
The,library must look at kts
services beyond the present levl
commitment to these _services in relationship ''.to the present
*Still,
number of staff and the amount of the budget available.
but
to
meet
it does not want to terminate the present,services,
it
best
the, needs of the community and the library system the

.

I/

II
t-

II

can.
Will the netyorks have develoPed services of great'demand, which.'
appeal to a b'road aUargnce?

As shown in Table 5.2, each network has identified the target
audiences to which it wants to appeal and Is working within
it should be emphasized,- hovevlf, 111
"stated goals and objectives.
'that at;empts to appeal to a broad audience are conditi:oned 'by
factnr.s relating to the extent oflvatlable funding and Staffing.
The Massachusetts Executive Office 0 Cbnsumer Affairs, for
has a small 'budget and a small number of staff.
example,
and
staff tries to work with agencies
the
Nonetheless,
organi;ation that can widely disseminate information about II.
With staff cuts and the present budgetary
consumer rights.
this Office may.not be able to maintain its' present
situation.,
It may have to start charging for services I
of seryices-:
level
provided .free and to concentrgte on the -.most
previously
financially viable programs.
,

.

Will the networks have determined Earget pqpulations and actively
WiFW UrEh them?
The preyious research questions, as- well as table 5.2, show
that the networks have determined target audielices and do work
with them to the extent that both staffing and financial
resources permit.

IF
11

AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION SERVICES TO CONSUMERS.
Will the'networks limit their services only to libraries?
ifl Ehe" networks' services,avaitable direct7 to users as well?,
Thç answers to these questions vary greatly.
the

Nsat..ibrary System.and the Free Library of

For example,
Philadelphia,
'

II
11

,

/
, -
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Table 52, NetwOrksL Target groups'

l'arget Groups

Network
V.

<-_

LtBRARY-NETWORKS
Community Health
,Information Network

The public librarieA and residertts of six
towns in Massachusetts needing health re-.
lated information

he Pree Library
of Philadelphia

Branch public libraries

The Nassau Library
Syszem

Member public libraries and residents 'in
the communities

.0tLC/CHANNEL 2000
/
Regional Energy/
Environment Informa-,
tion Center, Denver
Public Library

200 test households in Columbus, OH
Residenti of the ten-state-Rocky. Mountain
region

NON-LIBRARY NETWORKS
1

BOtter Business
Bureau' of Western
Massachusetts

Consumer Education
Resource Network

Consumer education and rights.- pottect
business and consumers from unethib
business practices
a listing of,
Consumer educators.;
'the -spediEic seven taiget groups
.given in the report on the network in
Part II
,

Massachusetts Executive Office of
Consumer Affairs

Consumers,within the state.,(tthe agency
promotes consumer education and informs
businesses of-theix responsibilities
to consumers)

Middlesex Counky
Extension Service

Each of
Residents of the county/state.
major
programs
targets
different
the.
audiences.
.

viewed in tthe context of this report, deal exclusively . with
Iose member libraries, in_
member libraries in the system.
deal with the users directly. ConSequently, end users may
tuin,
aware that their informatipti needs have been addressed
be not
CHANNEL 2000. involved an experimental
through networking.
project 'in which selected houseKolds had Acceds to iciformation;it
doses represent a'direct.interaction between users and a public library.
as

99

441.

S.

I

e
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Project CHIN is a cooperative effbrt between a community hospital
however, Inay come into
Users,
and six egi.by public libraries.
with
the
network
(but
may
be
unaware that networkdirect ontact
Ing is Y,1 involved) when a public library must refer to the
collections of another member library or the hospital. The staff
._
trom one of the public libraries might refer users to the
hospital for ervices, such as online searching of'the MEDLINE
The Regional Energy/Environment Centen links informdatabase.
tion provi4ers but users do have direct access to ne,tworking
Capabilitiep through the staff ,of the Center.

II

SOURCES AND LEVELS OF FUNDING

Will the networks be dependent on funding, in particular
EFUE ERF Federal Government, for the initidEron and

F.:7onsum7FTriEc7rrnatiorf
-

continuation A/

services?.

-

Federal funding has played a critical role in the provision
of censumer information services by the following five networks
J.1
interviewed:
.

iII

Community Health Information.Network
Consumer Education Resourbe Network
The Free Library of Philadelphia
The Nassau Library System
Regional Energy/Envitonment Center

,

Federal- funding was necessary either to star* the network or to
The,withdrawal of Federal funding
establish certain services.
one from which .some of thenetworks
imposed a great hardship,
has
At any rate, all networks have
may not be'able to recover.
attempted to explore alteimative sburces of lunding.

AI
11

.

.

.

with'
ma&ly 'supported by OCLC,
i'as
The CHANNEL 2000
approximately -one-fifth of its $500,000 fundedsby the BANK ONE',
Two. of the,pther networks, the Massachusetts
of Columbus, Ohio.
Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and,the Middlesex -County
Extension Service; are parts of State governemerit and tpherefore
rely on governmental budgeting processes for their Munding.
Better Business Bureau is a private,- non-profit
Finally,
the
For -exampke,-.the
organization supported 'by private businesst
Better Business Bureau of Western MasSachusettsris financed by
and
dues and subscriptions paid by businesses
membership
profdssibnal firms'in the community.
Will the
survivall

A"

networks

be dependent on outside

funding

ft
for

their

..At this time, only three of the networks depehd largely upon.
outside funding. Both the'Regidnal'Energy/Environment Center and.
The
Project CHIN are seeking support from the privatd sector.
of
Public
Library
is
currently
exOloring
the-possibility
Denver
with
the
privatcqor
in
a..jarint
venture
to
market
the
joining
it sel4ion Lith-ary bild to make
services of, the Conse
The
intention
is
to
produce
a
fee-based
information.
supporting.

II

II

11

I

I.
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if

%

,

with funding.from

service operated out of a 'public library,
.
private sector..

a

/

:

II

the

Ailio

I
.

Prqject CHIN receives support fr Om member librari, in,the
provide
form of collection development afd assigning staff to
The.selary
of
the
hospital.
well
as
fro
m
servf,ces,'
as
basic
the Director of the--network is paid by the- hosPital 'and an
investment corporation.
On the other hand, CERN LS entiriry dependent on Federdl
The contract with the U.S. 'Office of Consumers'_
grants,
EducatiOn ends in March 1983.. At.tbat time, outside support must
CERN has devgloped.:a
be available or the network termihatesIt
marketing-plan bywhidh it hopes.to attract outside.funng.
as an
wants to find a "safe house" in the Federal Government or,
foundation,
full
tupport .from
a/ business,
alternative,
Staff members at CERN
or educaticipal association.
univeisity,
have already 'opened discussions with these 'Various target groups)
most
in an effort ,to gein support and suggestions on the
Ole.
appropriate location for the network. ' .Since the interview,
.researchershavg.learned of.the resignationS of CERN's several key
This .can be taken as a signal for CERN's inability to
staff,
come up with viable financial alternatives at this difficult time.

STAFFING

Will the sucCess of the ne'tworks be linked td the number of staff
.

JERTTOTe-E?

0

---"r
,

141.-TI the staff believe that they are performing a vital role?

_On the basis of the on-site inte iews, success cannot be
In many cases,
quated to.,the number of staff memb rs mployed.
the number iof staff members in most fthe networks interviewed is
for
exceedingly small. Vhe Regional Energy/Environment Center,
example, is currently staffed by two full-time librarians and one
The staff firmly believe in the goals
partrtime staff member.
and objectives of the network -and wigh that other libraries would
become _more actively involved .with the provision of consumer
information services.
--

,,

do
number of staff, ,Combined.with available funding,
that
some the
have a signil cant impact upon the. "serv.ices
One staff member from the
to provne.
ke
networks wOul
suggested that
for example,
Middlesex County'S tension Service,
if tRere
"there is no end of the services that I coula think of,
facing
,were only the money." He also noted that the office was
Staff cuts,' whicW,0ein turn mas
possibility of severe
the
affecting the morale of the taff.

'The

,

i.

Y

.

Will the networks currently be expand ing the' nuAber Of staff and
TeWici-g7
db.

networks
the
this, chapter. has, already" indicated,
and
s
aff
of
number
the
'expanding
generally are
not
As

t
10.1

I.

- B4 -

they are consolidating positions' and
serviced.
Lf anything,
They are less willing to experiment with new
service programs.

.

.

II

t

services and want to linstitutionalize" consumer servlces so that,
They
member'.libraries will be less willing to terminate them.
the.consumer
sei-vices
to
be
regarded
as
a
priority
activity
want
of the'
of the netwbit and central to the goals and objectives
organization. 'The first part of this Chapter suggests that some
of the networks mdy not be tOtally succ9pful in this regard.
4.

II

.

the networks have no readily apparent problems 'related
Will
"i"EaTf moraIi7----7
-

to

those casep where there is uncertainly allout -the futurg
network dr where the number of staff membe*s is being
The, staff members
severely.cut, morale problems are present..
interviewed, hoWever, were found to be deeply committed to their
work and their philosophy of service, and demonstrated a sincere
They were trying' to ,kgep
excitment about their activities.
budgetary problems from affecting their relationship with users
.of the hetwork, and wanted to think that the difficulties would
be resolved.
of

In
the

11

II

DEGREE OF SUPPORT FROM MEMBER LIBRARIES AND ADMINIStRATIONS
Will the networks, in these
"Ei-fira tupk:lort

fh-ar administrators

to

imes, of financial retrenchment, have
.1170-3the'r) trom members libraries-2Ra.
continue th'eri- consumer inform4tr6 N

II

services?
,

This chapter has shown that financtal retrenchment has.
the
affected the number and type of services offered by many of
continue
mem4er
libraries
may
want-to
The
networks .e.xamined.
financial
their support but as in theiCase of Project CHIN,
m ber
of
the
the
.abiltty
of
some
retrenchment m, y affect
The interviewing.did not examine the
libraries to participate;
consumer information services in relationship to ,the full râpge
the library netwo
of services and activities'provieled by
impact df the support from the library
th$
full
Consequently,
the Regional
For example,
idministration cannot be. determined.
Conservation
Energy/Environment
Center is operated by the
The .interviewing focused on tNe Center ratherIthan on
Library.
the Conservation Library and the Denvei Public Library per se.

.

II

.

II

.11

Some of thp netwoAs are dependent upon outside funding and
the library itself may be unwilling to abiorb all the costs or i4
may prefer to carry outthe"consumer information services, on a
S,uch exampl,es question the extent to which
much smaller scale.
information
consumer
admintstrators want to support
some
this point can-be overstressed; aftec all,
However,
servicvs.
library . a
interviews were typically not conducted with
the
Their viewpoints therefore were provided.through
administrators.
11
the intery,Cew subjects.

14462
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serVice?

Will the networks.have articulated a philoso h

1

-

.

*

.-

-.0

As the-interview reporea in Part II of this,Report indicate,
the' networks have developed a philosophy of .gervice consistent
Some of the networks,
- with their stated goals and objectives..
.For
provide more extensiye service than others.
however,
they may be involved in the interpretation of'informaexample,
,tion and advoddey, or their network staff'may be.ab),e to expand
(their commitment to referral practices and to view referral as in
bihaving access to WATS
ry
integr 4 part of a ph klosophy of seice
long - distance
telephone calls.
subsidized
line a
Perhaps, the philosophy of CERN is the most outstanding' one;
The staff members there identify relevant source materials and
engage in referral practices; they also verify the accuracy and
up-to-dateness of printed information before they disseminate it
to their clienteld.
1

.

/
4

.

would seem that the number df staff and the budgeting
situation impact ukon the philosophy of service of a nettork.
Some of the networks interviewed would like to provide even more
services and to:more fully meee the infOrmation needs of their
were
sufficient .staff and funding resources
clientele,
i
of
in
this
regard
are
the
comments
lost revealing
avalAable.
and
new
technology
concerntng the role of
those interviewed
Clearly 'some networks
netWoilk plans over the next several years.
are consolidating consumer services, questioning theirbility to
and attempting to encourage other
implement new- services,
information providePS, to join with them so that congumers can
These
make use o4f a greaterange and depth of ,servicep.
networks must be consC,i.ous of costs and the degree to which their
Presentty, the Regional
-target audiences will pay fpr services.
Energy/EnviTonment Center is considering charging the priY_4e
More networks may
sector for some of the serllices performed,
feel compelled to'avail themselves of this alternative and to
a fee to certain segments pf the' lpirary's clientele for
chai-ge
The nitiation of fee-based
the use of some of their seri:rides.
services would push mdre networks into the adoption of a more
liberal philosophy of service - the supplying of requested
information in -an easily digested and repackaged form, and the
initiation df referral practices oh behalf of users. The purpose
would-be to assist clientele in gaining access to needed'informa-'
tion regardless of whether that Information was available within
orPoutside bhe particular-network.
It

Willithe 'networks provide consumer informatIon services-gratis?'
.

.1..

The
the answers would be in the affirmative.
*In most case,
of
online)
searches
be
for
Conducting*
would
major. exceptions
and
for
soil
testihg
condudoed,
by
.the
bibliographic databases
Timddlesex CountY, Extensibn Service. As was previously noted,. the
RFgional Energy/Environment Center maY '.onsider the initiation df
ate sector If thepreserit
fee-base?terviceigithsupport#atthe
nformation services,
networks to provide consum
ability o
decreases, more consumers may have to pay for essential setvides.
'

.

s

.
a

4

1
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There may be no alternative if the service is to remain; a fee
asSessment
would -show how esseneial consumer*s
view
the
a
information service, si nce they.are willing to pay ,for such
service at this time of financial retrenchmept.

I/

.

,

(:

.

Will the networks ercgive the provision of referral services
an essential aspect o tneir activities?

as

All of the_ networks. interviewed appear to, be act1ve1 Si
engaged in/referral prac.tices.
As already noted, 'the availabiFor
lity of subsidized telephonelines encourages referral.
example,
CERN views referral a& the ability to obe#in additional
AnfOrmation and to.verify the achuracy and currentness of information available- in'printed forp.
_

.

.

Will the networks
FeTgrence siTVIEFs-7

t

oto

be able to prOvide personal
..

,

,

,

and

aggressive

.

Networks such as the Regional Energy/Environment Center. used
Federal funding to subsidize referral practices and the malang of
long distance telephone
calls on behalf of its clientele.
Further, clientele,outside the Denver County can call the Center
--on
staff budget.cuts, as-well as
a toll-free Line..
However,
withdrawal of .the subsidized telephone lines, are making.an impact
on the provision of personal and aggressive reference\ services.
In the case of thg Middlesex County Extension Service, the farm
other
clientele
of the network are
currently -turning to
County
information providers since staff of the Middlesex
Service
Extension
cannot - regula;ly visit _their clientfele
,throughout the County and to provide diagnostic information) to
farmers from in-person visits..

II

I/

II

.

-

II

.-RELATIOWSHIP TO OTHER NETWORKS
Will

the

networks

have identified other networks providing
services and attempted to work with these
it773Tinafron

.consumer
Ea7F-Fitworks7.

other
To varying degrees,
the networks have identified
networks'
providing consumer information services .. and
are

As a generalization, non-library
attempting to work witA them.
are
more
extensivelylinvolved
in the identification of
networks
However,
non-library
networks
are more likely to
other networks.
in
consumer
information,services.
Further,
library_
specialize
networks
the
information
may believe that they can meet
requirements of their clientele without having to resoi..t to
should be
working with a variety of other netwofks.
It
emphasized,
however,
that staff from libraryanetworks may work
closely with community groups but not specifically with other
formal neEworks on a regular basis.
I

NETWORKS' PRIORITY ON CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVIES
-

#

Will the networks focus
THFErmiEion serv ces?

largely or

4

exclusively

on

consumer

11

1.
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invorving new technology
re resents an experimental project
The Better Businiss
and. is therefore difficult to categorize.
Executive
Massachusetts
the
Bureau of Westerri Massachusetts;
and the Middlesex County Extension
Office of Consumer Affairs,
various
Service...have established programs, ones which take the
disseminaand
staffs beybnd the roYe of.information acquisition

WOO

'

tion.

;

4

II

AlRe'ference-viewed-in terrns of an "active role".can relate to
The reports for the
type and extent of services offered.
.the
Library.
the *Nassau
Regional, #nergy/ Environment Centerr CERN,

have identified diVerse and innovative
System, and Project
actively engaged -in
services.: These services reflect networks
Information
requirements
on, a regular:,
meeting their .clients'
There is a response to perceived needs and a realizatidn
basis%
between network
that 'with planning and regular corisultation
support
to
members
will
continue
headquarters and Members,, the
constimight
even
expand
to
terve
new
various services. Networks
needs.
specialized
tuents and develop service programs to meet
developed
Energy/EnVironment
Center-has
-For example, the Regional
With services
a contractual relationship tq supply a State agency
elsewhere.
performed
not
are
it cannot perform and which
as
well
as the
However, 'internal problems faced by the Center,
cUrrehtly
government
wIlich
budget ,cutting environment
limit
the
ability
of the tenter to renegotiate a
will
operates,
similar contract in the future.

'II

ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN
Will:

interpretathe networks be actively engaged in information

HOT at-TT-advice?

information
viewed
studied
-networks
the
of
Few
((see
part
of
their
responsibilities
interpretatibn and advice as
five oh a
This activity generallyirated a four or
Chapter 4).
Both
lowest priority.
five-point scale, where five was the System identified this
CHANNEL 2000 and the _Nassau Library
the Public Library
activity as high priority ( rated "1"); however,
interpretatiqn
information
of Columbus & Franklin COunty rated
the
networks,
non-library
Only two
and advice _as a folg.
contractual
has
(which
Colorado Energy Extension Service
Energy/Environment.Ce:ter) and the
relationship' with the Regional
rated this activity as an
Middlesex County Extension Service,
Ilibrary.and
This demonstraee's the sharci diffetence between
one.
rion-library networks.

Will the networks be in a
should engaged in

ent concerning the activities' which

be engaged in
All the networks agreed that libraries sh9uld
-With
the
exception of
information dissemination and referral.
Massachusetts,
the
networJt s
the Better Business Bureau of Western
re
and
organization
also agreed that information acquisitionimportance,were doc
ntNext, but of less
priority activities.
The other actj.vities (informaeducation.
delivery and consdmer
robleM7
and
tiOn interpretation.and adrice, adVoCacy,lobbYing,

-1

.
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- 81 Library networks,
consumer
information

has ,alreaay been indi.cated, view
servides
as
but
one
of
their
'resportsibilities.
It
is
not uncommon for these networks 4, to
define consumer infdrmation in terms of community serviceS. This
,definition goes well ogyond the definition of consumer services
to which many non-library networks adhere.
Further,
libraries
may lftot always see the need tb develop or.join networks for the
provision of consumer information.
Community files -and other
service
programs may fulfill their definition, of consumer
information services. ,Perhaps'networking for other areas is more
tott/beneficial.
as

Will the networks tiave responded to perceilW needs for
IETBrEaTion serv ce7T

.

consUmer

The networks saw A need fbr consumer information services
and realtzgd that oth r'networks were noveffectively filling the

void.-- In the case o ; governement,supported networks,, there,is a
perteived responsibi / ity for protecting and educating consumers.
Interestingly, netwOrkS may respond to Rerceived needs in various
ways.
For example,
the Free Library Of Pftilgdelphia,
which,
responds to thg needs of branch libraries;
produces bibliographies and other/aids that may be of value to branch librarieS and
their clientele.
Project CHIN waS created, because public
Libraries wanted to improve their access to health information
and becausg the,Mount Auburn Hospital wanted community residents
to
asiociate the hospital with their health
care.
CERN
materia ized
because
the Federal Government ...and
consumer
educaiôrs /saw a need for a Olearinghouse-of consumer resdUcces.
App
nay neither group perceived libraries,as filling. the role;
co sumer .educators,' it was believed, had important
informati,on
eds that went unmet.
CERN has been'able to demonstrate, since
its initiation, its importance as an effective and
mation provider. However, it is worth noting thAt CERN refers
clients to libraries but finds infrequent initances of referral
from librarians to CERN. for its services.
-?.-

.

efficient infor,

-

.

.'

Will

the networks plan to expand their
services over the next several years?

consumer

information

///

Without exception, the'answer-is in the negative.' They lack
both, the human and financial.resources to expand such services.
Further, governmental funding agencies no longer view consumer
information with the-same priority that they did several years
ago.
Most of the networks may be fighting for their very
survival and realize that this is.not Ehe time for an expansion
of services.

II,

,11

,

the networkS play an active role
consumer intormation'services?
Will

II
..

4

I/

1

in

the

provision

of

,

There was subitantial variation concerning.the type of role
'Ehat the networks played.
The Free Library of Philadelphia pis
the most traditional among the, nine interviewedo
while CHANNEL

105

.
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solving) reflected the most variation and demonstrated the
consedsus. See Chapter 4, Table 4.2.
.

least
.

.

I%

4
'0

the networks view informati n
interpretation/advice and
TF3Elem-solVriliiii CPaTal areas for libraries to develop the17-

Will

:f

--c

consumer infOrmatI3n-i7217.-Ee17--q

.

-

I

.

on the whole, information interpretation
and advice was ndt viewed as a high priority.
Those interviewed,
also could not readh a donsenSus concernink the. i'mportance" of
problem-solving
Obviously neither 4'
Chapter 4, Table 2).
(see
activity is uniformly, viewed as priority items in which li'As already rp)ted,

-5-

braries
h ld
sou*nga.
he e
ged
,

-

.

RELATIVE IMP6RTANCE OF CRLTERIA IN,PROVIDING INFORMATION

the networks be in .agreement
importance of the five crITeriaT

concerning

Will

the

relative

Table 4.3 of Chapter 4 depicts the response of each netwerk
The network stAff interviewed could not all agree
about .which of theg five criteria. (accutacy of the answer,
the
up-to-dateness
of
of
the answer,
understandibility
information, the time it tpok, and the cost in terms of money)
Those interviewed from-the non-library
'was the most important.
networks, liPwever, agreed that accuracy of the answer was the
the non-library networks also,
Except lor CERN,
most important.
agreed that up-to-dateness and understandability were important
criteria.
The
staff interviewed disagreed concerning :the
The Better Business
importance of the.cost in time ,and money.,
Bureau of'Western Kassachusetts and the Massachisetts Executive
higher
Office of Cbnsumer Affairs rated these tWo criteria much
than did the Middlesex County Extension Sertrice and CERN.
,

interviewed..

1

.

,

,

staff members from the five library
As
a generallzation,
networks hlso rated accuracy as the highest priority, followed by
up-to-dateness of the information and understandibility of the
answer.
The Nassau Library System and the Free Library (:)f
Philadelphia rated both°time.and cost as high priorities, while
the other librarians viewed these drfteria AS less important.
PUBLICITY AND MARKEZING

II

Will the networks exploit a variety of publicity techniques?'
The consumer programs are highly visib,ie and are subject to
as well as the
Chapter 4,
some creative methods of publici67.
individual reports contained in Part II, discuss the various
Publicity 'wai frequently viewed in the context ,of
methods,
provided.
marketing strategies apRropriate to the Services
Networks such as CERN'alid the Regional Enerd/Environment Center
mdre or lessradhere to the basic steps of a marketing program
Nonprofit
in his Marketing
for
outlined by uRhilip Kotle

107
.15

.

s.1,
- 90-

Organization: (1)

.4

e

,

conceptualizing the,market
analyzing the market
determining the market programs'
--*administering the marketing programs
ft

t

..
,

.

.

i

,

.

.

,

.,

,
-

.'"....<

44formation relevant to marketing ,can be gathered frodan arkilYs.is
Paraphrasing Kotler and various
of the infOrmation environment.
eii#'b
a: review
interview reporti included in Part II
'-siEe
s ould addrese questions such as:

.

.,

.,

P

Network Maiket
- Who are the-network's ,major markets'and public?
- : What are"the major market Segments'in:each market?

.

.

Network Clientele

:

,
.

-

4 Row do the clientele feel abbut-the netwark?
\
i What are.the' information seeking patterns of end users?
What are nhe present and potential ilinforMation needs that
r
the clientel4 believe that the network can satisfy?
i

-

,

.

ompetition

.

,

- What are the other information providers,:institutionai'and
.iochér, that comp4te for the network market?satisfying
"in
successful ' are- these competitors
- Hdw
network
potential
and
formation needsz' of the present

-

sers?

..

,

roenvironment

.

,11
HoW
I

,

,
,/

have the network information services and programs_ been
influenced or affected by social, economic, -technological,
governmental, and cultural developments?

networks should
After conceptualizing library markets,
Such an analysis involves
alYze the market, as CERN' Sas-done.
prolem§p
as At ell
b
lie
identification of network _marketing

#.
.

:Ilr

* an analysis of the network structure and consimer.In all thege
/areas, it,can be helpful to conduct a needs assessment study.
DETERMINATION'OF USER SATISFACTION
I

the networks have undertaken a needs assegsment
gITHeriadaTTITI-Tier satisfaction?

Will

and .have

The networks have fouhd generaLly'to have not undertgken
it wa
if they have completed pne,
However,
needs assessment.
1

Marketing for Nonprofit Qrganizatiohs.
Philip qotlerr
Englewood Cliff, N.r: Prentice.Hail,7775. Also the 19-81 edition.

.

.

.

v

1

,

.

.,

.

-

..

p

.

.

,

,

.

.
,

and occurred
.tbere were..no
d compare'slffay findings. '
on-gotog ,efforts to update
regular,
howevery often gather and analyze
The netticirks interviewed,
stAistics on users' of their servic4es; 'cdpies Of their data

usuallY, as
irw

(

,-,

a

part of Feder;1 &rant reluirements

early-in thetbry of.the network. \aTlypically,

f ghthering ,forms are reprinted in severat,on-site reports in Part
For example; .both CERN atid4 the Better Business Bureau of.
II.
Westw MaSsachusetts regularly survey users of.their 'Services,
.while the Regionei Energy/Environdent Center gaEhers statistics
On their users.
.....,

Will

the

netwdrks be in agreement co ncerning
satlifaction?

the

methods

for

i

Chapter. 4 summarizes some'of the methods used to deOrmine
user satisfastion.
Suffice to say, networks fely on both formal
Formal meahodS focus on a mail survey of
and informal methods.
clientele once :a specific information need h4d been resolved
hnd
'(i.g.,the Better Busdness Bureau of Western Massachusetts
dr the, coMpletion of a questionnaire given to clientele
CERN)
the,
once they were ready to leave the network facilities (e.g.,
.Informal methods include
Regional Energy/Environment Center).
expressions of
unsolicited 4;written letters of'praise and oral
appreciation; In .the case of he Massachqstts Executive Office
the
of Consumer Affairs, .uSer satisfaction and the succesk of
user
service are measured also by the.amount of money saved the
the networks seemed to be in
of 'the ,serviAe., On the whole,
agreement that.an important method for determining user eatisfaction is to monitor the number of repeat users and ask first time
consumer
users-- how, thfy became aware of' the netwo k and its
gain an
procddure
enables
netwo
k
staff
to
a
Such
services.
impression pf hOw dXtdnsively the satisfied clientele. publicize
network services by word-of-mouth.

,

CONCLUSION

Interview
findings of the nine selected networks Were
and the detailed results of
compared in the previous chapter,
Armed with these
interview
are incltged in Part II.
-each
in" this .
have made a serious aitempt,
da
the researchers
chapr., o address ail the research questions under the thirteen
areas of considerations of the assessment model as ptesented in
Chapter 2..
t has been,noted earlier that this project does not
permit us .to 4evelop a precise statistical model to Measure
agcurately.the effectiveness of-tibrary networks' ca0abilitity to,
It is clear, 'however,
from our
' deliver corlsumer information.
."discusbiong in thislyhapter that we have been able to identify
These factore-should
the key components of an assessMent model.
consideration when developing library
be .taken into serious
I,
ne'tworks' consumer information services.

1

!)

4

4

'CHAPTER 6
A

CONCLUSION
Thd pAvious chapter -have. explained the contracted .study,
purpose and the meth d by wtiich the researchers carried it
comprehensive survey of the existing
They conducted
out:16
information
networking for consumer
related,
to
,literatut'e
in
and
producedta
bibliography
of
pertinent
literature
,services
They alio bleveloped an'assessment model by which the
Chapter.l.
related
consumer
comprising suocess of a
,basic
factois
Gtven'thg fact that
information .network could be determined.
onsumer
previous research has not examined networking for
information services and that the investigation was limited to
nine networks, the researchers formulated research questions (see
Chapter 2) and tested them through on-site interviewing. The onfive
site interviewing was condOted at nIne solected networks,
from
non-library relatet
from the library field and four
it
was
Prior to 'the selection of the-tine networks,
areas.
necessary to identify the number of existing library" networks
engaged in the provision of consumer information and to develop a
typoLogyeX non-libraty networks. The nine networks selected for
in-depth investigation could therefore be representative of
The
network types and service programs (see Chapter 3).
individual reports of the nine networks are presented in Part II,
while Chapter 4 summarizes some of the major similarities ,and
networWstudied. :Chapter 5 then
dissithil#rities among the
Interview
bf the
reexamines
the research ques-tions in light
Guide, .which was pretested on members of the Advisory Group, and
analyzes iinterviewing findings.
its

,

the limitations to a Study such as this one have been
Suffice it to say, the study did
explained in various chapters.
nine
permit strict statistical comparlsons amdbg the
not
The Interview Guide provided a geneigl outline for
nOtwotics.
conducting the interviews; it should not be' regarded as a
questionnaire in which every question was pertinent to a giN-ien
Nonetheless, extensive data were gathered; these data
situation.
va;,ious
definitrons of consumer information services
illustrate
ways
that
qine
networks are attempting to provide such
and -the
services.
,

.

II

$11

V
,11

show that consumer information services
interviews
developed at a time whenbotb suchtypes of services were neededand
programs.
to
initiate
was available
funding
sufficient
as 4 get-leralxule, not expanding such
Currently, networks are,
to the contrary, they aretrying to preserve
sei-vice programs;
Clearly innoVation is tied to factors such as the
gxisting 'ones.
availability of funding, sufficient numbers of saff, adequate
Funding is
resourcgs, and a perceived need for such programs.
the underlyingfactor; once it diminishes, it impacts,upon fthe
.

The

IIother factors.

All

segments

of society,

including

u

government

agencies,

'01

1111

r

Public
and ibwns, and hospitals maintain Libraries.
and
institutions
comprise .service
br example,vlibraries,
cities

4

iVe the ability to enhance local resources 'by
frequently
By networking,'libraries can supplement
engaging th #tworking.
the
their exis -T1g holdings (qo .one library can hold all
while linking to other
.inZormation that its users might need),
od improving the cost/effectiveness of operations .and
/ libraries
Consumer information services
'ugh resource sharing.
servic'et
more expensive to offer and thus libraries may not
are 'nour
role in providing community residents wrth such types
play a ma
not
residents may
.Furthermore,
of information services.
They
associate,,libraries with many of their tnforiation needs.
might, regard libraries as second-class,i information Providers,
Changing this
. onesw mostly, relevant to recreational needs (1).
Nonetheless, ehe iriterview
pattern will be a difficult process.
reports cOntained in Part II show.that the provision of consumer
'nformation service s. may comprise one means by which _libraries
can at,tack popular impressions and better serve a wider variety
of citizeils' information needs..

provide (.nline computer access
but need not,
NetWorks can,
The
case
studies presented in this
to inforMation services (2).
that online access typically focuses on' data
report -.emphasize
Other applications specifically limited to
base, seiirching.
as more
However,
information' services are- few.
consume;.
information
consumer
liErari0
automate their operations;
For example, the OCLC's CHANNEL '2000
serviceivill be impacted.
and "Maggie's Place," operated by the 'Pikes Peak District
Librar9c Colorado SPrings, Colorado, provide consumer information
Undoubtedly with the
services as partr'Of their terra; offerings ,
further applications of new dothnology and the e-wider availability
of home,tomputers, more libraries will be able to,deNielop similar
other
and to .share their services with
prograins
service
communities and information providers. Systems are emerging qat
permit home telephone and television sets to act as terminals for
of
types
to library tatalogs and other
access
gaining
information.
Libraries will be expanding their role in this
more
and will cooperate with cablevision so that
regard
Libraries will be
,information can be accessed from the home.
Ole to provide consumer information services faster, easier, but
The question therefore,
cheaper with the help of new technology%

I
11

11

II

il

I(
II

1
.

Ching-chih Chen and Peter Hernon, InformAtion Seek n
Neal- c uman
New York:
lAssessing & Anticipating User Needs.
Publishers, l982.
,

:

I

.

.
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IP

see Critica), Issues' in
f networking,
For an overview
Netwoi-ks by Barbara E. gerkuson
ment:
Cooperative Library Deve
Instruction,
Indiarta Department of Public
& Blanche. Woolls,
Prepared
pursuant
to
Grant No.
Division of Instructional Media.
G007805130. from the Office of Libraries and Learning Resources,
Education and
Department of Health,
Office of Education, U.S.
Welfare
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shape will consumet information seçyice programs
community information files or the ty es of.services
CERN,, the Nasau.Library System, or the Regional
,Energy/Environment Center) and what types of funding will -be
It would s.aefri n3tural that given the present funding
available.
situation,
consumer information -services are not- expected to
With
command title same priority that they,dfd a few years ago.
most likely more libraries 'will
the promise of new technology,
utilize this technology more to develop their consuma:information
networks in
clientele's
diversif,ied
order to 'meet- their
information needs.
,r
becomeiv what

take ,(e.g.,
Affered by

SOme networks could be characterized as a single type
cooperative network, meaning that they.serve'a single type of
Current funding priorities may force more
inforthation provider.
nen4orks interested ins tha'provision of conSumer infoImation
services -to become m4lti-type cooperative networks which serve
more than one.type of linformatiori provider.
Libraries theref6re
would expect to Unit\ more with other information providers.,in
order to expand their capacity ,to provide information and
referral services.

.

.

libraries shave been associated 'with .such
Traditionally,
functions- as information acquisition and organization, active
o
diverse
coordiation
dissemination,
and
information
The wise application of .tec nology can. .
-information resources.
expand5their effectiveness in fulfilling theSe'tradit 6nal roles.
community affairs
Although alibrary's adtive participatiort
in
the examples of
may still be the exception rather than the rule,
report may
innovative programming presented in Part II of _this
comprise one of the most important aspects of this exploraory
study.
Further research might exprbre consumer information
libraries and.determine the type
services provided by public
Still,'
of consumer information that can be Met on a local basis.
networking can be beneficial.
It calls attention to inhOvative
programming and enables such programs to be available outside the
for example, unites a hospital
local context.
Project CHIN,
the
libraries can
library arid six Tublic libraries so that
and
develop their collections and improve their referdnde
referral servicés in the area of'consumer health informatton.
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Critetia of Effectivedess-Tor Netwo&Delivery-'
of CitiZens Information Through Libraries
.

INTERVIEW GUIDE:

1

Netwqrk Headquarters_
or

Meder

Institutions
,

Name of Network

N

Name if Member Institution

Respondent's Name.

le
Title

Telephone Number (

A

Interview Date

7.

Length of-Interview
(minutes)

Comments

1
4
-A

115

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
HEADQUARTERS

.

1. ,How would you view-your network's organizational structure?
s

,

-

(Please answer the following categories with either 'yes' or

YES

'no.')
A)

Totally Centelized (Star)

B)

Totally DiceAralized'

C)

Distributively Ceniralized

D)

Hierarchically Arrayed
,

NO

4

(SHOW PERSON INTERVIEWED THE'FIGURES.

z

A

,.

44,

116"

4

II
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.
NETWORK GOALS

)

e.,

L

40
NII,

,

I/

HEADOWARTERS,2.

Please

c'ex4glain

briefly What are the mott important, current
;.

goait of your network.

0

(If there is a written statement on
0.
,

II
,

these goals and Wecaves, obtain it.)

111

I.

- 10 0 -

The next four questions ask for your dpinion of hqw your

HEADQUARTERS 3.

network goals are defined and communicated.

We will be

using a scale of one to five where"one signifies "to the

1

greatest extent" and five signifies llIto the least'extent."'

(NAND PERSON INTERVIEWED A COPTOF THE QUESTIONSO(N.

11

Vsing this scale of one to five, please tell us to what
extent you believe members of your network are aware of

-

.

-these
goals?
.

.T4,;giaat extent do you believe end users of your network (be

izens or member institutions) are aware of these
goals?
,
,

'14;!

1
C)

3

(

4

A

5

To what extent do you believe these goals ate-being

achieved?
3

D)

4

5

To what extent has your network developed plans to meet

these goals?
1

2

3

4

5.

1

.

- 1.01 -

-GOALS FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICE
4., What are the'mosi important:current goals for this service?

BOTH

(klso/ ask fot a written statement.

Ascertain their definition

of consumer information.)
I.

A

r,

r4

I.

%it

ftimmurroormoomommioNiMiiini111111111111111.111101.11111111

4.

BOTH

5.

The next four questions ask for your opimion of how yout
network's consumer goals are defined and clommunicated: 'We will
N.

again be using a scale of,one to five.4here one signifies "to
the greatest pxtent" mnd five signifies "to ehe least extent:"

(UNDPERSON.INTERilEWED A COPY OF TBE QUESTION
A)

1

Using this scale, of one to five, please tell ut to what,

extent you believe members of your network are awareo of
these gdals?
2

B)

3

4

5

To what'extent do you believe end users of your network Che

they citizens or 9ember institutions) ate aware of these goals?
1
C)

2

3

4

5

To what extent do you believe/these goals prdeide a
.

1

workable framework for the daily operation of your network?
2

1
D)

3

4

5

To what extenthas your network developed plams.to meet

these goals?
1

,

2

3

4

5

Ii
12 (,)

4

- 103 -4

,

CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES
-

DO= 6.

With our definition of consumer.information in

nd, pl'ase

describe briefty the type.of ccinsumer informa ion servicas

that the network currently provides.

/
)

l

/

/A
41V

BOW' 7.

In reference to youp answer to question 6, how are consumer
services provided?

by telephone

.111

/

tr;
in p

son

'Other

121

- 104 -

BOTH

8.

toll-free aumber
If telephone assistance is provided, is a

A:

A

availabli?

NO

YES

-

#
A.

/f telephone assistance is proyided,'do you fine.that

B.

_often encounter problems in getting through?

(Any complaints

about the telephone being busy?)
.

47.

YES_

BOTH

NO

to special teleIn filling user questions, is there access

9.

line?
communication equipment such as i WATS
A)
B)

,

NO

YES
Please specify the types:

(or member institution) becoim
n what,year did the network

BOTH 10.
a

nvolved in consumef information services?

instituilon) become involved
1302i U. Why did the'network (or member
'in consamer information services?

19')
iwa,

.

- 105 4.

BOTH 12,

Please describe briefly the type of consumer information servicea
that"the- ne"twork plans to provide within the next two years:

-\

BOTH Li.

Who Are the targeted audience(s) for this seriice?

(Id there

a written description of the aud/ence?)
A.
.

General Public-

B.

Health Professionals

C.

F4culty Members

S.

4

D.. Students
H.

&her. (Please,Specify,-,,,
.

.20+

12,3
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_2.

HEADQUARTERs

14.

Haw do the consumer information setyices fit into the network
.organizational structure depicted in Queation 1?

0

(

-or

- 107 -

HEADQUARTERS

15.

Are the consumer services provided located in:
c
network headquarters only

member'llbraries only
library and community centers
other (please specify)

HEADQUARTERS

lb.

Can.you provide a layout of the physical facility?

1
BOW 17.

How many days per week are the consumer services provided?

BOTH

Wilat are the hours At the consumer services are provided?

18.

to,

4

125
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BOTH

19.

Whatlinks do'you maintain Wifb:other networks engaged in ihe
provision of consumer information services?

00 the", prOvide

services which you do-not offer.- probe cooperation

why and

how?)
At.
414

.1.

1

4

126

I.
v

1
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LIBRARY INFORMATION NETWORKS
(Only library-related networks complete this section)

-

of
BOTH

20.

Do you consult non-library netwprks ia.praviding your consumer
informaiion services?

NO

YES

A)

B) . Plea:se-explain your answer.

BOTH

21.

Do you View this referred source (can be either library or
non-libr,ary related) as successful in meeting user.needs?

Please rank the-general success ritio dg'U scale of one.to

five, with one as 'most succedsfur and five as 'least
successful.'
1,

2

3

4

5

411F
Vo,

22. On what do you base this judgement?

BOTH-

4

- no FUND ALLOCATION
ot

BOTH

23.

What percent of.the budget for the last fisCal year is.(please
siecify):

s

Federal grants
40,

State grants

Local grants
Federa1 budget
State budget
Local budget
User fees

BOTH

24.

What percent of the netWork.budget for the last fiscal year was
allocated to public service?

BOTH

25.

Are the consumer serices provided gratis, or is there a user
fee?
A.

B.

GRATIS

FEE

Please explain your response.

I

126
As.

s

We are interested in how your network allocates its monies to .

BOTH 26..

the provision of consumer information services.

if possible, the

network

Please radk order,

service budget whiCh

goes to supporting.those activities relevant to consumer in/Orme,

tion services.

Pleese keep in mind that the-totalpercentage

should not be over 100.
(SHOW IWTERVIEW SUBJECT THE CATEGORIES)
Rank orcier.of Pub--

Plans foi Next Year
lic Service Budget
(Last Complete
The_Same". ,-Increase
Fiical Year)
Decrease
Document.Delivery

Home Delivery
.

f a R
Info=line,Jobline,
etc.

Consumer Education
On-line Bibliographic Services

Publicity
Other Services:
(SPECIFY)

f

J.

1

29
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BOTH

27.

If fund allocation is likely to be changed from this fiscal year's,
puhlic service budget for any of the responses to guestiot..26;,.,

please explain why.
.

4

,

BOTH

28.

If

.

..--

the network
is dependent on government funding, do'you fore.
.

see any reducgioft in financial support Oixer the next several
yea.rs?

1

4

BOTH

49.

If you anticipate a lessening of financial support from government sources, do you plan to maintain the current level of
prograns and services?

YES

NO

1

Please explain.

1
13u

y

.

,
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BOTH 30.

We are interested in knowing the number of staff members
involved in providing consumer information in your network
headquarters or member institution.
A.

What ii\the number of professional staff members in your
network headquarters or member.library:
(ASCERTAiN THEIR DEFINITION OF PROFESSIONAL:

a

B.

How,many of them engage in public services for consumer
releked information? (Full time equivalent estimation):

C.

How many of them are stationed in the headquarters?

'

in other parts of the'network?
(PROBE-ON TEE BASIS OF NETWORK STRUCTURE.)

BOTH

31.

BOTH. 32.

What is the educt onal background of.staff members?

Are staff members generalists or do they specialize in an aspect
of consumer' information?. Please explain' your response.

131
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4

BOTH

33..

ho staff members receive special training concerning the provi
sion of consumer information and ihe Art of interviewing?

NO

A.,

YES

B.

Please explain your answer.

,

_.

BOTH

34.

Would you characterize staff turnover since the beginning of

medium

1980 as low

, or high

II

?
..

II

Please ezplain your answer to this quextion.

BOTH

35.

Do you anticipate any changes in staffing for the provision of

11

consumer intormation in the next two-years?

(Indicatel)
INCREASE

BOTH 36.

SAME

DECREASE

If response to' Question 35 indicaees 'any,chanies, pleage explain
why.

132
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POLICY
HEADQUARTERS

CONSUMER INFORMATION)

37. In relation to.the network goals relating to consumer information,
we would like:to know Your network, priority, in contidering
the importance of the following activities related to consumers.

Responses will be on a scale of one to fve, with one as 'moat
important' and five as 'not important at all.'
A)

Information Acquisition and Organization

13)

InforMation Dissemination --------------

C)

Information Referral

D)

______ry
Do_cument Delive

E)

Information' Interpretation4Advice

F)

Consumer Education

j,

- - --- -----------

3

4

2

3

4

5
5

A
,2

1

4

5

2

3.

4

5

1-

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

-...----

2

6,

4

5
,

-----------------------------,

G)

Advocacy

H)

Lobbying --

I)

Problem-Solving

1

' 2

3

4

5,

--ii.--------

1

2.

3

4

5-

-----------

1

2

3

4

5

"4"

HEADQUAReERS 38.

For the activities mentioned in the preceding question, we are

interested in knowing which maks) your consumer information
service covers.

'Check those that*apply and state the reason
,

-why the particular wervice is provided:
(LET ,RESPOPENT SEE THE LIST)

A)

Information Acquisition and Orgaiization

B)

Information Dissemination-

C)

Information Referral

n)

Document Delivery

Information.. Interpretation/Advice

P)

Consumer Education

G)

Advocacy

LobbPing
,

I)

bl

Solving

134
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PUBLICITY OF CONSUMER SERVICES
BOTH -39. For the type of ectivities,related to'consumer information which
.

;

the network provides, we are most interested in 'knowing how Ow
network headquarters/member library publicizei these services to
your end users (people).

Plpse list.

(PROBE: WHERE, HOW, COST)

BOTH 40. Which of the,methods specified in the response to Question 39 do
you consider most effective and why?

k4s

4

TI

CONSUMER INFORMATION SOURCES
INOTH.

41.

Whatare the types of sources you generally find most useful in
,

Please indicate

providing your consumer information services.

-on a scale of one to five, with one as-'most useful' and five
as 'least useful.'

A

(LET REiPONDENT 'SEE THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES.)

4

4

5

A)

Book Publication&

B)

Journal Publications

/

2

C)

Newsletters

1

2

3

4

D)

Trade

1

.2

3

4

5

E)

Mailing Lists from Agencies, etc. - 1

2

3:

4

5

F),

6.--vernment--Publications

2

3

"4

5

G)

Personal Contacts

2

3

4

5

H)

Government Agencies

2

3

4

5 ,

I)

Radio/TV Spots

4

5..

'1

a

1

1

2

a). Other. (SPECIFY)

1

sow -42.

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

.5

2

3

4

5

Was the collection of consumer resources developed especially for

I.

the network's service, or.does the collection pre-date the service?

136
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1

6

,

..
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II

.

.

tion.ources
to provide consumer
laMBER INST. .0. *hen using these above informas
r
.

information services; which of thefollowing five factors dO pti:
1 -4
4

consider most important?

Please rank with number one ai ' most

.
imports:ate-and number fiVe as 'least important.'
II

(LET RESPONDENT SEE LIST.)

-the cost in money
.

the time4t took
its up-tet-dateness

the accuracy of your answer
ttie understandability of your ansker

liff.,10ER INST.

44.

Please elabbiate an your ranking pi the preceding question.
;

ee.

.45,C
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'INFORMATION TRANSFER ANp NEW TECHNOLOGY

HEADQUARTERS 45.

More consumer information services are b coming available
in n

Conventional ways,(e.go, home deli -ry of information,

and p ovision of information at supermar lk ,.ts by utilizing new

techn logy such as computer terminal facilities).

What part,

if an7, does new technology have ia relation to the consumer
1-gation currently provided?

L

138

1

_

BOTH

46.
t

Is it likely that any other new technologies will be implemented
in the area of consumer inEormatioti in the next two years?
Please list.

p.

BOTH 47.

What kinds of new.technology do you plan to use?

Jr-

I.

BOTH 48.

Where will the network receive f\inancial support for this type

of application?

BOTH. 49.

In what way,, if any, do you feel this type of application will

help your network provide better consumer information services?

139

BOTH

50.

In what way, if any, do you feel this type of application will
I/

hinder this type of servlce?

./

BOTH 51.

Do you find that most users avail theilselves of the serftce
for the first time, :or are they repeated users?

BOTH 52.

Do you impose amy limits on the amoant of time spent in'helping

clints?

II

.

Njor

11

,

BOTH 53.

Are users Teferred to the service?
A.
B.

YES

II

NO

Please explain your response.
).

I..

,

14 u

II
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-USERS OF CONSUMER INFORMATION NETWORK
(Probe Ques;ions 54 and 55 for Network Headquarters
and Member Institutions dealing directly with citizens.)
.

ikr
BOTH

54.

Do you keep records of who the end-users of your services are?
NO

YES.

BOTH

55.

(IF YES) What type of records are kept?
ihe list for survey purposes.

(Ascertain if we-could use

We would reimburse staffikr conducting_

the survey on our behalf.)
7

A

-BOTH

56.

In the past year have you,undertaken or completed-any needs
1

assessments?
YES

NO
-

.

. (IF YES)

Can you provide a copy Of the report?

YES

NO

'.
Aity

BOTH

7.

.(IF YES)

Lie

any of the study results influenced your mode and plan

fo r consumer information service provision?

141
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USER SATISFACTION

BOTH 58.

How do you determirie the effectiveness of your consumer infor

mation service? Please list the three most important criteria,
with the first as mosi important.

A)

%.

B)

C )

eg,

- 125_ -

BOTH

59.

-Do you have an evaluation process for-determining the effectiveness of your consumer informatiorservice?
YES

."

NO

-(IF YES) Probe, what is it?

(IF NO) Probe, why not?

BOTH

60. How do you justify your consumer information service to your
administration for'continuing support?

t

Please describe.

ROLE OF LIBRARIES IN PROVIDING
CONSUMERINFORMATION SERVICES

BOTH

62.

In light of libraries' traditional role.in providing informition services, what role do you see libraries haviag in the
provision of consumer information' services?

4.

tit
1,I.

.

p.

4

-

BOTH

12,

-

62. in reference% to our earlier question 712 'policy' of consumer

information services, we would like

o know what

role you thini libraries should pla

in the

ea of consumer

information services?' Please res using a scale of ,one to
five, with one as 'most important role' and five as' 'least
important.'

Information Acquisition and'Organization 1

'-2

3

4

5

Inforration Dissemination

1

2

3

4

5

C)

InforiatiOn Referral

1

2

3

4

.5

D)

Document Delivery

1

2

3

4

5

E)

Information- 4terpretation/Advice

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

:3

4

5

A)

-

F)

,Consumer Education

CO

Advocacy

- 1

2

3

4

5

H)

Lobbying

1

2

3

4

5

1.

2

3
I!

5

I), Problem-Soping

4.

-

BOTH

63.

In

-

(FOR LIBRARY NETWORKS) In light of the current funding diffi-

culties of traditional library services, what do you see as the
potential for libraries in the area of consumer information
services?

BOTH

64.

(FOR NON-LIBRARY INFORMATION NETWORKS) Since information is a.
common word'for your network and libraties, what do you see as
the potential for libraries in working together with you in the
provision of consumer information services?

a

4

- 129 -

BOTH

65.

We appreciate, that you have graciously spent ygUr time with
us.

We hope you have a good idea of what we are looking for.

Do you have any relevant documents or reports which you could

share with us? These might provide a hiatorr

or

background

of the network.

YES

NO

(RECORD TITLES OF SOURCES PROVIDED).

Thank you for your cooperation.

117
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APPENDIX 2.
NETWORK SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

aarmeii.

4

11 8

r
It

NETWORK SURVEY

Network Informatimi: (Taken from the Directory of Library Networks
and Cooperative Library Organizations.)
.

1

1.

ar.

1,

Position

Person IhtervieWed
/

* * * * * 4* * 9C

* * * * * * * * * *,* * * * * lc* * * * * * * * *
40

`

Interviewer's Name

1

Time:

-Date

Result-of Call:
Comments:

Yes-

to

From

No

- 13 2 13/

NETWORk SURVEY
Introduction:
.

palling from Simmons
"Hello, I am
College in Boston. We are. working on a contract for
the U.S. Department of Education and would like to
ask you a few questions. The interview will only
take a few minutes.

11

in

USE AS'ilANY OF THE FOLLOWING AS NECESSARY:
a)

b)

We got your telephone number from the Directory
of Library Networks and Cooperative Library
Organizations (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1980.)

Offer them a Simmons telephone number (738-2220
to call to verify the survey or arrange for a
copy of the findings-to le,sent out.

The purpose ofthis cail is to find out if your
network offers information to help people with
their everyday problems, such as with money matters
or issues relating to health or housinuor energy."
1.

.

11

11

'Does your network currently provide this type of information
.service?
No

2.

II

'

Yes
STOP:

Progeed to.Question 5.'

Did the network ever provide such a servide?
No

'Yes

Wheh did it stop?
Why did it ' stop?

s

STOP:

Proceed to Question 3.
II

15u

- 133 -

,

3.vDoes the network plan to provide such ta service?
No

Yes

Why not?

When?
Why?

STOP: 'Proceed to Question.4r"

.

Do you know of any networks, library or non-library, which
provide information to help people in iheir everyday prohlem?
No

Yes

.

4.

'STOP:

Identify (city, address,
telephone number, and
contact person whenever
possible)

.

4

STOP:

"Thank you for your
tiue."

oMAS

151

7hank you for yOur,

time."

-134
a

5,

Would you briefly describe'the service?
+Or

6.

Is the serviCe prOvided directiy to users?
Yes

7.

No

'ay telephpne

Bj mail

:,ow is it provided?

1.

.

In-person

Other (P1ease specify)

8.

Can you char7terize who are the main users of the service?

9.

D8es your'service,include (chick as many as applj):

- a) Provision of inform

for problem-solving?

bY Information'referrak?-.

c) Document dillvery?.

I

d) Othel '(please'specify).
11.

1
tt:

- 135

10.

L

Do you know of any other.network, library o non-library,
which provides information to help people in their everyday
'problems?

Yes

e4

No

I

49

.STOP:

Identify '(city, address,

telephone number, and
contact person whenever
possible)

Proceed to Question 11.

,

r

11.
II

Dq you have an annual report, goal statement, or any other
pertinent documents on your activities?
Yes

II

4,

Please send a copy to:

No
4'

STOP:

U.S.D.E. PRbJECT
Graduate School of Library
and Information Science
Simmons College
300 The Fenway
Boston, MA 02115
11
11.

WE WANT,TO THANK YOU FOR HELPING US PREPARE THIS SURVEY.
BE BACK IN TOUCH.

153

1.

,WE MAY

PART II.

REPORTS OF THE NINE CASE STUDIES

14

..

l

r2
N.
1

,

4

1

yr

..

<,

A

AIN MO MI

AIM

MIS MS

: oars as mew re as

CASE 1

COMMUNITY HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK (CHIk) *
CAMBRIDGE

MASSACHUSETTS

The
1977

Community-Health Information Network (CHIN) was created
by the Community Health Education Department of Mount
Auburn Hospital (Cambridge, Massachusetts) and the hospital's
Health Sciences'Library in conjunction with the pdblic libraries
of iix nearby 3'towns
(Arlington ,(Robbins Librar)T, Belmont,
Cambridgel
Lexington (Cary Memorial Library), Somermille, and
WatertownJ.
The network seeks to:
in

make accurate and timely health information (1)
easily available to health care consumers and
providers in the communities where they live and
work
provide current information on available print,
audiovisual and human health resources in the
community
dewelap'and maintain quality health and medical
collections in the public and school libraries
ti-ain public, school and health sciences librarians
to assist users in finding information in
the health sciences literature. (2)

1

As is evident, the purpose of CHIN is to make health and disease
information easily available to residents of the six towns.t. The
'emphasis on promoting good health "has resulted in particular
attention being paid to nutd.tion, exercise and physical fitness,
stress
reduction.
smoking,
alcohol abuse,
and
accident
prevention. (3)

This report is based upon an interview conducted with N.
Ellen Gartenfeld, Director of CHIN, on September 15,
19-81.
1

Health information is defined as: materials for both health
care providers and consumers,
in print and other formats
(audiotapes,
videotapes,
films,
etc.),
which
deal with
maintenanCe, preservation and restoration of physical, mental or
emotional well-being, including those items dealing with personal
and public health,
disease, medicine, therapeutics,
surgery and
other branches of specialized medicine.
2

Department
Hospital!,

of Community Health Education,
Nount Auburn
Community Health Information Network (CHIN).
Prepared

far Raven Systems and-R-rch,

Inc.,

Atlanta,--n-ET-gia,

Summarx p.l. (Hereafter referred to as the Raven Report).
3

Ibid.
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1981.

-1.39The network is confined to these toims and will probably not
Situated in a private hospital only serving
expand beyond them.
the network could not expand into other communithe six towns,
ties without support from outside- funding agencies and by
The hospital got i-involved
removing itself from the hospital.
the,
network
because
it
views
itself
as a service provider
with
It
competet with
for the community -- a caring institution.
other hospitals in the area and wants the cOrmilunity to associate
The public
Mount Auburn Hospital with its health needs.
libraries also had practical reasons for joining with the
They needed better access to informatipn on preventive
hospital.
medicine and health maintenance, and were willing to accept the
fact that the hospital would also derive something from the
The network headquarters can make health. care'
relationship.
facilities and providers aware that public libraries cOntain
This awareness enhances the role of the
health information.
pbblic library in the community and makes an impact on library
To repeat, the network
use and the quality 9f service provided.
libraries for the
public
brings together a 'hospital and six
The libraries can tap the resources ,of the
benefit of each.
hospital as well as benefit from the referral contacts of the
hospital.
The goals halt basically remained the same since the network
"the way that goal implementation is
Ho kver,
was founded.
perceived changes; in other words, objectives change whenever
LSCA funding was
in 1978,
funding priorities do." For example,

to be used to expand services to.public school systems of the six
to identify and evaluate print and
The purpose was
towns.
classroom
for
resources useful
tnstructional
audiovisual
This proposed exterision of network objectives was
teaching.
due to, the administrative structure of these
unsuccessful,
school
Some of the
libraries within the school system.
librarians reported to_people who did not support libraries and
appreciate the Value of networking.

,

Ms. Ellen Garte4eld of Project CHIN was asked a series
about how well the network's consumer goals are
of questions
She categorized her responses on a
defined and communicated.
to five, where one signified "to the greatest
scale of one
extent" and five "to the least extent." She believes that, member
the
that
libraries are aware of network goals (rated a two),
and
that
the
network
has
two),
goals are being achieved (also a
developed plans to meet these goals (rated a one). Staff members
with
interaction
network headquarters have continuous
at
funded
in
Involvement
the
member
libraries.
librarians from
projects has also made network headquarters sensitive to theWith the' netwark,
needs of member libraries and the community.
information
is
more
easily
available
to
member libraries,
health
specially
trained to
these
libraries
now
have
staff
members
and
End
user
awareness
of
the
goals was
provide health information.
the
general
public
might
not
recall
the name
rated low (a four);
of the network or even be aware that the network was consulted.
The network office is located in the DepertMent of Community

157,
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Health EducatiO'n at the hospital, and it works closely with the
Health Sciences Library. There is no contractualagreement between
thehospital and the six public 4braries; "much of the network's
organization governance evolved as a resuft-of the qualifications
The willingness to
and interests of project participants." (4)
participate has been expressed through letters of support between
the directors of the public libraries and the h-ospi-ta,1,4,

which characterizes the organizational, structure
Figure 1,
of the network, shows that the network headquarters has a direct
still an
There i.
relationship with the member libraries:.
one
with
member.libraries
to
communicate
opportunity for the
This
headquarters:
network
thereby
bypass
the
another and
personal interaction is perceived a a strength of the network.
The network headquarters, in fact, ehcourages the interactiori; it
from
serves as a catalyst by bringing public service librarians
'in-service
member
libraries
together
on
a
regular
basis
for
the
training and a dfscussion of cbmmon issues and problems.
Organizational Structure of CHIN

Figure 1.

Public
Library

Public
Library

\

Public
Library

/.

Public
.Library

'

Public
Library

,

Public
Library
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CONSUMERS INFORMATION SERVICES
Thr6ugh the network,
the community can receive answers
types of reference questions as shown in the following:

the

What information do you hay& on Down's Syndrome?
Where can I find a cardioTpulmonary resuscitation
class?
Whit is lupui?

'

.

to

The network also prepares on-demand bibliograp4es
and take
advantage of interlibrary ,loan.
If a bibliography is compiled,
"we select a few articles, duplicate these and send them.on to
the requestor. .If the nature of the request suggests it, we also
include information on any service agencies with which we are
familiar."
Public libraries can also make referrals to a nonlibrary resource: the hospital.
Referral is an important benefif
of the network, because libraries and their users can have access
to add4tional human and printed resources. On-line bibliographic
searching is performed.
Member libraries can take advantage of
the existing in-service training,programs,
such. as the one-day
workshops and the monthly librarians' meetings) so that their staff
members can, betee elicit information needg from their clientele
, and conduct more in-depth reference interviews. "Programs for Public,librarians are aimed at familiarizing them with the field of
biomedici:l'information alid keeping them up-to-date on new deelopments in the field." (5)
Library collections were in place, before the creation of the
network;
networking, however, has' improved collection quality.
Through the network, core collections of.professional biomedical
,materials designed tomeet the needs of health care specialistswere
developed.
The network headquarters,, which draws
upon the.
resources of the Hospital's Health Sciences Library, prepares
gui es to collections,
helps evaluate resources,
establishes
sele tion criteria for print and audiovisuaf materials, maintains
an on-going union list,of health'related holdings in the member
libr4ries, and works closely with member libraries.
The Hospital'- Health Sciences Library maintains the union list.
Each
participating
library periodically forwards copies of
its
shelf ist, cards for health-related materials.
"These
are
inter iled and are_ available for use between publication .of
editi ns of the union list. Not only is this information used to
arran e their interlibrary loan, it is also -laved by individual
netwo k members in deciding whether to purchase a particular
item." (6) Fuither, each public library has identified an area
.of he lth _in which it Wishes to, specialize; resource sharilig
enhanc s the va,.ue of the network to member libraries.
Networkin
results `411 better prepared library staffs and collections
as well .as better met information needs of community
I id., p. Summary 2.
6

,

Ibid., p. 26-27.
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residents:

Except for interlibrary loan feesop when applicable, and
the information services are provided gratis
MEDLINE searching,
to
end users.
At
both network headquarters and the member
libraries,
consumer services are provided in-person, by mail, or
The headquarters offers it services Monday .through
telephone.
Given the
Friday; variations occur with each member library.
geographic area served, a toll-free telephone number is not
needed.
Users may encounter some difficulty in contacting
network headquarters.
The general number of the hospital may be
busy and those people visiting the hospital may encounter new
'volunteers at the information desk;
who are unaware of the
network and experience difficulty in locating its number in the
general hospital directory.
.

Ms. Gartenfeld envisiofis the network continuing with its
present array of information services for the next several years.
The in-service training) component,
for example,
is firmly in
More
attention
might
be
given
to
the
evaluation
of
place.
.The
intention
would
be
to
develop
guidelines
so
that
matericals.
the member
libraries could improve their own_ selection and
staff members from the
retention
decisions.
In the past,
network headquarters have occasionally evaluated the collectiorm
of member libraries and supervised the weeding activities. However,
this type of responsibilities will be given more to member liboraries.

can also come from interaction with -other
Innovation
networks throughout the nation engaged in the provision of health
Contact with health information profesinformation services.
sional,s
at the Medical Library Association, and through other
channels,
affords an opportunity to meet and discuss common
problems, issues, and potential areas.to exploit.
The network has ide\ntified the available resources relating
has developed library collections, and has
health and disease,
improved the quality of reference and referral . services; data'
have been gathered to support these beliefs..
As Ms. Gartenfeld
notes,
"if the general public or public service staff from the
member libraries cannot find the Aesired information and we can,
they regard us as wonderful -- a very advantageous resource to
have at their disposal." The degree of end user satisfaction
with the network represents the area for which data have not been
the network,
gathered.
This
type of evaluation is needed;
is too 1;mited in human resources to plan and implement
however,
end user evaluation.
To recap,
CHIN offeis services of value to member libi-aries
Member libraries,
and the general public.
for example, benefit
from interlibrary loan,
in-service training, collection development,
access to a union list, and referral.
End users receive
high quality service, access-to information, and the opportunity
Programs for the general public provide
for'computer searching.
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education on health topics and.call attention to, the
public libraries In providing' health-information.

.

of

role

Gartenfeld wes asked to.categorize the types of sOurces
Ms.
used in providing health informatOn services, pn 'a sda1e.of=one
useful.:'
to
five, with'one:as "most useful" and five a4,"least
personal, contaetsl.
Top priotity was given to books, joUrnals,
producers.of ephemera, and governMent publications (pamphlets and
PrOdlicers Of.ephemera encem=
brochures of government agencies).
pass volunteer. and social agencies .of i 'nonrgovernmebt mature.
'Government 'documents
planned parenthood organizationsl.
ie-.g.,
are collected mainly from clearinghouses (e'.g., ,Cancer InformaProgram),
News-.
tion Clearinghouse -and. the.High---Blood Pressure
letters and trade publications received a tWo om the. scale.
Contacting government agencies and mailing listi rated a three,
while radio/teleVision spots were the leaSt useful (a ftve.,

..-

IF
..
_

I

.

I

Ms.
Of the five factors presented in the interview, guide,
Gartenfeld suggested that understandability' of.the answer was
The accuracy and up-to-datenest,of the answers
most important.
tied for second position. Time placed next and the tost in money:
Health information networks should,not convey infoimation
last.
suggesting that problems are simple or can all le solifed in (Dne
It is essential that points of view be balanced._ Informaway.
tion,
therefore, must be understandable, '. up-to-date, aCcurate,
are of lessee.' imOrtance. ,'
Other
factors
and
balanced.
however, must indicate that they' ire not. healtlr care"
Librarians
providers ;id that.informtion given by then is derived from authotitative published materials or referral" ,to redOgiiiied seivice
Information", thereforeis praVi.4ed'
agencies and organizations.
and not evaluated.

--

:

I-

11.

.

,

II

USERS
.

CHIN serves the following populations:

,.

..,

411

s

people of all ages and bachrounds wilb:uie
their public library to find healthsAnformatlon
or to attend programs
elementary, intermediate and high'school students
seeking information on health,topics in.both school
and public libraries
teachers and other school health personnel.
health.care providers, .including physici st'llqrses,
pharmacists, nutritionists, healAh educ tOrs,
psychologists, -and allied health perso ne1-, see444
professional materials for their own 't tinuing educa -'
.4 40.ps
tion or materials far use in educating t
"Lay

.

.

-.

.

II
. .

students of any of the health professions list,. above. .....,

public and school libraries in the six dommuni
professional librarians in schools, public librarts,
and health science libraries throughout the coilnEry (7)

1.I.'-
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Ibid., p. 30-31.
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144effort
Under funding from the,National Library of-.Medicine,
made to develop a professional user gtoup in public
was
it.was found that many physicians'were not
iHowever,
libraries.
active readers and did not consult public libraries for work
The development of a core collection
related inYormation needs.
combined with
of prpfeisional materials in public libraries,
interlibrary loan services, has provided nurses with greater
Nurses need such inforaccess to needed information resources.

nation becausrof professional requirements for continuing educasuch as
tion and advancement -into more spedialized fields
.
delaing with death and dying.

%

.

For specific grants, a list of reference questions asked,
"Much
And materials circulated, have been compiled and analyzed.
We lack the
of our response to evaluation has been grant based.
IIhuman resources to do more than this.
,

.:
.

/1

.

.

-....:..

..,

Evaluation -of end users, however, has not been performed.
Consequently the number of repeated users, in comparison to first
Some users may be attracted by
time users, cannot be determined.
the ability of the network to ptOvide computer searches.

:.:. .1

User satisfaction with the health information network is
member libraries are still
First,
dgtermined in several ways.
Secondly,
willing to participate in times of economic hardship..
these libraries have the specially prepared bibliographies and
have improved the quality of their, C011ections and services.
Thirdly, "whenever we dO a survey, we find that the libraries are
receiving and answeringimore reference questions." Even, though
it cannot be determined,how much of a
questions are answered,
difference the network makes. Any' telationship between availability of information and its effect on people remains to be deter-

t

.

.

mined.
.s

FUNDING

.

,

A sub-contract to report the historyof the ,network was
Inc.; of
recently completed with Raven Systems and Research,
that i4tially, CHIN 4as
It stated clearly,
Atlanta," Georgia.
and the
funded by grants from the National Library of 4edicine
Aassachusetts Board of Library Commissioners, using the bibrary
Uith the phasing out
Service and Construction Act- (LSCA) monies.
the support of Mount Auburn Hospital increased
of.grant.funding,
The
through contributions for personnel costs and" overhead.
member libraries supported CHIN through allocations fot 'the
purchase of materials and the commitment of staff, to network
The entire network budget supports public' service
oals
By special solicitation of funding, the network has
activities.
create a
been able to conduct an inventory of existing material,
the
catalog of health-related resources available throUghout
member,libraries, explore the use-of audiovisual aids in prCgrams
and develop a resource,
for health education In public libraries,
guide to films in health education.

k

Network l)rograms have encouraged the training of

1C2

regular

'sr-

IC '
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personnel to carry on the project once -external funding
The Mount Auburn Hospital Health Sciences Library,
ceased.
example, is maintaining the union list.
.

-

has
for
.

Proposition 2-1/2 ,and rising inflationare making a profound
Member lfbraries.- valimpact on public libraries in the.state.
maintain the present staff levels and collections the_best they
The Somerville public library, for example, may not be able
'can.
Perhaps newly hired
to 'send a person'to the network meetings.
ones recently receiving theP
eMployees at the public libraries,
Ms. Gartenfbelieves 4d
in-service training; will have to be dismissed.
that the network could survive the layoffs because it is
well established and has the siapport of those holding administraStill, *network headquarters
tive- positions in the librariet.
while at
must be sensitive to econbmic and political realities,
support.
Part of Ms.
the
same time searching for outside
an investment
Gartenfeld's salary is paid by the hotpital;
corporation
whfch is supportive of the network goals agreed to
provide 50 percent of her salary.

II

-.

II

-

II

"te hospital

staff and
11
The network has the-support of t
Ms. Gartenfeld,
has
'The network coordinator,
administration.
gotten the administration involved in the planning and develop.7
ment of the network since its'inception. She has also sought the' .
This helped to`
support of key professional staff members.
with
the demise of',
financial
supporE,
the
increased
attract
Federal funding.

Network headquarters is now staffed /by -two professional
trained
one a librarian and the other- a
members,
staff
researcher. As-for the member libraries, eference librarians at
central site and librarians at many of the branches provide
the
health information. Hot.iever, the provision o health information
is just one of their responsibilities.
When asked to rank order the items in the network service
budget which supported those activities relevant to health information services, Ms. Gartenfeld emphasized that she was doing so
Consumer education, which
from the viewpoint of the hospital.
encompasses in-service training, ranked first. Document delivery
placed second;
the hospital provides it gratis except in those
instances in which .charges arise from the member libraries.
two member libraries
Information and referral.(I & R) was third;
and
have ext nsive I & R services.which the network headquaters
In addition to these three activities,
other'li raries donsult.
the netwo k is engaged in on-line bibliographiC searching,
The budget for, theand publicity.
esoUrce guides,
cation o
possible
next year will reftect the same rank ord'r, with one
More attention will be given to the development of
exception.
resource guides so that member libraries' can better evaluate
their own collection.

1/

I/

II

I/
II

11

POLICY TOWARD CONSUMER HEALTH INFORMATION'
As.

,Gartenfeld was asked to rank'on a scale of one to fi,Ve,

163'
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with one as "most important" and five as neast .important,".
network priority for nine activities.
She gave top priority to
consumer education and information acquisition and organization.
Information referral rated a two and document deliveti three.
Information dissemination is not widely done,
but Iocuses on
local groups.
Problem-solving was considered as. An irrelevant
activityfor health service providers. The other three activities
(lobbying,
advoca.cy,-and information ihterpretation/advice) Were
regarded as'loyest priority (,giverta five).
4

PUBLICITY

The Raven report notes that-each of the network's activities
includes a promotional component as
11

a way of telling an audience that such a project, sk
existed.
Within the network there were two consiStent
goals 'of the publicity program:
1) to inform .members of

the stx communities that their local public library'could
now assist,in" meeting,their health,information needs; and
2) that Mount kkuburn Hospital was assisting' the public
libraries in providing these services. These two goals
were related to the Community Health Education Department's
function of ommunicating to individuals in the....
area that the hospital cared about etikr. health Maintenance,
is well as-about treating.them when they were ill."(8)
P

PubliCity of the network and its services focuSes on ,public
appearances,
the media, press .releases, and advertisements
appearing in local newspapers..
Ms.
Gartenfeld believes that
is
generated
from
local
mabstmatial use of public libraries
Health education prpgrams for
newspaper and media coverage.
the general public'haXre publicized the ability of menter libra,
ries and the hosPital.to meet health related information needs.
For example,
brochures on the network and its objectives, were
'mailed to over 5;000 health Care providers
(physicians, nurses,
pharmacists,
etc.) in the sik communities. .In addition,
.0
photographic
publicizing
was
Network
exhibit
'the

,

.

.

.

:

i,

.

,
,

"displayed at ashopping mall, at local high schools
and in the main branch of each public library system.
Information about CHIN was also sent to a variety Of
professional medical, nursing, education and library,
journals.
This served the dual purpose of reaching,
local providers with information about the new resource
and publicizing the project itself to both the library
and health care yorlds:" (9).
3

..,.

Ibid., p. 36.
9

.

i

A

.

"A Community Information Netgork for Health Education,"
a
Terminal Progress 'Report to the -National Library of Medicine,
grant #5G08L103024.
Cambridge: Mount Auburn Hvpital, 1931. pp.
4-5.
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The dissemrnation of materials through the publication
programs, e.g., specially prepared bibllographics,"publicizes the
Mo-st of theseTublications have been
existence of the network.
distributed free-of-charge; the network, however, has generated i
nue .through ,.the sale of its union list and seleCted otber
r
AcCording to the Raven report,
es.

C.

,

,

"CHIN'scromotional-activities were most successfur.,
the
when they:centered around a particular pro'gram,
publication of 14ew materialsoor the introdUction Of mew
In each case ,the existen6e,of some type of a
services.
"product" Toade publicity much,easier, ho matter what the
intended'audience: .Difficulties arose in attempting to
promote CHIN as an .information resource available to a
mide variety df users. The lack of an agreed-upon
definition of health made it hard tor library patrons to
understand just what type of assistance they could expect.
PrOviders often assumed that the Services were for,lay
people, while consumers of health Care were unclear just
what services their libraries were prepared tolorovide.
The necessarily, ebisodic nature of the network's promotional activities also limited its ability to make CHIN
.widely knowh in the six communities. This is ngt meant
to suggest Ehat library patrons did not know that they
could now find information not formerly available,.because
they did. 'What they often did not know was that there igas
something called theeCommunity Health Information Network
which was largely responsible for the development and
provision of,these new services:" (10)

II

Al
,

-11
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I
II

,

11
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II

.

,
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INFORMATION TRANSFER AND NEW TECHNOLOGY
searChing provides access to information in the
The Watertown
National Library of Medicine and other databases.
ArlihgtOn
pubfic
libraries
/have,TELMED,which
also
provides,
and
Microco4uters
and
optical
scanning
devices
needed information.
will, Ms. Gartenfeld_believes, make an impact on the provision of
Theso will undoubtedly be realities because
health. information.
the medical field 'offers,a good return 6n investments.
ROLE'O F PUBLIC LIBRARIES

,

A

.

,

,

Gartenfeld is 'doncerned about the role Of .pUblic
Ms.
.libraries in the provision of consumer ihformation pervices. 'She
believes- that these libraries should Orovida\these services and
This means that
that they should take a0antage,of networking.
they..will have "to go beyond territoriality-and crovindiality"
and ,approach, the field of,consuMerism with Abagination, while
carving out a, major role Ln the provision of 'information.
Libraries should be an iMportant provider of information, 'one
The potential for
which peopre should rely on mo.re extensively.
ealth information services
lib-raries in the area-.of 6
/kr

Raven report, p. 38.
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NO.

but itlrequires a reordering of pridrities to realize
is "vast,
and to takerfull advantage of this." Public libraries will
this
have to be less patsive and to reach Out into areas that many of
them .have coneidered,non=traditional and putside theie sphere of
operation: In this regard, Ms. Gartenfeld believes.that with-the
to
they "need
financial constraints placed on many libraries,
information
deliVery,
going
well,
beyond
reach out in 4 program of
they must have a better perception of
& R work." To do this,
I
to
non-library' providers and their potential relationship
be
might
It
'change
Pibraries, as w 11 as the barriers to
questiOned qty fibre libraries have not reached out .to create
which offer something to .the different
cooperative" prog ems.,
partners?
Gal-tenfeld Was presented with a list of activities add
asked to rate on a scale.of one,to five, with one as 'erfilost
those which she
"least important,"
importantri-Nand -five as
believed libraries shOuld be involved in for the area of consumer
She accorded top priority' to
or health' infOrmation services.
the
value
of
infotmation
for knowledge and
advocacy (advocate
organization,
and
acquisition
information
decision making),
Ddcument
and
information
Nferral.
infoxmation dissemination,
lobbying
all
raed
a
education,
'and
consumer
delivery,
Problem-solving was a three and inforriation interpretation/advide
Ms.

a four.

CONCLUSION'

a

CHIN involves a cooperative relationship between public and )
health sciences libraties in the provision of health information.
It should be noted that:

.

'Public libraries are able to Cleal with a wide variety
and large number of users and are still the'place where
Th'e serVices
most consumets go to' find information.
health sciences libraries can best provide include'intservite.training for public,librarians, reference backup, assistinde in collection development, and contact
with.providers willing to assist the public library in
CHTN's experience indicates
evaluation,of materials.
that' what,is needed for successful sharing of each
library's skills and services is recognition,of the need
for%sUch information.and a commitment to providing it in
a way that recognizes the strengths-and limitations og.
each type of institution."

"The ult Mate purpvsd of the work done by,the Community
Health,Inf rmation Network was to improve provider's
access to quality informAtion in the nlief that this,
will result in better health care dtlivery and a
healthier population. Though we cannot as yet prove4.
that this hgs happened, the results of our data
collection,indicate that residents of our communities
do have better access to the information they need
The increasOg
both professionally and personally.
.

1.f.-.; 6
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requests froM all types of providers,for a wide variety
of materials and services is further indication'of the
success of CHIN in meeting its stated objective." (11)
The

willingness of the six public libraries to continue their
particiPation in CHIN in a time of financial hardship underscoxes
the value of the network;
Libraries can play a majOr role i
prOviding information services to pat4ents and other health cage
consumers.

11
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"A COmmunit3-7 Information Network for Health EdliscatiOn,"
12.
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WATERTOWN FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY

WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS

- MEMBER LIBRARY OF-PROJECT CHIN The Watertown Free Pubfic Library ma,intains the Watertown
an information and referral service,
Information Line ('WIL),
designed -to assist community residents in finding the appropriate
ReSponse to the
source provider for their information needs.
service suggested the need to develop the library's capacity to
In addition,. the Watertown Multiaddress health care needs.
Service Center, which provides coordinated social'services for
and the library observed the lack of medical care
the community,
By
and information far residents, especially senior citizens.
cooperating on the production of a directory on health care, the
Center "and library became acutely aware of the need for health
The willingness of Mount.
care information for ehe community.
Auburn Hospital to create 'Project CHIN provided the basis from
which to alleviate .the critical shortage of available health care
The success of the network makes library staff and,
informafton.
community residents associaCe Mount Auburn Hospital with health
Even -if other hospitals in the cOmmunity wanted to begin
care.
they might be
similar networks for public relations purposes,
reluctant to do so, because they would have to compete with a
.
highly siccessful metwork.,
.

=

THi NETWORK

Watertown Free Public Library has been a member of the
Community Health Information Network since its.incdption in 1977.
In this capacity, the library can use the network and its
network
the
ties in providing health information to its users;
health
care.
sophisticated
locally
a
level
of
makes available
the
,target
eudience.for
the
service
includes
information.
The
general public,
library staff members, al.14 health care profespharthacists, .parasionals
(e:g.,
medical students, purses,
Boctors).
Some Physicians refer their
professionals,
arid
collect4ons.
patients to the informatioi cotitained in the
.Library.users, for example, might even disclose that their doictor
referred them to the library for health 'care information.
Consumer services, except on-line iearchihg, di-e provided gratis.
Users pay Mount Auburn dkrectly for the cost of any on-line
.The

.

search.

Member libraries can draw upon core collections which 'the.
netwOrk helped to develop, consult each other, or refer to the
network librarian, or the li4prarian at Mount Auburn Hospital.
for ,the
Each, library. developsrits collection in special areas
The Waterton Free Public
common benefit of the whole network.
.,

11'

.>.,.

*

Public
The, interview ,was conducted at the Watertown Free
Director; Helene Tuchman, Assistant
,Library with Sigrid A. Red
Director and Commtinity Se ices Librarian; and Jane .Eastman,
SuperviSor of Adplt 'Service and Head of Reference.

\

,
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collects materials on death and dying,
for example,
Library,
The creation of a union list or
arthritis, and "rheumatism.
holdings enhances referral-to other collecqpns and interlibrary
Since the network librarian and the librarian at MOunt
loan.
Auburn Hospital work closely together, "we never felt thite--was a
distinction between them."
interlibrary loant.
The network proxiides reference service,
It
and
programming.
and
development
evaluation
collection
a
as
as
well
a
media
guide
containing
the
re
ources,
produced
evaluated by
list of-recommended and not recommended d et books,
Further, network staff
group of health care professional:
a
members will evaluate new books for member libraries, prior Co
purchase, and verify the reliability of the informatilon content.
The network has aIso sponsored programs such as exercises for
health and has held these in member libraries.

II

11

11

.

THE WATERTOWN FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Watertown Free Public Library providea-reference service
in-person;
for health information primarily by telephone and
Reference service
occasional-Ty the service is provided by mail.
is
provided in both the central library .and branches during
(3.5
The entire reference department
regular business hours.

FTE) is involved in the proyision of health care information. If
Since the
the FTE becomes 6,0.
the branChes are included,
staff turnovir in the reference department
beginning of 1980,
the
Under Proposition 2-1/2,
would be characterized,as medium.
loss of positions has 'been reflected in the reassignment of saff
Reassignment necessitates
rather than by actual jobs lost.
further in-service training such as ,that provided by the network.
The CHIN program is extended to children in that the
instructional media guide includes children's resources and
It should be noted that staff
involves the children's librarian.

the circulation and children's departments have been directed
refer health-related questions to the' reference department.
Providing for health care service absorbs one-half of one FTE;
collecthis encompasses ordering material, attending meetings,
tion development, and reference service.
at
to

Far providing health care services, the reference staff find
books-and journal articles most imporCant (rated a one). Next in
importance are government publications, excluding those of local
newsletters
government, and government agencies '(rated a two),
and personal contacts (a three), and trade publications (a four).
Radio/TV. spots and mailing lists are not considered useful.
GOALS-

When asked their opinion about how well the network's goals
are defined ,and communicated, the three librarians believe that
the- member libraries are.fully atpre (rated a one) and that
consumer's
have access _to, health care information not readily
The librarians find that consumers are,
available elsewhere.

.169
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- 152aware of the network (rated a one), that the goals
indeed,
provide a workable framework for the daily operation of the
netwcrek (rated a one),
and that the network has developed plans
At the beginning of the reference interto meet these goals.
view,
library patrons might mention that they "understandr that
the library has a way to get ahold of health care information,"
Staff members from network headquarters have helped member
libraries meet the stated goals tis, visiting member libraries,
examining collections on the basis of the local needs; evaluating
the
collections, and maintaining a positive attitude tolkard
provision of health informaiion.
*.

of
the group was that the goals are all
they provide for in-service
practical and achievable.
Further,
training,
the regular interaction between the staff of network
and the participation of
headquarters and member libraries,
Extensive
member libraries in their formulation and refinement.
member
Meetings
occurred between network headquarters and
These meetings
libraries when they implemented the network.
focussed on such topics as "are we qualified to discuss health
the Watertown Free Public Library sent three
care?"
Initially,
Now,
six to eight people have
staff members for training.
received the training.

The ,.consensus

might be noted that several years ago, one network goal
It
attemptec? to ihvolve public schools and their librarians in health
An instructional media guide was produced to assist school
care.
This
librarians in the selection .of appropriate resources.
however, was not successful because it was difficult to
program,
get the full cooperation of school librarians and school princimeetings during
pals.
The, librarians could not always attend
school.hours, nor could they get-the permission of princfpals toattend meetings.
Since CHIN r
longerreceives.funding from theNetional Library cf
Medicine and the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA),the
member libraries are discovering that their collection of health
care resources are becoming dated. They are, however, purchasing
Still, supplementary
in this area to the best of their ability.
The
funding is necessary to maintain a current collection.
It may
network will probably try to attract private funding.
turn,to private organizations and corporations, and away from the
government.
The perception is that money is available and.that
private groups require less rigid regulation than do government
agencies.

Over the nekt tyo years, the network, will probably also turn
to increased publicitY about the services provided by individual
Some staff members from
libraries and to in-service training.
the
libraries received their training some time ago and would
benefit from an updating. .0Member libraries will continue to
build upon the philosophy represented by CHIN and to meet the
Staff members at
diverse information needs of their communities.
the Watertown Free Public Library, for example, have learned sign
language and are purchasing large print equipment for the

1 7 1.)
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the library is more
In brief, due to CHIN,
impaired.
and
health.care sources, what is availableand useful,
reference
development,
neglect this area in collection
The library "has developed an
and outreach programs.
toward its role in providing consumer information to the
It does not hesitate to meet information needs (e.g.,
public."through the provision of drug information) and to coordinate with
other information providers. As one librarian interviewed noted, "To
survive, public libraries must link with other information providers and offer the typeof information services that the public
visually
aware of
does not
service,
attitude

want4-11

'

POLICY
The 'three librarians were asked the priorities of their
library with respect to nine activities associated with the
networ4. The consensus was that information acquisition, organidissemination,
and referral ranked at the top (a one).
zation,
Document deliNibry received a two; consumer education and lobbying
and information/interpretation/advice a four. Advocacy
a three;
Intex_r
and problem-solving aere not important at all (a five).
must
be
handled
withcare
in
the
area
of
health
pretation/advice
It might bepermissible on questions, for example,
information.
to
medical
terminology and dictionary definitions.
relating
of
engaging
in
problem-solving,, the staff would 'refer
'Instead
clientele to an authority.
PUBLICITY.

.

To publicize the health related services, the Watertown Free
has
Public Library distributes the network brochures and flyers,
maintains contact
staff members speak before community groups,
with other information p..rovidersland benefits from Coverage in local
sponsored by the library, and'the network
newspapers.
Programs
also call attention to the seSvices. For example; the children's
department offers programs for parents'while the children attend
Of all these methods,
local newipaper coverage Ls
story,hour.
'This LS how people discover what has
deemed the most effective.
and will occur in the Community:
' THE FIVE CRITERIA'
in providing health case information, the consensus was that
The
accuracy of the anawer was the most important factor.
up-to-dateness of the answer and its .understandabilitywere ranked
Secondary factors were the time
second and third respectively.
As, the
it
took (fourth) end the coSt in money (fifth).
'free'
"this
has been a
librarians interviewed explained,
service, we put in the time and the other equivalents .for the
benefit of our users."
the

.

"the accuracy' of consumer informatio,
As was
noted,
People expect
is
our, responsibility."
including referral,
accurate information but alsp'to be treated in a certain way.
such as a
provider,
institutional
EVen if they go to an

1 71
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interpersonal contact is extremely important.
communicatiOn interchange may ultimately be more Onportant than
A drawback to the
the information derived from> printed sources.
interpersonal
that
of new technology might be
application
People want this interacinteraction is neglected or slighted.
tion and "it is extremely important that public libraries provide
it." By identifying what is a good article or book, librarians
pliy an important role in selecting from a mass of materials what
The ability
is the most appropriate for a particular situation.
to -discriminate among information resources saves clients time
and prevents them from being overloaded with information.

library,

New Technology

,

The greatest potential for new technology was seen in the
Conceivably there
area of home computers and cable television.
Further,
might be a special health, diet, and nutrition channel.
there might be direct access between an individual at home or
The Library is committed to
work and the source of the data.
Even
on-line.
(WIL),
placing the Wate.rtown Information Line
though the library at present does not have the facilities to
it is still pdtting the file
store and use the system on-line,
into machine-readable form.

USERS CiF THE SERVICE

The library maintains a record of reference questions asked.
it
As part of the grants from the National Library of Medicine,
Since
service.
had to maintain records about the users of ehe
expiration of the grants, such data are no longer gathered.
the
There is no current evaluation process for determining the
effectiveness of the service from the perspective of end ,users.
staff and the. Board of Trustees believe that the network
The
The library director does not need to
serves a useful purpose.
the Board for continuing_ support.
the service to
justify
she noted that approximately five years ago, she had to
However,
the value of informatlon and referral services and
demonstrate
yith the' perceived
the role Of a library in this procegs.
success "of the serviced and continuity among Bo rd membership,
the need for justification rarely arises.
determined
interviews
on
must define theluestion and determine the source(s) that would
In this contexts people may state
answer that specific question.
they might say that "this is
For example,
their satisfaction.useful information" or "I did not know this information existecl."
another
interpersonal communication may have
In addition,
talking about the problem or issue may make the person
benefit;
feel better.
User satisfaction with the service has not been
The consensus is that reference
a formal basis.

three were suggested.
to specific measurable criteria,
As
First of all, a number of people come back.or are repeat users of
the number of referene questions on
Secondly,
the
service.
Finally, there is increased
health.care has increased over time.
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referral from the community to the library fot this service.
People will actually.mention that.they "understand that we have
this service."

CONCLUSION
Consumer information isa legitimate,..area for libraries
to
collect, organize,
and disseminate.
The general public needs
infornMicn providers thatwill provide information end referral
service. As was noted,

"In today's world people often do not find the
help they need, not-because it is unavailable
but because they don't know where ,to look for
it.
Until recently no central agency took the
responsibility for locating certain kinds of
information and making it accessible to the
general public."
If librarie's do not provide this service, some other agency will.
Ms. Ready observed that "we must look at this in terms not only
of survival.but also to define the role of a library."
Further,
"libraries must decide what they exist for and how to use their
resources .best to achieye their goals." Ttoposition 2-1/2 and
other cost-cutting measures should not be looked upon solely in
terms of their implicatians on the physical
plant.
Librarians
must also look at what shape their services will take and how
best
to carry out their programs. rLibtaries must identify the
questions and concerns, of the community and develop the necessary.
"outreach" programs.
They need to obtain community support and
to
demonstrate their role as an important provider of informa.tion.
According to Ms.. Reddy, the area of consumer information
services has mushroomed over recent years, and is one of vital
importance to communities.
There is a trememdous potential for
libraries in this area, if they will only take advantage of it.

1 73
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CASE 2

THE FREE LIBRARY OF PHILADEfPHIA*
the Free Library of Philadelphia began
During the. 1970s,
progreps and services aimed specifically at cOnsumers and their
These efforts were all in response to the
inforthation needs.
Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) grants available
for $71,789,
The first LSCA,grant,
through the State Library.
began in 1976 and was aimed broadly at providing consumer
the Library hired four part-time
For this grant,
services.
employees and charged them with the compilation of bibliographies
for the fifty-two libraries within the system (three regional
libraries and forty-nine branch libraries) as well as the
gathering of pamphlets and free materials for distribution to the
The bibliographies covered toptcs
libraries within the system.
such as the "Law and the Consumer," the 'Deaf and the Consumer,"
and "Energy and the Consumer," they provided commuriity residents
annotated reading list of books and pamphlets
with a basic,
and
non-government) available in the collections of
(government
A second grant, which faas an
most libraries within the system.
extension of the first one, involved the gathering and dissemination of energy information.
With the termination of the LSCA grant covering energy
services, the Library reapplied,and received a new one-year'grant
A deaf coordinator was
for service& to the hearing-impaired.
was
installed in the
telephone
system
hired and a special
Ln reference
the
hearing-impaired
could
call
library,, whereby
questions and receive answers through a teletype system connected
This service has continued past* the
their home telephone.
to
termination of the grant, because financial support from private
foundations has been available.

Another consumer service provided by the library relates to
the Lifelong Learning Center, which provides career and education
it was established with a .LSCA
Again,
planning for adults.
Now that the grant has expired, free workshops pertaining
grant.
selection and pursuit'of career choices have been made
to
the
possible through grants from B. Dalton Bookseller and the Free
1.4brary of Philadelphia ,Board of Trustees. These workshops cover
job seekihg techniques,
topics such as skills identification,
job interviewing, and
preparation,
career resources, resume
The
Center
is
now
down
to one staff member
stress management.
is
paid
by
the
nerd
of
Trustees
and opefates on
whose salary
client grouR
main
Its
on
Wednesdays).
(oniy
reduced hours
presentations
Slideltape
homemakers.
consists- of displaced
have been developed covering topics such as "Choosing an OccupaUsirig the Resources of the Library," "Get Yourself Hired:
tion:
Gecrge
This report is based upon an interview with
HolloWay, Head of Community Services, conducted on Mart14, 1982.
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157The Job Interview," and "Women Entering And Re-Entering the Job
is
Each presentation lasts fifteen minutes and
Market."
for
available at various 16cations throughout the Library system
In
community residents to consult when the Center is not open.
addition, residents can take home a free workbook covering,any of
the topics.
at
0

altetnative funding
Once each LSCA grant was terminated',
Apuld not be found to maintain the same.level of s%programming.
The Free Library tried to maintain the "momentum" but has found
this difficult given the budgetary situatio. The hours that the
Library isopen have been cut, and over the:last three years,
more than 100' professional staff members have been releas0: _The
Library system is now down to.680 staff members and has had 5o
If.supplementary funds become
terminate its bookmobile services.
the
hours-of
service
would
be extended and new staff
available,
members would be hired to reduce the work loaci 'of the presel:it
that funds would.be used 'to
It is.unlikely,' though,
staff.
initiate new servides 'or to revitalize the consumer services.

1

)

Free Library has retainea its 'consumer
the
In effect,
commitment and ability to support these
but
its
services,

It still tries tO gather and distriservices is vastly reduced.
source,paterial
through
the system (e.g., , bUs _sthebUte free
dulls), to distribute a newsletter to system libraries ("Communiinterested
ty Services Hotline") and_to libraries and residents
the
to
update
in energy-Kelated matters ("Consumer Alert"),
reading lists onan on-demand basis, and to conduct workshops and
system libraries might need access
'For example,
film services.
The old list, doee with a
to a list of resouradsApn nutrition.
LSCA 'grant, would be updated and distributed to the libraries.
approximately 800 are min off* and
the newsletters,
As for
distributed to system libraries, where they can be peste. r made
available for clientele to photocopy.
An example of a well-attended workshop is one.srlonsored by
. IAL
National
American Association of Retired People (AARP ALI
VolunteIMM-PM the two
Association of- Retired,Teachers (NRTA).
associations were available in-a branch library VIPhelp people
complete income tax forms.
the

11

,
..,

lo
.

-

The Cooperative,Extension Service, the Pennsylvania State
holdi seminars and workShops. in the library
(1),
University
Copies
system on topics such as money management and gardening.
..of "Citygreen," the urban gardening newslettdr of the Cooperative
It.
Extension Set-Vice, are, also displayed in the library.
,provides.gardening information, how to obtain copies of gardening
Notices of activi
pamphlets, and a calendar of.monthly events.
Soltf
a
for
Alliance
Grassroots
bY
The
sponsored
ties
3500 Lancaster Avenue,
Pennsylvania (Community Education Cdnter,

I/

I
ill

.

1

The Cooperative Extension Service for Philadelphia County
is located at S.E. Cprner,.Broad and Grange Streets, Philadelphia
PA 19141.
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PA 19104) and other groups are posted in librarieg
Philadelphia,
thrOughout the system for comtunity residents to check.
libraries monitor community events and determine if
book displays, the
need for a revised reading .list,
a program or workshop, etc. They
distribution of free material
funds.
It
then decide what they Can d with limited staff and
should be noted that:
The

there is

library branches select speakers and programs that
meet,the interest of th' communi6y in which they
The'progr ms are presented individually
are located.
or as,a series. The pro rams are designed for library
use or for presentation n conjunction-with community
groups. (2)

the Free library of
regard to the consume services,
Philadelphia views as most impo tent the acquisition and organiinfO ation dissemination and referral,
zation of information,
document delivery, and cons er education (all rated a one). All
interpretation/advice,
(information
the other activities
of
lobbying., and problem-solving).were not important (all
advocacy,
raed a five on the five-point scale).
In

.

.

precise soals of the consumer information services
it should be noted that libraries
are not currently, available,
within the system are aware of the programs offered and What
End
their clientele need (rated a one on the five-point scale).
HoweVer,.. ,there is great
users are Less aware of the programs.
variation between regular library users and other residents of
The regular users are more likely to come into
the community.
contact with programming and publicity,. Taken together awareness
The
of users incinon-users might make for a,three on the scale.
consumer programs reflect what the library system is trying to
accomplish (a two) and the library system is meeting the goals to
best of its ability (a one) given the present- level of
the
funding and the number of available staff members.
Although

THE ENERGY INFORMATION PROGRAM
a.
as
assigned po' the program acted,
members
Staff
clearinghouse and information resource for theslibrary, system,
Th6y/ kept in
community agencies and groups within the city.
and,1Sent them
touch with local agencies and consumer groups,
They also Maihtained
copies of the newsletter "Consume'r Alert.
a resource file of available speakers and organitations active in
there were programs such as ,Energy
In addition,
the field.
special events and the publicatidn of readin& lists and
Fairs,
bibliographies.' -There was even a li'ver radio broadcast of a
daily talk show from ,the auditorium in the
consumer adlicate
George Holloway, head of,Co Munity
central libriTy.
,
.

1

2

,

"The Free 'Library of yhil_adelphia
Program," an unpublished paper of the Free'L

.:-.176:"

Edergy Information
raty, p. 3-4;
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frequently participated in the talk show and responded
to questions about energy. Further,
'ft

11

_Services,

'-'more than 50,000 EPA and FDA pieces of energy
literature were distributed to lunch hour crowds at the Energy Fairs of 1979.and 1980,at JOhn-F.
Kennedy Plaza. _The Energy Fairs, "now an annual
event, are part of "Energy Awarenets Week"
sponsored by the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce.
Ditplays, including those of the. Free Library were
on exhibition at this heavily attended, Center.City

:

.

il

landmark. (3
PUBLICITY

,

7

Consumer-related aceivities and services are publicized
through the two newslettert, the updated readinglitts, alerting
the community that the library.has copies of buss schedules and
other information in demand, slide/tape presentations on energy
as well as the distribution of a monthly
and career 'planning,
calend-ar of events taking place in the ltbrar'y and of fl ers and
and the act that
programs,
brochures announcing reading lists,
topiIL
_4' ;One
contains
information
on
a
variety,of
library
.the
other
countrieSJand
brochure is aimed at new residents from
explains that the library collects idsources_ in their native
flyers and brdchures comprise the most
These
language'.
They are distributed.through the
effective means of publicity.
for
libraries
and occasionally given to tommunity groups
Some branch librarians even place copies tn local
ditsemination.
This,. however, ,iv not done as
stores for residents to pick up.
much now at'was in the past;',the staff cuts have restricted the
It might
ability of librarians to.reach out into the community.
office, which helps
be noted that the library hat a publitity
create the flyers and.brochUres.

I

.

-

Other, effective publicity ceneers on word-of-mouth,as well
as coverage kn local newspapers, radio, and television. 'Perhaps
a member of the library staff might be invited tosarticipate on '
Branch librarians might send press releases,
a local talk show.
flyers,. and brochures to, comtunity newspapers and newsletters, in
the flyers
Still,
attract non-library users.
to
an effort
available within the brarich libraries result in the coffitunity
-awareness of a program and the majority of people: who take
Information 'about' the
advantage of a particular program.
egfectiveness of a wonkshop or meeting is gathered from the type
of evaluatton form (see Figure 1).
Users satisfaction'is determined from the number of people.
many o them are
In fact,
who avail themselves'of the service.
there have been no, recent efforts to analyze the
repeat-users.
,consumer information services and their pcitentiai Within 'the
Publicity varies according to the attention given by
community.
Ibid., ,p,

.
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PragraMEvaluation Form..

Fi.ire 1.
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Speaker
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each program in seaes)
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Flyers
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r
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copy; or

Acenc2,r

TIE
,

-V°18.

Date..

.
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..

,
each library within the system.
Variation as to the number
staff and. their responsibilities has a definite impa9

of

on

commUnity awareness of i particular.program.
.

'THE FIVZ CRITERIA
..

.

In' relationship eo, information diStributedtto the libraries
lithin the.system (through the newsletters, reading lists, and
ree' source material},
the five factors.are all of.equal value
(all rated.a one). The information must be accurateup-to-date,
and
easily ''understandable:Given the reduced number
of
-

.

.

:

II

pr9fessi6nal staff members and their work load, the time it takes
to compile or gather information hecomes a critical
consideration.,
The ,rcost in term i. o f money is also crucial in' that
no
LSCA, for. other, funding is available.
As already noted, if.
supplementary fUnding became available,
it would be used to.
relieve
"staff
worklOads And 'not to
revitalfze
consumer
information serviCes.
.

.

I

-1.-

..

.11
.

-..

CONCLUSION.

The Community Services Department of the Free Library Of
Phitade
ia has responsibilities beyond Consumer
information
.It involves the library in a variety .of
services.
activities
such as film and speaker programs as well as .spe4a1 events.
%HoweVei, these programs.are not covered here since they are not
'within the scope of this report

Community 'Servicesassisr1 libraries within the system in
meeting the'information needs of their clientele;
Even with the
staft /cuts and budgetarl, restrictions,,
none' of the, system
libraries have closed. ' fmfact, members of the City 'Council
would oppose any cloSing.
'Regarding .a library is a,"plum!'
for
- -their corpunity, CovIcil memb rs.would prefer the creatiop ,of new
libraries:
However,- mOney is ot'availabfe for any expansion.
.

There are no planSto. expand the consumer''information
services-beyond the preient level. -.Me Free Library must look on
1.tS
commitment to these serlAices in relationship td the present
number of-staff and amount of,the budget-available.
Still,. it
'does nOt want to terminate.these services,, kut-to meet the needs
of the, wmmun y rand system Libraries. the- best' that' it can': by
focusing/OA 'thérathtenane of essential services.
The consumer
services are
i
med
at
the
general
_public.
,

.:

.

II.

1

,

,

.

-..
'.

Itis. important

.

4nfoXmation
elsewhere ih

.

that publile libraries -provide consumer.
servicep., Often vuch seittices are mot available

Ai

the; 'comMunity.
_People .lookto 'libraries -in,
Ph;ladelphia. primarily for.l.eisure reading..
onsumer informa=.

'gl

tion, it was noted, lends Itself to.such reading.
Members of the
library Staff* Can go out into; the communfty l .gather
ded sou*
material,. and make,it available.- Whenever-necessa
Jibtaxi4ns'
can cOmpile or upyiate brbliographies on topics suc
asgheAlthcare.ind "legal' kefirende spuXces:.
In other
offirrinities,
librarians
cart uadertake
additional responsibilrties.
The
.
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has begun a bealth
or examplq,
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh,
care service, which provides, referral to health agencies.

1

to the
In conclusion, public libraries should conbentrate,
best of their abilities, oR the acquisition'and organization ,of
information dissemination and referral, document
information,
and
consumer education (all rated a One).
InformatiOn
delivery,
interpretation/advice; advocacy, and problem-solving are unimportant activities (all rated a five on the five-point scale). .In
more- imRortant
the
future,
lobbying will have to brecome
libraries
are
'
to
attract the
a
three),
if
(hidalsrm rated
necessary fUnding to provide a high level of community., programming and set-Vices. . Libraries must be aware Of informatidn needs,
gather and ditseminate available informaEion, and publicize their
must
Community residents
role
as information providers.
underitand that public libraries gather the types,of information
they need/want.

1
1

p

CASE 3

r

I.

NASSAU LIBRARY SYSTEM* '
Long Island, New ,?ork.,. is a bastiOn of local government
Where commUnities maintain their individuality and autonomy.
Public libraries in Nassautiyunty reflect the-same characteris-.

,tics but recognize thac cooperation Can be advantageous. n this
regard; they have designated the Nassau Library System (one of 22
is
channeled),
public library, systems through which state.aid
located-in Uniondale, as responsible fdr,centralized book buying,
library
pub,licity of
consulting,
development,
collection
payroll), cataloging,
(e.g.,
computerized services
services,
and backup
distribution of new acquisitions to member libraries,
cooperative,
the
In addition,
including reference.
servfaes,
library system coordinates community services.
.

The .desire to main local autonomy may conflict.with resource
the ensuing
At times,
sharing and othpr dooperative efforts.
In such cases, dealing with
prcblems cannot be easily resolved.
libraries can be "frustrating and challenging,"
autonomous
especially since the Nassau Libravy System serves- in an advisory
-It'cannot dictate policy to member libraries.
capacity.
Headquarters staff may have-to promote new services and Convince_
individual libraries about the poten'tial value of these services.'
Staff members of the Nassau LibrarY System equate consumer
This report therefore
servicks with their commUnity programs.
confines itseff to the community,service programs -which hasvp as
their goal "the development of he local library's role as a
total Commun4y Information Center, supplegiencing its traditionaCommunity seruice
'lly perceived one As a keeper of the books."
programs enable public libraries "to be seen as a.-soprce of
lifelong learning and a provider of job, educational, 4onsumer,
health and humtn service information to meat adults' living and
learning needs for survival in an increasingly difficult social
and dconomic environment."
the extent to
When, asked to rate,. on a five point scald.,
which ,member libraries are aware of the goals for the community
Puryear,,the Adult Interagency Specialist
service programs,, Ms.
However, 'she
responded with a three.
for the library-system,
than
tile
ribraries
are
more.aware
of
some.
programs
noted, that
Community residents' awareness of these
they are of others.
Nassau County contains a population "of
goals was rated ',el..'
1.321 million people (1980 census), many of whom'are unaware of
Still; the Nassmu Library System
the various programs offerea.
ia trying to increase communityawareness. ',She rated aa,a three
As she
the abilipy of the library.system to achieVe its goals.
explained, ithere is always room for impfbvement." The extent.to'
which the lktorary system has develope<plans to meet these goals

*This.reObrt is based upon an interview with Dorothy Puryear
Interagency Special,ist,' -Nassau Library System) and Frank
(Director, .Information and Referral Service, Nassau
Santagata
County Health nd Welfare Council) conducted January 12, 1982.
(Adult

.
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rated.as two.
'Ye have developed plans but-are nibt always as
successful as we.would.like."

was

COMMUNITY' SERVICE PROGRAMS

These programs involve the distribution of" needed soiirCe 11.
material to member libraries and publicizing library systemprograms.
The Nassau Library System prepares an "L WR Alert.
Series," Aich reprints new-spaper articles and reports informati;on't
Readers,
for
that may be of interest
to member libraries.
example, dre alerted that New York State haa free teleOhonehotlines to answer questions about food stamps and public -11.
assistance;
that a 'state
program inviting complaints .about. 41
consumer problems was started at the Long Island Urban.Leagpe,
;
Hempstead;
that The Gambling Problem 'Clinkc at South -"Oaks
in
Amityville,
Hospital,
provides information on helping
compulsive gamblers and their families; and that a.free booklet
"Small ClaiMs Courts and Consumer Complaints" is available,
The
"Educational Update Series" provides a network of. information
about -available educational programs in the county.
Similar toji
the other series, it contains current information,, which member
libraries can post or place in.vertical files.
.

.

Community servicestconsist of the following
the adult,independent learner program:

components

of

.

career counseling whereby professional counselors assist
adults in.making career decisions
Ito education and job information center providing job related' II
information and assistance ;o the job seeker
information to human services (ihformation and-referral
function) linking people to the apliropriate community,
service
-the 14arning connection providing a library-based referral
service and bringing together people "who want to learn,
teach, or share many kinds ofeducational and recreatidnal II'
information and'activities"
A
literacy and volunteer tutors serving on a one-to-one
basis and working with adults who-lack reading or
11
writing skills
,

V

CAREER COUNSELING

*

are scheduled in ten
public
Professional
counselors
libraries on an appointment basis twelve hours per week.
(1)*
Th ey assisocounty residents wanting to explore career possibili-'
ties,
requiring assistance in resume preparation, 'or needing.to
learn the steps in planning a job campaign. The counselors serve
under a coordinattor, a professional counselor whose salar
the
first year was pkid by Suffolk and.Nassau libraries
froM their
1.

GlenThese libraries are located in Farmingdale, 'Free'po
e,
Hempstead, Hicksville., Levittown; Long Beach, Ocean
,
Port Washington, and Roslyn.
Cove,

.

,*

^

_1,v2
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(2) This Coordinator provides
separate LSCA 4rant funds.
and handles
supervises the counslors,
service training,
ivaluation.

1

inthe

LSCA funds have been used to reimburse thdlvidual libraries
for the ialaries of these counselors (requiring libraries . to
match with local dollais each dollar of LSCA counseling funds).
hoped that at some point the libraries can absorb this
is
It
in nihe months
The,... counseling.program is very popular;
Cost.
Many counselors
during 1981 some 1,800_people were counseled.
would like to apply for the part-time positions in the libraries,.
The majority of clients are suburban women (diiplaced homemakers)
The counseling program has enabled
returningto the,work force.
,the
libraries to develop their collections of careei resources
and to see increased circulation of th(ese materials.
,

EDUCATION AND JOB INFORMATION CENTER
Located at the Hempstead Publid Library, the Center providesoffers
it
In addition,
and educatibn related resources.
advice and workshops on resumé writing, job interviewing, writing
letters of resignation, 'assertiveness training, and job seeking
County residents .may even submit copies of thqir
strategies.
The popularity of the
résumes for critiquing by 11.6rary staff.
Center is evident from thefact that for nine months during 1981
some 3,340- people received job information.
job

might be noted that the-Center received a Federal grant
to show CETA workers how to use its resources. Further, a career
counselor was assigned to work with them. about employment
possibilities and,to ease their transition into the work force.
It

INFORMATION CONCERNING HUMAN SERVICES
'As Adult Interagency Specialist, Ms. Puryear publicizes the
Nassau Library System, makes other institutional, information
providers aware qf the library system, and seeks ways to
She
coordinate library activities with thoSe of other providers.
that
and
'sees
variety
of
nOn-library
committees
on
'a
serves
members of other information providers serve as a isory group
These activities rtT only remind
members for library'projects.
their
libraries exist but also cl rify
the community .that
Libraries become aware of what 'is occu ring in- the
rola.
'community, and the' community sees librahes as visible information dLsseminatoes, and as a source from whiat people can,obtain
information for themselves.

2

.

Suffolk can no longer afford to continue the program, and
Nassau cannot afford to hire the coordinator on a full-time
Consequently next year', the coordinator will be hired on
basis.
a contractual basis tb fulfill specified taskS.

4

Inch,
The Health and Welfare Council of Nassau County',
provides an excellent example of the cooperative, relationship
Supported by United
the Nassau Library System encourages.
that
the Council identifies human resources in
Way (3) and contracts,
the county and brings together relevant informaticin providers,
government and non-government service agencies. Their purpose is
it easier for county residents to be aware of, and to
to make
To achieve thi's goal,. the
gain access to, human services.
the
data base using
machine-readable
developed
a
Council
Lousiville taxonomy of family services and devised a listing of
This
the'3,500 services offered by 540 human service, agencies.
which
has
been
placed
on
a
disc
for
computer
retrieval,
is.
list,
it
is
Further,
on
microfiche
and
computer
printout.
'available
updated eVery four months..

11

.

.

The. Nassau Library System supports worthwhile 'efforts -such
as this directory by purchasing copies for distribution to member'
This subsidization permits the publication and .
libraries.
dittribution of services which might not otherwise be available
In order 'to make the
in ,the'county,
to public libraries
microfiche taxonomy of services more useful, librarians from the
system have prepared a companion index.
1980),
The Nassau Youth Services Directory (2nsi edition,
Nassau-Suffolk
prepared bY-ESi-NafTc7Fil-UcitRETT of Jewish Women,
school personnel- and
"pi-ovides youth and heir families,
Area,
all youth workers with the:information needed,to seek .out the
human services that help young people deal with the serious
problems -that most affect,them today." The acknowledgemens to
this directory mention that "the Nassau Library System has helped_
of'
the cost of this Directory through -purchase
to underWrite
quantities for distribution in the public libraries_ of Nassau
Monies for such projects have come from LSCA funding,
County."
title 1 for adillt independent learners.

II

.

I/

11
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Nassau County Women's Services compiled a career
The
resource file in collaboration with the pliblic libraries in the
the various educational
This file lists,, for example,
county.
services.
programs of' Hofstra University and -the. community
The library system
provided by the Nassau Library System.
underwrites the updating of the file and reproduces it for
distribution to member libraries.
The Nassau LibrSry System Is also currently, conducting a
series of monthly semihars in which members of area agencies
visit network headquarters and discuss their activities with
This'discussion supplements the microfiche.
public librarians.
servicesi
produced by the Health and Welfarq
human
listing of

'

,

II:

11

.

.

,
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The United Way,wants to develop the ability of communities
I
& R has
provide information and referral activi;ies.

therefore,become a key part of its fund raising.
II

1.'J4

\

- 167Council and Almls agencies that lfbraries are commupity informaAgency staff also Acome more receptive to
tion centers.
referral from libraries%
LEARNING CONNECTION
Modeled after the Learning Exchange in Chicago, the Learning
Connection- brings together people who want to teach or learn
frost a cake, play a musical instrument, or
how to weld,
Some .participants are looking to meet
speak a foreign language).
people with similar interests. Some teachers want to exchange or"
Whatever
barter their services while others prefer a modest fee.
participan8s.
the arrangement,4 it is.discussed in advance by both
County residents register for the referral service-in their
taken to protect residents'
,Precautions are
library.
local
Library
staffyift
disclose'an individual's
rights and privacy.
and
special
skills or needs. -The
telephone nUmber,
first name,
initial contact is made by telephone and the first meeting occurs
The'student and
in a public place such as the public library.
obligated to
not
are
compatibility
and
teacher judge ,their
continue their connectLon beyond the first meeting.

"

The Learning Connection, which has been well received, has'
been wi-itten up in sources such as the New York Times andAdditional publicity includes terOisiarcoverage and
Newsday.
ehe placement of posters in Long Island railroads and the'
In soble cases, out of gratitude, participants
railroad stations.
will authorize the library system to use their names and pictures
for publicity purposes.
401.-

LITERACY AND.VOLUNTEER TUTORS
One out of. every five county residents canndt read; many
non-English speaking residents .want to pick up English as-re
These,people Can apply to the adult independent
second language.
learner program or the literacy'program operated by the Hempstead'
The Nassau Library System supports the Literacy
Public Library.
Volunteers of Long Island, which trains tutors and assists c&unty
residentd in developing"reading and language skills.,
7

11

CONCLUSION
The adult independent learner prograth-emphasizes information
dissemination, and referral; as well
acquisition, organization,
and consumer education.
problem-solNiing,
as dooument delivery,
interpretation
Library staff may even be engaged in Lnformation
Lobbying
and
advocacy
are
less
important;
both would
and advice.
to
attempt
Staff
member:t
rate a three on a five-2oint scale.
a
through
the
maze
of
red
tape
without
adiiocating
guide people
"they
do
not
kent
to
ingUlt
those
particular cause. Affer all,
people upon,whom they depend for information.'
,

,

-.

.

.

services under' the umbrella
The various
independent learner prog, m .are finterrelated.
.\..)
.

,

.

of the adutt
For example,
.

.
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career counseling may p;ace clients in contact with the Education
and Job rnformation Center located in Hempstead.
Library staff
will refer county re4dents-to the appropriate service-,
Ohether
it is offered by another library or an outside agency,__ue
to
the success of theadult independent learner program, ,communitx
residents associate publIc libraries with a wide variety of their
information needs, 'including those relating to vital decisions
regarding career .selection and job seeking.

tr

.

The adult independent learner program,
which is targeted to
of the general public,
provDdes information, and
the
adult regardless of that person's state of
development or level of education.
Over the next two years, the
plans are not to-initiate new programs but, rather, to instit u ionalize existing ones.
Fo example, the Nassau Library System
does not want member libraries.to view career counseling and job
information as "frills." These services have "proved themselves"
and should be regarded as essential.

I/

all segments
services for

,

11

11

Since the number of Spanish speaking people in the caunty is
increasing,
the Nassau Library System will expand its
bilingual
services, using special Kellogg Foundation funds administered by
the
State Education.Office in Albany.
An increasing amount of
source material prepared'by the Education and Job Information
Center,
for example, needs to be translated into Spanish.
Ms. ,
Puryear noted .that there is a paucity of bilingual librarians,
that library schools should attempt to recruit
Hispanics, and
that more'people planning careers in public librarianship should
master a second language.
.

FUND ALLOCATION
Funding for the community service .programs derives from
Federal grants (LSCA), state grants (the N.Y. State Department of
Education and its grant from the W.W. Kellogg Foundation), state
funds
(availabLe on a per capita basis to operate
library
the
system),
county funding, and local 'funding (contributions by
member. libraries).
The dmount of LSCA grants that the Nassau
Library System has received has declined over the past Aar and
may cease in the near future.
For this readon, staff members are
trying to institutionalize programs and to 'make them selfsupporting.
Complicating their efforts is the fact
that
spiraling inflation is affecting member libraries.
If
the
-kinanci.al
picture worsens,
the library system may have to seek
.-"supplementary
funding elsewhere -- perhaps from county or town
government -- and try to ride out the crisis without cutting back
on programs.

PUBLICITY

.

The Nassau Library,System has experimented with a variety of
methods for publicizing community services to the general public..
With the assistance of outside groups,
staff members have
developed signs and poseers, which were placed on local buses and
elsewhere:
These publicity efforts have drawn public attention
,

11

AL
11

I
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to the spcific program advertised and have been cdst/beneficial.
the library system has been charged only for
tn
some cases,
available sPace or& the buses and graphics assiStance
supplies;
were furnished free-of-charge.

The NassaU Library System gave the Learning .eonnection,
Staff members
which now contains 3,000 names, a birthday party.
purchased a cake and arranged for Congressman Norman F. Lent, who
The
for reelection, ,to visit.
time wag running
at that
service
further awareness of community
pubkicity. created
programs.
Puryear
Ms.
News
items have appeared in newspapers.
Publicity
can
arso
be
maintains a scrapbook of such coverage.
and
of
book
marks
distribution
generated by word-of-mouth,
placement of staff members on the boards of community
flyers,
"and the selection of
service
agencies and organizations,

communiEy leaders to serve onlibrary advisory boards:
Working with volunteer organizations such as the, National
Council of Jewish Women, Nassau-Suffolk Area, generates effective
The ..Nassau Library System underwrites the costs of
publicity.
producing source material by agreeing to purchase multiple copies
public.
for distribution to member libraries and the general
to
the
attention
for
the
source
material
draws
News releases
library system and may note its availability in- area public
libraries.
headquarters gathers copies of "News for the
Network
(4) (see Appendix for specimen copy) for. distributio
Consumer"
These libraries can
to all member libraries every six weeks.
specify the number of copies that they want for public distribuk
conlumer'
tion. -After the first year of distribution for this
libfary system circulated a questionnaire to'
newsletter,
the
recipient libraries wanting to know if they wanted to continue
they.
in fact,
The finding was that they did;
the service.
requested additional copies tor public, distribution.'

might, be noted that the Plainedge Public Library,
New York, which is a memberpof the Nassau Library
System, conducts a postcard survey of community residents wanting
jobs and lists resporiding community residents, by job category,
PERSonnel, distributed to local and area
in a free newsletter,
Prospectivi--EFTEYers browse the neWsletter and
bus4nesses.
This employment referral. service has
contact persons listed.
.helped to make the, public library,an integral part of the
The community is more willing to support the library
commdnity.
programs
and to investigate he variety of other services and
It

'Massapequa,

offered:

.

4

This newletter is a publication of the
Library, Massapequa, New York 11758.
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Plainedge
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,-The, same library maintains TIP (To. Inform -Plainedge),
whereby
it
informs
community
re-sidints
aboUt
the
receipt
service
Of
information on a wide variety'of topics,, such as !'energy
and
tax 'shelters,
conservation, home repair and maintenance,
specified
Photbcopies
of
informat.ion
in
interior decoration."
When
categories will then be mailed to the interested resident..
the information.is contained in a book or would require extensive
photocopying, the resident woilld receive a postcard requesting
him/her to pick up the requested,material.
.

1

- THE VIVE CRITERIA
Ms.. Puryear was asked to rank the five factors according to
is most important that
overall importance.
She believes that
current and
up-to-date,
programs
.provide
service
community
accurate information, which is-easily understandable by community
Equpily important, members of the library system
residents.
should be sensitive to the cost to individuals in get4ng the
Time becomes an important consrdera.4pn
necessary information.
when viewed in terms of reducing the 'length of informationgathering .for consumers (also rated a "1"); however, ;i't is
unimportant when viewed in terms of librarian time 14 find
The emphasiS on understandability is
requested information.
evident given the need to provide source material to the Spanish.
speaking pOpulation.

EVALUATION
Nassau Library System has the support of member
The
and the community at large.
libraries, 'human service igencies,
Member libraries keep user statisticS on the serl:rices they
For example, client evaluatIon sheets are completed for
provide.
and users of the job information
the career counseling'program,
center receive a postcard questionnaire. The return rate for the'
postcard surve j is low; honetheless, it. su4gests support -for the
Tembers from .the Nassau Library System h ve
f.f
serv
er librarieS about what they do with the ','I,& R Ale
ueried m
Series."
.User Satisfaction is also gatfged from unsolicited responses
iby telephone and- letter) and from monitoring the number of
Staff 'members frpm the Nassau Library System,
repeat users.

however, see a negative implication to using the number of repeat
Pe-ehaps,
residents make
users as a measure of effectiveness.
repeated use of the job service, for example, because earlier use-

of the service did not producethe desired employment.
I

NEW TECHNOLOGY

the Nassau
technology has. potential applicatetn to
cataloging
computerizing
is
currently
which
Libcrary .System,
member
terminalsWin
of
computet'
The
`placement
operations.
The
libraries will further efforts to create a unibn catalog.
Caputer Based Educational Opportunity Center (CBEOC) has a data
base coyerid4 edUcational programs for metropolitan New York.The
New'
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Nassau Library System is currently arranging for an acoustic
coupler so that the Education and Job Infol-mation Center can retrieme financial aid and other infortation comained in this data
base.
It might be noted that the library s'ysteM, at some point,
would like "to tie into" the Health and Wplfare Council and to
fully its information files for the benefit of
,exploit more
library users.

ROLE OF LIBRARIES IN PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES

!

-11

Ms.
Puryear believes that more public libraries should be
engaged in activities similar to the adult independent .learner
program. These seivices represent an extension of the activities
normally provided by libraries. Unless public libraries initiate
such serviceiit addition.to the more traditional ones, they May
not withstand competition from othe.p- information providtrs.
Libraries must be relevant to the needs of the community if they
expect to continue to receive a sHare of public tax support.
They must hetp people with their survival,and-cannot justify the*
proviiion of services and financial expenditures to serve only "a
few readers."
_Ms%
Puryear believes that if community residents regard thepublic-library as esential fdr keeping them informed, Aehey will
vote the necessary financial support.
Her concern,
hdfaeNiert is
that many libraries may not be demonstrating tHeir relevancy and
that other infoination providers may be
filling the void.
, Consequently she questions if it is too late' for many pubLic
libraries to be regarded as more than "keepers of the book' .and
to appeal to broad segments of the population.

11
APPENDIX
11

A SAMPLE.COPY OF NEWS for the consUmer

I.

11
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qanuary 1981,

MAtiAGING YOUR-,MONEY - OART

ctabir

I NC6ME 'TAX OR'GAN ZER

Reproduced with permisaion from Bank'of America,NT ct. SA, Conewner 'Information Report

9,01981

;

have less Work to do next
Start now, to organtze your personal financial ;information
reOort
provides
work sheets, explain
year in, preparing your federal income tax return: This
terms, and refers you to sources of tax Melo.
Sales Tai if you're buying many cOstfy
.

.The S?alue

,

-items in one yeir (for instance. furnishing a
home), you may exceed the deduction indiOatedin the tales tax tables for your incOrrie
and family' size. In that cam keep ail slips
showing saris tax paid.

of Pecord Keeping
a

Tax time for many people ranks secOnd only

to'New Year's Day as asioccasion to ?make
resolutions. Next xeim you declare. yoti'll be

HOW LONG TO KEEP You.shotihd keep

Me organizedno more soningj year's

records until the statute of limitations for the

accumulation of records oc worm; finding
'that you've koptlew records at all.
A *simple system Tor organizing will make
your resolution easier to keep. This report

return expiresthat is, throe' years from
the date the return was filed or due. or iwo
years from the date the tax was paid;
whichever is latet
For your own benefit, you should keep cerWin records longer. If you think your income
may increase sharply in the next few years,
hold copies of your previous tax returnt for
at least ,five years so you can take adyantags of income averatilpg if you're eligible.
Andkeep records cif ahY transaction involv...

offers the framework for such a system. ono
that you can build on to suit your particular
needs..lf you use it regularly this yea4 you'll

have considerably less work to do at tax
time next yeat

You may not even have to file a federal
incon)e tax return if your income for the year
falls below minurium levels. Beginning with

tax year 1979..the filing requirements are
increased to: S1300 for single people and
-headsuof households: $5.400 for mamed
couples. both under 66, and filing jointly:
..56.4Q0 for mamed couples. if one spouse is
66 or over: 57,400 if both are 65 or over; and
ST.,000 for maimed peeble filing separately.
You willhave to file ireturn, howevez to get

a refund of any faxes withheld from your
ge
earnitigs,
BACKUP Good records do more than itist
make youe wadi easier., They tack up the
figures, you've enterecron your tax form. If
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) quesbons the accuracy of your return, trie burden is on you to prove your figures.

The most acceptable forms of proof are
your-records and actual receipts. such as
sales slips, canceled checks, vouchers.
and statements gf earnings. If you can't
back up your figures.,by these or other
means. the IRS will difallow your claim and
yOu will pay more faxand in some cases.
penalties and interest
STRATEGY A running record of your expenses can also helpS you foresee your
probable reponiig4nethod for the_ year
you'll be able to itemize
for instance.
deductions As ule. you are likely to beneht by itemizin-g yoi decluctions if. dunng the

tax year. youpave aid latge unreimbursed,
medical bills. propèçy taxes, or interest on
a home loan...if you have given large

I
,

ing your real estate or personal property'
until you sell or otherwise dispose cif it: such

records will be essential in- backing pp
amounts to charity: or if you have had major
CeStlaity Of theft lOsSeS.

,YoU.may also use the wOrk stieets to help
you time financial moves. You might, for
example, see that this would be a good year

to contribute the maximum allowable to
your individuatReurement Account.

WHAT TO KEEP In order to-claim adjustments and itemized deductions you will

need to keep traCk of ,a number' of ex-

claitns of casualty losses and capital gains
and losses.

Using the Work Sheets
#

The work sheets will help you summarize
the figures yoU collect throughouilhe,year.
They are not a substitute for the receipts
themselves, and the IRS won't accept tharri
in lieu of theonginal records.
,

penses. Someexamples are:

HOW THEY WORK Use the left column

Busineat Use of Your Car Keep the purchase agreement for the car; a log noting
details of trips, such as mileage ,and the

of each work sheet to identify.the sources of

purpose of the visjts;,and receipts for such

costs as gas, Oil, repairs, license, and
registration.

Charity Contributions You'll need
reçiQts and canceled checks for Cashgitts
and record of the fair market value ofsariy
property donated..You may also be able\to
deduct out-of-,pooket expenses you paid
(such as trarisportation costs) white work;
mg for charity. so keep those receipts, too.
Medical 13Ills Keep receipts I& all professionals fees, hospital charges. and
medicine and drug purchases: for transportabouxpenses to and from medical care,
and fok health insurance premiums paid
and reimbursements received. -

,01.90

I

your figures. Under the heading "Wage/
Salary/Commissjons," for instance, fill in
your employer's name: tinder interest.: list
ousayings accOunt numbet Th en when
you pay your bills, and total the tax on the

lr

sales slips yOu've saved, enter the monthly
amounts on the sheets.
From time to time you may want to see how

your figures are measunng up to IRS re,quirements 'for. says ,deductidnswhether.-,*
your expenses will qualify as deductible,
what limits might apply, and the like. You'll
find comprehensive information on this and
many other tax matters in ARS Publication
\ 17, Your Federal Income Tax (Ncriember
79 edition). The discussions on Page 2 of
is report are cross-referenced loci Publida.

tioni 7 for your convenience:

r
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REFERENCE.GUIDE
r
'
; -,_

is lifted if your moves are job-related and
you qualify for the deduction for. moving

-.erences to IPS Publication 17 (November

payers. You claim itemized deductions only

.to the extent that their total exceeds the

zero bracket amount for yorir filing status.
The zero bracket amount itself isn't actually 'deductedtrom
yout income. It's built into the
PENSIORS At the end of the year, your
pension fund trustee will send you copies of I tax tables, along with personal exemption's,
either (or both, if neceSsary) Form W-2Plor. . to simplify your caiculations (see -Chapter
14: For 1979 and later yearsthe personal
pension and certain other periodic pay-

income from any source except those specifically excluded by tai law (such 'as gift'

I and inhentances).
.

.

IChapters 7-8). Your . employer must 91;4
you. by Jan. 31, Form W-2 showing your.
-total earnings for the year and the amounts
withheld for taxes and other corpdses. Beginning with the tax year 1979, you may also

'have to include as pert of your taxable-in, come a portion of the unemployment corn.
pensation paid 'to you, if yoUr income (inIeluding the unerhployrnent compensation)
isnvér a certain amount (sat thaptim 1,3).
Attach a copy of your W2lo your return. If
you're paid on commission, you'll-receive
IForm 1099-NEC.

INTEREST The' bank or other institution
that holds your savings account will send
you. by Jan. 31. Porm 1099-INT, showing
your earned irfterest of $10 or more for the
year (see Chapter 9).

,

benihts paid to you into taxable ind non-

MEDICAL / DENTAL -These expenses
are deductible only to the extent that they
.exceed 3% of your adjusted gross income
(see Chapter 19). The exception is heatth
insurance premiums: You may deduct half
the amount you pay for medical insurance,

,ApMONY This Li taxable as regular in-come (see Chapter 13). Child support pay-

ments are neither taxable ifoyou receive
them nor deductible it you pay them.

Adjustments

.

Adjustments are amounts that you subtract
from your .grois income. The remainder is

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES A capiyour profit or loss from the

sale of a capital, astetgenerally, any
Property you own and use for investment.
Your calculationso will include the asset'S
original cost to youadjusted by' such fac-

tor.s as depreciation and improvementcostsand the arnount you realized from
the sale 'or exchange of the asset (see
f

you must now hold an isSet more than one
year "order to get a tax break on the gain
when you selt the asset. Beginning in, 1979.
you can exclude more of*our profits from
taxable in6bme when .you sell your Aro!).
erty. generally, you are liable for Mies on
only 40% of.any gain made after,Oct. 31,
1978, Two other new tax advantages apply
to home sales 14)ade after July 26, 1978.
Previously, law permitted you to defer tax

on the gain from'a sale4---by reinyelting
your gar in another pnncipat. residence of

the 3% yule. Expenses for medicine a4c1.
drugs are deductible only to the extent that
they exceed 1%. of adjusted gross
Then; the excess is subject to the 3% rt

MOVING iXOENSES If your employer

were reimburSed through insurance.

has reimbursed yoi, for moving expenses,
you'll receive Form 4782 (see Chapter 14).
If you are ndt fully reimbursed, you must
support your movinoexpense deduction on

TAXES You may. deduct state arid local

_trustee of your account will send you, by

and You and your spouse each have divi:
dend moon* of $100 or more; the total exclusion is'S200 (see Chapterl 0).

,

discusSed earlier. Remember ta reduce
iour expense claims by the amount yOu

directly from the issuing company if you
hold tile stock yourself. Foi ordinary divi-

from taxabje income. If you $le a joint return.

up to $150. Then you can add the balancapt
your premiums, if any, to your other medical
expenies and deduct the total according to

calledirouradjr tedgross income.

.12orm 3903.

a corpo'ratiOn), the first $100 you receive
from quality-mg corpOrations is excluded

have been increased.

taxable portions (see Chapter 12).

DIVIDENDS You'll get a year-end stateiti to you 'either from
ment of
holds your stock, or
your brokerage fir
dends (paid from the earnings-and profits of

exemption and the zero bracket arount

ments or Form 1099-R for lumpwsum distributiohs. ln,addltlon, fornier employer(s) will
send you annual Statements breaking down

WAgE/SALARW,COMMISSIONS This
Inblucffis bonnets. tiPs.. income from sid
, jobs. and -certain 'fringe benefiti" (see

2

standard deduction, applies to all- tax-

exclusion is available to you only once.

IGrosi income for tax purposes means all

ChaPter 26-32).

bracket-amount," which has replaced the

five years ending on the date of the sale.
you. may choose to exclude _from taxable
income, up to $100.000 Of your gain. This

JO Come

tal gain or loss

Itemizeq deductions are amounts you subtract fram your adjusted gross income when
calculating your taxable income. The "zero

expen,ses In addition, if you are 55 or older
before you sell your home, and you owned
apd used your home for at least three of the

1979 edition), to help you-evatuate your personal financial data
-,

1

Deduction's

18-month period. Now, this time restriCtion

,

I Here are same general guidelines. with ref-

,

-

equal'or greater valueonly once m any

-

IRA / KEOGH CONTRIBUTIONS The
,Jan. 31, Form 5498 showing your total contnbutions for the year. For an Individual Retirement ,Account,, you may deduct contnbutions up to 15% of your earnings, to a limit
of $1,500 a year for yours:own account. The
limit nses to 51,750 oh accounts you estab-

real estate taxes, personal propertyftaxeis,
income lax, and sales tax (see Chapter 20).
Beginning in 1979, you can no longer take.
_.
an itemized deduction for gasoline taxes.
ati

INTEREST You may also deduc:t certain

costs, for'pur credit accounts. Via get
year-end s tements of in terept and finanCe
id on your home.loan and bank
charges
credit car accounts. You may also get such

statementj on other loan accountsfor

lish for yourself and your unemployed

personal lo 'ha, car loans, etc.either au-

spouSe, with the tote., contribution divided

tomaticallyo on request; depending on the

evenly between the Iwoup lo $875 to

lender. Mant retailers also send annual

:each IRA. You may contnbute to your IRA
Cintit the date your tax return is due (including extensions). Excess-contributions -are't
subject to Penalty,tax; if you've made such
'contributions, you'll need to tile Form 5329
(set Chapter 12). If you have a Keogh Plan,
-you may deduct contnbutions of up to 15%
of your annual earnings, to a maximum of
$7,500.

statements, on request, to charge account
customers (see Chapter 21).

EMPLOYEES' EDUCATIONAL EXPENbES Yoti can deduct educational expenses if the education is required by law or
by your employer in order to maintain your

EMPLOYEES' BUSINESS EXPEN-

salary, status, or job. You can alsodeduct
educational expenses that maintain or improve Skills necessary to perform your job

SES If yob have unreimbursed travel, entertainment, br gift expenses, you may be
able to deduct thdde amounts. The travel
,expenses must be incurred while you are

(see Chapter 24).

'CASUALTY AND THEPT LOSSES You
may deduct lasses from damage tohclrft

away from your' home in pursuit of business.

of personal property (such as'your

You may deduct unreirobursed travel ex-

or
car) and business property You Must re-

penses, even if you da not itemize de-

duce the amountO( your lbss by the amount

dactions. Your unreiinburied expenses for
entertainment and, gifts may be dedUcted
only if you 'itemize Your deductions (see

of insurance compensation you receive A

Chapter 15).

4

*1971

!Coss on personal property is dedUctible only

to the extent that it exceeds $100 for each
casualty or thef see Chapter 23).
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SOURCES OF HELP'

-Accredit is subtracted directly from the tax
you on:manly would ow*. gcording to the
tax table
C'HILD DISABLED DEPENDENT CARE
The-credit ts 20% of tixpensees. up to 9400
c redit a year for one dependent and up to
$ 800 crakt 'a year tot two or mgre,depen, dents. For 1179 and later years, you may be
able to deduct paymehts made to your parentsix- YoUr, spouse's parents for child care
(stst Chapter 34).

t,

:

FROM YOUR FLAINEDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY '
TAX FORMS (Federal and State.) will, be availe6le at your -Pl4in-11
*cr

EWPublic Library. (ate dur machines o phot000py your rettaft
TAX ASSISTANCE for SENIOR CITIZENS will be avallable at your

Plainedge Publ ic Library on Mondays, from 10 a .m. to° 2 011
starting February .16. Volunteers sponsored by the America
Alsociotibn of Retired' Persons and the National Retirei
Teachers Association will be on hand to assist. you, witho
charge', through April 13.
tAX ASSISTANCE for ALL -wil I be availabl et it your Plainedge NO iLibrary thrOugh the Tax Assistance Program (TAP) wh4ch pro
vides, students from Hofstra University's Accounting' Dept. i

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS Beginning With tax year. 1971. jou must claim
political contnbutions as a, credit: you no
longer have a choice to take them as a
deduction. The mpamum credit you can

claim is $50 if y're single and _8100 if

fret service will be offered on Thursday evenings from 7 t
rirm. and on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 1 o.m. frOm .
.,..
.
February 7 through.. Apri) 11.
.
.

Chapter 38).

ENERGY coi4seRvAnom If you install
.energrsavIng divicea Or systems in your
one between Aixil 19, 1977 and Jan. 1,
, ,1986. you can take a credit against your
maome tax. if you have installad inergysaving devicts, such as insulation or storm

,
TAX PUtILICATIONS inc.luding IRS and comercial guides such,
.

%

Lasser ' t wil l be' availabl e foF you to borroVI' ftom P3111111 a i nedge Pu bl ic Li brory 'without charge

mhdows, ytiu may claim a Credit of .15%pf,

_115

yow expenses, to a maximum of 5300
credit a you If you haee installed. speaal

K

souipmerft. you may claim a credit of a per-- as.

52.000 and 20% of the next $8.000) to a
maximum credit of 52,200. You can carry
over any unused credits from one year to
the next; through the 1987 Mit year (se.
Ctiaoter-36).

;

1
,

4

.

ii

iii

,

FROM TilE Jit'S 7 You may call 73241004for adv,ice on, figuring,

&liergy ifitsnts. such as solar heating'
'entage of your.costs (30% of the firSt

1

,-.,

,you're filing jointly with yolk spouse' (see

,

chose 3111A101004 0110t:

uoPull

-A 14 .weseermili

yea isovileam.

,

your tax?s or.for help with any other tae of tax questioe
0 revird 'will be made of your iaentitycligess you request'
a follovi-4 call froM the IRS.
..
1

S

FROM THE STATE - CAll 248-7250, an anlwering service:for
any forms you 'need. Call 741-0950 if you have ques,tions o
need advice aboat your,State taxis.'
,

,

_,
,

,

1J2.
'4'

`''.'
),,,
,

,,
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I
I

U srufalu ls ionuf or c e /of( ')tnaxsaebel eci hn

mt ars.

713 and 26-32 of IPS Publication 17, Your Federal income rex

11\1COME
.

MARCH

FEE

JAN

TYPE

I

N. JUNE

'MAY

APRIL,

AUGUST

JULY

1."

Gross amounts; do not exclude withholdings for taxes, FICA. etc..

Wage/Salary/Commissions

1

,
,

I.

.-- -

Tips Cash and value of noncash tips such as Complimentary tickels and services.

I
I

.

,

Interest From savings, loans; notes, certain bonds, credit unicri accounts. etc.

!

.

1

.

.

.

Dividends Ordinary dividends (paid from the earnings and profits of aprporabon).

,

.

I.

1
Those from sale of home or personfl property such as stocks, bonds. etc.

I

Capital Gains (Losses)

1

Pension Amounts received from a company drr government plan, IRA, Keogh, annuity.

-

_

.

.
.
.

,

1

.

.

Alimony (teceived)'

I

I
1

,

./)

,

-

.
1

-

.

ADJUSTIMEN-rs TO INCOME
DiaabilIty Pay
Moving Costs

.

,

*

fsuell agou stmatei on nts saer ee.ucshlpttoe rdselt 718i n Pe uyboluicraatidoj uns1t7et

m
Fore
1

.

.

.

.

-

.

-fRAl Keogh Contribution

Alimony (paid)
Employees' Expenses

I

il
.

_

Net rental income, jury duty payments, gambling winnings, unemploybent compensation, excess reimburserr,

.

1

-

.

.

Other (specify)

,

I

.

I,
1

.

.03

.-

,
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I
;3 personal expenses may be deductible, to the extent that they excded yourzero bracket amount.
' nformation. see Chapters 1 and 19-25 of IRS Publication 17 (November 1979 edition).

.

APRIL

'SEPT

AUGUST

JULY

JUNE

MAY

r

OCT

NOV

TOTAL I

DEC

1

Vth insurance transportaton.

I

c

?

1
s

,
1..

4k

a
.40

I

r
(

IS. etC.

,

s

I

1

-

`""

,
r

-Is related to your salary or lob status.

,

r

1 business property.

ice expenses, and home Mice expenses.

'7

t

1

L

subtracted directly from the tax you ordinarily would owe.
,
37 of Publication 17 (November 1979 editkin),

I

..

i

..

-

,

I

1

ir,
1',),1

CASE 4

OCLC/CHANNEL 200b*

II

1
II

II

an experimentgl project focusing
The CHANNEL 2000 Project,
called
viewdata, was an outgrowth of
on a type of videotex system
Department's Home Delivery of Library SerNices
the OCLC Research
The Program investigated
Program initiated since June 1978.
offering library.
various developments of innovative syst6s
customers easy and inexpensive access to-information.
technology have
Advances in computer and communication
delivery of
offered :Tany alterft4tives ,for remote electronic
in public locations
information whether for home use or for use
CHANNEL
such as airpCrt, hotels, libraries, and supermarkets., to test
developed
2000 essentially cias an experimental project viewdata
system for
feasibility
of
developing
a
the technblogical
viability
of an
It investigated the
delivery of information.
telephone
switched
inforMational delivery method utilizing the
with
_network to permit interaction with a computerized, database,
ordinary
an
of
retrieved information displayed on the screen
it also investigated the
In addition,
receiver.
tfelevision
Issues
involved
in electronic delivery
business market and sotial
of information using videotex technology.
in
Although the concept development of CHANNEL 1000 started
management
was
not
submi
ehe actual proposal to the OCLC
1978,
OCLC man' eAfter
the
apProiraI
of
the
ted until November 1979.
began in Febru y
ment was given, the system/service development
durtng
1980 and the actual test was conducted in Columbus,. Ohio

the last three' months of 1980.

0

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

CHANNEL12000 has the following.objectives:
". Develop and test a library electronic home information
*
system
Quantify potential user.deMand for and attitudes
toward the system
Identify additional information servi:ceyfor
,possible future implethatation
environment and potential
Evaluate ;he
competition
Determine the social issues involved
in the evolving
-Examine .the role of libraries
marketplace.";(1)
.

4

,

..

*The interview .was conducted on May 10, 1982 at the new OCLC

building at Dublin, Ohio with Mr. Mark Bendig,.Research Associate
of the OCLC Research Department.
1

CHANNEL 2000 Project Report.
1981,

195

Columbus,

OH:

OCLC,

April
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CHANNEL 2000 PROJECT.REPORT
This published rep rt provides .a detailed account on the
the
development of CHANNEL 2000, the conduct of the test,
host
the
the
user
equipment,
services offered.by CHANN L 2000,
the software, and the research procedures and results.
computer,
is included as an Appendix in this report, only a few
Since this docuxne
highlighted poin,s-from the summary need to be mentioned here:

11

Test Sample Population'
.

.

OCLC
while
BANK
ONE
selected 'randomly 100 test households,
of Columals, Ohio,'which supported the project partially.
banking.
and which was interested in demonstrating
services In the home by .using viewtex technology,
selected.the Other 100 households from among' BANK QNE
Two hundred 'households...were selected for the test.

/

0
customers.

User Equipment
,

a
test households were required to ,possess
All
t,elevision set and a teLephone, OCLC then provided these
households with a CHANNEL 2000 decoder,and . associaxed
wiring used to connect the.telephone and the T--Jet.
An Installvion Guide'and a User Manual were included
with each decoder..
N.7

.

.

.Services Offered

1

.

of

I

- Video Catalog - A computerized version of the
300,000-record catalog of the Public Library of
Columbus and Franklin Qouhty.
Academic
- 32,000-artic1e
Encyclopedia
- Video
American "Encyclopedia
- Home Banking Services with BANK ONE

I

CHAN'NEL

2000 offed an array of different

types

information services,,whicH,included:
..

.

.

z

- Public'InformatioOompiled by Com-tility
- Columbus Regional Information/Community Calendar

- Math That Counts I
f
- Early Reader

Developed by the College of
Education., Ohio State Univ. e'

CHANNEL 2000 AND THU CONTRACTED PROJECT

'

that
obvioup froM the above brief. intrOductiOn,
kind
of
network
ag
compared'
to
CHANNEL '2000 is a very differen t&
an
It
is
not
those otheri chosen forthis contracted project.
experimenter
project
which
was
existing network; rather; it is an
elosen by our research team g one of the .five libr9,n-related
e of new technoloogy. in ",.*.-1ectronic
networks because of its u ce
it is expected
Thus,
delivery of constimer related nformatiOn.
th't -many o( the questions include'd iK the standard Interview
It

II

11.

,is

,

1

II

11

.

4

,

4

1
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.

s

For this
really applicable to ,CHANNEL 20b0.
to
nongtheless,
the interview* took the opportunity,
questioned
those
Beftdig his personal ,yiews on
with Mr.

are

Guide

,

reson,
explore
areas.

not

RESPONSES TO INTAVIEW
NETWORK STRUCTURE
Channel
follows:

2000's

network

structure cdn

as

illustrated

be

Bank OPe
-

Ahio State
University

I.
44-

OCLC

1

200 test. households

NETWORK GoALS

discussed earlietl CHANNEL 2000 had clear eprogrammnic
It was a specific experimentalwproject with
prOject objectives.
providerg,
information fed to OCLC through various information
and
.Franklin
County
and
such as the Public Library of Columbus
househbids.
Com-tility, and deliVere&to 2,00 pre-selected test
clear
was felt that all partieg were involved
it
Thus,
uch_
of
programaEd.c
goals
m
concerning the
communication
experimental network.
As

CONSUMER INFORMATION-SERVICES
.

c

.

One of '-the project's main objectives wag to tegt-.,the
form of
public's resknse to such a dramatic change in the
rmdtion
ri
was
fOt
that
consumer,
It
infoimation delivery.
ibraries;
as
places
such
provided
b
logically be
should
thought ,was given by the project staff to
little
however,
of consumer
tgiven Kind
n
the importance of
rationalize
information.,

1

Given the types 6f seryices provi ed by the CHANNEL 20
all except "Math
descgibed in the introductory section,
Cdunt,s" and "Early Reader" are or can be consumer related.

1137

as
That

3.

- 180

All of the services were Supplied by OCLC, during the test
,r Period, free to test households via telephone lines..
The
services Vete available"for almost 24 hours per day during the
test period, and.trouble lines were provided for troubleshooting.
Although the datab:avs whiCh cont4in user-nedded information were

ocated.gt OCLC, the information needed by the user was available
at
the user's home th4bugh the electronic mdde of information
delivery.
This deviates most substantially from the traditional
mode of information provision.
/

,

,
.

.
.

Since CHANEL 2000° was an experimental project,
there has
been'no follow-..up plan to mount further.field tests of the system
or pilot proje'ct... However, OCLC is currently pursuing technical
enhancement to the SyStem by developing and patenting its

enhanced "VIEWTEL" (VUWDATA PLUS VOICE).
.

r'

.

,

FUNDING,AND STAFFfNG

A

.

.

CHANNEL 2000 was mainly supported by OCLC
The
with
approximately one-fifth of its $500,000 funded by the BANK ONE of
Columbus, .0hio:
During the period between February 1980 to
December 480, approximately an equivalent of 3 to 4 prograthmers
and system analysts, together with an. additional 3 clerical staff
and comp4er technicians, were invoNea fp the .ftFject. Almost
all-of the profgssionals were computer scientists with BS's and/or
MN.in C,omputer science.
Staff members were mainly assigned to
perform specific project felated tasks based on matrix thanagement
techniques.. :Thus, theiproject staff were Constantly changing.

II

II

IMPORTANT, FACToRS.IN FROVIDING
CONSUMER fNFORMATION SERVICES
.
II'

is,

.

Since CHANNEL 2000 was a technological project, it was felt
that
the thost important
factor Vas the "reliability of the
4.0system,P
follQwed -by "ease.of use of the system."
All other
factors
listed in the Intervfiew Guide -= cbst in money and time,
upto-dateness, accuracy and understanciability of the answers -wer
Considered to be.equally important after .the first two
system considerations.
.

,

INFORMATION TRAMSFER AND NEW TECHNOLOGY
.

II

N.
\

.

,
.

CHANNEL 2000 has shown that viewdata can increase the
availability of information to the general public.
Its market
analysis and projecE evaluation has pointed out great
pothtial
for ele6.tronic hothe delivery pf information,
and the challenges
for the library.to get.out of its traditional role by providing
..lib ary information outside its four walls.
It hat also rey,ealed
th
related social and environmental issues 'affected by the
ddelopment of viewdata.
The enhanced "VIEWU.L" system points
opt even greater potential for.,librarians to communicate with
their patrons through electronic' means without having to ask the
patrons to come to the library:

I/

-

ee.

11
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,PROJEOT EVALUATION
CHANNEL 2000 kept 'exelAsive statistics through
for evaluation purposes. Data were collected in three

test
the
ays:

1.. Transactiip logs - recording keystrokes,of each user
during the test;
Questionnaires - requesting de9tographics, lie style,
2.
opinion leadership, attitudes and percepsions toward
and
after
CHANNEL 2000 from each user before, 'during,
4
.
the test period;
Six focus groupginterviews.
3.

TI

focus group interviews Were considered to be

the

most

usefuY.

a dbctoral dissertation by W.T. Bolton
addition to this,
evaluated CHANNEL 2000.((2)
In

USER SATISFACTION
The three most important criteria used
effectiveness of the service were:
1.

to

determine

the-(%

Reliabiity of the system (this was a Sown-side factor

for CHANNEL 2000);
2. Convenience to informatiori sseeker -.a instant
One doe
availability of information\at home.
have to go anywhere else for it;
3. EaSe of use.

not
.4

SPECULATION ON LIBRARY'S ROLE441N CONSUMER INFORMATION PROVITION
The library is considered to be the naeural service agency
type of service because of its community
to provide this
orientation and its persistent existence in-every town ,in .the
country.

should play the key role, "1," in comumer ,information
and
referraj.,
dissemination,
acquisitidn and organization,
problem-solving,-, information interpretation,
document delivery,
But, it is generally not ospected to be
and coniumer educationL.
inVolved in advocacy and lobbying (as-indicated by "5").
It

4
oo
,

1

2

ce tion and, Pontial
usion Theory an
Implications
'Adoptiffil of CHANtIEL 2000:
Videotex Technology. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State _University,
f981. -Ph.D. Thesis.

William TKeodore Boltonj J., The'P

191)*

.

*

11:62

_,30-Leitegireiw-' ft
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MiglIMInfireateE-

A test of a view\data systern called CHANNE0000 was
conducted by OCLC in Columbus, Ohio, during the last
quarter of 1980. An outgrowth of the gac Research
Department's Home Delivery ,of l.ibrary Servkes
Program, CHANNEL 2000 w0 devolopelahd tested to
investigate tethnicar business,Tharket, and social
issues involved in electronic delivertof ineormatiOn
using videotex.technology.
410'

Thomas D. Harnish
Prosect Mame,

Role of Libraries
decisioin-ntaking, and as social change

Libraries will play an increasingly
dynamic role in meeting consumer
demand for information Libraries, focal
points of snformation collection, organization. and dissemination in their
co,mmuntties. are moving toward delivery
of services to patrons via electronics and
computers Oroadcast and cable television programming, irinhne data base
ccess. pet onal computers, and even
electronic arrgLare currently offered by

promotes immediate gratification,
consumers will up services rhich best
support their Changing life-styles
By rheetm,g,thbse changing needs,
libraries can become a community
resoutce in more and different ways than

previouity envisioned While library

innovative librWs Advances in

computer and communications technology offer many alternatives for remote
electronic delivery of information by
libraries
As consumers search for ways to secure

more discretionary time;as a complek
environment demands more informed

effecoveness may be measured less in
terms of patron visits and more in terms.
of viewdata systerp,access, no overwhelming change in paper-Medium-based
services is envri!oned for the near future
AS other businesses have found
important advantages and opportunitieS
offered by computers and telecommuni-.
cations, libraries, too, are on the crest of
a giciUnd swell of technology that will
help reduce costs and increase the

-

availability of library resources Cable- or
telephone-based viewdata services will

allow public access throt\V libraries toll
'electronic information in uch the sam
way as bOok's, magazines, and other
materials provide access Oa traditional

sources of information Whether libratill
will face insurmountable competition
from the commercial information indu13MIy
or assume a new vital role as commu ity
information provider to local viewdafà
,system remains to be seen
Viewdata can become an impohant*
adjunct to traditional library services It
offers greater accessibility, more
personalized service, and in so doing
promote a new recognition for the role
libraries.

Wdoo Catalog
Browse through the viSocard catalog of the Public Libraries of
Columbus and FranktTh County, and WV books to be mailed
directly to your home.

,.1

.11

Video incycimiadia

Locats any of 32.000 articles in the new Academie Moder En.
cyclopedia via ono Ofrihreo easy fookup Indexes.

Hom Banking
Pay your bills; check the status of your checking and savings ac
counts: look up the balance of your VISA creditmard; look up your
mortgage and Installment 104113; get current information on BANK
ONE inferest rates.

Public Information
Become aware of public and legislative information In Ohio,

Coldmbus fiagional Inforrnatfbn
Check the monthly calendar of events for looal educational and
entertainment happenings.

Msth That Counts1
Teach your children basic mathematics, including counting and
simple word problems..

Early Reder
Help your children learn tomied by reinforcing word ratationships.

200

- 183 System. Use

At home, users ttached the CHANNEL 2000 decoders ta,their own, unmodified
televi'sion sets ( uch like attaching an electronic game). They switched the decoder
from TV to CHANNEL 2000 and dialed the computer on their phone as instructed by a
decoder-gerteratgd sign-on screen displayed on the TV. Upon hearing a high-pitched
tone, users inserTed the telephone handset in the decoder's acoustic-coupler cups. The
decoder then automatically logged-on to the OCLC/CHANNEL 2000 host computer

I.

A "personal user" list of the names of household members, plus "guest" for visitors,
was dishlayed'dy the computer. A ifimber preceded each name on the list. The user
pressed the corresponding number Ind the action key ori the reypad to direct the
computer to proceed: Next, the CHANNEL 2000 main index sCreen appeared.
The wain index screen ancisubsequent index screens listed items, or categories of
items, which could be vieWed. An item of interest was selected by pressing tfr
corresponding number. jnformatioo in the system was located by selecting items from
sequential screens,rranged in a hierarchical index structure or "menu-tree." A session
was terminated by simply returning the phone to its cradle.

1

Data Collection
.
Throughout.the test, data were collected in three ways. Transaction logs were
maintained, recording keystrokes of each user during the test, thus alloWing future
analyses and reconstruction of the test sessions. Questionnaires requesting '
demographic, life-style, opinion leadership, and attitudei toward CHANNEL 2000 were
collected from each user in each household before, during, and after the test. Six
focus-group interviews were held and audio-taped to obtain specific user responses to
the information services.

e

4

Purchise Intent
'Attitudes Toward 'Library Services
As a final evaluation measure of the
Forty-six percent of the respondents
CHANNEL 2000 system, respondents were
agreed that CHANNEL 2000 saved their
asked to rank order the seven CHANNEL
time gettmg books from the library
Responding to other questions, 29 percent 2000 services according to the likelihood
that they wouid pay money to have that,
felt that they would rather go to a
service in their home A mean score was
traditional library than order books.
calculated for each CHANNEL 2000
through CHANNEL 2000, and 38 percent
service, and the following table shows
of the users felt that CHANNEL 2000 had
rank ordersf preference
no effect on their library attendance
40,
Forty-one percent of the CHANNEL
*
Rank Order CHANNEL 2000'Service
2000 test group felt that their knowledge `
of library services increased as a ksult of'
Video Encyclopedia
Abe CHANNEL 2.000 test In addition, 16
Video Catalog
2
percent of the respondents stated that
Home Banking
3
they spent more time reading books Then
Public Information
4
before the test
Cdumbus Calendar
5
,Eighty-two percent of the respondents
Math That Counts
6
.felt that public libraries should spend tax
Early Reader
7
dollars on services such as CHANNEL
2000 Although this'might suggest that.
Behavioral Effect's of CHANNEL 2000,
hbrar(viewdata services should be taxFifteen percent of the users felt that they
based, subsequent focus-group interviews
spent less time watchirig television
indicated that remote use of these
programming during the three-month test
services should be paid for by the
period Eight percent of the respondenti
individual,,whereas on-site use should be
also indicated that they spent more time
"tree" Sixty-three percent of the test
talking with their children as a result of
population stated'that they would
having CHANNEL 2000 Statistical
probably subscribe and pay for a
confidence cannot be attributed to these
viewdata library service, if the services
finds, although they may be indicative of
were macre-available to them off-site
a positive behavioral effect inherent i'rr
viewdata technology.

New Relevance

Community-oriented services are difficult
for a large national viewdata system to
provide However, they lend themselves
to the,existing public library form Public
participation in library systems will
increase only in propOrtion to the
convenience of such participation The
substitution of communication for
transportation provides an increased
convenience sufficient to ehsure more
frequent selection of the library as a
choice for satislaction of information
needs Senous attempts to meet thpse
needs will, in turn, ensure contmuihg
relevance of libraries and their service.
New Beginnings
On behalf of libraries CHANNEL 2000
providecka first step. user attitudes and
demands were assessed. additional
services were identified, he existing
technical and business ei,vironments were
.
evaluated, and social issues were
:considered. The conclu§rons are positive.
Libraries have an-Opportunitri to play a
plenary role in-evolVing viewdata
,

services

OtLC will continue to explore aria
assess this new medunt and its value for

libraries through Viewtelan exciting,
new viewdata project under way at OCLC

ricotta!
6565 Frantz Road Dublin, Ohlo 43017 (6Fp 764-6000
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A test of a viewdata system called CHANNEL 2000 Was
conductO by OCLC in Cblumbus, Ohio, &icing the last
4arter of 1980 An outgrowth of the OCLC Research
Department's Home' Delivery of Library Services
Program, CHANNEL 2000 was developed and tested to
investigate'technical, business, market, and social,issues involved in electronic delivery of information
using, videotex technology

,

OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) is a notfor-profit library computer service and research
organization based in Dublin, bhio The Center
operates an international computer network that
libraries use to acquire and catalog library materials,
order custom-printed catalog cards, arrange interlibrary
lending, and maintain location information on
library materials
4

The OCLUesearch Department Conducts
mission:onented research in ill aspects of library
and information science supporting both OCLC
requirements and the broader needs of the library and
informAtion science community Through this research,
OCLC,maintains its commitment to explore, study, and
participate in technological advances in library and
information science

t
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Thomas D. Harnish
Prosect Manager,
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Ail EvolvingTheCHANNEL 2000 Projectfocused on a eNew Medium 4.

Introduction

type of videolex system called' viewdata.
Viewdata systems generally.use an
internafly..modified or externally aZiepted
teleVisiOn set tio display text and graphics
Tile public telephone network is used to
ilink the adapted TV set to computers and
aissociated-data baes provisking a wide
variety of informationtand seriices.. .
Viewdata services are.generally designed
for personal use rather than for
professional or academic use, and are
paid for by the individuaf user, althoughbusiness and school applications of
vievitclata systems are being tested
Relative ease of use and low cost are
.

characteristics of viewdata systerns that,,
distinguish them from commerCial
timesharing-or information retrieval
services

Similar but fundamentally different
types of videotex systems.known as
teletext Were not tested. With a teletext
system, users can only capture a limited

amowit of information sequentially
.broadca.st by the videotex system With a
viewdata system,.users) activate,. a host.
computer to satisfy, their specific ,
information needs
.0
Information services discussed in Ow
repprt are referred to as Home
InformatiOn Services Howsver, most of
the services are also suitable for uSe in
public locations such as airports,
convention centers, dormitories, hotels,
libraries, and government offices
I-he CHANNEL 2000 Project Report is
divided
Into three parts,A review of
.
various facets of new consumer
electionic information services, details of
the.CHANNEL 2000 videotex pkoject, and
findings and conclusionsderived from the
project.

Originally intended as si'mply anoth
way of generating revenues from
telephone systems, viewdata is fvolvin\'
into a nevit.means 'of distributing
information. Ironically, developments
suggest that extensive changes will be
required, if the public-sWitcheet telephone
networks are to adequately meet
technical requirements and consumer
demand Cable is becoming ari attractive
alternative as the number of homes with
access to cable increases. NumerClus
systems have developed around the

world:

Factors Supportipg Development

14

to.

Large-scaW integrated ciraiits have been
an impetus for viewdata. Lorw-cost highspeed components can now make

electronic information available to ,
consumers throagh systems that once
were available onlY to technicians,
scientists, and business people.
Economic factors have also had an

impact. Inflation has increased labor
,cctsts and emphasized reduction of
delivery costs. At the same time, an
increising number of two-paycheck
families have more disposable income
but less discretionary time.
Social change from a work ethic to a
leisure ethic has led to a focus on self
and increasingconsumer demand for
convenience. Future changes from an
industrial economy to a service economy
and from mass productiqn to
individualized production will create a
favorable environment for new home
information and entertainment services,
in g'eneral, and vienglita in particular.

A

e

f

Role of Libraries

Information Seekers
Research into new prOduct/service
adoption has consistently shown that
early adopters of a new product or
service are different frorrt those who
adopj the innovation later. Early
ado6ters, for example, have -neetl for
information of all sorts, the seek
information in newspaper a,nd maga,
eines, books and npwsletters, radio and
television, and in libraries.For them,

viewdata will provide an :informatidn
window" to areas not readily accessed
now Through viewdata, the consumerof
the 80s will-eliminate many of the timeconsuming activities associated with
inforrnation-seekingi In our increasingly
information-hungry society, consumer
demand for cQnvenience will be met by

this new information medium:
1,0

Problems of Access
But this hew information medium may
create a new kind qf poverty Poverty is
essentially a lack of options created by
lack of financial resources, or a lack of
options created by lack of informational
resources Will there be new federally
funded programs for the informationally
disadvantaged or an information stamp
program to help maintam parity between
the affluent informed early adopter and
the fest of the population who have less
cdnvenient access to information?

...11

V.

V.

Libraries will play an increasingly
'dynamic role in meeting consumer'
demand for information Libraries, focal
points of information collection, organization, and dissemination in their
communities, are moving toward delivery
,of services to patrons via electronics and
computers. Broadcast and cable television programming, online data base
access, personal computers, and'eyen
electronic games are currently offered by
innovative libraries. Adyances in
computer and communications technology offer many alternatives for reMote
electrOnic delivery of inforMatidn by
,libraries.
As. consumers search for ways to secure
more discretionary time, as a complex
'environr4ent demands more informed
decision-making, and as social change
promotes.immediate gratification,
consumers will use services which best
support their changing life-styles
By meeting these changing needs,
libraries can become a-community
resource in more and.different ways than
previously envisioned While library
effaliveness may be measured less in
terms of patron visits and more in terms
of 5iewdata system access, no overwhelming change lb paper-medium-based
services is envisioned for the near future.
As other businesses have found
important advantages and opportunities
offered by computers and telecommuni:
cations, libraries, too, are on the crest of
a ground swell of technology that will
help reduce costs anckincrease the
availability of library resources. Cable- or
telephone-based v4wdata services will
allow public access through libraries to .
electronic information in much the same
way as books, magazines, and other
rllaterials provide access to traditional
sources of information. Whether libraries
will face insurmountable competition
from the commercial informatipn industry
or assume a new vital role a's community
information provider to local viewdata/
system remains to be seen. . .
Viewdata can become an,important
adjunct to traditional library services. It 1
offers greater accessibiliiy, more
personalized service, and in so doing mas
promote a new recognition for the role Of
libraries.

Search for Solutions
Viewdata ostensibly differs from
traditidnal computerized'information
..systems in its ease of use Yet, a small
percentage of users re/port tey are
unable to locate iniofmation of tnterest
At the same time, a larger percentage
complain that viewdata is actually too
easy to 'usej- simple to thr point 'of
inefficiency
Mantufacturers of low-cost TV adadters
and special viewdata terminals are
attempting to provide attractive and
rugged devices with color and pictorial
displays requiring sophThicated, costly
technology Innovative approaches to
viewdata sy,stem design, each witli
inherent advantages and disadvantages,
are being developed independently, with

little compatibility
Determining the essential mix oi
services necessary for success challenges

Promising Future '-

1

Viewdata devices that do not use ;V
are appearing with costs beloW $
Cable company add-on equipme, t is in
the saffie price range, and variops
electronic games with videotex
capabilities follow the decreasIng price
trencr Soon, it should be expected, some
firms will give aw,ay terminais if
consumers will buy their viewdata
services.

tm
mrorrnatIcin Ill
bet orn.. a c-rrilmort consumer

By 19% people will continue to
communicate,predominantly by
telephon,é and receive entertainment
from television. But eleardnic
information will become a common
consumer service avagable through
private or public devices lndutries such
as newspapers, broadcasting,
merchandising, publishing, and
electronics have demonstrated viewdata
systems 'of their own or have made
substantial irOestments to evaluate this

information providers Libraries, faced
rapidly developing technology. Estimates .
with a riew medium for information
forecast widespread acceptance with
collection, oianization, and dissemimore than $2 billion in service revenues
nation, ponder organizational and
generated by over 8 million households in
Imancial implications in an environment
1985, expanding to $10 bilhon by 1990
o'f change and tight budgets
How these services will evolve depends
Regulation and standardization
to a great extent on those who become
requirements will certainly impinge on
involved today
future directions The outcoine of AT&T
antitrust litigation and newspaper
attempts to stop the BeH System's
videotex developments will have a
profound effect on the rate and direction
of growth of viewdata. Th4t viewdata/
teletext decoders built into TV sets will
sr"
be mandated by FCC regulation in the
same way'that UHF tuners are required
seems unhkely in the near future
Nevertheless, some standardization will
be required to.permit interoperability of
evolving systems and services,
For the near term, more experimentation and development are likely acound
the'wodd. Viewdata, as a concept, seems
very attractive to consumers But to
succeed, it must be a service that meets a
need at a reasonable price against
peting systems, such as teletext and

141110011'.7'tilitatV
f==07-70"..N7-1=1=1

-cost tirriesha-ring and information
retrieval services Entertainment systems,
such as videod,isc and videocassette, will
also compete OF'disposable income
among consumers i 9 the prime-buyer
group
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CHANNEL 2000 Protect
Project Ini4tion

When OCLC was founded in 1967, one of its 'objectives was delivery of information to
users when and-where they want it. The OCLC _Annual Report for 1968-69 described a
develo(iment project that would someday provide remote acceis to coMputerized
library catalogsthis at a time when large-scale remote access to corriputers Was far
-from commercially feasible. By August 26, 1971, OCLC was offering libraries,technical
services through its own netivork; at that time chrnmercial timesharing and
.terecommunications systems were in their infancy. OCJ.0 quickly grew from a regional
network to a national one, providing services to libraries in most of the states.

Home Delivery of Library 'seMces
.In 1977 OCLC established tfie,Research Department to maintain its commitnient to,
explore, study, and participate,in technological advances in the field of libracy'and
triformation science. Since June 1978 the Researeh Department has condutted a Series
of investigations as part of the Home Delivery of Library'Smices Research Program,
.
The program provides a comprehensive structurkwithin which to inVestigate
development of innovative systems offering library pat ons 4consuMers) easy and
inexpensive access,to information. Research tasks are iljtiated as an Outgrowth of
three continuing projects. Technology 'Ev-aluation, Servte Identification, and Market
.
Analysis.
Then, in 1'478, as bCLC expanded internationally, trederick.G. KilgoUr,Foandert and
,
at that time President pf OCLC, returned from a business trip to London with,a Toes
article describing a TV-based information sYstem called Viewdata.
Investigations were initiated to assess whether the viewdata concept could be

inteirated into the library setting. Early results of the Home Deliverif of Library
(Services Research Program identified viewdata as.ar promising teChnology for libraries
and library patrons. Research, syndicated studies, (nd a host of related development
efforts around the world supported.this finding. Meapwhile, through contacts and
meetings with firms having Viewdata interests in the United States, Canada, Japan, and
Europe, CSCLC staff found that: -

1. No one seemed to think libraries had much to do with electronic information.
("They dealt just in basks.")
.-

2. Viewdata was essentially an eaiy-to-use times aring,criputer service with a
large data base.

The conclusion was that if OCLC and libraries.wanted to undeistand viewdata, an
in-house system would have to be (and'could be) developed.
.

Proof of Concept Development
A design engineer from the OCLC Computer Facilities Division was assigiltd to build a
prototype ytewdata decoder (TV adapter) thit.could be corinetted to eseandard
television set. Concurrently;research Staff-develOped retrieVal-software aficlia -text;
editor program for data entry. OCLC.Lihrary Staff selected inaterlal for an online
-library catalog, and part of a consumer information catalog 'Publisfied by-the U.S.
Department of Commerce was ,edited for elecfronic use. Once the SysteM"becarne
operational, _two "enhanced capability" decoders weee designed, built,and tested.
Technically, an OCLC viewdata system seemed feasible. But operational feasibility
could not be determined with prototype-decoders and a fewliundred rstreens of data,

7

Planning
Growing international interest in viewdata, and resear4 an d business prOdence
suggested a test.of a moreqully developed system that offered extensive information
services. OCLC decided to seek outside funding.from foundations or firms with an
interest in viewdata and the broader f2eld Of home information services.
Meanwhile, appropriate information services were identified, potential information
providers werelocated and contacted, At the same time, functional specifications
were developed, computer ahd telecommunication support weresought both within
OCLC and externally, and staff support requirements,were estimated. A 100-household
test was planned, and initial system development began.
BANK ONE.of Columbus, Ohio, interested in demonstrating banking services in the
home, approathed OCLC regarding their participation as an information provider.
Research and financial considergtions supported an additional 100 households and
offering limited home banking servicel. An agreement was reached whereby BANK
ONE paid incremental costs for OCLC to develop speeial software for the banking
serVice and in turn BANK ONE was allowed to select 100 participants in OCLC's
200-household test,

Project ObjectNes
On November 2,1979, a proposal listing the following goalq was submitted to OCLC
management for Approval!

Develop and test a library electronic home information vstem
Quantify potential user dernand for and attitudes toward the system
9 Ideritify additional information services for possible future implementation
Evaluate the existing environment and poten tial competition
Determine the social issues invOlved
Examine the role of libraries in the evolving marketplace
A test in Columbus was planned for October, November, and December 1980 and
system/service development began in February 1980.

Conduct of the Test
Selection
two hundred households were selected for the test. Test participants were selected by
two methods. OCLC selected 100 test households using a randomized quota selection
procedure. BANK ONE selected 100 test households who were BANK ONE customers,
based on the bank's belief-that consumer reactions were predictable from other bank
tests (such as.tests of automated teller machines). Consequently, they chose
associates, fellow bankers, bank employees, and senior management from allied firms
for Prdmotional reasons.
Tkaining
Four one-hour briefing and training sessions were held (two in the bank's auditoribm,
two in a branch library activity room). A member of each test household attended one
of the sessions and received a decoder with a keypad and associated wiring, an
Installation Guide, and a User Manual.

gop

*
< At tiome. users attached the CHANNEL 2000 decoders to their own, unmodified
television sets.(much like attaching an electronic garne). They switched the decoder

from Tto CHANNEL 2000 and dialed the computer on their phone as instrticted by a
decoder-generated sign-on screen displayed on the TV. Upon hearing a high-pitched 'tone, users inserted the-telephone handset in thedecoder's acoustic,cqupler cups, The
decoder then automatically logged-on to the OCLCICHANNEL 2000-host,computer.
"personal user list of the names of household merhbers,-plus "guot" for visitors,
was displayed by the computer. A number preceded eachiname ore the list. The user
pressed-the corresponding number and the action key on thekeypad to direct the
computer to proceed. Neict, the CHANNEL 2000.main index screen aPpeared.
The main index screen and subsequent index screens listed items, or categories of,..item, which could be viewed. An item of interest,was selected by pressing the correspOnding number. Informapon infShe system was located by selecting items frofn
sequential screens arranged in hierarchical index structure or "menu-tree.".A session
was terminated by simply returning the phone to its cradle.
:
Data Collection
Throughoucthe test, data were collected in three ways. Transaction logs were .
maintained, recoang keystrokes of each user during the test, thus allowing future-4
analyses and reconstruction of the test sessions. Questionnaires requesting
demographic, life-style, opinion'leadership,-and attitudes toward CHANNEL 2000 were
*collevted from each user.irVeach hbusehold before, during, and after the test. Six.
focus-group interviews were held and audio-taped to obtain specific user responses to
.4..
tbAnformation services.

Services Offered

-

From earlier studies, it was-apparent that the viability of a home information system is
highly dependent on the services it offers. The user is not overly concerned with
technology and equipment, but rather with "Wife will it do for me?" Except for the
bank services, users were offered a collection of information services'representative of
those which might be offered through a library. Reference information was
emphasized (typified by the online encyclopedia) as opposed to ephemeral
information such as news, sports, and weather. Almost 2 million index and information,
screens were available.
The library catalog and encyclopedia data bases were created automatically (that is,
by using special OCLC software) from machine-readable records, Provided by the
Public Library of Columbus and Franklin County, eolumbus, Ohio, and Arete
Publishing Company, Princeton, New Jersey, respectively. Updating of the banking
information on the OCLC CHANNEL 2Q00 computer was accomplished Manually by
BANK ONE, using OCLC software. Data for other services were entered manually by
0 C staff using text-editing software created by OCLC.
Library Catalog
The CHANNEL 2000 Library Catalog was a compUterized vertion of the Public Library
of Columbus and Franklin County (PLCFC) catalog. Data from the OCLC bnline Union

Catalog were processed along.with tapeontging local_data to create the "Video
Catalog."
Users searched the catalog by authorAtle, or subject, and had acCess to any of
300,000 records ("videocards") corresporAing to books and other materials held by_
the main library and its branches. Once the videocard for an item wis displayed,pn:.
the screen, a user could request the item via CHANNEL 2000. The library would
respond by mailing the requested item(s) direCtly to the user's home. The similarity
between this service and merchandise ordering from a commercial catalog is
important.

.
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Video EhcfiloPedia
The Video,EncyclOpedia contained the full text Of the Academic American
Encyclopedia, a 21-volume work dublish41 by Arete. The 32,000 articles varied in
length from a single screen,to over 300 screens of text (illustrations or graphics had tg;

be omittecl,1,Three separate;indexes Were provided:

i.

,

t

#

:.

1

1. An alphabetical list of article'titles
2. A topic-subtopic hierarchy

3. An encyclopedia index citing occurrences of all subjects, keywords, names, Nikes,
i ancreferences
..

. ..

.

PUblic Information
labotit
emPloyment,
The Public Information Service contained information
envirdnment, human services, parks, public utilities, sports, taxes, and voting elgibility4
in the Columbus/Franklin County area. This information wa* compiled by tom-Olity, a
local vplunfeer group acting as an umbrella "information provider, drAtolig
,
information from city, state, and private sources. ,
Community Cate ar '
t
The Community Calndar, compiled by the Columbus Regional Information Service
bus Chamber of Commerce; provided "a calendar of local
) of th
(C
tainment events, and.a guide to points of interest
in Columbus.
ucation an
.
.
Ticket prices, times, and locations were provided.
.

-

Math that Counts'
Math That Cougts was one of two educational services developed by the Colfege of
Education (Early and Middle Childhood:Education Department) at The O:hio State
University. This service provided a variety of exercises for teaching children basic
mathematics'. Problem sets were grouped by grade level (kindergarten through sixth
grade).

0
3

6

tErarly Reader

,

,

.

-

he f_arly Reader was the second educational service developed by OSUefor inclusion
in the test. The service, desjeted to help parents teach preschool children to matt and
to recognize word rehatiohships, featurgrA.4 single-screeri rhymes, as well as
..
t
instructions to parents on their use.
Home Banking
. The Home Banking Service, developea by OCLC for.BANK ONE, permitted usars to
perform a, variety of financial transactions involving their owrk BANK ONE accounts.
Users of the Hofne Banking Service could:

1. View their checking and savings account balinces and transaction lists for the
current or previous month

2. Vievurrvt interest rates
3.

fiby bills

A three-level security scheme designed by OCLC enst3red privacy of personal
financial information.

-
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To make the systerh easy to use, OCLC designed several special-features into the
system. Bookmark, electronic mevages, browsing, and helpsdreens were provided by
CHANNEL 2000.

Special.Feature s

...)

,

.

\.

ANNEL 2000
Bookmark. A user Occasionally nedio terminate a session with
before all desired information i a been located. For example, stu ying a.detailed
encYclopedia article Might be interrupted because sorneone wished to make a
telephtsrie. call. The Bookinark featurashimplified the process of returning t6 th
orParticular article when the session was resumedThe main index screen offer
...
g viewed
en
Bookmark, upon selecting this'item, the, user was returned
toA
.
.
'at tFie end of tjle previous session.

Eledrsmic Messages. Future viewdata systems may offerioelectronic.mail (user-to-user),
thus providing communication services As wellASTnf6rmation services. A limited

1
.

versi3On of such a mail facility was implementd on CHANNEL 2000. Mail could be '
sent by the OCLC research staff to any or all participants to amiounce new system
feature6 and periods of system Unavailability due to maintenance. The Library (PLCFC)
and OCLC used ihis system to send messages about book orders and banking.
Messages directed to a particular user were displa ed whet the user signed onto
the system, prior to display of the main index. 14.ess ges coula be addressed to
individual users, households, groups of households, or to the entire, system. No user-touser communication was\upported.

'

...

A

Browsing. Unlike newspapers and other similar prijited matter, iVhich can be scanni
quickly, viewdata seems'best suited to applicatio s where the user knows exactly
what is soughtand knows how to characterize r classify the desired information.
Browsing, which is quite common in libraries, is not easily supported by a system
.
de,sired to provide infor7ation on descriptive clkmand.
To simulate brows'ing capability, a limited scanning feature was incorporated into.
the CHANNEL 2000 system'. Thelluser was able, for example, to move froM one,
encyillopedia article to the next (or ariy number of articles forward Or back) without
re-entering the encyclopedia index. Similarly, alt ough d'user may have;sought a
particular book by, say, title, once the book was/ cated, othersbooks by the same
r scanning data screens-was
author could be viewed directly. Thissapabilit
'provided for all CHANNEL 2000 srvices.
,
) .4.
.
......4.
.
Help. A means for assisting"the *set in conducting itHANNEL 2000'session was
considered important. In addition to the printed User Manual and a summary of
available functions and comMands printed on the back of the keypad, OCLC supplie'd
an online helP capability. When a user keyed in a request fot help, a list of possible
actions which could betaken at that time was displayed. Upon receipt of a help
request, the system displayed the appropriate help screeks Return to the screen
where help had been requested required only a simple ke g sequence.

...,

.

.

Ulf Equipment
To 1% nonintrusive and compatible with existin*Life-styles, a home information.service
Mould, when pbssible, include equipment already found in the homes of potential
users. This approach reduces, the hardware excienditures required of the user (and/or
system operator). The CHANNEL 2000 test required that the user pos4ess a televiskin
set and a telephone meeting certain minimum specifications. The only additional
pieces of equipment required were the CHANNEL 2000 decoder and associated wiring
used to connectlhe telephone and th.g TV set. The resulting combinatipn formed a
home terminal suitable for the exchange ofdata %kith a remote computer. A User
Manuil and instailotion Guide were provided.

Sc

Television Set

fr
.t

The CHANNEL 2060 system was expressly designed:to utilize any color or blaCk;andwhite television receiver- No modifications to the TV were required. A television signal I
was generated by the decoder and transmitted via a connecting cable to the VHF
antenna terminals of the TV set, tuned to CHANNEL 2, .to dgplay the generSted
image. Normal TV operation was maintained by connecting the user's TV antenna (or
CATVPfeed) to the decoder, Where a switching arrangement connected the antenna
,
dirdctly to the TV set when the decoder was not in useiidecoder power switch in the
OFF or TV position):
The external signal,source (antenna .or CATV feed) was disconnected by the
decoder's internal switching arrangem4t when the decoder was in use (decodertpower
switch in the ON or CHANNEL 2000 position). All CHANNEL 2000 screen images

originated within the deèpder under control of the host computer and not with a local
interactive cable televisid, service,,as many observers (and even some users)
erroneously inferred.
.

Telephone

-

.

Communications between the decoder and the,CHANNEL 2000 computer were
conducted over ordinary telephone lines, using industry-standard tone-encoding
tec Piques. Transmission in each direction was at a rate of 30 characters per second.
A acoustic couplel arrangement was considered to be the least costly. After dialing
1 or ToughTonew telephone),
e appropriate telephone number (using a standard
the user placed the handset into two sbft rubber cup n the decoder. The Cups were
spaced and shaped to accept a standard telephone ha set (precluding use of

.
Princess'', TrimLinet or other kinds of telephones).
A consequence of using the telephone for communicationS was that the phone was
busy during a CHANNEL 20(Xl session. People trying to call the household would, of
course, receive a busy signal just as theit would if the telephone were being used in
.
the conventional manner.

Decoder
ihe decoder, consisting of a main chassis and an attached handheld keypad, was,
manufactured by Microcomputei Ventures, Inc., of Columbus, Ohio, to functioreil
specifications provided by OCLC. Although the decoder was an experimental device,
an attempt was made to make it aestheticallVcompatible with other furnishings. Ejach
deeoder contained a microcomputer for relaying user input from the keypad to the
CHANNEL 2000 computer, and for displaying the resulting output on the TV screen.
Although a limited graphics capability was built into the,ctecoder, virtually all of the
available screens contained crnly textual-material, presented as white characters on a
green or red background,
The 16-key keypad, designed for easy holding and use and connected to the
decoder through a 254t cable, permitted the user to interact with the system from a
customary TV viewing position. A summary of available commands and keystroke
sequences was printed on the back of the keypad.
op&
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Documentation
An Installation GuideAnd a comprehensiye 4ser,Manyal Were intluded witb gach
decoder. The four-page Installation GuiVe, profusely illustrked_with phOtograPhs,
directed thaCuser step by step thrOugh the prOcess"of Connecting the decoder to-the
-

-

TV set. SeVeral possible TV System configurations-Were Covered (rabbit ears, CATV,
connection, VCR, video ganiesAtc.) to ensure that each user could make-the
appropriate connections Unissitted.
The User Manual provided detailed descrintions of ail CHANNEL 2000 services and
features, with representative examples of interactions. It als.o-.COntained background

information- on OCLC and the various information providers participating iwtheteSt./

Host Computer
All CHANNEL 2000 cOmputer operations were conducted through a dedicated system
whose nucleus was a Xero4Honeywell Sigma 7 _central Processing unit,. This #,steni,
included 512.kilobytes of main memory, 1.3 gigabytes -ef storage on 18 moying=head,.
magnetic disk drives, and 56 telephoneiines operating at 30 characters per second.
Fifty of the lines were available for user access to CHANNEL 2000 services. The
remaining six were reserved for saf.f-use. Also supporting the systern were a fixed-head
magnetic disk, two 1600 b,yris-pean'oh
-cr magnetic tape drives, a high-speed linR printer;
sa'
and a teletypewriter.
The operating systeriVcontrolling.01 perations was Xerox/HoneywelVs Control
oned as a norm) timeshared prograM,
Program-Five (CP-V). CHANNE* 200(.5
i OW. pmmunications and security.
making use of standard
IV;

SoftWare
kHANNEL 2
computer pro

_.,_;:sm ,

'
yeq fAuested pi otrnatiOn by means of two cornplem ntary,
N

'.

=one in the Sigma

omputer and one. in the decoder.

c

Host Software
The Sigma 7 program, when started by tFte decodeihrogram, checkedthe

identificatioh of the decoder and set up the appropriate telecommunications protocol
for that device. It was then,ready to interpret requests and 00 what was necessary to
satisfy them. This program Would tranSfer, from magnetic 'disk storage to the main
memory, the information for each screen requested, then' comPose the screen and
transmit it to the decoder.

Decoder Firmware
The decoder program performed several functions. First, when the decod eif Was turned
on, it displayed a screen telling The user' how tocontact.the main compiiter. Then it
had to recognize when the telephone connection wailmde, apd log-on to the Sigma 7
to start the CHANNEL 2000 program, From then on, the decoder prierarn wOuld
'display any information received from the CHANNEL 2000 corriputer. It would
recognize, encode, and transmit.to'the computer any keystroke from the 'keypad At
the same time, this program was, always looking for evidence that it,had been

disconnected. When the user hung up or wai disconntedthe prqgram would display
a message screen to infOrm, the uier...

=fp-

Command Language and Keypad
The command language (or the set of key sequences.designed for requesting services)
struck a compyomise between ease of use and cost. A keypad with more keys
probably would have been easier tO use by some. A full alphanumeric keyboard
,
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would allow direct access to information by keywords and flexible phrasing of
requests.Along with these benefits; though, a full keyboard would have brought the '
potential confusion 6f a More complex language and the concomitant 'requirement of
more sophisticated (and costly) software to support it. In additiop, the keyboard itself
would haveibeen more expensive.
A keypad similar to the CHANNEL 2000 keypad but with 24 to 30 keys would have
allowed more satisfactory labeling of the keys, making them easier to use. Ihit such a
keypad would have to have been custom-made, thus increasing its cost. Keypads with
only 16 keys are stock items, available in quantity at low cost. Less expensive 12-key
pads are also readily available, but they have only two nandigit keys, dictating either
a very restricte d. or a very cryptic, hard-to-use "language"
The 16-key pad permitted labeling six keys with wok's to make each requestthere
were eighteen.types of requestsa short English-like statement. The OOPS key was
provided for cancelling mistakes during key pressing and for requestingihelp (by
pressing OOPS twice). The DO IT key was used to conclude 6ch request. The
, remaining keysdigits 0-9 and the four keys GET, JUMP, FWD, and BACKwere used
in combinations to specify different ways of going from one screen to anckther.
The most important pay of getting a new screenmas to selectan item on an index
screen by keying the number of the item (followed always by DO IT). One could alsO
retirn to an index by keying JUMP (followed by DO IT). Or, tQgo to the first screen of
a major section of the CIANNEL 2000 information, one could?efer to a printed list of
the sections and their identifying numbers provided in the User Manual. Then, if the
number listed were 9 (for example), the request GET 9 would immediately display the
desired Screen. To undo such a request (and also to return to normal activity after
getting help) one would key GET BACK.
To see items that were adjacent or nearby in an index(that is, in another branch of
the index "tree"), it-was not necessary to return to the preceding index. For example,
one could browse four items forward or back by keving JUMP FWD 4 or JUMP BACK
4. Simply JUMP FWD or JUMP BACK (without the ,npinber) would move one item
forward or back.
Since many items filled more than one screen, the commands FWD and BACK were
available to move to the next or the previous screen of an item.FWD 3 or BACK 3
would skip forwaRI or back three screens of an item. The user could skip any number
of screens at a time.
In addition to going from one screen to another, the users also performed 'Other
activities using the keypad. To request a book from the library, GET was keyed when
viewing the videocard describing the book. The CHANNEL 2000 system would ask for
confirmation of a request. Then the Only acceptable answers were YES or NO, labels
that were also placed on the FWD and BACK keys. To enter a personal identification
numberan account number, or a dollar amount in the banking service, the digits
(followed by DO IT) were keyed.

Z4.6
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Transaction Log and Problem Detection
Like the decoder program, the Siena 7 program constantly checked for disconnection-*4and for serious prOblems. On discovering a serious problem the program would report
it to both the-user at home and the CHANNEL 2000 operation,s staff, and then
disconnect My disconnection, whether intentional or accidental, caused the program
to store/a complete record of the session, ig order to permit fUture research and to
provide data for the Bookmark feature.

Security and Confidentiality
During banking operations, the program used extra inpasures to ensure security and
confidentiality. A person's financial screens were released only upon verification of a
persqnal identification number accepted only from that person's decoder. Allfinancial
screens were stored in a secure coded (encrypted) form.
Size

The main program occupied about 90 kilobytes of main memory and was not overlaid.
pne copy of the procedure could be shared by all concurrent users. Besides this main
program, the CHANNEL 2000 system included several other programs, such as the two
used by the lobrary and the bank to satisfy transaction requests. Messages could be
seat to individuals or groups by rneans of another program. Still other programs
enabled the CHANNEL 2000 operations staff to monitor use of the system and to
investigate problems. A number of programs 'here involved in creating and editing the'
large body of information stored on disk. In all, about 25,000 lines of code were
written for CHANNEL 2000.
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Research Procedu'res
and Results

,

The three ciuestionnaires included the
following generalized variables:
1

The CHANNEL 2000 test offered many
unique research opportunities and
challenges. Participants had the
opportunity to examine and experiment

,

Perceptions of the CHANNEL 2000
system along six seporate
dimensions

2. Product-specific life-style measures

3. Opinab leadership
4( Traditional library and banking use

with a viewdata service *their own
homes This educational process allowed
them to form attitudes, opinions, and
perceptions about viewdata services that
weil based on actual experience and not
on speculation.

5. Media use
6 Ease of use and usefulness of all
CHANNEL 2000 services

.1'

7. Reactions to 26 hypothetical
viewdata services

iampling Procedures
Initial telephone contacts were made
with a randomly selected group of over
3,000 Columbus residents Individuals
who agreed to cooperate and who had
the necessary home equipmenNere sent
a brief preliminary questionnaè designed
to measure their innovativeness in the use
of electronic products and to assess their
demographic status Based on these two
indicators, a randomized quota sample of
100 households was chosen to
participate. This sample was selected to
ensure an equal distribution of high,
medium, and low innovators, as well as a
representative grouping of all age,
income, education, and family-size
categories lb addition, 100 households
selected by BANK ONE participated in
the test

Data Collection
Test participants completed three
extensive questionnaires The first
questionnaire was administered before
the test so that initial reactions to.
viewdata technology could be obtained.
The second questionnaire-was
administered three weeks after CHANNEL
2000 start-up in an effort to gauge early
attitudes toward the system. The gnrd
_questionnaire, administered after the test,
w s designed to measure concluding
reactions to CHANNEL 2000, price
elasticity, and potential demand for other
- viewdata services

.

i

8 Pricing
9 Demographics

I.

10 Several open-ended questions

Actual usage, keystroke by keystroke,
of the.CHANNEL 2000 system by each
respondent over the three-month test was
stored as a machine-readable transaction
file at OCLC with user consent. Six focus1
group interview sessions were held in
,

mid-January 1981.

Evaluation of Results
The CHANNEL 2000 system, as tested,
represented two primary design
considerations. ease of use and low cost.

These two factors predetermined the
hardware and software configurations of
the final CHANNEL 2000 system The
questionnaires, in turn, were designed to
reflect upon the wisdom of this approach
from a user's point of view
Ease of Uie
Several questions were designed to
measure ease of use al ng two
dimensions. One dinierfsion related to
how easy it was for users to operate the
system. Respondents were asked to rate
each of the six CHXNNEL 2000 services
(plus banking services for those who had
this feature) according to a six-point
scale, ranging from "very easy to use" to

1

"very difficult to use." Video
Encyclopedia, Public Information, and
Banking Services were considered to be
the easiest to use

,
,
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Ease-of-Use Mean Scores for CHANNEL 2000 ServiCes
..

.

ease of Use'

CHANNEL 2000 Service

Checking account balance'
Bill payment'
Video Encyclopedia

Public Information
_

\Tenu wk.( bun although Past.
to Use %sas perceo.ed
tot) sloss

As

Examine monthly transactions'

Video Catalog
Colurnbus Calendar

Math That Counts
Early Reader

MINII*11

'Mean scores based on respondents' evaluations
along a six-point scale rdiging from 1 (very easy to
use) to 6 (very difficult to use)

,Banking scores are based on a nonrandom
sample of respondents

Understanding
The second ease-of-use dimension related
to how well the users understood
CHANNEL 2000 operating procedures.,If
people-understand how to operate a
viewdata system, the degree to which'
they find it easy to use should be
heightened. Eighty-five percent of the
users either generally or definitely agreed

Operations

with the statement "I understand how to
operate CHANNEL 2000 " Only 13
percent of the users felt they needed
mo e instruction on how to use
GH NNEL 2000, 18 percent of the users
elt that they never did figure out how to
use all of the CHANNEL 2000 commands.
Fifty-eight percent of the user population
felt that they understoelkhe CHANNEL
2000 system well enough to always find
what they wanted and only 4 percent
reported that they thought they needed a
lot of techuical know-how to use
CHANNEL 2000.

Installation
Eighty-nine percent of the users felt that
CHANNEL 2000 was easy to.connect
Most people agreed that CHANNEL 2000
did not clutter up their house, but 15
percent of the users felt that it was a
problem Over half the users felt strongly
that CHANNEL 2000 should not involve
their telephone, Two unexpected findings
were that only 11 percent of the users
"felt that CHANNEL 2000 tied up their
television too often (perhaps a result of
the multiple TV set household) and only
13 percent of the users reported reading
from the television set to be tiring.

r,

-**kifThirty-five percent of the samplither
generally or definitely agreed that there
were too many technical problems with
CHANNEL 2000. In particular; 42 percent
of those users reported that they were
occasionally involuntarily disconnected
from CHANNEL 2000. This exPerience
certainly had an effect on how people
evaluated the CHANNEL 2000 service and
suggests that the overall evaluation,of
.the CHANNEL 2000,service might have
been even more favorable if these
technical problems had not existed
Interestingly, 56 percent of the users who
felt that CHANNEL 2000 was a poor
system still said they felt the concept was
good. Foci4.-group interviews reflected
user recognition that the system was
experimental and commercial services
would be more reliable.
Consumersatisfaction with the keypad
itself seemed to be high asindicated by
67 percent of the users agreeing that the
,keypad was very easy to use, Mid 63
/percent agreeing that they had no
difficulty using the instructions on the
back of the CHANNEL 2000 keyPad. But
the menu-selection indexing method
dictated by the simple keypad, although
easy to use, was perceived as too slow.
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Text display of 30 characters per
second on the CHANNEL 2000 system

was predicied to be too slow, but only 28
'percent of the users indicated that this
was the cak%. However, 34 percent of the
users agreed that it took too much time
to find a book or locate an encyclopedia
article'with-the.system, prObably more a
reflection on die menu-selection indexing
used, than on-data transmission rate
Twenty-eight percent of .the users stated
that it took too much time to complete
their electronic banking activities via

Purchase Intent
As a final evaluation measure of the
CHANNEL 2000 system, respondents were
asked to rank order the seven CHANNEL
2000 services according to the likelihood

that they would pay money to have thdt
service in their home. A mean score was
calculated for each CHANNEL 2000
seryice, and the following table shows
rank order of. preference
flank O'rder
1

CF4.1ANNEL 2000; this was.probably more a

2

reflection on the bank's ,"back roOrp"
manual procedures than on Izank systeni.
design Home bill paying was heavily
'used

,3
4
5

-

6
7

Usefulness

Test participants were also asked ho
useful they found each of the CHA
2000 services Responses from users .
indicated that both the Video Catalog
ahd the Public Information Service were \
Considered tOr be the most useful
CHANNEL 2000 services Banking Services
were next in line, followed by the Video
Encyclopedia Interestingly, Math Thai
Counts received very heavy usage,
- probably because the prvice involved
several ledrning games, although it was
rated low in usefulness

CHANNEL 2000 Service

Video Encyclopedia
Video Catalog
Home Banking
Public Information
Columbus Calendar
Math That Counts
Early Readers

.Ideal Viewdata Services
One of the valuable aspects of this test

was the "educational" process that the
CHANNEL 2000 test population
1,experienced this viewdata learning
experience allowed repondents to make
\ informed determinations of the kinds of
future viewdata servrces they might pay
for.

To take advantage of this groqp of
consumers' education, each CHANNEL
2000 user was presented a list of

Usefulness Mean Scoles for CHANNEL 2000 Services
CHANNEL 2000 Service

Usefulness'

Bill Payment'

Public lpformation
Video Catalog
Checking account balance'
Examine monthly transactions'

Video Encyclopedia
Columbus Calendar
Math That Counts
Early Reader
'14ean score.s based on re5pondents evaluations

along a-sixpoint,scale ranging from 1 (yery useful)
to 6 (very useless)

*

'Banking scores are,based on.a norrandom
sample of respondents

hypothetical viewdata services Each user
was asked to indicate on a.five-point
scale ranging from -definitely not" to

"definitely would" their willingness to
pay $3 00 per month foreach viewdata
service Although the cost of $3.00 per
month appears to be low for certain
viewdata services, subsequent analysis of
the data indicated that this value

adequately provided'a full range of
positive and negative scores. The fact
remains, however, that certain viewdata
services are more of a bargain at $3 00
per month than others, and the reader is
cautioned to keep this limitation in mind
The following table lists the .top ten
services in rank order of preference, as
evaluated by the CHANNEL 2000
participants
Rank Order
1

2
3

4
5

6

'

7

8
9

10-

6

Hypothetical Viewdata Service

Home secunty
In-home computer
Video games
Library services
Catalog shopping
System that contacts
doctor
Adult self-educationEncyclopedia
Household energy control
Bill payment

Home security is not a viewdata
service, but may be provided using the
same telecommunications system that
delivers viewdata 6Transactional
capabilities (book ordering; bill paying)

which-Ong "closure" to the information

questionnaires and participants in focus
groups said they would pay any price for
the convenience offered by bill psaying
and book ordering. Naturally, purchase
intent may overstate actual putchase
behavior.

Tarset Market
Findings confirmedwhat was expected
from an analysis of consumer
characteristics for an innovative
electronic information service People
most interested in purchasing viewdata
services tend to be young, well educated,
and affluent. They seek stimulation
through the acquisition of new products
and ideas, and tend to participate in-a
variety of leisure activities. Their active
schedules predispose them toward
products that can save them time. They
are "information hungry" and they are
heavy library users This target group owns the most electronic equipment and
includes a high proportion of cable TVsubscribers. In fact, cable.subscription
may be the best predictor of viewdata
purchase. Automated teller machines
(ATM), ,credit card use, and catalog
shopping were highest in the target
segment as well

donsumer Attitudes
Ninety-six percent of the test population
felt,the viewdata concept was a good
idea, although roughly half were not
overly impressed with CHANNEL-2000. Of
those users who liked the yiewdata
concept, 43 percent indicated a high
purchase potential for a similar
commercial service.

process, were frequently mentioned in thefocus-group interviews
Attitudes fovlfard Library Services
Forty-six percent of the respondents
Pricing
agreed that CHANNEL 2000 saved their .
Other questions embedded in the three
time getting books from the librarif.
CHANNEL 2000 questionnaires related to
Responding to other questions, 29 percent
prices that consumers would pay for
1
felt that they would rather go to a
viewdgta services Approximately 17
traditional library than order books
percent of the users indicated that they
through CHANNEL 2000, and.38 percent
would be willing tO.pay between $10.00
of the users felt that ClIANNEL 2000 had
and $15.00 per month for CHANNEL 2000 no effeq on their library attenda4e.
just as it was in its experimental state.
Forty-one perfnt of the CHANNEL,
Approximately 80 percent of the users
2000 test group felt'that theii- knowledge
indicated a moderate-to-high purchase
of library services irkreased as a result of
probability at $15 00 Per month for their
the CHANNEL 2000 test In addition, 16
six most des4.ed hypothetical vieWdata
percent of the reSpondents stated that
( services Some respondents to
they spent more time reading books than
before the test.

22o
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Eighty-two percent of the respondents
felt that, public libraries should spend tax
dollars on services such as CHANNEL
2000 Although this might suggest that
library viewdata services should be taxbased, subsequent focus-group interviews
indicated that remote use of these
services should be paid for by the
ifidividual, whereas on-site use should be

"free" Sixty-three percent of the test
population stated that they would
probably subscribe and pay for a
viewdata library service, if the services
were made available to them off-site
Behavioral.Effects of CHANNEL 2000

Fifteen percent of the users felt.that they
spent less time watching televisAon
programming during the three-month test
period Eight percent of the respondents
also indicated that they spent more time
talking with their children as a result,of
having CH*NNEL 2000 Statistical
cOnfidence cannot,be attributed to these
finds, although they may be indicative of
a positive behavioral effect rrilierent in
viewdata technology.

Conclusions
Viewdata and the Future
The most sought-after answer among
viewdata system operators today may be
to the question, what is the essential mix
of services required to stimulate
purchase?

Strong user indications show
convenience to be a partial answer
Transaction services (such as catalog
shopping and bill paying) will be the
foundation of successful viewdata
businesses. Entertainment and borne
security repeatedly test well, but really
are rrot within the definition'of viewdata
services Thatthese and other services
mey ultimately be offered by viewdata
service providers seems inevitable,.
however
Communications and computers are
the underpinnings of viewdata Without
them even the most seductive services
are unusable. Consequently, system
operator competition will be among the
telephone companies, cable operators,
aqd commercial timesharing companies. Competition among InforMation providers
will be strongest in areas with the least

product differentiationno great
revelation in itself Viewdata is a medium
of broail scope and depth (almost bk. .
definition), the market will support a wide
variety of information services'once 10 to
15 percent penetration is reached
From an environmental standpoint,
regulatory and legal issues will affect
diffusion of this innovation
-Interoperability of systems will be crucial

for the full potential of viewdata to be
realized. Copyright, royalty, and
privac'y/confidentiality issues will be

important and difficult to resolve, but
probably will not slow system
development.

Viewdita and Social Change,
ipcial changes that may be effected by
the develoilment of viewdata are major
and significant. Social impact will depend
on decisions regarding tbe methods of
distribution, pricing (aryl subsidizing),
explicit control of acces, and the nature
of promotion of the new medium. Social
consequences of such decisions therefore
bear critical examination.

.
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Availability of Information
Viewdata can increase the avallabllity of
information to the general public,
whether the immediate source is a library
or some other information provider. This
presents opportunities for new
approaches to general education for
people of all ages It also suggests an
alternative to newspapers f.or the.posting
of public notices and other community
information At the same time, viewdata,
like many other innovations ii4,
communication, will be most useful to
people who already have considerable
access to information The methods of
information selection, marketing,'
subsidizing, and pricing will have an
influence on how great this differential in
usefulness will be Increasing the
information gap could have serious
societal,consequences
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The suggeition that libraries assume a
role withiri this new distribution system
has special appeal in light of these
considerations.

Viewdata and Libraries

Libraries now stand on the threshold of
great opportunities. Emerging electronic
technologies provide-the potential for a
new age of community service in which
the library can command new attention
and financial support as an information
resource serving the survival, growth, and
recre'ational needs of Everyman. despite
their traditional consenAtive nature, even
.
despite increasingly difficult economic
conditions, libraries can achieve a
leadership role in meeting individual
information needs. Indeed there are those
that predict libraries must do so in order
to survive Aliocalyptic vision?
Hyperbole? Perhaps But the reality of
Rights and Needs'of Users
today's world is change, increasingly
Sources of information (authors,
publishers, etc ) and users of transactional rapid change. As its patrons accelerate
into the future; libraries must as,well. The
services must have control over
alternative is irrelevance And irrelevant
distrution of their information Until
institutions disappear
laws concerning viewdata mature,
copyrights and with them the livelihoods
New Meditim
of professional producers of some kinds
The library, as an institution, was
of information may be in Jeopardy. For
conceived in a simpler time, a time when
providers of transactional services, there
the records of mankind were printed,
is a dual need: ensuring privacy and
physical entities to be transported from
security, and convincing the users that
place to place, stored in rows on ;helves,
their confidence is warranted Government regulation will eventually fulfdl the handed from person to persbn,dt would
be foolish to suggest that books and
latter need, by setting standards for the
other forms of print-on-paper are doomed
former
to extinction. Books and other materials
Long-term effects of everyday 'use of
will continue to serve as archival media
viewdata to satisN'a variety of
for literature and records However, print
information needs could not be
will play an ever-diminishing role in the
deWmined in the timespan, of the
CHANNEL 2000 experiment. Conceivably, generation and dissemination of
ephemeral information, the continuously
self-education, community awareness,
.changing day-to-day:information we rely
and interpersonakOmmunications at
on to live in our fast-paced society. Just
short range (say within the family or at
work) will be affected, either positively or as books and other direct-perception '
negatively, although no clear evidence of media are eminently suitable 'for longterm storage, computer systems, with
such an effect was observed, It seems
their capabilities for rapid update and
likely that Fong-distance communication
communication of information, prove
will be affected by the availability of a
ideal for serving topical, timely
full electronic mail facility. Air4ines are
information needs.
forecasting a 5 to 6 percent negative
Libraries'have, of course, taken
impact on travel by 1990 Overall styles
advantage of,new technology
of use of information may change
(particularly computers) to an increasing
significantly in conformity with the
degree in recent decades. If one looks
strengths and weaknesses of videotex.
closely; however, technology has been
Such changes could have profound
used to automate, simplify, or streamline
effects on our basic forms of social
existing services, rather than to provide
interaction.
strictly new servfices made possible by
sophisticated machinery. Through
,
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computenzed resource sharing, OCLC
-itself has brought about automation of a
great deal of what was formerly tedious
and expensive manual work

New Opportunity
But where is an instance where
computers have been used to extend and
enhance service to patrons directly? And
if few can be found, wliat is the reason?
Certainly one reason is the crucial
importance of being able to integrate
innovations into the library setting Could
it be that the library ficA waited for the
right sysfem, at the right time? Could
viewdata be, in fact, the right technology
at the right time?
The importance of viewdata to the
library may perhaps be best appreciated
by considering the duality of function
inherent in contemporary Irbrary
operation collection and reference As
used here, "collection" refers to the
process of acquiring, organizing, and
making available for use the accumulated

records of mankindthe traditional
library role in society In the absence of'
theeimminent development of systems
permitting electronic delivery of entire
book-length texts, one can conclude that
the collection function is best served by
existing forms (traditionalists take heart?).
The book-on-shelf approach is as yet

,unthreatened in any real,sense by
developing technologies True believers in
"better living through. technology" are
best advised to examine the "reference"
or information-provichng function of the
library And there they find fertile ground
for the seeds of change
New Role

The earliest American public libraries
(circa 1880) had no reference function at
all as we understand it today Indeed, the
librarian whd helped a patron locate a
particular item was considered to be
performing beyond the calf of duty.
Gradually, a subgroupfirst called '
"special librarians," and then, "reference

librarians"emerged to satisfy growing
public demand
Over the years, the reference function
has in some cases expanded.toga point
where it is as important as the collection
function, which frequently serves in part
to support the reference function Has
public perception tracked this broadened
role? The answer is yes and no Yes, the
scholar,and the frequent patron take
advantage of the training and experience
of the professional reference librarian, to

use and appreciate this information

resource But no, for the citizen at large,

in 'Mt the library is probably not the
information source of choice The person
who needs information may simply never
consider the library And those who do
think of the library may not take the time
0(
to visit or call.,
By bringing the reference function of
the library directly into the patron's
home, dormitory, or office Via viewdata,
the "energy barrier",associated with
awareness and use of ale library is
removed An enhanced viewdata syStem,
perhaps in a hyb4d form permitting
patron access to extensive data bases,'
mediated by professional refererice
specialists, could in effect result in a
"distributed library system

The bools-on-shelt approach is
as set unthreatened

New Relevance

Community-oriented services are difficult
for a large national viewdata system to
provide However, they lend themselves
to the existing public library form Public
participation in library systems will
increase only in proportion to the
convenience of such participation The
substitution of communication for
transportation provides an increased
convenience sufficient to ensure more
frequent selection of the library as a
choice for satisfaction of information
needs. Serious attempts to meet those
needs will, in turn, ensure continuing
relevance of libraries and their service
New Beginnings
On behalf.of libraries CHANNEL 2000
provided a first step user attitudes and
demands were assessed, additional
services were identified, the existing
technical and business environments were
evaluated, and social issues were
considered. The conclusions ire positive.
Libraries' have an opportunity to play a
plenary role in eVolvingv viewdata
serYices.

OCLC we'Continue to explore and
assess this,new medium and sits value foi

libraries through Viewtelan exciting
new viewdata project under way at OCLC

*
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Libraries hase an opportunity to
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Information
Providers
Frank Greenagel
Academic American Encyclopedia
101 College, Road East
Princeton, NJ 08540
John Fisher

Bank One of Columbus
100 East Broad Street
Columbus, OH 43215
Lauri Zofan
Columbus Regional Information Service
Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce
37 North High Street
Columbus, OH 43215
Celianna Taylor
Computer Utihty for Publiertnformation
P 0 Box 3244
University Station
Columbus, OH 43210

Marlin Languis
Early and Middle Childhood Education
College of Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
Richard Sweeney
Pubhc Library of Columbus and Frankhn County
Hamilton Road

C umbus, OH 43213

PUBLIC LIBRARY OF COLUMBUS & FRANKLIN COUNTY*
The Public Library of Columbus & Franklin County (PLCFC) was
interviewed because of its involvement with the OCLC's 'CHANNEL
As described in the interview report on CHANNEL
2000 Project.
since the project was an experimental one and the network
2000,
was never in operational mode, many of the questions included in
the Intervibw Guide were nbt pertinent to this interview.
owever, since the PLCFC has had many innovative projects related
and many more are being Panned,
the use of new technology,
Richard
the interviewer took the opportunity to explore with Mr.
Sweeney his personal views on many of.the questions asked in the
Interview Guide.
.

Ilv

1
1

RELATIONSHIP,WITH CHANNEL 2b00

was involed at the early
Sweeney,
The respondent, "Mr.
conceptual phase of CHANNEL 2000 in early 1979 when CHANNEL
2000's-project director, Thomas D. Harnish, read one of Sweeney's

1

articles discussing the future of home information dellivery.
Sweeney left Michigan and became director of the PLCFC later that
s stem . development
year when CHANNEL 2000 began to star its
ard catalog, wai
v
ume
Since the PLCFC's 300,000
phase.
it was natural
e
available in machine-readable form at tha
information,
important
that the library would become one of the
providers for OCLC's CHANNEL 2000.
The PLCFC provided its machine-readable catalog information
in turn, transmitted the library catalog informato OCLC which,
to
those
from
the 200 eest households which requested the
tion
OCLC's CHANNEL 2000 served as a
a
In
sense,
information.
It was felt, however, that the interaction
switching station.
BecauSe of the
between OCLC and PLCFC could have been better.
minimum interaction between them, OCLC could not benefit from the
librarians at the PLCFC during database construction phase.

Sinc-d-CHANNEL 2000 was an experimental project, it was felt,
from the information provider's point of view, that the.goals of
As to
the project were well communicated among network members.
were
the questi.ons relating to the extent to which project goals
achieved, it was pointed out that the chicken and e'grs
problem
Niewtext technology should deal with a very dynamic,
did exist,
Yet,
updated.'
file which ii cOnstantly changing and ,beip
CHANNEL 2000's,,databases Were pre-determined,and some were quite,
For example, the Community Calendar information
limited in size.
file was.at least three months old by the end of the test period;
the value of the information provided to the seekers was
thus,
greatly decreased.
The interview cAs conducted on May 11, 1982, at the PLCFC,
CplumbusiOH with Director Richard Sweeney.
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GOALS FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICE
Basicalry,
the -public library, according to
the role of
Mr..Sweeney is to provide information utility to end-users free
of charge.
In other words,
information such as bus schedules,
a nem3index, League of Women Voters activities, and information
should be delivered to end users through one
on conventions
mechanism.
These -types of information are mutually owned and
funded by several organizations,
yet can be coordinated by, the
public library for dissemination purposes.
Thus, the library is
serving as a central swAching mechanism for information access.

The library can best deal with free infOrmation utility. Mr.
that the library should not be heavily involved
Sweeney believes
with the provision of that consumer information which should be
paid for,
such as sales information of appliancesA in lar e
metropolitan ciripa Insteed,be thinks that this lattertype
irfoztion
Provision shouldbe provided through commercial channels.
TESTING PERIOD
During the 3-month testing period, October:.December 1980,
PLCFC had one CHANNEL 2000 terminal in the library for the
entire period,
and it was available for the use of library
patrons during all ,library hours.
Incidental*, one of the
library staff was randomly selected by CHANNEL 2000 as one of the
test households.
4
the

I1CFC'S RESPONSIBELiTY
,

.1"ti

The PLCFC also provided automatic book borrowing services to
those people auuthatest houdeholds during the test period. That
was an extremely successful operation,
which generated, much
greater library.book borrowing. fer those who had been infrequent
library users.
As expected,
the services consumed a great deal
of staff time. Thus; as the experiment 'went on,
it was necessary
for the library to place a restriction on automatic book borrow
i4g (nine books per user per roquest from home).
./

,.

II

II

II

POLICY RELATED TO CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES
The. respondent felt strongly that a library
consumer
network dhould'consider the following as its primary

( illformation
ctivities:

II

.

6, Information acquisition .and organization
Information dissemination
Information referral
Document delivery

II

Since the library's role is to provide information from all
pbints of view, then on the scale of"1" to "5", with "5" asde least
iMportant,
the respondent ranked the other 5 'activities In the
following way:

1
22 7
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-213 Consumer education
Information interpretation/advice
Advocacy

3

.

. Lobbying

4
4
5
5

Problem-solving

,PUBLICITY OF CONSUMER SERVICES
to
The PLCFC utilizes a combination of publicity means
advertise its consumer information services. These means are:

Direct mailing of brochures
Business newsletters
Radio, TV
Of these, direct mailing has been found to be most effective.

CJSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES - PRESENT AND FORTHCOMING
Presently the
practical consumer
ter programming.
network activities

PLCFC offers over 100 educational programs on
topics such as car servicing and microcompuIt is expected 'that in the next,two years, new
will be provided in two areas:

Ready reference network
Remote searching assistance
new technology will

is also expected that in the future,
It
applied to the following new projects:

be

Literacy project with the use of videodisc, microcomputers, and audio systems
Interactive cable TV programs which will discuss books
on various subjects
of these new prQjects are to be initiated in line
information.utility concept as discussed earlieri

All

With

the

, CONSUMER .INFORMATION'SOURCES
-

'

types of,
infOrmation services,
information sources were"' ranked in the following order in terms
Qf their importance and usefulness, with "1" as "most useful":
In

proiding-,consimer

Journal publications
Personal contaCts
Sook publications
Newsletters
Trade publications
Mailing lists from agencies
Government publications
Government agencies
Radio/TV spots

1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3

.

4
-
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CRITERIA FOR CONSUMER INFORMATION PROVISION
was felt by
the respondent
that all five factors
mentioned - cost in money,
cost in time,
up-to-dateness of
information,
accuracy of answer, and undetstandability of answer
- were equally important.
It

.

FUNDING

I

All
existing projects are supported by the library's
operating budget.
However,
grant funding will:be solicited for
new projects such as the literacy project.
,

USERS OF CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES AT THE PLCFC
The library has regularly conducted professional market
surveys about 6 months prior to the annual tax levy time.
Ongoing community analyses have been conducted on focus groups by
the library staff as well.

As a result of these studies, a proposal Eor reorganization,
is
with the creation of a)new Consumer Information Department,
being considered.
The difficulty of implementing such a proposal
lies maj.nly in two areas.

Traditional way of library organization of collection
materials
Librarians' lack of training 'nand preparation for consuMer information areas
USER SATISFACTION
Theimost important criteria in determining the effectiveness
of the library's consume
information services are ranked in the
following order ,of importance:
'

1.

3.

Number of users who use,the same service again
Cost per request for the relevant information,
pfovided
Focus groups' 'evaluation'

The continuing support of the library administration for'the consumer information servibes can be tested by whether .0r.. ,not the
city vo'testo providethe needed tax levy. This is another excellent way to determine the effectiveness of the library's services.

22
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CASE 5

REGIONAL ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION CENTER
DENVER PUBLIC LIBRARY*

BACKGROUND

the Conservation Library Center of North America4.
In 1960,
a part of the Denver Public Library, was founded as a repository
for information related to the conservation of natural resources,
holds papers and assorted other
It
energy, and environment.
materials for individuals, societies, and organizations active in
Carilart,
the conservation movement including those of Arthur H.
the,Forest History Society, and the
the American Bison Society,
Outaoors,Writers Association., The Center also serves as a clearinghouse for current informatron op environmental issues, housing
over 19;000 books, 1,,000 serial titles, 700 manuscript boxes and
It also has access to the Denver
file drawers of pamphlets.
95
These
Public Library's collection of goverhment publications.
government offivarious resources are used by business people,
and researchers,
scientists
lawyers,
consultants,
cials,
students, educators, and conservationists meeting everyday inforIt is interesting to note that
mation needs.
"Companies, consulting firms, environmental organizations,
and government agencies doing research on: energy
development, new recreational areas, land use, Water,
air, wildlife, use the Conservation Library for guidance
to information on ecology, environmental impaqtsi socioeconoffiic impacts; environmental history, laws, regulations,
policies.

Television stations and newspapers rely on the Conservation
Library for accurate objective information and background
materials son resource issues..
When the Colorado DiviSion of Wildlife reintroduced the
river otter to Colorado on land belonging to the Denver
Water Board, both agencies came to the _Conservation Library
for facts.

Forest
Bureau of. Land Management and the U.S.
Service have both contracted with the Conservation Library
to do technical studies on endangered and unique species.
The

1

U.S.

Lawyers use the government manuals, legal decisions, laws,
regulations, historical records, available through the
Conservation-Library in advising their clients and

*This report is based on an interview with Linda Cumming,
Head, Conservation Library, conducted in August 1981.
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procedure on cases.

(1)

'budget
p"determining
a reduced
Library facing the
Conservation
Public
the Denver
directed
agencies
In- 1975,
with federal
curtail expenditures
Contact
the.need
to
and
Energy/Environment
its own funding.
Library to seek establishment of the:Regional
of
the Conservationa
This unit
resulted in the
1977.
agencies to maintain
Center in June
of
Federal
information.
Information
the desire
Aid
for energy/environment
Library that it
'Library embodies
clearinghouse
Public
Library
Denver
of the
centralized
the Conservation
libraryYwhen Research and Development
Accepting the'arguments
build
its
own
Enernot need to in existence, the Energy the Department of
gency,
merged,into
was already
Protection
(ERDA) (later
Regional
Environmental
wi,th
the
Administration
of the newly created
to
in conjunctiOn
activities established a FTS telephone to
gy),
year's
first
ERDA
accessible
funded the
pilot project. throUghout the naeion
in getting
Center as a
difficulty lines or
resources
encounter
not
information
Users do
make
thtough three FTS Often the
be
received
the entire region.
calls %an
Public Library.
hand to
of the Denver
through since
enough staff on
switchboard
always
person on
the-general
that there is not
there is only one
problem
is
main
on some occasions
handle the calls;
linef,
duty.
calls on the FTS
This
scollect
Center accepts Department of Energy.
Regional
government
the
The
but the
1981,
then paid for by
the Denver
which are supposed to end in July of
Nonetheless,
the
the service.
payment was
funding for
discontinued
alternative
yet
information
seeking
has not as
free
.Library is currently provision of consumer
The
Public
public'demands
"The
do
service.
having
totelephone
without
telgphone 'service..
active
answered
requires an
and,wants questions themselves.
information," search for information
the
an extensive
Library has assumed
It
has
Public
the Denver
operational.
Once establi'shed,for keeping the Cehter Federal agencies -and
Cayton,
agreements with
major responsibility
cooperative support. According to Colleen
Public
renegotiated
of the Denver
additional
Relations
sought
and Public
actively
Director of Development
Library,
agencies does not
budgeted to Federal information services
"The money
earmarked for libraries. What we do
carry an amount
for public
terms
our services in
and certainly not
and
product
and
is package our the current program priorities
on
sell
them
We must
which relate to
vital
to
specific
agency.
budgets of a
services' are
that
information
Often-times,
that
the fact
objectives.
in selling
challenge comes
of
achieve their program
The
real
is-capable
is the easy part:.that a public library
them on the fact
pamphlet
,information
general
a
1
Library,"
"Conservation Denver Public Library.
by the
distributed

1
1

Si

-j
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1
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presenting the rationale as well as delivering the
services which warrant their serious consideration of
the proposals we submit: (2)

1
1

-

'In 1979 and 1980, the Department of Energy and Department of
Agriculture continued their funding and promption of the Center.
Additional financial support cape from the state budget for the
Colorado Resource Center, lOtal tax-appropriated library funding,
which supported the materials budget of the Conservation Library,
Information
the Energy
Federal agencies:
the following
and
-Administration,
Environmental Protection AgencY, and Bureau of
the
With,sources of Federal monies drying up,
Land Management.
Center must seek alternative funding, if it is to survive.

''!"

THE CENTER TODAY
The objective of the Regional Center is "to ptcvide a
centralized information system accessible to the residents of the
ten-hstate Rocky Mountain 'energy-impacted' region." Greatest use
Though
made by residents, of the city and county of Denver.
is
residents from all .parts of Colorado as well as other states
kontana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexicoi.North and South
(Arizona,
Iiçah
and Wyoming) are encpuraged to avail themselves of
Dakota,
the service most users are from the city and county of Denver.

I.
1

..

1

the
The staff acquires current-information on energy and
periodical and
books,
environment in the form of pamphlets,
newsletter articles, publications of federal and state government
conference
and
statements),
impact
egyironmental
(e.g.,
The Regional Center maintains an eighteen fiveproceedings.
which contains pamphlets and ephemera.
drawer verti,Cal file,
"associaThis file is divided into subject headings such as
For
tions," "bibliographies," "directories," and "meetings."
someone
interested
in
Greenpeace
will
find
an
extensive,
exatple,
Staff members ffionitor newspapamphlet collectton on the topic.
newsletters, and periodicals for pertinent information.
pers,
They index articles and consumer studies from periodical& such as
The
Home Energy Digest and Alternative Sources of Information.
year.
Recognimateriais budget is little more than $1,000 per
zing the diverse forms in which essential information can'exist,
staff maintains a referral file ;to qdirect the private
the
citizen'not only to the appropriate agency, but to the individual
who possesses . the necessary information to answer a 'specific
people call wanting to -know what
'For example,
question." (3)
2

"Essay for EIC Environmeptal Outreach Award,"
document of the Center, December 24, 1980, p. 5.

internal

3

"How RE/EIC Works ta./grier Your quesJoan Hinklemeyer,
tions," Energy/Environment Information (The Regional Energy/
Number,1,
Volume 1,
Environment Information Center 14ewsletter),
(November 19801, p. 1.
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- 218 agency handles consumer complaints.
In addition, the Center has
computer access to RECON (Department'of Energy) database as well
as to Lockheed, System Development Corporation, and Bibliographic
Retrieve* Services, Inc. The computer service, which is not well
publicized to clientele, doei not,receive extensiye use.

.

The Center' disseMinates
information,
provides, document
delivery services, engages in referral activities,
acquires and
organizes information, and offers consumer education programs.
It
has a
$3,000 contract from the Western Solar Utilization
Network (Western SUN1 to aid the Colorado library'community and *
educators in becoming better informed about energy/environment
issues.
Staff members from the Center travel around the state
advise libraries in ,the development of energy collections at.a
minimal cost and alert them
to various types of resources. sib
They also encouragg_referral to the Center and use of their on- "
line databases.
'Mese workshops have increased the number of
referrat,s to the Center. Referrals ,come mainly from libraries in
the states of 'Colorado,
Wyoming, and Utah.
Infrequent referrals
come from other ibraries and government agencies.
.

The Centet has a six-mor)th contract (recently renewedwith
the State Energy Extension Sdrvice (EES), which aids consumers in
Service of the Department of Agriculture). (4)
The EES receives
assorted information gathered ana compiled by the New York Institute of Technologn the Institute,does this on a contracted basis
for the U.S. Department of Energy.
Robert Brown, Head.of the
State 'Energy Extension Service,
finds that his staff as well as
the personnel from the various regional energy extension offices
lack the ti:me and energy.to sift through the assorted softcover
photocopies of periodical and newspaper articles; gover'..,books,
nment reports,
pamphlets, and notices of energy-related film.s to
ind those that'might be useful.
Further; those materials which
are, not discarded are not well integrated with other office
resources.
This complicates efforts.to retrieve desired,information.
The collection therefore is difficult %o use.

II

II

,

,

Under the contract,
Mr.
Brown sends to.the Center any new
material received by the New York Institute of Technology.
In'
return,
the Center makes the material'More accessible 'and.useful
by
supplying annotations,
subject ;headings
for filing, and
critical appraisals af the value and potential audience.
!This.
service aids collection devielopment for.the Center,
since staff
members see materials that they otherwise might not. ,The Center,
Which retains a copy of the.meterial,
has set aside $100"for the
,EES branched in each state so that the offices can recluest photoqopies ofny useful annotated material. The cost of the servide
is then deducted,from the $100 deposit account. This'servibe has,
generated an increased volume of business. On the negative side,
,photocopying has coniumed a large share of orie staff member's
more effective,
timp., To be
the Center wanted. to hi're
a
.person who would have sple reSponsiblity for making copies,
4

The,ttate Energy Extension Service cfrovides information' on
such issues as what is the best wood burning stove,
ge,sahol, and
EPik ettimated'gas mileage.

II

II

.

11

II

II
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According to Linda Cumming, Head of the Conservation Library,
service is based on the belief that to be a viable part of
this
itself as
city government; a public library must demonstrate
useful or indispensabld to the public and funding agencies.
information brokers or other groups will
this is done,
Unless
step in and further erode the potential role of public libraries.
The Environmental Protection Agency has entered into a
contract with the Regional Center to develop more effective
Center
the.
to
this,
Pursuant
public 'outreach" programs.
initiated a free newsletter, "Energy/Environment Information," in
November 1980, providing consumer information, news stories and
activitiegjof the Regional Center. Since the eontract supporting
this project expires the end of September 1980, the Denver Public
the
tha,t
Library is searching for a financial alternative so
It has cost $9,000 to produce five
newsletter can continue.
the past year for distribution to more than, 10,000
issues in
Users of the collection
people mainly from the western region.
In dddition
can be placed on the mailing list if they so desire.
the newsletter, in inviting readers
to reaching a wide audience,
to "call us collect (303) 837-5994,P generates good publicity for
the Regional'Center and the Denver Public Library.

research
Regional Center administers
the
Finally,
contiacts for agencies such as the Bureau of .Land Management.
the Denver Public
None of the money goes directly to the Center;
Library is responsible for some of the overhead, while the rest
The feeling is
to the researcher conducting the contract.
goes
the future, .the
if similar projects are to be pursued in
that
Center must receive-financial reimbursement for administration of
the contracts.

the Denver Public Library is
Due to budgetary constraints,
and open with restricted hours only five
closed on Thursdays,
however,
Persons wishing.to consult the library,
days a week.
p.m:
9.
to
a.m.
on a FTS line and receive service .7
can call
on Friday and
to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday and 7 a.m.
Saturday (the library itself does not open until 10 a.m.).
Undoubtedly these hours will further encourage ,consumers to'
telephone their questions," rather than personally visit the
Regional,,Center.
The professional staff consists of three full-time and two
clerk,
One
half-time librarians, four of whom.have the M.L.S.
two , people on
one shelverr one editor (for the newsletter),
contracts, and five volunteers comprise the remainder of the
The professional staff,
as well as the clerk and editor
staff.
Professional staff
can engage fin public service activities.
They lack
members are now specialists in energy/environment.
through
but
have
offset
this
backgrounds
in
the
area,
academic
attending conferences and workshops,
expensive work experience,
The training office of the Denver Public Library conducts
etc.
workshops on the art of interviewing.
,
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Staff turnover since the beginning of 1980 has been low.
However, due to further budget cuts in the Denyer Public Library
system,
one of the professional staff may be terminated necessitating the reassignment
of a worker from another part of the /
library to the Conservation Library.
-

Even wi4h the increasing number of clientele and reference
questions,
and the decreasing outside financtal support and the
potential loss of one position, the stalf does not impose limits
on the,amount of time spent in* helping people.
They try,to meet
information needs'and to encourage repeated use of the collection
.

and se,rvices.

Linda L.
Cumming,
head of the Conservation Libra* since
1980, has focused her effortb on the organiiation,of collections,
improved dissemination of information content, and copstmer
education (awareness of the Regional Center and its service
role).
Many items in the collection have not been catalogued and
entered into the official records of the Denver Public Library
system.
Librarians outside the Conservation Library and the
users who consult them may be Unaware that the library has many
newsletters and state documentS.
To provide better service .in
the system,
and for librarians and users elsewhere, union lists
of holdings, must give a better indication of the extent and type
of holdings.
Her emphasis conforms with the objective of the
Center:
to demonstrate
"the value and cost-effectiveness of
building new information capabilities into existing resources and
information sources." The Center provides evidence that a public
library can serve as an information clearinghouse
servicing
libraries as well as non-library organizations.

/
-

,

1,

Existing as part of the Denver Public Library,
and as the
clearinghouse for Federal and state agencies,
the
Conservation
is
affAiated
Library (of which the Regional Center is a part)
with sever l networks.
This picture, however,
is changing now
that
the
availability of Federal monies is declining.
The
Regional 1 enter, currently operating without Federal suppOrt,
needs to attract alternative funding if it is to survive.
In a message to Congressfdated September. 26, 1981,, President
Carter transmitted the Report of the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services and his recommendations on
public access to information.
In it,
he noted that "the Denver
Public Library is one example of a library that is working
closely with several,agencies tomake consumer and environmental
information available.
I encourage and support cooperation like
this'."
The National Commission on Libraries and Information
Service has also acknowleaged theevalue of the Conservation
Library and helped arrange for Barbara Bush, wife of the VicePresident,
to
visit Denver and the Library on September 18 and
19,
1981.
lir visit will generate publicity, and it is hoped,
encourage local Republicans to contribute money for the
support
of the Center's programs and services (see Addendum for ,in .update
on the proposed visit.)

,

L.
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USER -STATI,STICS

whether they are walk-in or telephone callers, are
asked to complete part of a questionnaire for each inquiry;
mgst users are -willing to
according to Regional Center -staff,
questionnaire is theri
The remaining part of the
cooperate.
completed by staff members. The questionnaire (see Figures 1 and
provides a good indication of the types of reference
2) (5)
'questions asked, the nature of the clientele, the resources used,
Completeness of the
etc.
whether referral was 'necessary,
questionnaire and the nature,of the summary statistics -compiled
The criteria
minimize the need to survey users in other ways.
with which the Conservation library judges te success of the
consumer service are:
Users,

fo

'

number of questions received
whether the question was answered
whether referral was provided (if referral is
staff members make the
outside the Denver area,
They
call and relay the information to the user.
they
if
the same within the Denver area
will do
feel users need-this service)

The only
Referral can save the user both time and money.
question that a user survey would answer is whether-a user having
.organization dr individual
agency,
the outside
to contact
the
necessary
information
and
was fully satisfied with
received
the referral.
It
might be useful to summarize trends from the monthly
Users of the
before discussing interview findings:
statistics
Regionalt- Center are most likely to come from the city or county
of Denver, or a nearby suburb ,(these account for approximately .87
percent of the users). The r,ematning users come frpmPother parts
Following is a ranking
of the state-(8%) and other states (5%).
of the.major groups according to frequency of use:'

Students
Business People
Consumers
Government Officials
Faculty, Private Organizattons, and Libraries
Since approximatelyalf of the users have previbusly coftted
the Center's resources, the frequency of repeate4 users becomes a
5

Data on users has
questionnaires will be
Center's-Joss of Federal
are answered by mail and
in the newsletter.

The
been gathered since January 1930..
redesigned now in light of the Regional
support. Additional reference questionS
the publication of consumer information

).
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Figure.1.
REGIONAL ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT
Date

By

DENVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
INFORMATION CENTER
Tine in:
Telephone
Tina out:
Mail
Elapsed tine:
ILL

Question4

Referral to:
'

Name:

Denver/City/County
Suburban/outside Denver

Address:

CO

Outside CO, please specify:

Z/P
Telephone:

After providing help requested:

outside Denver/Suburban

help.
"We are taking a survey of the people we
May / ask you a few quick questions?"
sOOL

"Have you used our

services or called liefore?"

NO
YES

"About how often?"

services?"
"How did you hear ot learn about our
Librarian
Brochure
Newspaper
Card catalog
Phone directory
Friend

Poster/display
Radio
: Teacher

Other:

represent?"
do you work for, or whom do you
"What kind of organization
Private organization
Business
Academia
Student

Government

Self

Faculey

Library

Other:

1,

for our newsletter?"
"Msy we put you on thb mailing list
NO
"Same as above?" YES
YES

NO

Z/P

Name:
Adtress

Sources:

Already on

BoOks
Conference/
Proceedings

Indexes
Magazines

..womerwoomo

Pamphlets
Documents

Other:

Material sent from:

DOE
E/A

BLM
DOE

EPA
Other:

RE/EIC

For staff use only
the following contractors:
fulfills the mission Of
An answer to this question
Energy Information Administration
Colorado Resource Center
EPA
1
Dept. of Energy
Bureau of Land Management
Dept. of Agriculture
Other:

2'4".

._.,

'

Figure 2.

- 223 User Questiondaire Form
Denver Public Librarl

Regional Energy/Environmeni/Information Center (RE/EIC)

YOU USE THE RE/EIC,
urn it to us. Please
your help.

We need your help,to provide better service to you. EACH T
please fill out this questionnaire when/you have-time and r
feel free to comment on any or all questions. Thank you fd
Date:

'What is the nature of your project, question, or the services used?

Did a RE/EIC staff member refer you somewhere efse?
Where?
YES
Where do you live?

NO

Denver/City/County
Suburban/outside Denver
CO - outside Denver/Suburban

Have you used RE/EIC services or called RE/EIC before?
About how often?
YES

Outside CO, please
specify:

,

NO

How did you hear or learn about RE/EIC services?
Brochure

Librarian

Poster/display

Card catalog
Friend

Newspaper

Program

Phone directory

Radio

Teacher

Other, specify%

What kind of organization'do you wotk for, or whom do you represent?
Academia

Business

Private organization

Student

Government

Self

Faculty

Library

Other:,

What sources of materials did you use?
Bodks

Documents:

Conference proceedings

Indexes

Magazine:,
4

Pamphlets

Other:

Did you pick up any free material?

NO

YES

Comments (use other side for more-space):
May we put you on the mailing list for our newsletter?
YES

NO

Already on

Name:

ZIP

Address

For staff use only
4

An answer to this question fulfills the milision of the following contractors:
Energy Information Administration
Colorado Resource Center
EPA
Dept. of Energy
Bureau of Land Management
Dept. of Agriculture
.

Other:

Time patron arrived:
left:

Elapsed time:
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If first time users had
effectiveness.
criterion for determining
collection, it was primarily from:
been 'i.eferred to the
Denver Public
(within and outside the
.

;

librariaris

.

Pages of the telephone
advertiAements in the Yellow
directory
word of mouth from previous users
newsletter, workshops,
include 'lle
staff
The major means Of publicity
reference questions,
In
answering
of
and" word of mouth.. most likely.to consult (ranked in order
and
users
are
members
frequency of use):
.

-Library)

.

books
magazines
(Federal and state)
government publications
pamphlets and ephemera
indexing and abstracting services
other
contacts, etc.)
..,

.

-

personal knowledge
conferenceiproceedings

4

-

Regional
75 percent of the
Linda
Cumming,
Few
questions
According
are energy related.
Center's reference questionsof water pollution and environment
Table 1 reproduces some of
are received in the areas
to
energy)...
all of
(except those relating asked.
It is obviolis that not
is
This
the reference questions
of *consumer information.
Students
definition
our
them fit
the major user groups.
confirmed by the examination oftheses, 'as well as users needing
papers and
working on term work-related needs, are not raising consumer
the Regional Center's
information for
With this in mind,
questions.
people seeking
related
should be put forth:
(non-work
consumers
themselves
definition of
for
information
percent
energy/environment
December 1980, for,example, 29
From
July
to
situations).
consumer-related.
of the questions asked were
is
of the egional Center
the
serivce
User satisfaction with(1) Aluestionnaire res onses and letters
after
determined in three ways:
(2) oral c_onfrnents made
number
satisfied
customers,
written by
need, and (3) monitoring the
resolution of the information
of repeated users.
services to
Library has to justify its Demonstrating
The Conservation
for continuing support. the-Library can
outside funding sources
For example,
support can go in different forms.
showing the services proquestionnaires
or the Library !can
produce data from the
or staff,
agency's
clientele
an
to
the
one provided by the
vided
contract such as
report
the
terms
of
a
of this
fulfill
the latter part
Service;
Energy Extension
detail.
discusses the contract in greater

2'3j

,

I
I
I

)

xekerral file (personal

to

Ia

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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TABLE 1: SAMPLE REFERENCE QUESTIONS ASKED

44.

1.

Energy efficiency of refrigerators

2.

Information on solar tax incentives

3.

Have books or golernment documents on a particular topic

4.

List of endangered species

5.

Which whales are endangered

6.

How to design.a coal burning furnade

7.

ft-values for

8.

Rating of wood.stoves

9

Care for'injured baby hawk

1

10.

Habits of coyote

11.

Where.are nearby jogging trails

12.

Phone number for EPA hazardous materials division

13:

Information on a particular gove
temperature regulation for off
concerning thermostat settings

14.

Grants for'home energy systems

15.

Information an degree days

16.

,InfOrmation on grasshopper control

17.

Ctnverting a greenhouse fromnatural gas ta coal

18.

A list of curriculum guides issued by Department of Energy

19.

Information on starting a business in the,energy field

20.

Address or phone number of a government agency (e.g., where
to call for information:on tax rebates for solar energy)

21.

Incubation period for robin eggssand what to feed robins

22.

Definition of ac

23.

Gasohol

24.

Information on. Greenpeace

me nt regulation (e.g.,
buildings; are regulations
11 in effect)

P

rain

1

2u
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The
Regio,l Energy/Environment Information Center has
between
cooperation
example of
"a
'unique
represented
states and local governffents, and between energy/enviFederal,
Furronment.interests in both the public and private sectors."
at
the
Center
believe
that
it
has
demonstrated
"the
ther,
staff
information
value '.and cost effectiveness of building new
services."
capabilities into existing resources and information
the
Center has
statement that
This is the only goal
(6)
developed.

Linda Cumming was asked her opinion on how well the netUsing a
work's consumer goals are defined and communicated.
least
one
("to
the
greatest
extent")
td
five
("to
the
scale of
extent"), she was first asked to what extent she believes members
of the network are aware of the consumer goals. Her rating_was
know of the/
"four", beoause she finds that governMent officials
These officials
service but do not use it as much as they might.
As
appear reluctant to refer questions to the'Regional Center.
other
and
end,
users
of
the
network
(citizens
to what_skten
libraries) are aware of the service, the rating was a three.. The
If these are
newsletter-and the workshops create an awareness.
discontinued due to a lack of financial support, the rating would
s. Cumming believes that the goals provide a workable
decrease.
he daily 4eration of the service (a rating of
framework
_that the Center has developed plans to mee the goal
four)
(also a four).

Library has actively and aggressively
The Denver -Public
Network
sought money, but dtpresent support is hard to generate.
*goals cannot be accompli'shed without this support; "our hands are
tied due to the lack of money." Ns Cumming questions whether the
Center can exist if suppor.t is not forthcoming.
relation to the network goal, Ms. Cumming was queried
She was asked to
the
importance of certain activities.
about
rate each on a scale-, with one as "most important" and five as
important at all." Five activities all rated highest prio"not
rity (information acquisition, information organization, informaand
lobbying).
informatioa referral,
dissemination,
tion
Lobbying attracts 'funds that facilitate the maintenance of the
Document delivery and probleai-solving
present level of services.
Consumer educatibn was listed is a three, with
both rated a two.
advocacy and information interpretation/advice accorded a five.
She questioned if public libraries, which are funded by municipal
taxpayers should engage in advocacy ordinformation interpretaIn

tion.
6

"Energy/Environment
par7phlec of the Reo,ional

information,"
anzer.

2.11

a

general

information
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FUTURE STUDIES

.

I.

When asked about the type of.consumer services that the
Regional Center would kike to provide over the next two years,
It "Upends on having the
Cumming qualified her retponse.
Ms.
If
financial
sUpport
were available, she would
necessary money."
to.compile
a
directory
of
consumer
information relating to
like
"solar
energy is crying for
that
noted
She
solar. energy.
sell
information"
and
that
such
a
reference.work'would
onsumer
However, she observed "to make money you must already have
well.
Other services that she would like to offer are continuait."
adoption of telecommunication so that
tion of the'newsletter,
interaction
with the entire ten state
there could be quick
and
the
'provision
of
on-line
access to some of its referegion,
rence sources (e.g., the referral and ver,tical files).

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER NETWORKS

1

The Regional Library does not maintain formal, links with
ocher networks engaged in the provision of consumer information
Contacts are established informally through attendance
services.
Staff members, however,
association and other meetings.
at
They contact
non-library,networks
whenever
necessary.
consult
They might also
private organizations and government officials.
presuming
clientele,
refer consumers to other members of their
individuals are willing to accept referrals.
these

staff members will handle referrals f
noted earlier,
information
available outside the Denver ar a.
patrons needing
to determine
these
cases
they
can
interact
with the patrons
In
In
met.
well
their
consumers'
information
needs
have
been
how
referthoe instances in which the patrons themselves make the
staff members cannot determine how well information needs
ral,
They lack the time and staff to recall these people to
are met.
It is interesting to note that
determine referral satisfaction.
the Regional Center again.
referred
will
use
those
many of
repeat use provides one measure of satisfaction.
Consequently,
As

1

FUND ALLOCATION
The
Most of the budget supports public service activities.
from the
budget for the last fiscal- year consisted of monies
Federal Government (85%), state government (5%), local government
and contracts (8%). Consumer services, excepting computer
(2%),
searching, ere provided free._ Computer searching is infrequently
faculty, and conservation
Major user groups (students,
used.
organizations) expec,t free information and seem unwilling to pay
Business people, on the other hand, are willing to pay,
,for it.
while government officials feel that they are already paying for
of
the service (since Federal agencies provide, a large percent
the Regional Center's budget).

The public serviee budget for the last,,and probably for the

2'12
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next,

fiscal year went in support of the delivery of information
consumer education (107), and on-line bibliographis
services
(57.).
According to Ms. Cumming,
consumer education,
which encompasses the newsletter and the workshops,
is the area
in which
the administration of the Denver Public Library- might
like to see the Regional Center expand.
However,
the Lack of
staff and time make it difficult to Undertake any further obliga(857.),

tions.

Even with the severe curtailment of Federal funding,
the
Center would like to maintain the current level of programs and
sei-vices.
In order
to do this,
the staff must find revenues
elsewhere to offset diminishing Federal support.
INFORMATION TRANSFER AND NEW ,TECHNOLOGY

More consumer information services are becoming available in
nonconventional ways (e.g., home delivery of information and the
provision of information at supermarkets by utilizing new technology such as computer terminal facilities).
With this In mind,
Linda Cumming was asked about the rble of new technology for the
.consumer information currently provided.=
She sees the value of
telecommunicatiat, including cable television and home computers.
It
would be helpful to place terminals at Various service,points
in the Denver public Library system for public use.
If
funding
is available, the Library system might use telefacsimiles so that
photocopies of material held at a particular location in the
system could be generated and quickly sent to the patron in need.
The major advantage of new technology, assuming the cost jfactor
can be controlled,
that people can quickly identify and gain
access to needed Information%
FIVE FACTORS
Ms.
Cumming'was pregented with five factors related to the
provision of consumer informa4on services and asked to rate
their importance.
ker ranking is as folloWs:

up-to-dateness of information
accuracy- of'the answer
understandability of the answer
the time it took
the cost in money
-,

The first three she believes, are interrelated and of importance
to consumers.
They want current and accurate information', which
they can understand.- In some cases, up-to-dateness mas7 be af
overriding importance.
For:exanple, persons seeking information
relating to governmental' regulation need to know how
the
regulation applias righ: now.
They are concerned ,::h ti.:7.e and
cost,

,if it is their tin7e and mo'nev.
;iotveve-r, i.f,:nese factors
cost .and time,
they
become

refer -to library and l!brarian
inconsequential to the user.

r,
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ROLE OF PUBLIC LiBRARIES IN PROVIDING
CONSUMER ,INFORMATION SERVICES
'

:

-

.

Public libraries need to find innovative ways to survive:
They must compete successfully with other informatioil providers
they
For example,
and offer services in demand by the public.
should be active in the.provision of consumer information and
give highest priority (rated a one by Ms. Cumming) to informgtion
dissemination, and referral. Public
acquisition, organization,
libraries must take on a more active role as a referral agene.
They must build referral files and assist clients in gaining
access to information, (whether it is found locally or elsewhere.
consumer
Cumming accordedAmor two to document deliftry,
Ms.
librartans
Public
and problem solving.
lobbying,
education,
should experiment with telecommunications and contracted services
such as the one that the Regional Center performs fol- the Energ
Lobbying "had better increase if we wan
Extension Service.
continue or expand our present level of services;" "we have
sell ourselves, more effectively."

VP

A

Pubfic librarians need to be more effective advertisers of
The Regional Center finds that its newsletter
their services.
the newsletter keeps
and workshops provide effective Publicity;
er visible among its current users and encourages them to
the C
mak repeated use of the Center's 'resources. Equally important is
If clients are courteously
th value of providing good service.
ived and efficiently dealt with, they will return as well as
re
Interpersonal communicatj.on is a major
notify their'friends.
means by which people become aware of consumer services.

Advocacy and information interpretation/advice were listed
as "leaSt importan ." It was questioned if public libraries, as
should be involved in such activities.
part of city gov nment,
bound by traditional modes of thought
many li ltarians,
Further,
about the role of the library, would be reluctant to take on such
Advocacy and information interpretation are
responsibility.
a
better left to other information providers.

2:1'1
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STATE ENERGY EXTENSION SERVICE AND

.

4

ITS CONTRACT WITH THE REGIONAL CENTER**
Federal legislation in the late 1970s led to the establishFederal
extension services in many states.
ment of energy
disseminating
not
for
be
received
but
initially
could
monies
Even with the Energy Conservation
information to the public.
consumers were not'alerted where they
Production Act (ECPA),
Delivery of information to the public
could gain information.
the Energy Extension Service (EES), modeled after
came later.
the County Extension Service, disseminated information on energy
conservation and renewable resources; people would request information ,and also receive training (e.g., with home caulking,
etc.).
,

ten states, including Wyoming and Tennessee,
Under the EES,
participated in a pilot project for the dissemination of informaThe other forty states reeeiVed grants so that they could
tion.
fully informed about the pilot project and so that they could
be
The Center ,for
later develop theii- own dissemination systems.
'Energy Policy and Research, New York Institute ci Technology (Old
Westbury, NY 11568) received a contract from the Department of
and disseminate information to the
Energy to gather, package,
The purpose of the clear,states involved in the pilot study.
inghouse was to receive, accumulate, and disseminate material so
monitor
states would not need to receive and
that- the
the
In
1980,
much of the new nformation being generated.
clearinghouse began to send information to all the other states.
Energy EXtension Service, within the Offiee of Energy
Conservation (Seate of Colorado), receives each month from the
A box of assorted materials
,New 'York Institute of Technology,
news
advertisements,
posters,
pamphletS,
(including books,
photocopies of newspaper articles, buttons, and actual
releases,
zones)
including thermometeri identifying heating
products
some of
This material,
relating to energy policy and research.
is known as INFO EES and is
which states send to the Institute,
supposed to reflect the newest and most valuable information in
In actuality, the material is of varying quality and
the field.
.the EES receives duplicate
current.
Further,
always
not
shipments, and is faced with the problem of how to distribute
Robert
Mr.
material to The field offices across the state.
the Director of the EES, used to spend time going through
Brown,
quality of the
each monthly shipment determining the audience,
information, quantity needed, and up-to-dateness of the informaHe and his part-time secretary tried ta make the informa.:.
tion.
but this became a time-;
tion available to the field offices,
Disseminating
the information to the
responsibility.
consuming
field offices- on .time presented a- real probfem. 'Additional
The

**The
Dixector

-

the
interview was conducted with Mr. Robert Brown,
1981.
in
August
agency,
the
state
of
,

2 1 0'
._/
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I.

information might come across his desk And should'be Passed along
Although INFO EES is available in summary-to the field offices.
form, the condensations are still too bulky and iftme consuming to
browse.
a, cover
Each INFO EES shipment contains the-actual items;
an
cost;
sheet presenting supject headings for filing purposes;
There
is,
annotation (in some instances); and other information.
Figures 3 and 4
in addltion, a duplicate'of each cover sheet.
sUbject
suggested
that
problem
is
The
reprint both formS.
when
they
are
too
general
and
that
hnnotations,
headings are
According
to,Mr.
Brown,
the
annotaare also general.present,
tions are "not very helpful;., they ara often terrible."
,

1

I.

dealt with the staff of the Regional Center on
the EES was aware of the
energy/environmental
matters,
various
competent and specially
its
staff
'as
dnd,
recognized
Center,
Brown
approached
the Center with a
Mr.
Consequently,
trained.
The result
that
they
pool
their
energies
on
INFO
EES.
proposal
Denver
the
six-month
contract
between
the
State
EES
and
was a
Public Library by which Zunds frOm the U.S. Department of Energy
would be made available to the Regional Center in return for
Upon receipt of the duplicate
performing certain Services.
Brown forwards it to the Regional Center for the
shipment, Mr.
and
assignment of more detailed subject headings, annotations,
Summary sheets
distribution of requested items-to field offices.
prepared on each it.. ai-e dispatched to field offices, which can
'The central "EES
then order directly from the RegionaltCenter.
relieved of this time-consuming function
therefore,
office is,
and,the field offices benefit from the'subject headings assigned,
the annotations, and the copies supplied.
. Having

the State Energy Extension Service receives
To summarize,
the shipments from the New York Institute of
1)
two benefits:
contracted services .0e the Regional
and 2)
the
TecjInology,
Regional Center gets information" to, the field
The
Center.
Both may be subject to government
offices in a useable form.
Department of Energy could decide to
The U.S.
budget-cutting.
of
its .contract with the New York Institute
discontinue
In that case-, or if funds became unavailable, states
Technology.

could then choose to support the New York Institute or some other
'It
infotmation provider could step into-the resulting void.
etc.,..Libraries
may
not
commercial company,
might be a library,
able to gather information from allover the United States'in
be
cost-effective way in order'to eStablish a national service..
a
However;"they miy be able to play a significant and valuable rose
The ZES might even be unable to
at' the state or,/ocal level.
As
renew its contract with the Regional Center if funds dry up.
Brown explains, "if the option is reduction,of-my office and
service ,or continuation o'f thd`contract with the Regional
its
I- kvou1d have to choose against the Ceneer.".'It is his
Center,
that
thechoice will not have to 6e made,' The six-month,
hope
contracC. with the -Regional Center was recently renewed for

,000.00.
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Xigure 3

I.

\Fd'EES
Suggested Subject Heading

Energy Efficiency Service
for Stale and Local Conservation Programs

Alcohol Fuels

.

Date June 10, 1981.

1. Title of item

A Primer da

Fuel Alcohol Oia. the Farm
Production and Use

.2. Authons)

.

,.

3. Identification No,

.

8106-114

.

4.

Publisier and address

U.S. , National Alcohol Fuels Commission

412 First- Street, SE
Washington, DC

;202-426-6490
5. Publication date

.

1980

6. Format
,

-

20003

,

...--

7. Cost

Government Report

Free

.

8. Distributor'of additional copies:

,

r Publisher C

-

.

9

Status.

item .s attached Z

4

.

Item is described below ,1" `

Descriptive material is attached ::

,

.

10.* Annotation

.

.

..

0

S.

'

.

.

,

.
..

.
.

*

e

II

5

,

s

.
4.

.
.

a

At present. the CAP 'General and Practical) computer file of the
Technical Information Center, Oak Ridge. Tennessee. includes- this item

Yes

1

/14

INF.0 EES

Center for Energy Poliq and Researcn
New York Institute di Technology
Old Westbury, New York 11568

Teledhone _316i 686-714
*631/

.2.02.30

.1

A
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- 233 Figure 4.
Indtistry & Commerce
Suggested Subject

Note: This item is commercialproduct literature. l& inclusion is for information
Rurposes and does not

.

.

Heading (Conservation)

Energy Efficiency Service
for State and Local Conservation PrOgrams

constitute endorsement.

pate, Arne 30; .1981

1

I.

.1 Title oi item

Close the Door on Expensive Energy Loss -Conservador Superior Strip Doors

2. Authortsi

3. Identification No.

.

.

:

8106-128

.

.

_
.

,
4.

Publisher and address

312-920-9290 ..

Randill Indust ries
6135 Executive Drive
, 'Hinsdale, IL
60521

.
.

.

,

.

_

.

7. Cost

6. Format

3. PublicatiOn date

Brochure

1978

A

Free

8. bistnbutor of additional copies:

.
...

I.: Publisher C

.

.

#

.

Itern
, is attached Z

9. Status.

Item is described below C

Descriptiye material, is attached

10. Annotation

.

...-1

,

.

.

#

..

.

.

w

.

,

1

,

.

.

At present, the GAP (General and Practical) computer file of the
Technical Information Center, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, includes this item

INFO EE5

Center for Energy Policy and Research

New York Institute of Technology..
Old Wessbury, New York 11568
Telephone: (516) 686-7744
631/PU80280

.2

2ft

.
.

Yes

d
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liked the
The field offices, ae well as the.central office,
first
contract.
Regional
Center
under
the
product produced by the
was
useable
form
They found it -.a "handy tool.", Information in a
the
to
them
filtering out to the field offices and through the information
Field offices might incorporate
general public.
order
from
the
Regional Center into a pamphlet file or
received
The Regional
for
their
clientele.
bulk quantity from the Center
in the boxes
Center was supplemerkting the information contained exadiple,
the
For
uncovered.
had
with source material it
the
but
fact sheets,
shipments havextot contained solar energy
Regional Center has identi.fied some and made them available.
field offices,
On the basis of comments from the central.and
deficiencies
in
DOE's
contrYct with
the new ,contract attacks some
offices
field
staff of the central and
First,
Institute.
the
Not
only
was
it
timewere still receiving too much information.
items,
important
and
sort
out
the
more
consuming to sift through
information was very often "too long" and "too wordy."
the
but
permitting distriThe Institute does not send sufficient copies,
The information is not transmitted
butip to the field offices.
it is often duplicative and incomplete.
the field quickly;
to
address these problems by providing
The Regional Center can help
annotations and
additional condensation, adding more cofiplete dissemination and
The
intent
is
to
reduce
subject evaluations.
At
organization of trivial, superseded, or outdated information.
field offices would receive needed information in
1-le same time,
la timely fashion.
could also serVe- as
Brown thinks that other libraries
Mr.
doing,
so
In
repositories or clearinghousee for information.
Goyernment
function.
needed
they would perform a useful,
need
assistance
in the organization and
for
-example,
agencies,
If
libraries
do not play a role,
dissemination of informatidn.
He noted that "since every
some other information provider will.
extension
service
or
a means for distributing
state has an energy
clearinghouses to keep
information,
libraries
could
act
aa
n energy
often information
people -better informed," He believes that too
and not fully
found in government offices is disorganized
situa"Libraries should take advantage of this dealing
distributed.
essential
when
you
are
tion," because "clearinghouses are
libraries receive
with a lot of information." At the same time,
information in need tbeycan
gither
and
retain
another benefit.:
information that they might not be able to obtain elsewhere:
a role in the
Brown thinks that new technology has-He
would like to
organization and dissemination of information.
in
a
computer
so that it
see the information in his office stored
office,
his
e.g.,
sites,
readily retrievable from Various
is
Organize
Libraries
could
help
field offices, and the library.
access to other networks.
-information and provide computer
such
not foresee funding for undertaking
he noes
However,
projects. -This is a "pipe-dreath.," r.

Mr.

relation

in
Brown was asked about, the value of the five factors
ranked
He
Regional
Center.
the conttatt with the
to
.

.

j

2,141

1

11
il

A
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I
I

three items of equal and highest priority:
the cost in time, its
up-to-dateness,
and accuracy. .The purpose of the contract is to
save them time and to get current, accurate information. As part
staff at the Regional Center will identify the
of the-contract,
This Maximizes
audience for which the information might appeal%
The-cost is
understandability, which places next in priority.
Without
because money is available.
least important now,
the
funding, the service would not continue.

*

4.

CONCLUSION

1

I

i
I

1
1
1

I

..

It should be noted that'the Regional Center provides but One
maintains
rt
means by which the EES gathers information.
is
Center
the.
Regional
Still,
contacts with other networks.
perceived \s performing a needed service, one though that the EES
if we have to." The Regional Center has
"could live without
For example,
cooperated with the.EES on other projects as well.
State Energy Extension Service,. the Denver Public Library,
tne
the Cooperative Extension ServiCe, and the Publicoptility Company

o-spansored a series of workshops on weatherizauon of the home.
and
These workshops were not well publicized and organized,
were only sparsely attended. Further, they had to
consequently,
compete with other'demandstfor the public's time.

o

ADDENDUM

+

is
It
Library has, been relocated.
The Conservation
situated on the _second floor rather than on the third floor.
houses resources pertainings.to science
floor
second

I

now
-The

and

,

+

I

40

Center
,The EES benefitS from its contract with thd-Regional
because it no longer has to "worry" about what information, is
Brown
Mr.
needed by the field offices and in what quantity.
sifting
of
he will soon discontinue the practice
that
expects
through the new shipments himself-and will wait for the annotations from the Regional Center. He noted that the only exception
this might be the products and gadgets actually-sent by the
to
assuming, the
New York Institute.
Subjective annotations,
Regional Center can anticipate his needs, will perform a vital
They will reduce the amount of "bulk" or information
function.
that EES officials need to examine.

I
I

I

..,

.

The addendum is based-upon an interview with Linda Cumming,
Head, Conservation Library, conducted on January 29, 1982.
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'government
and
energy/environment,
information
business,
address the
technology,
actually
Together these resources
The new .location is
publications.
community.
the
stairway,
needs of the technical
Library. Situated near making use of
Conservation
the
better fox
observed by all-libraryclientele
it -can be easily
floor.
resources on the second
receives Federal funding.
Library no longer
have been revised
The Conservation
(see Figures 1 and 2)
by Federal
information useful only there
The data gathering'forms
is no
of
delete the type
At present,
in order to
5
and
6).
librar4an
Conservation
funding gencies (see Figures
However, if the
requires outside
line.
FTS telephone
reference question" calls through the
important
believes that "an
long distance telephone
referral, she will make
Public Library.
switchboard of the Denver
Library
the Denver Public and one
budgets,
Through the shifting of the Conservation Librarian,
campaign to
Through a fund raising newsletter,
has retained Linda Cumming,
the
librarian.
other full-time Energy/Environment Information,generated to
were
of
sufficient funds
subscribers
staff
-6aiinesses,
to retain the part-time
and interested
been
newsletters
and
have
staff members
All
other
produce two more
(7)
it.
member who edits
in
expressed interest
Railroad
has
7
The Burlington Northcrn
the,,hewsletter.
buying and publishing
a
"has been circulated onThe
the newsletter
funds."
Until recently, paid for by Federal and State
to
carried an "Appeal
basis
Number
1)
complimentary.
issue (Volume 2,
anuafy, 1982
Readers,"
which requested:
be
Newsletter
receive the newsletter or-what
continue
to
to contribute
"If you want-to
mailing list, we ask you of Ener /
to
our
added
family,
continued publicationindivi ua
you can toward the
If each
will
Information.
Environment
receiving the.newsletter
business, or organization
if you can), Energy/Environment
the months
give just $5.00 (more
be able to continue into
passive solar
informationshould issues such as its spec-ial
recognition .
anead, doing more shale issue which gai`ned its
issues are to deal
issue and its oil
(Planned future
alternatives
West.
throughout the
and energy conservation
in
the
West
with water
industry; and cities).
for businesses,
receiving
businesses'and organizations
-tb
for
the
would
like
if you
"Meanwhile,
Information,
publication of the
Energy/Environment
the continued
it
contribute a gift toward the $5 subscriptiop rate,
addition
to
companies
Several
newsletter in
appreciated.
boost.toward
will be most welcoMe and
significant
giving us a
done=
done
so,
have already
for this tax-deductible
In
return
you are
our needed budget.
from the knowledge that
publication.
will
benefit
and timely
tion, you
an'objective
helping to provide
4

,

2

1.

/I

1/

11

I.

1

- 237 Figure.5
REGIONAL ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION CENTER
Telephone Survey
Date

Phone

By

Mail

Tine out

ILL

Elapsed time

Total # of
questions

"rime in

QUESTION:

Sources:

,

Referred elsewhere?

RE/EIC Index

Conference/

Magazines

Referraf File

Directories

Pamphlets

Books

Documents

Other

Yes

No

irirkirkirkirir****-APATRON:
Name

Address

Zip

Phone

1. What kind of organization do you work for, or wham do you represent?
Business (Name)
Private organization (Name)
Government (Agency)
4.

Library

Faculty

2. First contact?

3. Newsletter

Yes

Yes

Self

Student

No

No

Already receive

.252
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REGIONAL ENERGY/ENVIxoNmtNT INFORMATION CENTER
Witik-in Survey

Date

We need your help to provide better service to you. Each time you use this department,
please fill out this questionnaire and return it to us when you leave. Please feel
free to comment on any or all questions. Thank you for your help.

1.

What is the nature Of your project, question, or the services used?

11

I/

I/

2.

HaVe you used this department or called us before?

3.

What kind of organization do you wotk for, or wham do you represent?

Yes

No

I/

Business (Name)

Private organization (Name)
Government (Agency)

Lib4.7

Faculty

Self

4.

Did we refer you elsewhere?

5.

Do you live in the City and County of Denver?

6.

Would you like to receive our newsletter?
Yes

Yes

Student

No

Yes

No

No

Already receive it

Name:

Address:

Zip:

For staff use only:
Sources:

Magazines

Referral File

Conference/
Proceedings
Directories

Books

Documents

Other

RE/EIC Index

11

Pamphlets

Time patron arrived:
Time patron left:
Elapsed time:

1/,
ON- 424 (11/81)
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released or transferred to other depai-tments withip the Denver
Cumming has to perform clerical
Ms.
system.
Public Library
the
opening
of
mail and the processing of newly
functions (e.g.,
received serials), in addition to reference work and managing the
She has even had to negotiate with other
Conservation Library.
library departments to borrow pages to reshelve books and
periodicals.
IP

the
The Denver Public Library is currently exploring
possibility of joiming with the private sector in a joint venture
to market the services of the Conservation Library and to make it
to
produce a
fee-based
is
intent
self-supporting.
The
with
information service operated out of a public library,
A corporation has expressed
funding from the private sector.
supplying the necessary capital and marketing
interest
in
the Conservation
agreement is finalized,
If
the
expertise.
Library would, over time, be able to rehire staff members, obtain
organizations,
a WATS line, and expand services to businesses,
The Denver Public Library would
and government agencies.
the
the
collections of
to maintain
be
therefore,
able
Conservation Library and learn about marketing from the private
The insights gained could be applied to other services
sector.
and programs maintained by the Denver Public Library.

The concept of- a fee-based information service may be
and
Businesses
to
accept.
for
some groups
difficult
library
the
information
services
of
a
public
organizations use
As Ms.
and should be willing "to provide support in return."
the business community "must realize that not all
Cumming noted,
information services are free." "There is a limit as to the
amount .of library services that tax dollars should provi,dp."
Further, she finds that private information brokers use the human
and collection resources of the Denver Public Library and then
Given the financial
turn around and charge their clients a fee.
she believes that the
situation faced by many public libraries,
to
libraries could use the revenue generated from user fees
maintain essential services.
The chance of the Denver Public Library getting the feebased information service looks good. However,.if the plan fails
to materialize, the Conservation Library would be merged with the
Science, and Technology Department. Ms. Cumming would
Business,
then become a subject specialist in the enlarged department.

One program mentioned in the main report merit updating.
The contract with the State Department of Energy lasted through
The contract will probably not be renewed. The
February 1982.
Conservation Library does not have the ataff necessary to maintain the contracted services, and the State departmentlacks the
funds to'continue the contract. It should be noted, however
that State officials regard the services performed as. benefithe
materializes,
If support from the private sector
cial.
Conservation Library might attempt tb renegotiate the contract.
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CASE 6

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU OF WESTERN MASSACHPSETTS*
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
The Better Business Bureau, which is a.private, non-prefit
protect
to
tries
corporation supported by private business-,
Dating
practices.
business and consumers from unethical business
back to the early part of this century, the Bureau has promoted
as well
truth in advertising and public confidence in business,
as
encouraged self-regulation through voluntary cooperation.
The local organizations in the United States and other countries
linked to the Council of Better Business
are
Table 1)
(see
Bureaus, Inc., which has as its objectives:

"to.restructure and revitalize the Bureaus; to provide
more effective means for handling inquiries and
complaints; to provide to business analyses of consumer
complaints and inquliries; to better protect the public
from-fraudulent and deceptive trade practices; to
--i.1p1ement a workable program of advertising self-zegulation." (1)
Council heAdquarters in rdashington, D.C., which-

"coordinates the activiti'es of member Bureaus, issues
trade practice codes on the national level, administers
the BBB arbitration program, disseminates information
about charitable solicitations, and performs consumer
education and public informgtion functions. The
;ashington office also works closely with government
regulatory agencies and trade associaeions, and keeps
abreast of government activities that concern business
and consumers." (2)
to
office in, :Iew York City "has two primary functions:
advertising,
national
,monitor and investigate complaints against
to raintain and increase support for CBBB among major
and
corporations. (3)

'The

C. :!ebb, Director,
The interview was conducted with
Springfield Better Business Bureau, 293 Bridge St., Springfield,
-A 01103, in September 1931.
1

llow to Cet Your onev's Yorth.
Consuier's
Yor: Benjamin Co./ftutleTTE-7Eo77-1779. p7-TI.
2-

is a Better Business Dureau," a consu-ler information
..,"hat
pa:vblet of 'the Better Business Bureau.
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Office of the 'Better Business
Bureau in the United States
and Other Countries
UNITED ,STATES

ALA/MAIA
Birmingham
Huntsville

Kansas City
SL Lavin

Mebile

ARIZONA

Pittsburgh
Scranton

11111RASKA

R14001 ISLAND

Lincoln

Peoria

°R.4.4141

Labe Rack

HUMANA

CALIFORNIA

Elkhart
Fort Wayne

Lae Vegas
Rene

ARKANSAS

Salmi* fell
Fresno
Lang Mach
Los Missies
Oakland
Orange
Sacranssnle
San Bernardino
San Otago
San Francisco
San Jose
San Mates
Witeniarbare
Va

Van Nun
Waktut Creek
COLORADO

Denver
CONNSCTICUT

andasport

Hartford
New Havsn
Stamfore

Chime

South Sand

TEXAS

Abilene
Amarillo
Austin

Paramus
Trantsn

Des Moines

Slam City

maw Mexico
Albuquerque

KANSAS

Topeka
Wichita

NEWYORK

Sulfate

KINTUCKY

Now York City
New York (Harlem)

Lesinglon
Louisville

Rochester
Schenecfarly

Symons

LOUISIANA

gam Rolled

Beaumont
Bryan

Comm Christi

Was

El Paso
Fort Worth
Houston
Lubber-It

Midland

San Antanie

.

Waco

.alur Charles

Utica
Westbury
White Reins

UTAH

Slurromert

NOM CAROUNA

VIRSINIA

Monroe
New Orleans

Asimmile

Omelette

MARYLAND

Baltimore

- Greensboro
WInaten.Sakun

MASSACNIJUTTS

DISTRICT Of

NKOMO

Washington

Oetroit
Grand Rankle

FLORIDA

MIN NUOTA

Miami

MInnesoaDs

West Palm Beech

StPaul

GEORGIA

uIsslulppI

Salt Loki City
Nerfoik
Itlefunend
Roanoke
WASNINSTONd

OHIO

Akron

Canton
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Coiurnbue
Dayton
Toledo

Smith*
Spokane
Tacoma
Yakima
WISCONSIN

Milwaukee

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City
Tulsa
ORISON

Atlanta
Augusta
Columbus
Savannah

Gulfport
Jackson

A/MITA

NEWFOUNOLANDi

NOVA SCOTIA

LASRADOR

Halifax

Calgary
Edmonton

Knoxville

Memehis
Nashville

Newark

IOWA

Wilmington
COLUMBIA

MUSSES

Chattanooga

NSW MASSY
Hadelonflek1

Indlanai HOW

Seaton
Sariognaie
woroaator

DELAWARE

Providence

NOMA

Gary

PINNSVUIAMA
PhHarisielda

SIMMOisid
ILLINIMS

Phoenix
Tucson

--

Portland

CANADA
St. John's

umsm 'CbLUMStA MANITOIA
winnipeg

Vancouver
Victoria

Dunn
Montreal
amebae

ONTAAIO

Ottawa
Toronto

INTERNATIONAL
!SAUL

Haifa
Tel Aviv

/4

MEXICO

Mexico City

PUERTO RICO

Santurce

goo

VENUIJELA

Caracas
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The aims of the Bureau have been succinctly summarized as:

,411

o

to protect the buying power of the consumer
to encourage honesty in business
to inform tHe public on how to .do business so
the consumer can buy intelligently and gain
malipm satisfaction from his purchases." (4)

'The activities:of the Bureau could be charac.terized aS:
Investigate and act on instances of deceptive or
unethicaldbusiness practices
Issue factual reports on individual business firms in
response to inquiry
Investigate ,advertising which appears to violate
regulations or accepted standards and seek corrections
where appropriate
Mediate buyer-seller disputes
Report on charitable organizations and other requesting donations
Issue warnings 'on schemes and frauds that may be
attempting to victimize businesses or consumers
Cooperate with law enforcement and regulatory agencies to deal with situations that do not respond to
self-regulation
Cooperate with other BBBs in exChanging Lnformation
on schemes and fast moving operations
Work with industry and trade groups to develop and
implement effective programs of voluntary selfregulation
Assist consumers in observing wise buying practices
through Printed materials and electronic media
Bring in-formation and economic education programs
to the public in order to promote a greater awareness of the workings of the free enterprise system
and the interdependent role business and consumers.
(5)

between
The Bureau assists in mediating misunderstandings
on
supplies factual information
public and business,
warns
examines
misinformation in advertising,
businesses,
businesses about advertising and selling, and suggests referral
It might be
sites,for resolving business or financial prOblems.
noted that the Bureau prefers consumer complaints dp be written,
tne

The complaints'may then be
with full and accurate information.
In cases where
mediated with the business firm in question.
the consumers may seek
mediation does-not resolve the problem,
arbitration as an alternative to legal action before the courts.
Customers, however, may not want to arbitrate: instead they mih
4

Consumer's Buying Guide, p.

14.

5

"Today's Better Business Bureau: Force for the Eighties," a'
consumer information pamphlet of the Better Business Bureau.
S.
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regard the mediation process As a way to pressure businesses into
a price reduction for a particular product or serVice.. "Consumers'
especially the
may not be sensitive to the,rights of 'others,
business community."
sUbscriptions paid .by
Financed by membership dues and
businesses'and professional firms in the community, the local
Membership
Bureau provides services to businesses and consumers.
in the Bureau, which is deductible for tAx purposes as a business
expense, enables businesses to acquire., information 'gathered
Members have
locally or by the Bureau organization is a whole,
aCcess to the.followihg printed sources of the Bureau:

The Bulletin, which covers the Bureauls activities
Alerts, which are bulletin board notices that warn
'.
on schemes.of the moment
Trade Practice Bulletin, which covers special
advertising problems and tra-te practice programs
Confidential File;Reports, which are special reports
on firms and-their"activities. 'In this way members
can check on questionnable promoters
Fact Booklet Series, which cover constimerproblems.
These booklets do not tell people what to purchase
or from whom to buy; rather they provide factual
inf rmation about business practices: as well aS theIt is hoped
goo s and services that are available.
chat consumers will then make informed decisions
(see Appendix to this report for a Sample listing of
these brochures).
The.local Bureaus themselves draw upon information contained
and
newspapers,
materials distributed by the Council,
the
by
issued
those
particular
government publications, in
attorney
And
the
office
of
the
state
Federal Trade Commission
Other types of printed information are far less
general.
they were rated no higher than,four on the scale of
important;
Bureau staff members, however, can take advantage of
five.
radio/television spots, personal contacts, and other means of
advertising to inform the community about their' function and
activities.
in

'

THE $PRINGFIELD BUREAU
OVERVIEW
The B reau serves western assachusetts and the state of
:Jorcester office takes care of central :lassachuh
Vermont.
while the Boston office handles the eastern part of the
Setts,
Selection of the Springfield office for study reflects a
state.
and urban
suburban,
local 3ureau operating within a rural,
their
with
close
contact
have
here
Businesses
environment.
customers and take pride in customer satisfaction and their
They want the public to return to purchase new goods
reputation.
and services, and to recommerid the company to their friends and

2

Si

0
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be
in mdre urban centers might
Businesse
associates.
In
these-cases,
the
concernediaboUt their imageland reputation.
Springfield
The
might
be
less
effective
as
a
mediator.
Bureau
refer the
d.l1
.Bureau can monitor the mediation process and
it
.if
agency
tbe
appropriate
consumer
protection
to
complaint
believes that the consumer has been defrauded.

The Bureau's office is loCated-in downtown Springfkeld in a
It is interesting to note that the, door for
two tbom office.
to the office is locked and carries a sign
admittance
gaining
the'
At any rate,
informing the public to knock for admittance.
staff consfsts of three people, the director and two secretaries S
The public may deal with staff members over:the
/office workers.
telephone or in-person: Most often the'dialogue is by telephone.
i

Since the Bureau is a "isible consumer agency" in the4
Ip ,ffiany
easy for the public to contact it.
iS
it
community,
cases, citizens are unaware of the appropriate agency to oonLct.
if the operators cannot
They might request operator assistance;
readily identify the appropriate agency, the query is usually di"red
rected to the Bureau. The bureau suggests that it can cut through
t-ape" andput the consumer in touch with the right person within'
the business organization.
.

.

local Bureau provides factual4-riformation to consuMers,
,identifies consumer complaints, and ma, eiti/er mediate resolution
It may also refer
of the problem pr encourage arbitration.
The
agency.
protection
to
the
appropriate
consumer
conSumers
that
provision of consumer information.may be done in such a way
The
people will not feel that they are receiving an education.
labelling
a
past experience of the office staff suggests that
have
a
negative
impact.*
People
program as consumer education may
be
equate education with formal schooling and; therefore',
may
The Bureau
unwilling to attend Bureau's_ sponsored programs.
Staff
actively carries its.views and services to the community.
CounCil
distribute
group,
speak before community
members
engage in radio and television advertising,. take
pamphlets,
advantage of the films and commercials prepared by 6buncil
and arrange for business leaders to discuss
headquarters,
Newspaper articles on the Bureau and word-Ofdifferent topics.
mouth are the most effective means
of advertising.
,
-.

'Elie

The Bureau offers- an award to a busineSs which has done
expected.
is
something in the community 'rover and beyond" what
and
recommendations
award
is
given
on
the
basis
of
consumer
The
The problem is that many consumers are unaware of
testimonials.
inexpensively.
the award and that the Bureau must advertise,it
Normally, advertising is accomplished by local newspaper coverage

and television coverage.'
C;OALS

In relationsnlp to the Bureau's goals, it was felt that the
while the
business community is aware of'them (rated a one),
The (:).als.
general public.as a whole is less so (rated a three).
.

26u
I.
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and voluntary;.for these reasons
achievable,
achieved
are practical,
the goals are being
.questions about the ext4nt that
developed
plans to meet its goals
The
Bureau
has
popular
a
two.
rated
howerer, it is difficult to correct
two).;
a
of the
(rat4
practices.and the desireThe Bureau
impressions ,about business advantage of the public.
business community to take
The p'roblem is that consumers
can make informattbn available. "people want others to think for.
might disregard the information;
somethinglgoes wrong."
them and they blame others if
,

THE FIVE CRITERIA '
the Bureau stresses
relation to the consumer services,
Up-tounderstandability of its information. primary
the accuracy.and
Time is also a
dateness is viewed as a part of accuracy.
the consumer and
wants
to
bring
th, Bureau often
consideration;
in order to minimize any negative
arbitration ,also
'business together prbmptly
The procass of mediation andIn summary, all five
'repercussions.
cost in money.
reflects a concern about the
importance
depending on the particular
factors can -be of major
In

situation.
USERS

that overall businesses
provide.
The Springfield Office staff believe
satisfied with the services that they
about
and consumers are
Bureau
businesses will inform the
resdlve
The staff .find that
anditheir
efforts
to
complaints
for
their, views on consumer
may also thank the Bureau
Businesses
attention.
the 'complaints.
problem to 'their prompt
the
a 'particular
bringing
volunteer their opinions about
Bureau
,sends
Consumers .are less likely to Consequently,
the
action".(see Figure 1) in
resolution of a problem.
verification
of
resolved.
consumers a "notice and
that a problem has, indeed been
con.:umer
the
order to determine
for determining the effectiveness`-of
the
from
Other means
referrals
number of
are
'the
services
information .
the number of
institutiorral, sources,
and
other
to
telephone company
thevilliogness of the business ,community to
users
and
continua
'repeat
"'Businesses would not
its membarship.
something from the
---.continue
feel
they
got
support us if they did not
the forms depicted in Figure
relationship." Except far Analyzing
in a formal evaluation of 'its
nor,time to
Bureau has .not engaged
the
1,
There is neither sufficient staff
areas."
consumer services.
center
in
other
'4o such ealuation. "Our activities must
a

\

LIBRARIES
terms:
viewed in tradiEional
Bureau
The rola of libraries is
and referral.
disseminatton,
local
'.'information organization,
tLhe
of
celephone the reference department
various
businesses,
staff mempers
Andztelephone.number of
liorary for addresses
They also refer consumers to
associations.'
and
the
organizations,
rmation esources conveying
for
access
to"
library
libraries
the
testing.- c It was al o noted that
,results -of consumer
avaLlable consume information pamphlets
might acquire and make

2ui
S.
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BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
NOTICE &,VERIFICATION OF ACTION
NOTICE
CONCERNING

CASE

OATI

=wax. 'lame

We have been advised by tiKompany that action Piss beim taken concerning your complaint
(Posse comotsts thsiWerticauco semen &How and return uus tome to tho 888 otomotty.,

0 We h.ts Oion advised by the company that action wag taken concerning your complaint.

(Nom =wows me vonhcsuom sootton **low MI Mien lfli 101111 fa fee 888 WWI f ife comosenrs &mon ASS
Own comobstoo ... OR alter

Qom enclosure forthecompany's positIon concerning your complamt.
(Rfdwaeoemomfre in* iwiteenett statements in Memel/cation sietton olsosw ono moot Ms form to Um 1188.1

r-T

me

it action a mot Wow)

dawn

7 The company has not responded to the t I38 to date.

:Mesa* C0010041ie Me vsolacalliso sitemen Omow sot/ mum ous form to Oro 888 bromotty.)

Please complete this form and return it to the 888 wnan you recelve an answer to your comOlal ht .
, if no answer has Ow received.
OR atter
611130

Sa additional enclosure.
We suggetit

VERIFICATION
NOTE YOUR NUR IS NEEDED

mangling ot
A noces.tuncnon oi in. *NW SWI.144111 &WOW a to sOOOtt tO C00114019Orl its OttiNeWOCID mat v1111044 C.OfOOriall on mew
:AtallOrroor COmoson to.

In Minos* to on* cotnidny scow natal you new monotony§ ana atitoecanstonets tone mfr. naunso at itue SIC opout nut contoany
-0.40tity, .1 ,e onsoostant nun sno novo an occureto means at ino nanatinq Of yOur CoM:Mont Maya corns.int Ina aootoonal ttatIMIletta
tOvi, VIC MINT Mug loan to tn. dgie oromony as alfectgo.
Aste YOU 4EA00 ROOM ThIE COMP ANY,
iF

1

40.

yes

NO

otnor scum saws .ninahel yOur connotont wont In* Unit Systole*.

.mirre YOM contacted into COMBO', Or tails

Euntas7

It so, maim onion*

010. tin SIM sow MAMA lows moo Ho fail ego
CY tow contemn anti any Ozo woman or 'oniony...,
Si.0

IP YE3,

OaW
EsetoodY

IP

IP NO.

Came room boar
n".

.140 L...

YES

A Ofrrt.DAEMT WAS OFWERECI. PIATIE vOURECEIVED IT/
s

Was otooticed toes Yaw dom. nouticata Omis

Consoiny senor, tacos to stoyann se MOWN*. ibetemi

I.
IP AN laPLANATION OR SE11LEMENT WAs OFFERED. ARE YOU (CHM( ONO ,
SASSCALLY SATISFIED

int*, tens hot Man OultlittIotiedf

0

L

SASICALLY Coss...mils))
mon erosionen,* men sounion

enT,74 TNEcompAors AcrION
IF DISSATISFI EQ. vows

:sad

MOM vi

+ITO

NO ENVELOPE REQUIRED SSOLD AS oIRECTEo Oy

ogygoom

.
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issued by th'e Bureau.
*Local businesses might be persuaded to
purchase and make these materials available gratis to libraries.

CONCLUSION

The Bureau is actively engaged in problem-solving, infoxmation dissemination, mediation, 'and 'information referral',
It
makei available the printed resources Qf the Council and monitors
the
materials distribtated by- consumer protection agencies
Consumer education,
lahelect as
the provision of
consume
information, is also.a high priority. The purpose is to have the
consuming public understand something before it acts. The Bureau
can try to get a business to realize the posiible consequehces of,
its actions and to make voluntary changes.
APPENDIX

EXAMPLES OF THE FACT BOOKLET SERIES

r

MI 1116

SW ON In 11111181111 .

IIIII
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-council. OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS, HE.

AUG

.41980

ARBITRATION FOAMS & PAMPHLBTS

1150 Seventeenth Street, N. W.
Waehington, D. C. 20036

PUBLICATION ORDER FOAM

Arbitration Forma - 45.00 per 100
MINIMUM ORDER:

One Hundred copies of each title

Ong COPY

of tip publicationt available free of charge
if accompanied by all0 self-addressed stamped

pistlope.

.

(Pima yRurr CLEARLY)

Consumer Arbitration Panel Data Sheet (HPH)
il Arbitration Agreement
92.Hotice of Appointment
lirlIetica of Hearing/Inspection
14 Record of Heaving/Inspection
15 Oath of Witness
16 Subpoena
17 Award

SHIP yo;

Arbitration Forms - 48.00 per 100
18 Membership Certificate - National Panel
Consumer Arbitration
19 itational Consumer Arbitration Logo Use
110 Precommitment Form
-RILL TO:

Arbitration Pamphlets - 410.00 per 100
i9

Ill Twenty Questions (and Answers)
112 Sample Arbitration Cameo

Authoriggd Signature

Date
PRICES DO HOT INCLUDE SUIPFIHO CHIMES

114 Arbitrationflor Business & Customers
115-Preparing Your Arbitration.Cases
116 Arbitration for Bushiest& Customers
.
(Training Outline)
117 Uniform.Bulewfor a National Program of
Arbitrotion

PLEASE DO HOT PREPAY You willbe invoicedefter
shipment of materials.
_

Plaque (price on requeat)
Directory of Better Business Aukeaue
(45.00 per FOO),
'

7-80

24

2

--in Instructions to Arbitratori

Attn:

119 Arbitration Lego - Clip Art Sheet (Ho Charge - Limit LO)
Arbitration Decals (Inside/Outside)
420.00-per 100 (no discount)
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Z's

1111
1111
1111
1111.1 1111
1111
1111
1111
Tirs SHEETS - $6.001er 100 (except es noted)
0I245 Appliance Service
01206 Balt & Switch
01211
By Hall
01203
On Time
01292 Car Care on the Road

1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
Special Pricina.
TIP 000KLETS

tj

1111

1111 411

^

----.7-24161 Pest Control ($ 24.35 per 100)
24260 Interstate Moving ( $ 33,30 per 100)

SIAM/ARDS
24144 Automobiles I. Trucks ($19.50 per 100)
-'7'24143 Carpet & Rugs ($17.00 per 100)
25129 Charitable Solicitations (Available from PAS)
25125 Code of Advertising ($17.65 per 100)
24156 Federal Energy tax Credits-AdvertinIng Culdelinea
($5.00..per too)

25131 Home Improvement Industry ($20.00 per 100)
24130 Home Insulation Materials (not avail, et thin time)

'7'7724152 Household,Fnrniture($25.25 per 100)

100)
24140 Residential Swimming Pools ($23.30 per

BBB DIFORHATIMI " $1.00 per 100 (except as noted)
22 24 Four Reasons Why
22296 History & Traditions of the BOB
.

22105 Mat In n BBB
HARB If You Have.A Complaint About Advertising
CARU An Eye on Children's Advertising ($10,00.per 100)

*--777

SPECIAL
:
24141 Schemes Against Businens ($9.00 per 100)
-25132 Holder in Due Course (300 eac(s)
.
24145 Solicitntlons in the Guise of Invoices
($0.70 per 100)
25134 Advertining & the Ir.T.C. Act (25c each)
25111 The AmerIcan Economic System (25c each)
25136 The Warranty Law ($23.30 per 100)

rnmor CHM= (100 copy limit)

2

11111

03250 Hearing Aids ($23.00 per 100)
04135 Home Insulation ($18.10 per 100)
25155 Life Input-once ($17.00 per 100)
01221 nubile Homes ($16.20 per 100)
02217 Saving Energy 017.65 per 100
03255 Selecting A Franchlee ($12,00 per 100)
03235 Shopping for Food ($43.15 per 100)
100)
24142 Solar Enetgy for Your Home ($24.15 per
24151 SwimmIng Pools ($25.00 per 100)
24157 Consumer Credit ($19.50 per 100)
44150 Automobile Ineutince ($16.60 per 100)
24159 Residential Alarm Systems ($16.65 per 100)

012411 Guarantees & Warranties
01206 Hail Order Shade Trees
01141 Home Insulation ($4.00 per 100)

TIP BOOKLETS - $20,00 per 100
24154 Oiling A Home
24153 Buying Furniture03246 Car Repair
01201 Central Air Conditioning
03238 Health Insurance

1111

-107127omputer Careers ($13.50 per 100)

te:

TIP BOOKLETS - $15.00 per 100
02139 Automatic Transmissions
02247 Buying Used Cars
02230 Carpet &
02221 OrycleenIng
02293 Encyclopedias
02140 Going Hetric
02216 Home Fire Protection
02205 Home Impkovements
02106 Home Improvements (Spanish)
02229 Home Study Schools
02219 Hell Order Profit Hirages
04113 Hicrowave Ovens
02239 Multi-Level Selling Plans
02111 Hultl-Level Selling Plans (Spanish)
02201 Refunds & Exchanges
02101 Refunds & Exchanges (Spanish)
02244 Renting A Car *
24146 Rentiug An Apartment
02256 Roof Coatings
022011 Saleistontraets
02100 Soles Contracts (Spanish)
02260 Sifde Projectors
02266 Maar Conditioners
02204 Work-At-Home Schemes
Work-At-Home Schemes (Spanish)

1111

,

Federal Reserve Bonrd-Trnth in Lending
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CASE 7

CONSUMER EDUCATION RESOURCE NEWORK (CERN)*
InterAmerica Research Associates, Inc., is a management and
for
maintains six clearinghouses
which
firm,
consulting
baSis:
government agencies on a contractual

Consumer Education Resource Network
National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education
Service Center for Aging Information (SCAN) Central Conei-ol Facility
National Digestive Diseases Education and Information
Clearinghouse
National Health Information Clearinghouse
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Clearinghouse
The Consumer Education Resource Network (CERN), which is funded by
the Office of Consumers' Eduution, U.S. Department of Education,
a national network to meet the information needs of
as
s'erves
consumer educators and to further cooperative efforts among
:ore specifically, CERN serves
(1)
consumer educator interests.
consumer educators within:
community-based organizations
state and local education agencies
institutions of higher education and local school
systems (including academic libraries)
Federal, State, and local government agencies
(including public libraries)
national, state, and local business, trade,
professional, and education associations
national, state, and local consumer organizations
private industry
the organizational structure of
depicted in Figure 1,
with a
would
show
the
netWork
headquarters
in the center,
CERN
formal and informal relationship to the seven main target'groups.
get
CERN promotes linkages among the seven groups and tries to
gathers
network
The
tnem to work together more effectively.
information from a variety of sources and makes it available to
CERN staff members may also
these groups in a usable fashion.
clearinghouses
organizations,
upon
the
resources
of
other
draw
and commercial databases.
As

Tnis report is based upon an interview, conducted December
Nancy Nolf,
witn three members of the CERN staff:
1981,
3,
Services
Information
.(emp,
Dianna
Director;
Associate
Data Base Searcher. , CERN is
and Janet Cochran,
Coordinator;
located at 1555 Wilson Blvd., Suite 600,,Rosslyn, Virginia 22209.
1

"Consumer Educators
(January 1981): 1.

Call
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'Figure'l:

Organizational Structure of CERN

1

I
I

*

1
GOALS

Network goals focus on meeting the information needs of
consumer educators:
CERN staff members were asked about how well
network goals are defined and communicated.
They believe
that
members of the network have some awareness of the goals (rated a
three" on a five-point scale).
Undoubtedly people are most aware
of the network's dissemination of inforMation role. Awareness of
the
various activities varies among the seven target groups and
whether training programs have been developed for a particular
target group.
End users (actual consumers) are probably unaware
of the goals (rated a five); however, it is not CERN's mandate to
deal directly with ultimate users and their information needs.
Staff members think that network goals are being achieved (rated
a two) and that CERN has developed plans to meet its goals.

Those .staff members interviewed were asked about network
priorities relating to specific activities.
They rated information dissemination and referral,
as well as consumer education
the highest (all given a one on a five-point scale). Information
acquisition and organization rated a three;
budgetary cutbacks
from the Federal Government are making this activity less _of a
priority.
Document delivery and information interpretation/
/advice were given.a four.
It was noted that staff members might
interpret information but that they did not make recommendations
or offer advice.
For example,
they might compile a list of
possible organizations from which speakers could be solicited.
However,
consumer educators must select which organizations to
contact.
Advocacy,
problem-solving, 'and lobbying were &ll
regarded as outside the perview of this vederally-funded project.
Once Federal funds cease, the picture. might change.
.

ACTIVITIES

\

Begun in October 1978 as a three-year developmental effort,
.CERN is based on the premise that an abundance of information is

I
I
I
1

I
I-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,

II
,

The network,
available but that much of it is not easy to find.
on
information
and collects current
identifies
therefore,
to
provides
reference
and
referral
service
consumer education;
published
a
newsletter
maintains
ConCERNs,
consumer educators;
eleven timeS' per year and offiTTFITITticles and news items of
(see Appendix for a specimen
interest to consumer educators;
conduct training sessions relating t-o various aspects of
copy);
consumer education; and provides technical assistance in program
implementation, and evaluation. Requests for informaplanning,
are_
received
primarily by mail or the toll-free telephone
tion
in- person requests are only occanumber (800-336-0223); (2)
sionally Made.

II

11
II

i

II

11

II

114

Consumer educatiommay be defined as "education about what
and how to -affect
the
marketplace is, how to function in it,
of "Anyone who
consist
educators
Consumer
change in it."
Consumers...
better
information
to
help
people
become
provi,des
Consumer educators wear many hats, and they may include news
county extension
social service staff members,
media reporters,
coordinators, government
agencts, corporate consumer affairs
and
conducting informal workshops,
individuals
employees
others." (3)

meeting the information needs of' client groups, CEM
small collection of books,
to a
have access
staff members
periodicals, pamphlets, and booklets, newspaper articles, and
Staff members have,on-line access to
government publications.
as
well
as
to bibliographic data bases of the
resources
these
Magazine rndex and the ERIC
public and private sector (e.g.,
In addition, t ney maintain a human and organizational
files).
resource (also on-line) files from which they can m ake referrals.
in

Instead of specifically answering questions, staff members
most typically provide bibliographic data plus assistance pn the
They produce a list of relevant citations
location of sources.
their local library,
which their clientele could obtain from
inter-library loan, direct orde\r, or other means. Staff members
will, however, make recommendatioris,as to the various options for
If the sources are no longer
acquiring needed source material:
in print, CERN will also provide copies.

Clients receive the necessary citations within ten working
It-should be noted
days from the time the request is received.
"CERN
information
specialists
are
willing
go help consumer
that
from referring ideas
all phases of their q earch,
in
educators
aboUt the kinds of materials needecl to loCat.ion of those which
experience 'problems in
will answer- their :needs." If user
11

.

2

.

Persons in Alaska, Hawaii, and Virginia can call collect on-area
Those in the metropolitan ',%'ashington D.C.
(703)522-4616.
IIshould call 522-461b.
.3

"Consumer Educators
(January 1981): 1.
II

Call -CERN

for

Help'?

ConCERNs

3

.

ill
.
C.

.
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CERN staff members will
of
locating
materials,
staff does the legwork their energy
finding-the required
the
CERN
"Since
educators canlocus
"assistance.
consumer
and applying what
they
order
materials,
apOropriate
thcomaterials
closely reviewing
,on
(4)
in .order to
is learned."
follaw,up
telephone
do
If the references
members may
indeed useful.
Stilif
CERN staff
were
'As
determine if the resourcesassistance will be provided.
for inforMation.
the
all
requests
not
did not help, additional
whether or
maintain a record of
indicated
sought,
members
the'form
the Appendix,
In
the kind of information
noted in educator
needed.
referred,
is
was
information
the
consumer
(a 25 percent sample)
for which
and the purpose fourth information request dissemination ,of the
every
addition,
working days after
sent:an evaluation
is ,selected thirty
and the requester is of these-forms are
requested information, Only 15 to 20 percent
are currently
Staff members at CERN higher response
form (see Appendix).
returned.
generate a
completed and form in an effort to
the
revising
-free af
rate,
are providedhave to pay
and referral-services
howeVer, may
CERN's
T4, reference educators.
Users,
base othec_than
if
a
data
chargeta-aonsumer
se'arth time
that:
the cost of computer
It might be noted
issearched.
any type ofinformation
reearCh
almost
"CERN will
information'specialists
help-consumer
individualconsumers
from
request that will
Requests
better
job.
to do.a
cannot be handled."2 f
services.
want to duplicatefaculty are
does
not
''Since CERN
college students and tgrough their
already available,
services offered
they may check to
urged,to 'use research
In addition,
(5)
libraries.
those services."
campus
supplement
'see how CERN can
of the
report some
beneficial
to
TeacHers
be
members.
point dt might
At this
received by CERN staff
-urricurum might
questions
modify
existi
In this
reference start a new.course or
c rs.
us,ec
about
buying
wanting to
ordered
uld
be
at c
their students
s
list
of
mater
consumer
ware to teach
oaal
might want a available f' ms.
(6)
regard, they
mer education
information
on
4f
free
con
a
list
as well as
In another
s.
might request
auanti
in
larg
advocacy groups
within
a 100 mile
s from
that can be ordered
wanted
speak
pamphlet.s
a .college professor
,

case,

4

"Clearinghouse

.

3. S'anuat-fr

1931.) :

5

"Placing
19,81): 3.
e
0

a

Contains :laterials,

Information,"

2 .

Request:

It's a Snap!,"

'ConCERNs-, 3

for Help," p. 1.
Call
CERN
"Consumer Educators.

ConCE's,
(January
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radius of the campus to address his class on energy alternatives.
Lists of potential speakers can be prepared,. However, requesters
follow
and
select rerevant speakers,
must review all lists,
be
also
cam
Resource lists
(7)
through 'with the contact%
of
the
oEher
Some
compkled for audiovisuals and print sources'.
sample information requests are as follows:
"We're thinking about submitting a gralat proposal on
consumer problems of the handicappgd. Has anythizng
already been done in that field?"

"What is the best way to convert low'income housing
to cooperatives?"
"I work for the state attorney general's office, and
we are planning consumer ,education workshops for
senior citizens. Can yoU find some information about
special problems of elderly consumers?"
"What universitieg offer a consumer science degree?"

"I'd like a list of community colleges that are doing
innovative-things in consumer education."
"Our consumer association wants to form coalitions
with other-grow:s concerned about energy issues.
Please send the nathes of such organizations in my
state and-neighboring states."
a
"CERN is
that
remem bered
be
should
It
HoWever,
typically
:.!ost
clearinghouse rather than a lending libraty."
of '. available materials
receive lists
therefore,
requ4sters
rather than the actual materials.

INFORMATION RESOURCES
CERN maintains a collection of materials (print and nonprint) as well as information on organizations and institutions.
collection
The materials'
Appendix for sample entries).
(See
item
-each
in
which
comprises a coMputerized information system
ordering
and
availability,
evaluated
and
the
price,
nas been
which.dates back to
This collection,
information determined.
1976, consists of a varietyof resources (e.g., curriculum guides,
research reports, and position papers) taken from monographs and
More than'1,000
etc.
government publications,
reference works,
have
supplied
information
resources
that CERN has
organi,zations
added to its computerized file.

In providing consumer education services, CERN staff, members
boedets and
newsletters, government pubcations,
find books,
extension
by
.cooperative
those produced
(Alg.,
pamphlets
organifotection
groups,
and
community
based
services, conlumer
"Consumer Educator,s Call CERN for Help,

-256 most useful; all these
and personal contacts
Information
zations), newspapers
rated a one.
while
servicesare
two,
a
types of information
agencies was accorded agencies, etc.
government
obtained from
on mailing lists of
radio/TV spots were least
journal articles and placement
publications and
Trade
rated a four.
useful; both rated a .four.

projects and
about consumer education
td
find
out
they
can
pass such
CERN tries
so that
in
progress
As CERN's
efforts that are
educators.
research
interested
consumer
along to
information
staff-notes,
and information
is...(our)...last name,
"Network
and institutions, and
organizations
on materials,
CERN to truly promote
projects is essential for
of consumer educators
networking and the interaction
nationwide." (8)
TRAINING PROGRAMS
can
different ways that groups
exploring
For
examp
e,
CERN is currently) professional development.
Batnk
use new technologies for the National Consumer Cooperative whi h
on
the bank's services,
three authorities
a
participated in a panel discussion of
Panelists were connected, by
CERN..
sites
supported by
located at various
was par.tially
to individuals and answer session followed
call
conference
A question
throughout the nation.
the formal presentation.
a
in
participat d
specialists
information,
Informatio Exchange
Consumer
erminals,
conference using the Electronic
computerized
through mini-computer
ensus on_
Communicating
group
con
System (EIES). showed trainees how to teach a
as well as send and receive
tne specialists
such
draft
reports,
to
a major issue, jointly training methods might relate
telecommunication,
Additional
systems,
messages.
and
mail,
cable television
as
electronic
technologies
television,
talk-back
closed circuit
conference calls.
picturephone
the resource for informaCERN "to bp technologies
consumer
intention
of
, to
It is the
these new
of
tion on application
In order to do this,
education." (9)
will assist other groups
"Staff members at CERN with nRw triirting technblogiRs:
and.making arrangein their experimentation
information on costs
the teleprovide
They can
cable TV stations or
such
groups
as
planning
on
ments with
offer direction
phone company, as well as

":4aterials,,

Information

Needed,"

ConCERNs,

1981): 4.
9

CERN tries
(January.1981): 3.

7.

Innovative, Training

nethods,"

3

(January

ConCERNs,

3
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innovative training activIties."
"Through regIllar CERN infortation requests, resource
lists are provided about training guides, handout
materials, and organizations which can provi)de spdakers
or.trainers."

"As another way to
CERN will be reviwing
that could,-A used in
classrooms. 'Based on
identify audiovisuals

provide assistanCe in training,
numerous films and aUdiovisuals
consumer education workshops or
the assessmentscCERN staff will
for use by requesters." (10)

'STAFFING

thirte n.staff members. There are six-full-time
has
and fOur part-time, pro essional staff members. ,In addition, two
All
upport and one handles data 'entry.
persons are secretaria
service
public
in
engaged
members
are
staff
P rofessional
This is even true of the director. As noted in the
activities,
interview, "we all have some tanagerial responsibilities."
,CERN

Three of the professionals hold baccalaureate degrees, while
Four
in the process of obLaining master's degrees.
two are
in either library ancL
have master's degree's
profes&ionais
The final member of the
information science or home economics.
professional staff has a doctorate.
Staff
provision
They teeth
snares an

members received special training concerning the
interviewing.
of consumer information and the art: of
A person. in training
received on-the-job training.

In
office with an experienced member of the stff.
and
strategies
trainees receive feedback on,search
cnis way,
The
needs.
tneir ability to elicit specific". information'
education
5Onsumer
make
them
specialists
objective iS to

resources.

a.

Staff turnover sinée the beginning of 1980 could be characwith little
tLmployment is at the entry level,
terized as high.
Furthei,
opportunity for advancement within a consurting firm.
benefits.which
are
conducive
to
long
term
there are few employee
since the contract with the pffice of
However,
dmployme
there'is a higher
'Consumersl Education has been for three years,
degree of job security than for those situations.in which the
The number ostaff for the
-contract is for only a few months.
couple
of
years
is
expected
to
decline
due to t,he 'demise of"
next
As
one
'interView subject
Office
of
Consumers'
Education.
the
explained, "we will stay alive but will have,to'go through a,lean
period in which we rebuild."

10

Ibid.
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FUNDING

)

.

the entirg budget is dependent on Federal grants.
EXCluding
idminispiative And overhead costs,. the entire netwOrk budget for
the ,last fikaI 'year was allocated
to
publEc service.
The
la gest budgetary .,category is fr informatiOn band 'referral
ice.
Next
n iMportance are training servic:?s and on-line
bliographic services. Only a-srgall percentage of the budgt is
devoted.to,document'delivery; the actual items are furnished.only
. if
they are. hot available elsewhere.
The,budget for the next
fiscal year will undoubtedly includean Increase for information
and'
referral 'services ai well as greater attention to publicity.
There will be a decrease in on-line bibliographic services, due
to
the.demise of_Federal funding.
-Staff members will encourage
their clientele to have computer searching.performed at'. their
local,libraries it these institutions have the capability.
,
.
.

.

.

.

the three

year contract with the Office of Consumers'
Educatfbnended in 1981...
An eighteen month extension,
however;
carries' the network until' March 1983.
At that time outside'
support must be available or 'the network terminates.
Realizing
chat tli effice of Consumers' EaUcatrOn would soon be abolished,.
its stsf,
ransterred some of their services to CERN and provided
the network with zreater,flexibility in setting itg programs. As.
the interview subjects,admitted,
"the spirit of the Office will

.

I
II

.

i?,./e through CERN."

11

Al

,

.
&

.

.

By January 1982 , CERN wants to develop a planby which tt
can Seek outside funding.
I
'al efforts will
be
directed
tmiard findin-, a "safe house" in he Federal Government
lerhaps
with.one military,
post Offkce; . or Department of Labor.
As an ,
'alternative; CERN might be l'ocatedWithin a business, foundation,
university,
or educational association.
Staff members, it
cgRN
, are ,alreaily ,opening,dialogue with kts target audiences,
an
.j.'''
-effort ',W.'. gain supPort
and .a,t,i-de
on the mast appropriate
location fOr the network.

,

II

.

.

PUBLICITY

.

CERN, .attempts
to
maintain high
visibility ,lodally,
regionally;: and nationally.
It has establiShed contact with the'
Offi e of Consume Affairs within the White Houae, -.has formal encl.
info Spi..
. 1-1sepin
-with lacal'groups and individuals Interested i,n
constiger Aduda ion, and maintains contact with state consumer
education 'centers in Michigan, 'Oklahoma, and Wisconsin.
In
addition, by extending sub-contraóts ,c) organizations such as the
,,&Consumer Yederation
Of America andthe Coalition for Consumer
'Education,
these
groups have a-vested'tnter,est in-wanting
..
see-CERN survive and flouriSh.. Staff members at CEU also attend .
-orA local'ahd national'conferences,, attend meetings held by Federal
offrtes 'responsible for coneUmer education, hnd Serve On boards
and committees of groups-such As the-Joint Cotancil fdr Egonomic
:F.ducation.
As explained bysthe,staff members Antervi.140, ywe
try
to. meet the key:people.and to get the most for the% 'doliari, f
expended:"
For ,each liof
the ,s.even .target groups
thVt .11ERN
.

,

1
II

.

.

,

-II

.

'.

II

'

II.

\
,

*

.
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-'251(attempts to serve, publicity is targeted at key organizations and
it is Ilelieved that publicity can
"change agents.:" In this way,
consumer
educators
will associate,CERN with their
be effective;
information gathering.
CERN has developed a marketing plan to reach consumer
Staff members, have /
educators rather than consumers themselves.
and
groups,
compiled a mailing list of 4,500 organizations,
They
audiences.
target
seven
the
representing
individuals
prepare and distribute flyers on new publications, do,asRecial
mailing to one of the target audiences around,a-s§ecific subject,
ConCERNs. ,'This newsletter
well as issue the newsletter,
as
In addition,
the most effective means of publicity..
represents
speak at, at* prepare displays for various
staff members attend,
They ,have also insertkd publicity .blurbs in
conferences.
Such,
magazines including Senior Scholastic and-Changing Times.
With the kosT-a Federar
efforts result in "111751.7c7f response.
however, we must be careful about how many requests are
support,
CERN is being
Due to the demise of Federal support
',enerated,"
0
careful about the publicity programs it undertakes.

fr.,

USERS
CERN -has completed a feisibility study in which a "needs
In addition, data. on
assessment of target audierices zs made.
ation
gathering
forMs and theusers_ are gathered from the info
also
been
included
in a subThe
netuiork
ha
evaluation; forms.
Such studies
contract for the Coalition for Cons .er-Education.
well as-the information reporte on the 'data gathering forms
as
appreciate the
indicate that members of the 'target audience
interpersonal
.Sasis.
handling of their information needs on an,
and
efficient
courteous,
fast.,
They also appreciate "friendly,
Itpightbe noted that if staff.members locate needed'
service."
or discover a possible re'feyril'
itiformation in a printed source,

they alwaysverify its accuracy prior to its de1iver5,,to
the requester.
sO.(irce,

.

4
.

.

.

.,

.

Staff members -have devised methods for determininrthe
First
effectivenesS of thei:r consumer education services,
analysigof their data gatherfng forMs reveals.that two-thirds of
the users,have made previous uSe'of the' CERN serviceS. Secondty,
Thitdlymp'users
etal.uatf8n(forhIs are sent .to,every fourth user.
the 'service
of
teiephOne,their
appreciation
may occasionally
..
provided.
,

.

,

E FI

TERIA

terviewed we e askedabout, the Mpottence
The staff memoe s
prpy.iding
cons mer inforation services.
the live factors
of
The accuracy of the answer was rated h ghest in import.ancee Next
'in
overall importance'were the under tandability of the answer
and the up-to-datenesi of the informat n, the time tI,Ipt dt tookto find,thp-lpfo.Iatilon rated foupt,h, while'Ehe.cost in terms'Of
k
,
mOney w as'
/ least iaportant.
.

,

1

Af:3,,

/

\
^

.

:'
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'ROLE DF LIBRARIES
gathering and disseminating information,
especially in
form of bibliographic references,
CERN performs a role
similar to that of librariei.
The staff members interviewed
suspect that the success 'of the network might be
testimony in
part
to
the fact that libi-aries have not met the information
needs of cohsumei- echtcators in.an effecitve*and efficient way,
'Undoubtedly many libraries have,not collected as extensively in
the area of consumer education as they might have.
Further, CERN
coklbines
the
tal,ants
of people with backgrounds.'in. consumer
education'ahd librarY:and information science.
Perhaps libraries
.might
reexamine some of the specialties and expertise held by
their staff.
The objective might be to cover additional aieas,
such as consumer education.
By

tHe

Staff members interviewed saw libraries playing a definite
role
in
the
area of consumer education services.
'In
their
librarties
opinion,
should be most involved in information
acquisition, organization, dissemination, and referral; as well
document 'delivery
these
_as,
(all
activities rated
highest
priority).
.They
noted that networkg such as CERN would not be
f libraries did not provide the necessary ,backup
effective

'service -- the provision-of the source material identified from a
search of the CERN files.
Those interviewed rated con'sumet
education as an important function for libraries (rated a 'two).
Theremainihg activities -were considered
as
unimportant.
Information
interpretation/advice was given a four,
while
lobbying, and probleth7solving were alf 'rated least
adirocacy,
important br a five.

..

.

CERN stff members noted that libraries make infrequalqt
referrala to their resources.
It.seems ena t they are "Uaare of
ut."
Staff, mempers,
however, do consult libraries for Inforam
tion,
especii.1.1".
that contained in directories-not held'in the
CERN library.
Staff members verify sources pf referral prior to
_actually making.a patron.referial.
They believe that libraries-could make more use of referral by going into human resources and
oCial services.
Haliing access to a WATS line enablea the staff
to do some seatching for information,
as well as verification,
/which they otherWise might not.
They will contact a person
within the 'organization or agency to which they Anticipate
referring a cons,umer educator and alert,him to expect a telephone
call from that-person.
They will also confirm that the teferial
is appropriate.
Consequently, they believe that referred sources,
are 'successfl
in
meetihg the information needs of consumer'
educators.
:

.40

.

The policy df'CERN is to dowhatever is.naceary to obtain
needed information,
within time,and financial- limits.
,These
limitatioris,
however,
beceme less
important when cEnN staff
members bd'lieve that the desired informat.ion may make,a )otential
impact on the field of consumer-edUcation and ganerate publicity
for the-network.
For example, tey will go to greater lengths to
gather and dissemtnate informatton..that could,have an impact on

2"

-

legislation than they will to satisfy theinformation needs of
It might benoted"Oat actual provision of
individual.teachers:
is
more costly than ascertaining .bibliographical
materials
references and app-ropriate referral sites.
.

CERN is willing to devote the time necessary to meet the
It also has a staff
informatidia needs af its target audiences.
which specializes in identifying and providing access to consumer
As those interviewed noted, "full-time can
education -resources.
leArning about referral sites and supplementing print
spent
be
and non-print resources." They'believe- that libraries could
extend themselves in consumer education to take on the role of
local information centers. Perhaps CERN, in the future, might be
able to'assist libraries in expanding their role as providers of
There cquld definitely be a partnership
cohsumer information.
between CERN and the libraty4community. CERN, for example, could
focus on, provision of bibliographic references while libraries
could make the source material available.

*

"information,
the
Libraries
need to" keep abreast of
revolution" and to help educate the public about the value of new
They can ,ra.ke available, a menu of community
technology.
through home
services, which the public could gain access to
In.this way, consumers should'be
compUters and,cable television.
able to do comparison shopping (e.g., compare car and grocery
At the ame time, libraries can increase their informaloric-4).
and
referral functions for the benefit of those people 1,;ho
/ tion
do not haye home computers.

.ADDENDUM

Since the- interview was conducted, CERN
operations into three components:

has di:vided

its

.

Information Services
Informtion Systems
- ,PublicatiOns.
The Information Servides, component handles all information
Information
and database searching.
'%'ATS line calls,
requests,
Systqms incorIporates the development of an internal data base for
consumer information, while the Publication cdmillohent produces
CERN publications.
.

,

undergone" zome major staff. Changes since the
then the Associate
Both Niy
nd Nolf,
was conducted.
Information Services
and Dianna :<emp, then the
Dr.
Charles Cheney) the
resiAed from ttle staff.
11 Coordinator,
an
Director,' :handles the overall admtaistration
.Project
e
the loss or decrease of
Obviously,
coordination of CERN.
Federal support has been the major cause of these changes.
.

CERN
interview
Director,

has

P.

'
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Funding and the Consumer EduCator
With the national economy as tight as it Investigating funding sources
is, administrators are facing increasing difThe next step is to Investigate the differficulty in finding financial resources to fund ent types of program funding available as a
their programs. In an eon to balance a basis for determining which wouid be most
stringent budget. Congress looks for pro- appropriate for the organization. There are
grams to cut and prograrns throughout the basically two ways to raise money: grass
country are noticing the effects. Funding roots fundraising and grant acquisition.
agervies of every type are feeling the ecoGrass roots fundraising: Grass roots fundnornic pinch, and as'a consequence, comraising is defined by Joan Flanagan,author'
petition for shrinking dollars is increasing.
For this reason, it behooves any organi- of The Grass Robes Fundraising Book, as
zation to examine closely its fundraising "all the' ways to make money using your
and grantsmanship skills. There is still fund- own members and your own resources." it
ing available for projects, it the fundraiser includes membership dues, proceeds from
fundraising events, direct mail solicitation,
knows how to go about securing it. An excellent resource for developing a and door-to-door canvassing. Particularly
fundraising strategy is a manual for citizen suited to the nature of community-based
groups entitled The Rich Get Richer and organizations, it is frequently their main
the Poor Write Proposals written by Nancy staple. The constant planning, organizing,
Mitiguy for the Citizen Involvement Training and hard work that it requires, however,
Project. Outlining the process of developing causes many organizations to consider
a funding strategy from beginning to end, abandoning it in favor of a grant-seeking
the manual provides basic information, campaign. But thetprocess of securing a
exercises, and activities to use in develop- grant also requires a lot of time, energy, and

ing a fundraising strategy, and offers references to check for further information. The
following is based largely on information
gathered from this manual, supplemented
by materials published by the Grantsmanship Center 'and the Foundation Center and

by observations particularly relevant to

effort. Furthermore, since grants do not last
forever, it can also be an ongoing process.
The many advantages of grass roots fundraising derive primarily from the independence and public support which the nature of
these types of activities bring to an
organization.

Graritseeking: The other major way to
raise funds is through grants, especially
Planning: The key to, successful
suited to the funding of research and educational activities. Grants may be made by
fundraising.
Any successful fundraising campaign Ihe government, private foundations,
depends on careful planning, which some- churches, or corporations. A discussion of
times neeqs to begin with the very nature of the two biggest potehtial sources for conthe govemment and
the organization. Organizational purpose, sumer educators'
long-range goals, proposed activities and foundations is presented below. Corpoconsumer educators.

projects, and their relationship to each rations and churches should not be ignored
other should all be clearly understood. as potential sources, however. Businesses
Unities an organization can convince a often recognize the importance of an in-

for every award made, more than, ten applications had to be turned down. It should be

noted, however, that OCE is not the only
federal departtnent to which administrators

of consumer education programs coukf
apply for funds. The compleccity of the
federal government

with its multitudinous

bureaus, agencies, and departments
off era numerous possibilities to arty orant
seeker. CERN will soon release an update

to its Consumer Education Resource Inventory, which , will identify arid describe
federal funding-sources-of particular interest

to consumer educators.

The basic documents for researching
federal funding sOurces are the Catalog of
Federal Dpmesfic Assistance, listing more
than 1,000 federal agency programs offering

technical assistance and loans as well as
grants; and the Federal Register, which
follows the rule-making processes of all
federal government agencies, including
provisions for grants.

Many experienced fundraisers and exPerts in the field believe that researching
the documents is not nearly so important as
establishing contact with federal agencies
appropriate to the grant-seeker to find out
about recent developments, new programs,
funding priorities, etc. Most publish information about their grants programs. In ad-

dition, both local and national U.S. Congressional offices are important sources of
information.
Foundations: There are approximately

25,000 foundations in the United States,
varying widely in terms of structure, size,
and what they are willing or able to fund.
The Foundation Center is the primary' organizational resource to use in researching
foundations, (see References, p 3 ).. In
investigating

foundations,

fundraisers

should look for those which have funded
projects similar to their own; those which
have funded projects in their geographic

formed consumer public and churches are
particularly willinsto fund programs for the area; and those which make grants, lor .
poor a target Npulation for many con- amounts appropriate to the needs oi the<
iumer education programs.
grantseeker.
Government The federal government
success. Furthermore, a grant may have
strings attached 'to it. If the goals of the is by far the largest spender of funds on Determining the most appropriate
granting organization are not compatible grants ahd one of the first sources occurring funding source:
with those of the grantee, an organization to a grant seeker. Fi* this reason, competiAfter identifying prospective fundind
may find that irt accepting funds it is no tion for federal dollars is extremely strong. sources, the next step is to determine which
longerdoing what it set out to do orPelleves This year, the U.S. 'Office of Consumers'
See FUNDING, next page
Education (OCE) awarded 59 grants; but
it ought to do.

prospective funding,source that it is committed to the project for which it is seeking
. funds and has the resources to carry it out,
the request for funding has little chance of..

4
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FUNDING, continue d from page f

thought through. Some, tot example, betray
a lack of familiarity with the field in which it

would be beet suited to the organization . project would be conducted,perhips even
saeldng funds. CuestiOns to consider in proposing to repeat a study that has akeady
a
been dons. Some show that need
doing 30 are:
How closely does this funding source project has been based, on assum:16
match your program phaceophy?
Will funding from this source help meet
your most cridcal need?
Realisticaly, do you have a chance of
getting funding from this source?

Is the time and =et required to get
funds worth the andcipaIld level of funding?

Proposal Preparation
Acquisitico of a grant requires prepara-

tion of a propcsal. For fouidadons, the
proper fccm is usually a letter, while for the
federal government it iausually a detailed
set of forms. But whatever the format, the
proposal needs to corwince the prospectkie
funding source that the proposed project is
woithwhile and that the applicant Is capable
of carrying out the project. ReVieWers fra .

rather than WNW Investigation. Sometimes
the deecribed project could not pcesibly be
done In the amount of time allotted with the

resources described Whatever the prospective funding source, all proposals
should have the *allowing characteristics:

discriminately. Most experts strongly advise against this practice as a waste of time
and money, since a proposed project

to be suited to the type organizatlomni
which application is being made.

Follovaro
If a few weeks have elapsed after pro-I
posal subOssion and there has been no
response, it is advisable to follow up with a

phone call to find out ilthere has beergil
chance to ray*, the propceal or If

They should document the problems questions need to be answered, etc. Once ;
decision has been mad*, if fp requed
attach the project is designed to address for
the geographical target area of the project; has been denied, it le IMPorfallt tb findi
They should show that theorganizatiorr why so that future mistakes pante avoided.
has investigated previous similar work in
the field and explain how the project will
relate to it or be rfflferent fp= it
!They should show that the project has
been clearly defined and is not beyond the
scope of the organization; and,
They should state goals in measurable
and realistic tonna based co actual research.
Some grantseekers make multipie copies

quently complain hefty receive proposals
for projects that have obviously not been of their proposals and distribute thern in-

There is a great deal more b be
about the subjects of fundraising and

tg41

however, the main thin
is that fundraisers must do
homeworlii An organization seeking to fund
a project must be able to demonstrate that it
granremember
tsmanship;

meets a real need; it must find out
s ources are best suited to and most

411

fund the project; and it must determine the
bestways to approach these sources.

On Programs in the Network'
The Michigan Consumer
Education Center: Negotiating the Path of Soft Money

centers, and the U.S. Office otConsumers'
Education. Given the multiplicity of funding
sources, the question arises: Ham does one
negotiate the path of "soft money' without

sacrificing program integrity? Could not
acceptance of funding from all those difAlthough established ;rith government ferent sources have changed the Center

educational funds, the Michigan Consumer
Education Center (MCEC) grew out of an

idea originating in the banking and credit
industry. A group of Michigan bankers and
credit counselors, perceiving the need of
public for basic information
the
about banking, financing, and credit, decided that there should be an institution

beyond all recognition? Has it not had difficulty in maintaining program ccotinuity?

The answer is that while MCEC has
broadened in scope since its inception, and
while it has been influenced to sane degree

by its various funding sources, its basic
missico has not been compromised. Indeed,
the influences of the funding sources have
for the most part been healthy ones.

through which this type of informapon could
There are three factors which have
be provided: The idea for such an institution
was broadened to include other aspects of served MCEC well in remaining true toi its
consumer education, and a proposal was mission to improve and extend the quality of
written by the Education Committee of consumer education in Michigan. The first

Credit, Counseling Centers for a center is that it has a firm understanding of and
which would further the interests of con- commitrnent to its goals and purposes. The
sumer education through teacher educa- second is that it chooses prospective fundtion, provision of consultan1 seerices, and

maintenance of a resource library. The
Center was established in 1973 with state
vocational education grant funds for' coniumer and homemaking education at East'em Michigan University.
,

Since that time, MCEC hat received

flinging from a variety of sources, including:
Eastern Michigan University, the National

Bank of Detroit, the Montgomery Ward
Company; the Mott Foundation, the association of Michigan 'economic education

ing sources which will not do damage to its
mission or destroy continuity. And the third
is that it is aware of thsgoals and purposes
of any sources from which it accepts funds.
Sometimes MCEC has received criticism
often
for takkrig money from business
seen as "the enemy" of consumers' inter-

ests. Perhaps because it grew out of an
idea originating in the business community,
MCEC has never regarded industty in this

light. Its philosophy has been that there
shcfuld be cooper

betiveen the priry

2s1

and public sectors. To be sure, it has hmitill
keep in mind the goal of industry to
aitirofit
when it takes industrial fur;:d7t7
does not want to imbue its educational programs with an industrial bias. But over

years, this has presented little brobletill
When, for instance, MCEC conducted.
consumer economics forum with Montgomery Ward funds, both industrial
consumer activist interests were
sented. Ward's did not in any way try
interfere with the objectivity of the program.'
Sometimes the perspective of busi
has been needed, particularly in the area o

jobs development programs. In oddition,
through its various contractual anb grants
arrangements With representatives of
private sector, the Center has been ablethtl
have some influence on the thinldng of the
business community.

l'here are pitfalls, however. Sometimel

all too ey
asto consider the fundi
source in preparation of materials or programs; to omit something which reflects
is

unfirorably on the industry of a fundi
source. It is then that MCEC must remi
itself of its commitnent to quality progr
and say what needs to be said. Up until
now, it ,has done this with impunity. It
probably the fact that its approach to th

industrial sector has always been a cooperative and communicatitie one which
has allowed it to do so.
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ConCERNs,ihe CERN monthly newsletter containing articles,'
event notices, and refrences on consumer education liptionwide.
Price: No chargelo most consumer educators;-$25.00 per year to
business and business associations.

Name

Address

Telephone

Zip

Amount Enclosed

Purchase Order No.

Mail this order form with purchase order, money order, or check to:
.
CERN, 1555 Wilson Blvd., Suite 600, Rosalyn, Va. 22209.

See Reference*, page four
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Dear Colleague:

II

11

Approximately one month ago you contacted CERN with yolikrequest for'
consumer education materials. We would like to know if...he information
and/or materials were useful. The enclosed Services Evaluation form has
been designe'd to help us determine what you liked or did not like about
our servicei. Please 'take a few minutes to complete the evaluatiofigform
'and share" your opinions with us, then refold the form and return it
by

II

IIBy paeticipating fn this survey, you will enable us to asceriain hoW°F
well we are meeting your needs. Your opinions are essential to help
us establish long term objectives and goals. All of your answers to
the Services Evaluation are considered confidential; your identity willremain anonymous. The assigned code number is used only for Identification
of non-respondents and.subsequent follow-ups.
.

,

II

P

.

CERN is here to be of
Thank you for your assistance in 'this survey.
serviCe to you and we hope you will contact.us again as your information
II'needs arise.

Si,ncerely,

.

%Lad:LA/am)
Dianna L. Kemp
Goordinator, Information Servi,ces
DLK/tml

2 t-.)' 4
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your responees to the following questions will help us evaluate the usefulness of the se;Vicee provided through CERN, and

perhaps identify possible areas for tutu's" improvements. We tmly appreciate your assistance In this evaluation effort. For this first

question, *me check (.-) all answers that apply.

1) How cid you use the infcanation sent to you from CERN?
ordered sOMO of the materials identified by CERN

stored Me information for future use

used the information era reference 41r students and/or colleagues

.

didn't use the information at all

ctherplease explain

,

-

To answer the remaining qinstions, *see check (r) the one statement that best describes yolk. opinion:

2) Did the information you received from CERN meet the needs that prompted you to call CERN for istance?
yes, completely

somewhat, but still need more inprmation

noplease explain

3) Would you use CERN's services again?
Ye*

....maybeplease explain

I.

explain

4) Reading and using the information in computer pnntouts can be confusing. How helpful was the rgterial we included t issist
'
in reading and understanding the computer searches?
YerY helpful

helpful

somewhat helpful

not helpful

- 269. -

ned to be a way of shortcutting the intormation gathering process by puttin a number oldata sources in one place
providing
fntorrnatron
speoabsts to help you identity possible resources. In your opinio ,45-5411 agNe Cr disagree that CERN is
an
meeting this purpose of being a helpful sh-ortcut for information gathefing?

5) CE

-

agree

stronsply agree

strongly disagree

disagree

6) Did CERN provide you enough information about the resources to allow you to choose which ones to investigate further?
yes

hc?

COMMENTSPlease comment upon what you liked most and what you liked least about the service CERN provided you Also, please feel
free,to mWce any other comments about CERN or this questionnaire:

t

Thank you for your

e

7

vir

-;
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TO RETURN THIS FORM: Aad your return address, fold and Staple so that CERN is the addressee. I

Return Address

v

4Consumer Education Resource Network
I.

1555 Wilson Boulevard'

Suite600

ROSslyn, VirginiO22'209,

.

1
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CERN SERVICES REQUEST FORM
FOR STAFF USE-ONLY

SSAGES1

REQUEST.#:

DATE'RECEIVEb(
SEARCH DATE::
XEROX DATE:-

DATABAft SEARCHED:.

SEARCH NUMBER:

NUMBER OF CITATIONS:

NEEDS PHONE RESEARCH, RETURN

CODE

REQUEST MAILED LATE, CALL

PREVIOUS USER

WOULD LIKE: CIP

EC

CNA

Xerox-for Mailing lis

ML

,

Type evaluation form

DATE SENT:
-

ADD

AN' .

g

CHANGE
PA --

.

,

.

DELETE

NAME:
-"East

-"First

:4

ORG:
-ADDRESS:.

CITY:

STATE:
ZIP:

,e*

PHONE t:

A
IESERREDIBY:
What kihd:of information would you like CERN to provide for
you?
,

Pre.

How do.you plan to use the information you are seeking?

111
;.

26d sy

1
-

272 -

obtained?
have you already
information
How much
authors if possible.
or pertinent

Provide citations

V

sought:
for information
InteriBed Audience
t

Kindergarten
Elementary Level

Senior.High.
College Level
Adult Edu6ation

Junior High
to the data of baterials?
restrictions
as
Are there any
do you want?
what kinds of materials
Audlovisuals
Pamphlets
OrganiInformation about
Curriculum Materials
77---tions
Human Resources
Slielf' Materials

Journal Articles

FOR STAFF USE

Other (Specify):
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CERN BIBLIO FILE

'000195.

'AN

I.

.

4*

AU

Myhre, David C. Harrison/Betty C. and others.

IN

Virginii Polytechnic Inst.

Tr..

Observing Non-Verbal Behavior and Active Listening.

and State Univot, Blacksburg.

BB805312.*

Two Basic

1

Consumer DebtCounseling Project

Skills for Financial Counselors.
Series.

Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C.

SN

Coo'peration with Xirginia Polytechnic Inst.

in

and State Univ.,

College of Edu.cation and Home Economics.

Blacksburg.

1

RMQ66000.

PR

$2.2111 .(1979).

PT

Books.

National Foundation for.Consumer C-redit.

,AV

1819 H Street, N.W.

11
,

.

Washington, DC. 20006.

%

II

NT .

YR.....77.
..
BN..

.

Peges: 46.

.

s

4

Does 'mit include brand names.

MJ.....Counseling.,Adult-Education.
TP ..... Institution of Higher Education.

.

j
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CERN ORG FILE

1

D00403

.ON

-

ORGANIZATION NAME:
National Council on Family Relatidns.

1219 University Avenue S.E.

mr,

Minneapolis, MN.,55414.
(612) 331-2774.
PT

PROJEC/ TITLE: Family Resource/Referral,Center.

PC

Margaret J. Bodley,erpject Director.

TP

TYPE OF PROGRAM: KaT03

FS..,

FUNDING SOURCE: Foundation Grants.

GA.:

;AC

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA: National.
ACRONYM: 'FR/RC.
P.

YR

YEAR ESTABLISHED:p1979.

MS

MEMBERSHIP SIZE: NCFR -_54000.

SS

STAFF SIZE: 2 paid.

PO

I.
J.

5 volunteer.

I

PURPOtE'OF ORGANIZATION: To develop
a netional bibliograph4c and II
.information database to meet the great
demand for family information
on all

level's.

MA k' MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES:
,
Produce/distribute print materials.",
Provide educ'atiolal pro/rams (workshops,

seminars; cfnferences)..

Operate a reference and referral servi6'

Maintain a resource

.4

,

1

II

.

library., Conduct fundraising/gOantsMansh,
MJ

MAJOR DESCRIPTUS: Pamily.

GL

GRADE LEVELS: General
.

DT

800820

Puc
bli.

,
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CASE

ASSACHUSETTS EXECUTIVE OFFICE*
OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
The Executive ffice of.Consumer Affairs, which is one of
supervises nine regulatory
Governor's ca /net offices,
the
Figure 1 for the
and
twenEy-eight
licensing
boards-(see
agencies
for a descripchart
and
appendix
to
this
report
organizational
,The
Executive
Office
provides
"adminisL
division).
, tion of each
tredve oversight for the agency's budget and personnel actions."
informs
and
It also "actively promotes, consumer education
Further,
businesses of their re§ponsibilities to consumers." (1)

1

4onsumer Affairs zepresents the interests of consumers
when it testifies before State_and Federal ggencies.
It actively'works witH other State,agencies in the
protection of con,sumers, _Seminars are presented to
consumer groups, educators, civic_and trade associations,
Consumer Affairs'has actively promoted
and merchants.
the interests.of women, minorities arid the handicapped.
The.office introduces legislation to make its agencies
more effective and to correct abuses or qversights which
the Self-Help Information activities have disclosed. (2).

.

1

The NExecutive Office produces consumer rights brOchures for'.
covering such topics as woodstoves, buying
the general public,
and automobile repair ,(the appendix to
.wood, and space heaters;
A Self-Hebp
thiS report includes examples of these pamphlets).
college
staffed
by
intprns
(the.elderly'
and
Informatkon Lirie,
can
of
their
rights
so-that
they
advises consuthers
students),
is
3,t
and
provides
referral
when
resolve 'their own problems,
be
sent
The
knfOrmationali
brochures
might
even
deemed necessary,.
to consumers registering a complaint with the Self-Help servicp.
The Self-rHelp service resporids eo telephone, written, and walk-in
The majority' of requests, however, are 'by teleahoneL
revests.
over 32,000 consumer referral and complaint calls are
In fact;
Automobile sales and se-gvices, followed,by
received each year.
the two major-topics for cohsumer
are
rights,
landlord/tenant
complaints.
.

distributing consumer /lights information
to
and
maintaining
the Self-Help service, -the Executive
brochures
Office refers consumers, when necessary,' to the appropriate
For example; each division of the Executive Office has a ,
agency.
In

1
.

I.

'addition

Neuman,
Barbara
conducted with
was
interview
The
Ashburton
1
Massachusetts Executive Office of Consumer Affairs,
Place, Room 1411, Boston 02108.
.1

Guide to the Executive Office qf
infoimitiTiFir-pampHIgt of the OfTTET7
A

.1)

2

1

Consumer
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Figure L.

The Executive Office of Consumer Affairs
(Eileen Schell, Secretarylof Consumer Affairs)

1
EXECUTIVE OFFICE)
OF
CONSUMER AFFAIRS

1
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DEPARTMENT OF
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STATE
,
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COMMISSIV

REGISTRATION

oIc1slON OF
STANDARDS
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-277 or a referral might IDe
section to handle consumer com laints,
Staff members "carry the
ffice.
made to the attorney general's
consumer through the entire,process until the complaint '. is
resolvbd." In this connection, it might be noted that the Office
maintains a card file specifyfng the customer reletions division
The Office might also place
within, specific organizations.
people in contact with local consumer groups, whidh would assist
These groups also acquire and distribgte the
in mediation.
Office's brochures.

1

consumer
Executive Office maintaint an extensive
The
information file so that staff members can refer consumers to the
appropriate information, be rt in Consumer Report§ d'r elsewhere.
Material 'from the file canhot ciTEETiE; however, with the
consumersNsan check their local
appropriate citations in hand,
The
Office
also
collects
assorted sources such as the
libraries.
information sheets and brochures that the Better Business Bureau
For preparation of the
produces on ,individual companies.
staff
members
draw upon government
consumer. rightr brochures,
publications and state statutes. .
Office .has a "small budget" and a "small numi%r of
these
Proposition 2-1/2 will probably not impact
staff."
It,
however, has affectedA the .budgec for the
operations.
Because of this the
printing of consumer rights pamphlets.
Office is seeking ways to minimize printing costs. Staff meibers
prepare the necessary graphics, and
might write the pamphLets,
They are also permitting local
even handle the typesetting.
which have their own
consumer groups'and other organizations,
prinEing presses, to print.the pamphlets under the supervision of
In order.to protect the interests of the
the Executive Office.
This way the
the .pamphlets have been copyrighted.
consumers,
informaExecutive Office can maintain control over the tipe of
tion the local groups are disseminating.
'The

the Executive Offf-je is engaged in information
In summiry,
dissemination and referral, document deliVery (distribution of
consumer education, lobbying and
the,consumer rights brOchures),
advocacy for the legislation that it helps .to draft, and probledThe approach to problem-solving is4oneyof 'self-help,
solving.

staff members try to get the consumer to do'the preliminary
work and to attempt to resolve the problem with the marchant. If
consumers will be referred tjo a local consumer group
necessary,
the
By doing
mediation or to a government fagency.
for
overworked
already
assist
LUhe
consumers
preliminary, work,
whelre

consumer g.00ups.

Information acquisittOn and organization is not a function
The Office does not engage in informaof the Executive Office.
in the sense that staff members
interpretation
and
advice,
tion
They mtght tell people what the
do not offer legal advice.
They might
statutes say, but they will not interpret 'the law.
also refer consumers to the Informational brochures which present
the law in easily understood terms.

294

GOALS
416.

The Executive Office:defines consumer information in terms
tions
of consumer fights, becau.Se this is where the bulk of
g.als,
There are no written
cOmplaints come .from.
and

objectives, or an annual repor4. Wtitten information is prosucet
the need for legislation,, 'and the
in relation to the pamphlets,
requirements of the Governor's office.
.

It is felt that local organizations ahd groups are'definite-

ly aware sof the Executive Office and its programs and services
The Office distributes informaton to them and
(rated a one).
Consumers may not be
has developed a'cooperative relationship.
.--

aware of the Office; however, their contacts with local consumer
Further,
groups may lead to interaction with the Office.
.,consumers might
receive the consumers rights brochures, which
the mass media might
Finally,
ispecifically mention the Office.
promote the Office and telephone directoryeassistance might refer
As is evi#ent, the
ipeople with consumer rightb Complaints.
pffice believes that it is meeting consumers needs.; "we,do a good
'job corfsidering our limited budget and number of staff./.
:

"

PUBLICITY
-

2

Consumer education is accomplished thi-ough the distritution
eleviof the consumer rights pamphlets, seminars, media (radio,
sion, and newspaper) coverage, contacts with community groups and
varirous organizations, press releases and talks before the commu7
Personnel for the television program, for examp,le, might-nity.
contact the Executivd office.for information in relation to a
story they plan to feature. . The impression is that'all of these
methods constitute effective advertising.

.

There-is a great demand for the pamphlets; however, demand
eicgeeds the budget al/otted for printing. By seeking alternative
wOs for printing and distributing the brochures, the Executive
'When
Office ,can repond effectively to the increased 'deman.d.
consume4s call the Self-Help service, .they. might need access to
Conseiuenthe type of information contained in the brochures.
knowledge of this fact plus access to the brochyres locally
tly,
wouLd be beneficial.
USERS

0

'The- Exeputive Office has not undercaAn a formal evaluation
and
Pi.t lackg both the financial
of its services and end users;
the
it
monitors
However,
rescources
told()
such
a
study.
hgimari
Vatterns in
omplaints received through,the Self-Help serviclv
complaints might lead to the drafting of appropriate,legisiation.
Furthef, a record of all persons visiting the Executive Offiee is
address
This record identifies the person's name,
maimtained.
and purpose,of the visit.
.

for

Many users of the Self-Help service appear to be doas so
they discover that
"When they'contact us,
the first time.
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1

therefoe, might be
there is nbt alot of red tape." Consumers,
staff about
willing
to
make
follow-up
calls
and
to
inform
more
the status of a complaint.
tlithout formal evaluations, a determination of effectiveness
the services provided must depend on less scientific' means.
the number
For example, recordin% the' number of pdople calling,
of

requestiqg follow-up assistance, and the number of repeat users.
By
People might also volunteer to write letters of appreciatiOn.
Executive
the
the
staff
of,
working with -regulatory agencies,
Office can form impressions about the willingnees of Oeople to
follow through on referrals.
THE.-FIVE. CRITERA

The five factors w re considered, in relationship to the
preparation and distributi n of the information trochuree and the
For Joth of these, the fabtors were all
Self-Help service.
be
The information/ must
importance.
of
'equal
considered
the
Frequehtly,
and
oinderstandable.
up-to-date,,
accurate,
printed sourdbs summarize the appropriate sections of a statute
Consumers refer tb the
and provide a reference tp that statute.
symmariagistatutes when they are discussing their complaints with:
try to sa e.
staff members
-Further,
business in question'.
they try to Nasii
As,already noted,
consumers time and thoney,
consumefs Ln 'cutting.through the red tape."

e'

I.

LIBRARIES

Alr

the Executive Office is
its small printing budget;
in disseminating its materials tp the
expikviencing problems
They might offer
Libraries could help in,this regard:
public.
print the brochures under the direction of the gffice staff,
to
and distribute
house the brochures in their information files,
Librarians
might
als6
refer clients
copies to their clientele.
t

Wfth

to the Self-Help service.and.receive training frbm local consumer
groups to assisetonsumers in the mediation process.
seen as- information
The primary role for libraries was
organizationf dissemination, and referral; document
acquisition,
delivery and consumer eduCatloin. All of these factors rated most
importan4 (one on a,five-po ntscale)1 -All the other factors
information iht4rpretation/advice, and
advocacy,
(lobbying,
as least 4Mportant (a five).
perceived
,pr6blem-solving) were
be
a
major'partner
in assisting the Executive
Libraries could
Office, local groups and organizations, and the cons*mer, if.they
"we can all get the Tecessary
By working together,
so desired.
Instead
of waiting for thik nedessary
information to the pubi4c.
consumers could go to the
brodhures to be received in the mail,
Library and pick them up."
-
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GUIDE' TO-THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF-CONSUMER AFFAIRS

CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO WOOD STOVES, BUYING W006, AND SPACE HEATERS
C6NSUMER'S GUIDE,TO AUTO.REPAIR

^

I,

4C513.
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ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTROL COMMIgSION
Chairman: John P. Larkin ,
100 Cambridge St. Room 2204
Boston. MA 02202
Telephone: 617/727-3040

A Guide to

-

-The Alcoholic Oeverages Control Commission regulates
all aspects c?! theliquor industry. It supervises quality and

manufacture. transportation and storage, import and export. advertising andAale, and pliblic consumption of alcoholiebeverages. The-ABCC may grant, suspend orrevoke
liquor licenses and permits of manufacturers, wholesalers.
\ warehouses, shippers, taverns and bars, restaurants and

THE EXCCUTIVE OFFICE OF

onsurner
AFFAIRS

hotels, pa ckage stores..chartered Orbs and pharmacies. To

ensure compliance with the law, the ABCC May conduct
investigations or hearings involving various segments of
the liquor industry.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF

CONSUMER AFFAIRS

COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION COMMISSION
Chairman: Jeffrey R. Forbes
100 Cambridgi St. Room 1105
Boston, MA 02202
Telephone: 617/727-6925

ALCOHOUC

DIVISION gF

BEVERAGES
CONTROL
COMMISSION

BANKS

The Community Antenna Television Commission regu-

lates the cable television industry by setting rates and
determining standlirds. It creates a uniform regulatory
framework within which rates, performance, technical
quality and community service can be measured objectively. The Commission can suspend or revoke a license granted by a municipality if there were improprieties in granting

the license, or if the licensee fails to conduct business
properly; Since 1979, improvements in technology and
increased public awareness of the cable industry have
created a dramatic increase in the level of activity of this
Commission.

DIVISION OF
INSURANCE

COMMUNITY
ANTENNA
TELEVISION
GOMMISSION

DEPARTMENT dF
PUBLIC UTIUTIES

MASSACHIAETTS

-STATE DIVISION OF
REGISTRATION

DIVISION OF STANDARDS
Director: Donald B. Falvey
One Ashburton Place. Room 1115
Boston. MA 02108

DIVISION OF
STANDARDS

web

RACING
COMMISSION

lamammillo

MASSACHUSETTS4/
CONSUMERS'
COUNCIL

...

Telephone: 617/7274480

The Division of Standards is responsible for setting
standards and testing all types of weighing and measuring
devices used in the sale of food, fuels, and other products. It

determines standards for the accuracy and safety of all
thermometers. The Division of Standards governs the advertising and sale of motor fuels, sets standards for lubricating oils, anti-freeze and fuel oils, including the inspection of all fuel-dispensing pumps. It licenses hawkers and
peddlers, and motor fuel and motor oil dealers.,The Division enfOrces the Unit Pricing Regulations established bY
the Massachusetts Consumers' Council.

EDWARb J. KING
GOVERNOR
EILEEN, SCMELL

SECRETARY OF CONSUMER AFFAIFiS

,esuope
0

MASSACHUSETTS CONSUMERS COUNCIL
Chairperson: Dr. Mildred Berman
100 Cambridge St. Room 2109
Boston. MA 02202
Telephone: 617/727-2605

-

self help

The WassaOhusetts Consumera' Council was created in
1963 to act "for and in behalf of the people of the Common-

airs

wealth" before boards, commissions, departments or

executive office of consumer affairs
one ashburton place
02108
boston, massachusetts
617 / 727 7780

agencies in any hearing or matters affecting public interest. The Council is both a proposer of action and a watchdog, or, ombudsman, of agencies which represent the con-

sumer:The Council has the authority by law to intervene
onpehalf of the piibIid in rate setting proceedings, particutally where there is no other siate agency to take responsibility. The Legislature may call upon the Council to address
specific consurner problerns as they arise.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE DF C.ONSUMER AFFAIRS .

.

Cabinet Secretary : Mr. Eileen Schell
One Aihburto Oface, Room 1411
Eloston. MA 0 108 ,
.

DEPARTMENT OF

.

Sitlf-Help Line 817/727-7780
',dAoministration: 81Z/727-7755

- The Executive Offide of Consumer Affairs, which.supes,
vISRI nine regulatory agencies and twenty-eight licensing
boaids, is one of the ,Governor's Cabinet Offices. By stet-

te, the primary retponsibility of the office is to act as
mistrative oversight for the agency's budget and personnel actions. Consumer Affairs actively promotes consumer education and informs businesses of theit responsibiliuse to consumers. Issues are researched and cocksiimer
rights 'pamphlets aro published to explain major toplics of
concern. The Seltae1p InfOimation Line advises consum-

Fliquc UTILITIES

Chairman: Doris Poii
100 Cambridge St, Room 1200
Boston. MA 02202
Consumer Line: 617/727-3531
Toll-fras line: 1-800-392-6068
Administration: 617/727-3500'

0

The Department of Public Utilitij.Asponsible for the
regulation and rate setting for el
,
as! water.*
phone and tel6graph, utilities. The DPUalso licenses a
regulates commercial motor vehicled. railway and b
oompanieS, towing and instate nibvin.g. compinies. The
Consumer Division handles complaints including bill
and termination practices of utility companies. The D
also responds to requests associated with its other regulated businesses.

OM of their rhts and remedies so that they are able to
.

resolve problems on.thdir own. Selt-Help responds to indi-

Vidual telephohe, written and walk-in requests for guidance in taking corrective action:Over 32,000 consumer
, referral and complaint calls are handled each year.

Consumer Affairs represents the interests of consumers
when it testifies before state and federal agencies. It actively works with other state agencies in the protection of
consumers. Seminars are presented to consumer groups.
educators, civic and trdde associations, and merchants.
Consumer Affairs has actively promoted the interests of
women, minorities and the handicapped. The office introduces legislation to make its agerAes more effective and to
correct abuses or oversights which the Self-Aelp Information activities have disclosed. Readers of Boston Magazine
have voted the office the "Best Local Government Agen-

ol."

..

DNISION OF BANKS
.Commissioner Gerald F. Mulligan
100 Cambridge St. Room 2004
8oston. MA 02202
Consumer tine: 617/727-2102
-:411. .41
Administration: 817/7274145
The Division of Banks regulates. supervises, and audits

state-chartered trust companies. savings banks/ cooperative banks, credit unions, finance compariies and collection agencies. The DiKision of Banks also grants charters and approves branches, acquisitions, andmergers of

its financial inititutions. It promotes public interest; both
by encouraging banking competition and community reinvestment and by supervising small loan interest rates
and credit transaction compliance.

DMSION OF REGISTRATION
,t Director Johh-N. Mattuchio
100 Cambridge St,..Room 14.0
EllstOn: MA 02202
Telephone:,617/727-3076

The Division of Registration, consists of a central ad
nistrative office and 28 individual boards of registration."
Each board examines and licenses applicants. holds di 'plinary hearings, and estabfishes standards for prbfessi
al conduct. The following professions and trades are r
fated:
OictECTOR*Of THE OIVISION
727-3076
Aestheticians
11.
727-3090
Accountants.
727-3065
727-3078
Architects
Barbers
727-3082
Chiropractors
727-3093
Osnusts
727-3
Oental Hygienists
727-3067
Doctors
727-3088
Orinking Water Operators
- 727-8107
Embalmers & Funeral Oirectors
727-.3072
727-3050
Eiscirologists
727-327-3
Eliictricians
7271088
Hairdressers
7
Engineers
7274108
Health Officers
LandscapeArchitects 727-3
727-3088
Nurses
Lind Surveyors
727-3060
Nursing Home AdMinistriitors
727-3073
727-3
Opticians
Optometrists
727-3071
727-3084
Physical Therapists
727-3
Pharmacists
727-30 9
Podiatrists
Plumbers & Gasfitters 727-3046
727-8108 - Radio & TV Technicians 727-3093,
Psychologists
Real Estste Brokers & Salesmin
727-3056
Sanitarian:
727-3069
SociaWorkers
k
727.5
Veterinarians
Waste Water Treatment Operators 772271:3307021

1

DIVISION OF INSURANCE
Commissioner: Michael J. Sabbagh
WO Cambridge St.. Room 1801
Boston. MA 02202

Consumer Line: 617/727-3341/3333
Administration: 617/727-6184
Springfield Office: 413/736-8349

The Division of Insurance regulates all aspects of the
insurance business including rate setting, licensure of
agents and brokers. and examination of domestic and foreign insurance companies: Drivers may appeA accident

surcharges before the Merit Rating Board. CW umer information is available through pamphlets, pe complaint
handling division, and by appointment through the division
'library. A program of insurance primiurn cost disclosure
and easy-to-read policies have assisted the consumer to
mike a more informed purchase of insurance.

MASSACHUSE17S STATE RACING COMMISSION'
Chairman: Dr. Paul Walsh
One Athburton Place. Room 1313
Boston. MA 02108
Telephone: 617/727-2581

The Massachusetts State Racing Commission has juri
diction to regulatepari-mutuel activities for thoroughbred,
harness, and greYhound racing. The Commission is r
sponsible for the enforcement of rules and regulatio
governing the security and protection of racing anima
and the wagering, public. As a licensing authority, it IS
empowered to invatigate complaints about business co
ducted at 'racetracks or racing fairs. especially when
involves the calculation of odds. payment of winnings, or
iptegrity Of a race. The commission also operates a teisti
laboratory and audits the books of racetracks.

4/
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FIREWOOD RESOURCES

Call the regional field office of the Maisachusatts
penmen; of Environmental Resources for advice on how
Iand what to cut for firewood. You may be able to get a
permit to cut firewood on State land from this agency, too.
The, cordwood program usually .runs from September 1
through November 30. Free timber permits can be obtained
from one of the Regional Federal Forrtry Offices in Marne,
Npw Hampshire 'and Vermont. Each state has its own reguons, so obtain all rules before traveling north for wood:',
mparative shopping is essental !or those who plen to

OUrchase firewood; Prtel and species iary gieatkamong
the dealers.

sumer's Guidecrto

Vtood Stoves,
Bdying.Wood,
-and. apaae.Heaters
(

ILLEGAL SPACEHEATERS

Portable kerosene sofa Heater* are illegal in buildirigs
USedhOI1y or partly for residences. Other portable wickhd other Vice haitera having a barometric fed-fuel
witrol which LOOT@ fuel less than 42" from the center of
the burner are also illegal for use in buildings used wholly

or partly for residences. Thre bestirs are adapted for
burning' range oil, No. 1 fuel oil or kerosene. tt is illegal to
offer for sale, sell or install a secondhand space heater or a
Secondhand porteble stove which uhs kerosene, range oil

or No. 1 fuel oil/kis illegal to install or use an unvented

space heater which uses gas or oil fuel in a Wilding used
wholly or partly fora residence. Piinishment for violation of
'any of the above is a fine of not magi than $100. M. G.t.. c.
1481 5A, § 25A, and § 258. If you have any questions regarding space heatrs of th,is typt,call the State Fire Marshal's Office at 6177566-4500, ext. 221 or Your focal Fire
Chief for assistance. Don't be misled if you see those of"'
fared for sal:. They may be soldto industrial at construction

UM&
LEGAL SPACE HEATERS

Eleciric space heaters including Quartz heaters are legal

in Massachusetts'. Sim. precautions should be taken

111

when using these appliances:
Carefully read all labels and instructions befare using a
new heater.
Be sure that an electric space heater has an automatic
switch which will cut off electric power if the heater is
tipped over,
Do not use an extension cord for an electric heaterunless it is a heavy duty cord which is raied as high al
the current rating listed oh your heater.
Never totaill an electric heater Vilten yoli are wet. You
may receive in electric shock. Avoid use of a ponable
electric heater anywhere in a bathroom.
Examine all old heating devices. Make sure they are
equipped with modern safetifeatu res and th e
^
in good gondition.
Repair or replaci loose or missing guards on heaters.
Oo not piece space heatera near drapes, furniture or
other flairmable materials.
Keep children and Pets away from spac e eaters. They
can be burned evensfter the device has been turned
off due to heat retention.
EV1ATIO
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- Z&Zi
BUYING WOOD

The soaring coat of. conventional heating twits has
prompted many consu.mers to consider Supplementary
heating devices end' inexpensive ions to save energy. Every effort should _Pe-taken to see these aids, but safety
should not be sacrificed in an effort to reduce heating bills.
hi aperiod of a Yter, the U.S. Consumer Product-Safety
Commission reported that 1.465 persons received *mygency hospital treatment for injuries from coal or wood .
burning Stoves, and nearly 5.8130 persons received emergency hospital treatment for burns, carbo. n monoxide poisoning,. and other injuries from space heaters.

.

1

WOOD STOVE'S
Boyins Wood
Before purchasing a woodistove, make sure you can
purchase sufficient wood at a reisonable-price that will
justify your investment
Os* seasoned or dry thood. It bums better and has

and the purchaser, tt,ie volume of wood (expressed in

Th e hardwoodiburn less vigorously and with a s

Follow installation instructions closely. Proviae sufficient distance-between the stove and the wall. (Wood
stoves should be placed at least 36 from the walls).
Never uSe fuels other than wood. Never throw gasoline
dr charcoal fluid in a stove, or burn coal in a wood
stove.

temperatures 'and have different heat value

T

r

achieve the ideal fire,rn is advisable to mix Ugh
heavy woods.

1.: II Zr 14

TVS'S Of WOOD

ii
c it
._ n,

4044. kat beech.

Hi

.

Before' installing a wood stove, you must obtain a per-

mit.from your local building inspector. After installation, the inspector must check to determine twot it
been done properly.
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An improperly vented chimney can produce deadly
quantities of carbon monoxide.
..
Keep chimneys Clear of creosote, soot and bird nests.
They may cause chimney fires.

Safety Considerations

f

flame' than softy/Rods. Oak gives the most uni r
* shortest flames, a it prof:laces steady, glowing coal
The haat i log prod1çes varies with the concent
of woody material, r in, water and ash. Since
are of different compositions, they ignite at differer

r

.

i

feet or cubic -.meters), the delivery date and the
M.G.L, e 94, f299.
Contact youtlocal Sealer cif Weights ahd
the StatsDivision if Standards in Boston at 617/727for further information.
..p
'
For longer lastIng fire, add the heavier hadwood
such as ash, beech, maple and oak to your toftw

mori usehil host value. Careful selection of wood will
help prevent creosote buildJup.
Do not use quality lumber (cabinet woodi or ornarnenta shade trees) for fuel they &reef greater value as a
continding part of our environmend Do not cutdown
trees growing on steep slopes. Their rodtsystems help
to prevent erosion.'

Stove Installatiod

. Cordwood And fitewood can be adigertised,.offerlift
safe, and sold legally only as closely stacked volumes (
ctibk feet or cubic meters. Cordwood is four feet in le
Rtewood is cut to any lengths more than eight inch
les* thin four feet. Terms such as cord, face cord, It
uNcitloed or si ilaiterms cannot be used in the advertisin
ozrodaild sale 'of c
or firewood. Kinskpg wood inc s
all split wood, ed ings, clippings or othir wood waste
aging eight inches in length. The standard unit of me
r
for kindling vrood is die trushel, 2,1-50 and 42/100 cubi
inches. M.L.
.G c. 94, § 298.
The sine of cordwood or firewood must issue a deller
ticket or silos invoice to the -buyer upon ddlivery. Thi
receipt mu.* include the name and address of the

ExcessiVe overheating is the most common flaw of
stoves. Some metal stoves buckle under their own heating
capacity, or they may scorch walls four feet away.-Other
common stove failures are smokingi and faulty electric air
blowers.
An estimated 75% of wood stove related fires are caused
by unsafe installation. fhe Massachusetts State Fire Mar-

ing laboratory and bear safety certification labels. The label

must have the following information:

.

Harrlosi of the manufacturer

Identification of thit testing laboratory'
Teo Standards (either UL737 or ULl 482)
Test date
Serial number of the unit
Model number
Approved fuel

Minimum durance from combustion suffuse

3ui

Mad

- Med

:-

shal's evidence showt that approximately 98% of.wood
stall* liras are caused by faulty installation and improper
, . operation.
-Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago has developed
, two standards for safety requirements in wood and coal
stoves. Open-eir stoves are covered .by UL7371 airtight
stoves are covered byUL1482.
Effective January 1-1980, all wood'stoves sold in thei
Commonwealth inust have been tested by a certified test- A

(
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Buying the densest species available may save mo ey

-

Fior example, a cordwood of hickory contains mon
/potential heat value than a cordwood of white
because' it is a denser wood. With the same prid
.cubic volume of cordwood, hickory is a better buy.
Check the quality of wood under consideration fbr
chase. Facto rs such as whether the wood is sou
o
rotten, straight or crodked, dry or green affect Irt
f
voturna of Wood you receive and the heat value.
Do noi burn fir trees (including your leftover Chri

i

tree) in your fireplace. They emit sparks which
ignite your roof, your chimney or your rug.
To p;revent or minimize rot store cordwood and firewood in a sheltered place. Keep wood in your b e"
ment or garage away from flammable materials. C

di

occasiortilly for bugs, and spray if it is necesia
Install a smoke detector. A stove can be dangerou:
'even if you take the proper precautions
sparks r
fly, and logs can roll. Installing a smoke,detector ii
help to alert your family about fires. Obtain pro uc
, information Yrom the U.S. Consumer Product S
Commission, 100 Summer Street, Boston 0211
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Consumer's-Guide to
Auto Repair,

IIIREMEDIES FOR DISSATISFACTION
If dissatiaied, immediately regisler a complaint with
the owner dr manager of the shop which did your work.
If you canriot reach a settlement, you may wishib seek

I.

a second opinion from another auto mechanic or a,
vocational,school instructck. Include this information
a complaint letter to the shop owner.
If the repair shop 'fails to respond, wite to your local
consumeuroup listed in the Self-Help section in the

\-

front of your telephone book. State the facts includfng:
, -4 your name, address and daAme telephone number
name and address of the repair shop

-make and nrdel of your car
---*thelotal cost of repairs shown on a copy of your bill
a copy of 'the complaint letter ybu have sent to the
.

r

shop.

,A violation of the auto repaii regulations described in
our pamphlet "Consumer's Auto Repair Rights," is a,
violation of the Constimer Protection Act. Consequently, if the abovitheptioned action fails, you should write
a "30-Day Demand Letter" seeking recovery of your
'loss. Sind the letter certified mail/return-receipt, re.

1

a-copy by regular mail to the

quested to the sh

Department of the Attorney General andxetain a copy
for your records.

ISMALL CLAIMS COURT

If either your local consumer group or a 30-Day Demand
Letter tails to provide a remedy, VOU may have to sue in
Small Claims Court. Small Claims Court is a people's court
where you can recover up to $750 for a filing fee of less
than 59:The atmosphere Is informal, and therules of the
'court are simple. A consumer *resents himself in Small
Claims Court and does not need ap attorney. To help prepare your case, you may wish to obtain advice frornMASSPIRG Small Claims Court Advisory Service in Boston.Tele1796. You may also wish to obtain
phone 617 / 423
these publications:
"How to Sue, in Massachusetts Small Claims Court"
and
"A g'-eonsumer's Guide to Writing a Chapter 93
3 -Doay Demand Letter"
Eiiecutive Office of Consumer Affairs
One Ashburton Place, Room 1411
Boston, Massach Usetts 02108
7780
Telephone: 617 / 727

EDWARD J: KING
GOVERNOR

"

DR. EICEEN SCVELL
SECRETARY OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
.

1S Lit??

e

"How to Sue in Small Claims Court Using
the Consumer Protection Act"
Mayor's Office of Consumer Affairs /and Licensing
City Hall, Room 703
Boston, Massachusetts 02201
3320
Telephone 617 / 725

11141

ABBREVIATIONS
AMC. Massachusetts General Laws:
.

CMFI

Chapter and Seaton;
Code of Massachusetts Flegulrons.

'For further information you may wish to ob eM Consumtoes Auto Repair Rights which is also available from.our

Okla
0°Stlibt.

C.)

EXECUTIVE ,OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

ONE ASHBURTON P6kCja BOSTON

Telephone 617/727-7780'

EXECUTWE OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
ONE ASHOURTON PLACE

.80STON, MASSACHUSEM 021.08

Telephone 617/727-7780
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SELECTING AN AUTO REPAIR HOP
Based upon the recoMmendations of friends, cdmPile a
lig of potential repair shops. Narrow y r choice to two or
three facilities_based upon the strength and frequency of
these recommendations. Then, contact the Better Susinets Bureau and your local consumer group to determine
the nature and 9xtent of any complaints which have been
.filed against these Shops. Ask the shops you are considering to furnish you with customer references.

AUTO SERVICE CONTRACTS

k

.

.

..

dealer's express warranty, or und r the Massachtise
implied warranties which automa wally exist with ivory

QUALIFICATIONS

Find out whether anY of the-mechanics in a shop are
certified by the National Institute for Automotive Service
Excellence (NIASE). Although certification is a sign of competence, many exceltent mechanics may not be certified. A
certified mechanic has taken one or more written examine-

tions in these eight automobile specialty areas:
Engine Repair
Engine Tune-up

. Front EndBraked

Automatic Transmission
Manual Transmission and Rear Axle
Electrical Systems
Heating and Air Conditioning
If an automobile mechanic takes and passes all tests, he
is certified as a General Automobile Mechanic. If he passes
one or more tests. but not all tests, he is certified in the
specific areas in which he has proven his competency.
(Additional tests and certifications are given for heavy-duty.

truck mechanics, for body repair, and for painting and
refinishing specialists.)
Consumers wishing to obtain a list of p laces in their
community where certified mechanics are employed can
send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
NIASE. Suite 515
t
1825 IcStreet, N.W..
Washington. D.C. 20006

ON-SITE INSPECTION
Visit the repair facility. The shop should appear to be
well-equipped with proper tools and well-stocked wish
parts. The work areis should be clean and well-organid.
CIIEffiness and order usually are associated with good

mitranics.

,

A service contract is "breakdown insurance." It provide'
specific coverage during a period whenthe service con-,
tractor agrees to repair or maintain your car for an agre
upon price. An auto service contract is not requiredeith
to obkpin insurance or to-finance %min- car.
Before deciding to purchase an automobile service contract, review your existrng coverage. It may overlap cove
age which you already have under a manufacturer's

.

dealer sale. If a car is purchased for personal use, a deal
may not use a disclaimer stating the car is being gold as i

with all faults, or with a 50-50 warriinty.
Decide whetber the service contract cost ia wor th th
service you wiff receive. A service contract should spec*
the following:
.
..
Coverage(cost andtterm in years Or miles)
.
Deductible amounts (if any)
..
.
) .
Scope of basic ccfliterage WI parts dr only majOryni
.
chanical Parts, and labor)
Optional coyerage {air-conditioner and electrical sys-

temi)
Agency authorized to perform repairs (geographic
restrictions of service' or restricting the provision
.service to a- single dealership
..
Limitations or exclusions (maintenance, unrelat
repair, towing, car rental)
.
Transferability(provision for a successor if the issuer
goes out-of-business)
.
Transferability to another vehicle
Transferability to a private party successor owner
Fees (service transfer or cancellation)
Service parties, ff anyr for visits must be in Writi
Methdd of payment (either direct dealer or mechan
payment or reimOursement for authorized bills yo
have already, paid)

r

/

Auto service contracts are offeTed by manufacturer
contract companies, insurance companies and individu
dealers. A variety of coverage and pricing is available.
Some contract sellers are insured-against a sudden rush
claims and can demonstrate their ability to meet financi

obligations; others cannot. Ask the company to provi
evidence of financial strength befpre you purchase.

DIAGNOSING YOUR PROBLEM
Automotive diagnostic centers are located in many urban areas. These centeros provide a comprehensive exami-

nation of your car for'afixed fee. They use sophisticated
test equipment to identify potential mechanical problems,
and they examine the efficiency of your car's operatiOn.
Mechanics at a diagnostic center list all required repairs
and adjustments, but they dd not fix your car. Diagnostic
center evaluations are generally impartial, thorough, and
qccurate. They are a good investment for individuals who
aresnok familiar with cars,,

EXPLAINING YOUR 'PROBLEM
Provide the mechanic with as many details as possible
about your car's problem. Describe the symptom, and let
the mechanic make the diagnosis. If possible, include a
description of these factors:
nature of the problem
when the problem first occurred
circumstances tinder which the problem exiSts
unusual sounds, leaks or odors

303

PRICES FOR REPAIRS
Unless a' price list Is posted clearly aod coni picuously,
e estimate must list the speCific repairs afid the to
price including an itemization of parts and labor. Prices f
the same work can vary Widely, so it is advisable to obta
comparative prices from several shops. Before work beg-i
ins, you must give the shop written authorization either
signing an estimate or by signing a waiver which includ
authorization to a specific amount. M.G.L., c. 934,1§2
940 CMR 5.05 PA
.
.

.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY EXTENSION-SERVICE*

Congtess
In 1914, with the passage of the Smith-Lever Act,
established the Cooperative Extension Service, a nationwide
program joining the U.S. Department of Agriculture with the land
The state of Massachusetts
grant university in each state.
agreed to the provisions of the Act in the same year, when, it
established the 06-Operative Extension Service and charged the 4
administrative
University .of Massachusetts in Amherst with
responsibilities.
Two years,later, Middlesex County established
its Extension Service.

Comprisisig a department of county government, the Servide is
an educational and research body serving all the cities and towns
in Middlesex County.. The purp se of the Service is "to provide a
wide variety of educational 4qiformation to people;" "to assist
them in obtaining a better and ore satisfying family life;" and
To be more speciflc,
to -enable them ta better.help themselves.
basic
philosophy
is
that
people
can
improve
their lives if
the
through
available
from
research
is
made
information resulting
or
individual
workshops,.
programs,
publications, local media,
consultations.
.

The_ County Extension Service
cooperation
with" the Cooperative
University
of
Massachusetts and
It- can 4so draw
(1)
Agriculture.
following:

'

provides its services in
Extension Service' of the
'of.
the U.S.fA Department
upon the resources of the

Board of Trustees, County Commissioners7
Middlesex County Foundation, Inc., Middlesex
'County 4-H Fair Directors-, Middlesex County
Extension Homemakers' CounCil,,Courity 4-H Youth/
Adult Development Corp, Middlesex County 441
Program, Reyiewoand S4port Committee, Middlesex
County 4-H Resource Dev4opment Committee,
Middlesex County,Advisoty Board, 4-H members apd
the many 4-k Volunteer Leaders. (2)

4
Home
The interview was conducted ,with Debbi Doncov,
Econämist; James T. Williams., Agricultural Specialist; and Debbi
Jones, 4-H Coordinator of the Middlesex County Extension Service,
105 Everett St., Concord, Massachusetts 01742.

1
1

1

For background irlormation on the Cooperative Extension
Sanders, The Cooperative Extension Servi.ce
H.C.
Service see
PrentiZi-Hall, 1976), and A Hisf(7,7-7-6f
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Sixty Years of CooPerative Extension Service in Massachusetts
(Univer-gifr oF Massachusetts, Cooperative Extension Service,
n d.),
:

2
-

Annual

Report

from

the Staff

ExtensIc7i-grvice, JUlY-IT 1V8-June

of

the

19$17

6

304.,

Middlesex
p.

2.

County

1
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GOALS

,;

Wh n asked to rank the Extension $ervices' gogls on a scaie
the three respondents,believed that they weig
to five
of. on
l
aware of organizational goals but not. able to 'meet them all
County residents' awareness of the.
effectively.(rated a three).
dtffEcult to _enhance%
is
.It
goals ims'Airalso rated a three.
and
financial
support. County
awareness without additional staff
states with
extension programs .can be more effective in thoCe
per
population.
smaller counties and a larger number of staff
Given these
The counties in Massachusetts .arg call large.
factors, respondents also believed that the'achievement of goals
of plans to meet the goals also rated a
and the development
as one of them noted, was'uhlw far should
The question,
three.
We cannot be experts on everything and
Fe go with our services?
cannot offer all services td the same-depth.".
\

PROGRAMS

I.

4

the
'The: Service consists of four distinct progeams'!
Extension Home Economids Program, the Expanded Food an4eNutrition
Program, the 4-H/Youth Development Clubs "(to be discussed further
at the end of this fection), and the Agriculture and ,Community
Resource Development. The Home Economics:Program, -which is an
imforeal adult education program, seeks to develop'the potential
that exists for better individual, family, dnd community living
by:

improving the quality of individuf aid
family decisions
providing the competencies needed to carry
out those decisions
helping individuals increase their^ability,'/
to interact effectively with others
.

.

40'

A staff of four trained in home economics conducts and coordinates programs dealing ..with such topics as consumer issues,
and clothing
nutrition, financial and home management, health,
for
example,
are
aquaipted
COmmunity residents,
and textiles.
with simpae hame repalrs, consumer rights, selecting and financing

a home, and the establishment of credit for women. The announcement of proerams-and
news stories are provided through:
0
AN

-1

4

\
workShops, meeting, discussion groups
mass media (newspapers, radio, Ty)
bulletins, newsletters
extension program ,aides in food and mitrition
employed to assist low-income ;families
homemaker study groups
short cpurses, sefies, hom0 study programs
volunte11.54rained by Extension to teach others
...cooperative efforts with4lther agencies and
organIzationg
speakers bureau (extension'home economists provide
educational talks)
films, slide-tape presentations
news release
'

3/JD

.
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The extent to which publicity is successful depends 'upon the
It must be responsive to .the demand for
topic angi the timing.
infotmatibn and the willingness of the target group tokseek it.
.

I.
-NJ

forexample, receive a written
Commertial fruit growers
newsletter. providing ,up-to-date information and can call a
They can also have an extension agent
hotline on pest control.
visit, their farms or the.growers can telephone the appropriate
he might
observes a common .problem,
the agent
If
agent.
information.
organize,a meeting to maximize the dissemination.of

V

which operate in,
Food and Nutrition programs,
Everett, .and Lowell, provide nwtrition
Somerville,
Cambridge,
information and -skills to families with liTited incomes and
but
The programs are administered at the county level,
youth.
Univet'sity.
stiff and operating funds are provided by- the
the
These programs provide one example of the cooperative relationship found -in.the. Extension Service.
Exelanded

1

I.

toih*
The 4-H Clubs enable youth between the ages, of 8 and 19
These
young
people'select
projett
areas
(e.g.,
learn by doing.
gardening, public
beekeeping, -dairy goats, food and nutrition,
speaking and veterinary scierite) and-progress through .self-pwed
Agricultural specialists assist dairyfflen,
activities.
,I.earning
mgrket
poultry, men,
growers,
'fruit
livestock prbducers,
and
flower
grwers
in
Middlesex,
Essex,
and
Worcester
gardeners,
counties.

which is
.Community Resource Development .program,
The
esoprces,
concerned with the proper use and management of local
and
forest
managene,
informs peopleabout energy conservation,
This
'program
also
deals
with
municipal
infbriiation
home-buying.
needs about matters relating to community planning, environmental
management, and economic development. For example, it encourages
community beautification.by providing landsCaping information and
assistance on visual resources management.
as conveyed in ita annual
The County Extension Service,
report, has formulated objectives covering the four program areas
For exgmple, an
and has developed methods for meeting each one.
objective of the Commercial Fruit Production program, which is
uncle i. the general agriculture program, is to'"increase quality of
fruit and yields through efficient fertilizing and pruning
To meet this objective, Mr. James T. Williams,
programs." (3).
is engaged in s.uch activities as
the regional fruit specialist,
field observation, conducting pruning clinics', meeting with the
and using the mass media
Masachusetts Fruitgrowers' Association,
(circular letters,ligdio programs,'and a telephone hotline).

3

) Ibid., p. 20.

36
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4 -H/YOUTH DEVELOPMgNT CLUBS

Through this prpgram,- yOuth can take advantage of numerous
learning opportunities.
Since.many pf the 1.37 million people
residing in-the counpf live in an urban/suburban environment, the'.
youth often .do not have farm animals at home;
they are more
attracted to veterinary science than to the type of programs
traditionally associated with the 4-H program. People wantigg to
share theix skills do so on a voluntary basis.
For example;
'someone operating a greenhouse.,could organize kids
inta a
learning unit.
Since bot tire youth and the volunt.eer teachers
are interested in learng,4 .they are receptive to the
variousmaterials distributed t
the Extension Service.
.

The County Service can draw upon resources prepared b
a
network consisting, of other counties in the state, the
tate
University, other states, the Northeast Cooperdtive. Extension,
Rutgers'University (a clearinghouse for a pool of 4-H liteature,
incluaing resou'rce guides,- developed'nationwide),' and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The Extension Service also encourages
the private sector to contiebute to the iearning of the youth.
For example, the J.C.: Penney Consumer Education Services, New-k
York,
deirelops
4nd makeS available .appropriate
resources.
Further,
the- gational 4-H Council, is an information guidance
center for youth at the national level. It devAses leaflets that
convey current inforrvtion in a usable form.
Som4times the
materials offer financial intentives for the- completion of a

IL
1111

4

IF

II

.

.

*

task.

/

-

11

The 4-H program relates to libraries in two ways.
Firft,,
libraries caA house 4-H project materials on closed reserve.
In
this way,
they prbvide the community with access
to current,
readable infOrmation on such topics as photography,. interior
design, commodity marketing,
and raising dairy goats
(their
breeding,
milking,
shout, and rble as pets).
Second, short term
projects such as "mulligan stew" (films and workbook activity for
the
teaching of nutrition) can be presented in -libraries and
ltbrary staff members can participate as volunteer teachers. For
another project (one lasting six .weeks), an incubator might be
set 'up
inea school or library so that children can watch the
birth of cifickens.
'If

4.

.

II
-

II.t

II
.
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II.

.

.4

II
-

in the Copcor0
Since the 'population,is not concentrated
People preferr to
there are few,)walk-in questions.
area
therefore, is spent
much of the staff's 4me,
telephone;
there
lor fiscal year 1981,
coupsellmg clientele by telephone.
were 25,047 telephone inquiries or a dai.y average of 95 calls.
ference questions on
alone, answered
.The home economists,
food safety and preservation,. food preparation and
nutrition,
clothing care,
selection of home
storage,
stain removal,
energy and pome management,vand
furnkthings, money management,
consumer problems.
)

A

Staff members hendle-"a diniMum of 4 000 informational and
program contacts per year from citizens of Middlesex County.lh(4)
ome
A monthly Extension Home Economics Newsletter announces
and
consumer
infprmaeconomics courses, a FireriTiF-31"vents,
tion;
postage for this free newSletter is paid by the U.S.
the Service houses a
In addition,
pepartment of Agriculture.
sheets available
library
of
bookl
ts
and
information
reference
the Cooperative
Departmenç
of
Agriculture
and
the
U.S.
from
Extension Service, pniversty of Massachusetts. Many individual
(5)
publications are also avaylable free to county residents.
The Cooperative Extensio Service, Univ rsity of Massachusetts,
prepares and distribute informatioty1eets and booklets *that
dre
.,, provide capNlized-inform&tion in a r adabl,e manner and that
.
-available f 4.,
..

.

411

II

Home
sts within broad-areas..
t specialize in faMily money
and consumer rights. As specie:of new developments in the field.
In this regard, they recei, 1ln-service training from the Univer-

embers are special
xample* mig
for
economists,
.er
it,
management, housing,
itst
they must keep a
lists,
Staff'

.

II

participate in profional associations,and may even take
At present, the staff consists of twenty-four
courses.

sityj

I

&graduate

fourteen of whom are extension agents
persons,
comprise support staff.

and

the

rest

BUDGET
total budget of tyie County
the
.For' fiscal year .1981,
the cost of the Service to'
Extension Service was $389,000;
taxpayers was $0.27 per capita. . It might be further noted that
the Extension Service
"during the past fiscal squeeze (47 cap),
operations in mostin Middlesex County has maintained normal
have actually expanded
areas,
and
in some
other areas
4
p. 5.
5

I.

MA:.
(Concord,
See "Home Economics Publications List"
Middlesex County Extension Service) and "1981 Home and Garden
Middlesex County Extension
(Concord,
MA:
Publication List"
Service).
.
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*sezwices." (6Haever,
.

4

a. time period where government,expen'ditures are
under a terrific demand by the people to justify
their worth, those public seririce organizations such
as the Middlesex County Extension Service.must try to
present a clearer picture to allow the individuals
making decisions on budgets to realize'the value of
the dollars spent bsth in direct services rendered
and volunteer groups assisted and led by our-staff." (7)
'In

k

Financial support and recognition ofe Ehe value of the
The Service in
Extension. Service varies from ?tate t6 state.
Massachusetts +is not as well,supported as those in states such as
To a large deiree,-Massachusetts is an urbanizd state,
New York.
the stie of
with decreasing interest in agriculture.
Further,
coupty and the population served is much higher in Massachuthe
sdtts than in New York.

.

t

Staff members,in Massachusetts are part of county government
and most of their salary depenay upon city and town, assessments.
Yet, more people identify twith municipal or state government than
In fact,
there is a bill currently
with county government.
If
the
state
legislature
to
abolish
county government.
before
the bill passes,,.(the Service, if it is to survive, might hAve to
In states such -as
be affiliated wtth the State,Unioversityo
Niavnesota,, staff emSers are,clAssified as university employees
the county versus
As can be imagined,
drbrating in the field.
as well as the,size of the tounty served and
state organizat'ov/n,
budget allocations, impact the initiation and crrying out of
.

I

programs.

.

Some 95 percent of the funding comes from county government.
which .
remaining percentage comes from the University,
The
dispenses .Federal monies; no State funding is involved.
allotment from the county budget for the next ftscal year may,
In fact,- the number of staff members may be
sharply decline.
Trave1.1
staff morale is low.
sh4rply reduced;, needless to say,
Further, outside funding'
allowances have also sharply declined.
is not
seen as a viable option at present.
The County
Service 'may recetvt monies to initiate a project but may find it
As one
difficult to attract funds to keep the project on=going.
"we are operating an tnformation service
staff member explained,
as
if it were the 1920s.
We have to rely on word-of-mouth,
The
makeshift programs, and hastily produced newsletters."
telephone service is in place but it only benefits those people
willing to pay for the call. Budget constraints limit the use of
conference calls and the ability to provide individualized
Farmers, fez- example, want an agricultural specialist
service.
Budget
to visit
them and to offer personalized services.
The

fp
'

6

Annual Report, p. 4.
7

Ibid.;cp.1 8.

3U9

II
.

II

II

I
.
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constraints make this increasingly difficul,t to do.
One staff
member mentioned that "there is no end of.the services than I
could ,think of,
if
there were only the money."
A teletype
service connected to computer information banks would provide
useful information, 'which could be digested tnd made
available
for the public.
However;
such a service at present is not
feasible.
If any new services become available,
they must provide
accurate, up-to-date information in a readable manner.
Wrtth
staff cuts and the present budgetary situation,.the County of2ice
may not b'e able to maintain its present level of services.' It
may have to start charging for services previously, provided free
and to concentrate on the most financially viable programs.
4

DEKINITION OF CONSUMER INFORMATION
....

.

,

,

Instead of Vioerating with a broad definition .&lf consumer
informatiork the 4 nty Extension Servilce lookg at the term in
relationship toOvarloel target audiences, e.g., the provision of
information (pr' N;409
rd-of-mouth)
to fruit
gro ers.
The
definition the-4
,,..
t viewed in the context oe
he
four
program areas:(;h40-0,0pmics, agriculture, 4-H/youth evelopment
cpTmunlWqresource development) and the specific
activ
ywithin each.
Of the four program areas,
the one for
agric
re'has the
st ctsily identifiable audience.
In Meeting progra objectives, staff members can draw upon
the Extension Service network; they caa.approach other counties,
the land grant
institution,
as
well as other agencies and
organizations, with whom they have informal contacts.
For
example, questions requiring the mediation of consumer complaints
miFht be referred to the Boston,Consum4or Council.
,

It
might be noted that staff members do not monitor user
satisfaction with referral.
They suspect diet users,
are
since a number of them will return with :other
satisfied
questions.
There is a problem,- however,
in relation to the
budget.
The agriculture
program is dependent upon peronal
contacts with farmers and direct observation of
the partisular
problem.
Curtailment of eravel expenditures reduces 'direct
contact with the target group and incrtases farmer disillusionment with the Service as well as their willingness
to seek
one offering a high
another informationproVider,
level
of
interpersonal contact.
The 'problem, therefore, .is, one of
maintaining communication with the target audience. According to
one person interviewed,

the farmers know that it is difficult for us to
travel; however, they want us to examine the problem
and not to guess. My,clientele is becoming disillusioned
and are not as supportive today as they were in the
past.
This is obvious from a recent experience, where
for a lobbying effort, we could not get d written
statement of support from the Massachusetts FruLtgrowers'
.
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Association; rather, our support came on an individual
basis.

POLICY
(Top priorities Ofthe Extensiron Service relate toinformadissemination, referral, and
tion, acquisition, organization,
interpretation/advice;/ as well as the delivery of information,
and consuer education. Staff members take the
problem-solving,
experiment
research
results deriVed from the agricultural
and interpret them in language understandable ,to
stations
They make sure that the information Rrovided is uplaypersons.
inNthe past, has been a low friority. From
Lobbying,
to-date.
Advocaty,
it
must
be
"high
pitch" (ranked a three).
iow on,
however, was given the lowest priority -! a four on the five point
scale.

When asked to rank the five factors in terms'of importance,
to
staff members interviewed accorded ,top priority
those
Up-to-dateness
understandabtlity; accuracy,fand up-to-dateness.
Cost in terms of
and accura4.!were seen as going hand in hand.
The
County
Extension
Service
money and time were low priority.
such
Only
does not charge for 75-80 percent of its services.

Staff
services as soil and tissue testing necessitate a charge.
members want to provide the most cost/effective services 'so that
people will want to return.
USER SATISFACTION
The effecttveness of prograMs has been argely determined
through questionnaires, counting the number of people participatd specific
ting in a program, detaplining if clients adhere
and follow-up at meetings to see what people
recommendations,
According to one staff member, "everybody is now paying
want.
attention to dollars. Proposition 2-1/2 has tmrned things around,
and people want to see the value." Evaluation must take into
account economic impact: y placing a Monetary,, value on a
if
"we can demonstrate our contribution." nioweVer,
service,
several information providers contribute to a successful outcome,
Monetary
it can be hard to compute the contribution of each one.
determination aids the state extension service in communicating
with Washington and provides "a more dramatic indicator than
simply Saying that everybody likes what we dd." The problem 14ith
a* monetary measurement Is how to "justify' the, need 'for a
horticulturalist at.a time when the police are,getting laid off.
Still, we can show that e horticulturist is needed."
r-

ROLE OF LIBRARIES

When asked about, the role of libraries in providing consumer
information, the responses varied from serving as a meeting place
and repository to being an active partner in the distribution- of
libra ies were viewed as places
information.
On the one hand,
and information
held,
andlecttres
could
where meetthgs
"obtain the
also
ou
Libraries
distfibuted tct- the public.

III
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publications we distribute as well a's the index we prepared". On
librarians might be database managers, searching
the other hand,
the
supftying
those in agriculture) and
(e.g
databases
Extension, Servlce with publications that could be dlgested and
role
this
To materialize,
made available to the community.
duplicarequires funding to suOpo"rt,database searching and the
tion of research,reports, trse that have not been-topyrighted.
was.suggested that" the yole of libraries in the area ofconsumer information services should be one of information
acquisition, organization, and dissemination-as well as document
Consumer education rated a two;
delivery (all accorded a one).
Inforlibraries provide a meeting place for Extensiori programs.
five;
to
one
mation referral rated 'a three on the scale of
to
was
perceived
as
occuring
from
libraries
however,
referral,
other
NOne
of
the
the Extension Services and not visa-versa,
categories specified in the question (information interpretation/
advocacy, lobbying, and problem-solving) were seen as
advice,
important; all rated a five.
It

CONCLUSION

The Cooperative Extension Service unites the U.S. Department
Agriculture with the land grarit.university in every State and
In this
representatives from each county across the nation.
research and other information filters down to the general
way,
bebome mare sophisticated
therefore,
individuals;
,public;
a telephone service, workshops
Through newsletters,
consumers.
county officials take and digest information
and speeches,
Department of.Agriculture and the Univerobtained from the'U.S.
sityf regulations, as well as source material gathered from ,other
The information is
government agencies and informal contacts.
Pamphlets
synthesized and made available in a usable form.
might discuss
produced by the Federal Government, for example,
issues in general terms and nqt take into account local variaCounty officials must alert their clientele to these
tions.
variations.
of

University develops plans oE work and directs the
The
overall orientation of the extension servixe in each state.
prepares
and
county sets its priorities within the state plan
written program objectives and determines the best means for
A danger in meeting consumer
accomplishing these objectives.
informtion needs is that staff members may try to accomprish too
they must
Since they cannot have expertise in all areas,
much.
Staff
refer.
what,'
they
want
to
accomplish
and
what
to
decide
members are aware of program goals (rated a one) because they set
objectives and develop the means by which to.meet them. Further,
they must specify the amount of time they plan to spend on each
End user
activity for the fiscal year and a given month.
awareness of the-goals vary from program to program, the method
selected for program implementation, and the' amount of the budget
Since awareness also depends upon the extent to which
allocated.
staff members can' work with the target, groups and community
the extent of end user awareness was rated a three. In
leaders,
The
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reponse to'the question AbOut the extent to which goals are being
the rating was a three; budget curtailments affect the
achieved,
rating and the ability of staff members to work with peop1e on an
Budget curtailments, make them also more
individual basis.
Staff memBers
passive in the implementation of some programs.
they are more
are less.likely to teadh out in an active mAttner;
udget limitations
likaly to wait.for people to approach them.
greatly affect the ability of the County servicê to develop plans
to meet the goals (rated a four).t
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